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Date

Key

Synopsis

Guest/Reporter

Duration

7/1/2013 HEAL

Step therapy may delay relief for some, but is an important regulation mechanism

Martinez

7/1/2013 TT

Federal student loan rates double Monday

CC

7/1/2013

Loh Life Summer Guests

Loh

7/1/2013 HEAL

Step therapy for chronic pain

CC

:05

7/1/2013 ENT

Monsters rule the box office again

Jahad

:44

7/1/2013 EDU

LAUSD closes a charter school

Fernandes

7/1/2013 ENV

Buying and selling shark fins is now illegal

Orr

7/1/2013 LAW

West Hollywood City officials temporarily deputized to perform same-sex marriages

CC

:14

7/1/2013 LAW

Shark fin ban in effect

CC

:13

7/1/2013 DC

No deal means loans go up Monday

Felde

7/1/2013 SPOR

Heat drains runners in Pasadena half marathon

Jahad

4:13
:13
2:23

4:13
1:00

1:12
:45

7/1/2013 POLI

Anaheim City Council set to approve new voting system

Bergman

:50

7/1/2013 SPOR

Heat drains runners in Pasadena half marathon

CC

:09

7/1/2013 POLI

Angelenos talk about their hopes for Eric Garcetti's economic policies

CC

:11

7/1/2013 POLI

Angelenos talk about their hopes for Eric Garcetti's economic policies

CC

:14

7/1/2013 POLI

Eric Garcetti began his day at an Inaugural Prayer Service

CC

:14

7/1/2013 POLI

Eric Garcetti began his day at an Inaugural Prayer Service

CC

:08

7/1/2013 POLI

Eric Garcetti began his day at an Inaugural Prayer Service

CC

:10

7/1/2013 POLI

Supervisor Mark Ridley-Thomas on his hopes for Eric Garcetti

CC

:11

7/1/2013 POLI

Angelenos talk about what they hope Mayor Eric Garcetti accomplishes in foru years

CC

:15

7/1/2013 POLI

Angelenos talk about what they hope Mayor Eric Garcetti accomplishes in foru years

CC

:12

7/1/2013 POLI

A profile of the Los Angeles City Council President Herb Wesson

Walton

7/1/2013 ENT

LA rapper Kendrick Lamar among top winners at BET awards Sunday

CC

:15

7/1/2013 TRAN

San Francisco public transportation workers strike

Myrow

:41

4:02

7/1/2013 MEDI

Tribune Co becomes the largest commercial TV station owner in the country

Lee

:48

7/1/2013 DIS

LA County Fire captain's son dies while responding to Arizona wildfire

CC

:09

7/1/2013 TRAN

San Francisco public transportation workers strike

CC

:12

7/1/2013 LAW

Dozens of gay couples lined up for marriage licenses

Moore

7/1/2013 TRAN

Ford plans to fix sticky throttles

Mattingly

:38

7/1/2013 DC

Veteran Irvine lawmaker reflects on career

CC

:17

7/1/2013 ECON

Tribune Co says it will buy 19 TV stations, which some analysts say signals they will sell its eight
newspapers, including the LA Times

Lee

1:14

7/1/2013 DC

Veteran Irvine lawmaker reflects on career

Felde

1:02

7/1/2013 HEAL

Study finds doctors aren't very good at dishing out important advice about vitamins

O'Neill

7/1/2013 HEAL

With heat reaching record highs through the Southland, some advice on how to stay safe

Martinez

7/1/2013 ENV

Death Valley celebrates record breaking heat

CC

:16

7/1/2013 POLI

Mayor Eric Garcetti spends first day in office meeting with small biz owners, supporters

CC

:15

7/1/2013 LAW

Four of 19 firefighters killed in Arizona fire were from Southern California

CC

:21

7/1/2013 HEAL

CA insurance commissioner wants health care exchange to include dental for kids

Small

1:01

7/1/2013 POLI

Eric Garcetti has his first day as mayor of Los Angeles

Walton

2:15

7/1/2013 EDU

New school funding plan signed into law

Orr

7/1/2013 LAW

US Attorney in LA intends to prosecute owners of medical marijuana dispensaries

Stoltze

7/1/2013 ECON

S&P likes new California budget

CC

:07

7/1/2013 POLI

Governor Brown celebrates passage of school funding plan

CC

:11

7/1/2013 ENV

CA needs to change environmental policy to meet greenhouse gas emission goals

Quinton

:53

7/1/2013 POLI

Eric Garcetti sworn in outside City Hall

??

:43

7/1/2013 POLI

Eric Garcetti sworn in outside City Hall

CC

:12

7/1/2013 POLI

Eric Garcetti sworn in outside City Hall

CC

:22

7/1/2013 POLI

Jimmy Kimmel emceed Garcetti's inauguration

CC

:15

1:21

:54
1:34

:52
1:10

7/1/2013 POLI

Ron Galperin sworn in as LA City Controller

CC

:15

7/1/2013 POLI

LA has a new mayor

Stoltze

:38

7/1/2013 ECON

Robert Iger will stay on as CEO of Walt Disney Company longer than planned

Watt

:37

FOR

The Egyptian Army has called on President Mohamed Morsi and all political groups to resolve the
country’s protests or face intervention within 48 hours. The military’s statement, which describes the
protests as peaceful and calls for the people’s demands to be heard, seems to undermine the President Borzou Daraghai,
and puts significant pressure the Muslim Brotherhood Party to take action.
Khaled Elgindy

15:00

7/1/13

HEAL

Shortly after Newport Beach's Hoag Hospital forged a formal affiliation with Catholic hospital, St. Joseph
Health, Hoag announced it would discontinue abortion procedures.
Jon Dunn, Bill Dunlap

16:00

7/1/13

SPOR

Bold, and some say, desperate Lakers billboards splashed up on Staples Center and on Hollywood
Boulevard last week. They brandish an all-caps plea to Lakers center Dwight Howard: “STAY.” The
billboards could be a futile effort according to an ESPN story Thursday. Is it a risky campaign?

17:00

HOUS

The real estate market is on fire right now. Some see it as a bubble, others think rising interest rates will
drive away investors and speculators and spur real buyers afraid of getting stuck with a high interest
Richard Green, Chris
rate into the market. But the question is, where will those new buyers come from?
Thornberg

15:00

TECH

Last week the crowd funding website Kickstarter was at the center of a controversy involving a project it
allowed to be funded. After protests, Kickstarter offered an apology for not removing the project, but it Julianne Pepitone,
raised questions of the site’s guidelines and how it determines projects’ legitimacy.
Jason Cooper

18:00

7/1/13

7/1/13

7/1/13

7/1/13

TRAV

7/1/2013

ENV

Bill Plaschke

Mark Gerchick, former counsel for the Federal Aviation Administration, explains how flying has become
such a stressful, uncomfortable and expensive experience in his book “Full Upright and Locked
Position.” What really goes on behind the scenes at airports? What would you like to see change?
Mark Gerchick
Michael Kodas joins the show to discuss how fire-prone regions can best prepare for wildfires while
ensuring firefighter safety.
Michael Kodas

14:00
9:20

The batteries that power electric cars have a finite lifespan, so what will happen to them when they need
to be replaced? Are they toxic? Can they be recycled, or are we on the verge of creating an entire new
class of hazardous waste? Mike Millikin joins us to discuss.
7/1/2013

Mike Millikin

ENV

5:33

7/1/2013

IMM

Out of the top 10 fastest growing cities in the country, three of them are in California. None of them are
major urban centers like Los Angeles or San Francisco. In fact, they're pretty suburban: Chula Vista,
Irvine, and Bakersfield. Joel Kotkin joins us to discuss.
Joel Kotkin

7/1/2013

HIST

50 years ago, the U.S. Postal Service introduced the zip code system to more efficiently and accurately
deliver mail. But not everyone was excited about the idea.
Anna Clark

6:41

7/1/2013

ENT

Now its time for our regular Monday discussion of the entertainment biz, On the Lot with LA Times
reporter Rebecca Keegan.

9:05

7/1/2013

POLI

Mora County, New Mexico told the oil and gas industry "no thanks" this spring when commissioners
passed the nation's first county-wide ban on fracking.

Rebecca Keegan
Wally Drangmeister,
Bernard Weinstein,
John Olivas

6:12

4:16

The media behemoth which owns dozens of TV stations and newspapers across the country, including
the Los Angeles Times is about to get even bigger. This morning, the company announced a massive
$2.7 billion dollar purchase of 19 local TV stations.
Brian Stelter

4:06
9:49

7/1/2013

ECON

7/1/2013

POLI

Los Angeles has a new mayor. Yesterday, Eric Garcetti took the oath of office outside City Hall.

7/1/2013

POLI

Eric Garcetti is on his first day as the mayor of Los Angeles, but at LA City Hall, there's another man
whose power rivals that of the mayor: Herb Wesson. KPCC's Alice Walton reports.

7/1/2013

POLI

7/1/2013

LAW

7/1/2013

HEAL

Under a bill approved by the state Senate in a 22-11 vote last week, the North Fork Rancheria of Mono
Indians will be allowed to build a casino on land that is off the reservation.
Greg Lucas
Elvia Hernandez ,
Silvia Torres-Guillén,
A patchwork of state and federal agencies handles these kinds of cases, but California is the only state Jack Sodhi, Amy
that has its own special court for resolving labor disputes between farmworkers and growers.
Wolfe, James Randles
Insurance companies can use their clout to limit how doctors prescribe certain medications. Most of the Frazier, Patrick
time, it works for patients. But there are exceptions. Share your thoughts in a poll.
Johnston, Derrick

7/1/2013

SPOR

The summer is supposed to be a restful time for players who wear out their bodies on the gridiron for
much of the rest of the year, but off-seasons are seldom quiet.

Mitch Abrams

4:24

7/1/2013

ENT

You've seen people going for a run or in the gym with ear-buds, blasting music to go along with their
workout. For many, the music is as important as any piece of equipment.

Tom Stafford

5:16

7/2/2013 LAW

Prop 8 supporters won't give up the fight

Bergman

2:12

7/2/2013 DIS

Last tragedy on par with Arizona wildfire was back in 1933

Roman

2:52

7/2/2013 DIS

Three of the 19 firefighters who died in Arizona's recent wildfire were from Southern California

Totten

3:50

7/2/2013 ENER

California power grid should be able to withstand extreme heat

CC

:12

7/2/2013 ENER

California power grid should be able to withstand extreme heat

CC

:12

7/2/2013 LAW

Religious congregations react to gay marriages

Cuevas

7/2/2013 TRAN

BART strike continues

CC

:06

7/2/2013 TRAN

BART strike continues

CC

:14

7/2/2013 EDU

San Diego judge says yoga in public schools is not religious

CC

:09

7/2/2013 ENV

Lifeguard warns to be careful of rip currents when going to the beach

CC

:09

7/2/2013 ART

Buying art online may become the norm

CC

:19

7/2/2013 ECON

Large companies pay tax rates of less than 13-percent

Horsley

:45

7/2/2013 DIS

Crisis teams console people who lost homes in Yarnell Hill Fire

Marizco

Frank Stoltze
Wesson, Ruben
Gonzalez, Steve
Soboroff,

4:02

4:08

6:39
4:31

4:01

1:23

7/2/2013 LAW

West Hollywood extends free marriage ceremonies

Moore

:45

7/2/2013 LAW

Hawhorne policeman shoots a dog

CC

:06

7/2/2013 HEAL

Drug overdose deaths among middle-aged women have skyrocketed

CC

:10

7/2/2013 HOUS

Report finds CA home prices increased six times from June of last year

Milne

:49

7/2/2013 YOUT

Single fathers head 8-percent of households

Ludden

:32

7/2/2013 LAW

Video captures police officer in Hawthorne shooting and killing dog

CC

:13

7/2/2013 POLI

Councilman Herb Wesson is reelected president of the Los Angeles City Council

Walton

7/2/2013 SCI

New moons of Pluto have been named by public vote

Burmfiel

:43

7/2/2013 LAW

US citizens are pretty good at getting out of jury duty

CC

:10

7/2/2013

Prosthetic Watts

Roman

7/2/2013 LAW

Grand jury indicts Covina middle school teacher on child pornography, molestation charges

CC

:09

7/2/2013 HEAL

Obama administration delays major requirement of federal health care law

CC

:15

7/2/2013 HEAL

CMS awards more than $6M in grants to CA to sign up children for health coverage

O'Neill

:48

7/2/2013 ENT

LA saw an eight and a half percent jump in on-location film, TV shoots

Watt

:53

7/2/2013 HEAL

Inmates tranferred from prisons plagued with Valley Fever

Small

1:21

7/2/2013 EDU

Four middle schoolers from Watts won national engineering design competition

Roman

3:58

7/2/2013 IMM

Immigrant advocates push for bill to reduce deportations

Orr

:50

7/2/2013 POLI

Anaheim City Council puts "hybrid" election model on the ballot

CC

:09

7/2/2013 POLI

Latest version of TRUST act passes another committee vote

CC

:14

7/2/2013 EDU

LA Unified school board members elect new president to lead board

Guzman

1:45

4:41

2:30

7/2/2013 HIST

Tom Bradley took office forty years ago this week

CC

:09

7/2/2013 EDU

LAUSD elects new board president

Guzman

:48

7/2/2013 ENV

CA agency wants to cut amount of hazardous waste in landfills by half within a dozen years

Peterson

:55

7/2/2013 ECON

Ed Hardy is known for clothing line more than career as tattoo artist

CC

:05

7/2/2013 ENT

Steve Carell plays an unlikeable character in The Way Way Back

CC

LAW

A seemingly routine arrest has turned into a viral video on YouTube, and the Hawthorne Police
Department are under fire for shooting a dog.

Larry Altman, Michael
Gulden

31:00:00

SCI

The question over fetal pain has re-energized the abortion debate. Since last year, 11 states including
Nebraska, Kansas and Idaho have passed legislations banning abortion 20 weeks after fertilization,
based on the argument that fetuses can feel pain at that point.

Dr. Emidio Novembre,
Stuart Derbyshire

16:00

POLI

A new paper shows that out of thousands of men surveyed, those who grew up with sisters are more
likely to be Republican. Men with sisters are also less likely to help with household chores. Is there a
connection?

Neil Malhotra

13:00

LAB

All work and no raises could be the motto of today's workplace. With unemployment is at 7.6% many of
us are grateful to be working, but how engaged and satisfied folks are folks with their jobs -- that's an
entirely different matter.
Jim Harter

17:00

7/2/13

LIT

Lily Koppel’s new book looks at how a hidden group of women defined America’s history — astronaut
wives. Wives of famous astronauts like Neil Armstrong and “Buzz” Aldrin, who walked on the moon in
1969, talked about the pressures of being married to these high-profile men and looking like “Stepford
wives,” maintaining the image of a perfect marriage and perfect family. Fast-forward 30 years, and we
see these space heroes in the news again, but this time battling alcoholism and divorce.

17:00

7/2/2013

IMM

A Senate bill on border security contains a $46 billion border security package, which is in the House as
part of the Senate's plan for immigration reform.
Matea Gold

6:44

7/2/2013

ENV

At last count, the Yarnell Fire in Arizona has burned more than 13 square miles and remains at zero
percent containment. Yesterday, we spoke about the fire with journalist Michael Kodas. He joins the
show again with an update.

8:09

7/2/2013

OBIT

Michael
KodasMike
Tom Schultz,
It was the deadliest single day for U.S. firefighters since Sept. 11. Here are the stories of some of those Park, Alan Borders,
who died, including the four Californians.
Nancy Warneke

OBIT

As a firefighter, when one of your own dies, there's a chance that person may be your son or daughter,
mother or father.
Mel Enslow

6:42

TECH

Fire tents are tightly packed cubes of folded aluminum, fiberglass and fabric that can reflect 95% of fire's
radiant heat, and are only used a last resort.
Bill Streever

4:43

ENT

Mention Ed Hardy, and it could conjure up an image of the ornate and gaudy apparel that bears hs
name. But few people realize that Hardy is a respected tattoo artist who inspired many other artists to
take up the needle.

Ed Hardy

8:21

7/2/2013

ART

We chat with Chris Martins from Spin Magazine and Shirley Halperin from The Hollywood Reporter
about these releases and more on Tuesday Reviewsday.

Chris Martins, Shirley
Halperin

6:45

7/2/2013

LAW

The federal government has demanded that L.A. County and two Antelope Valley cities pay $12.5
million to victims of racial harassment. The order came following last week's accusations by the US
Department of Justice that LA County Sheriff's deputies were abusing their authority.

Richard Winton

8:23

ART

Galleries like Artsy and Saatchi are selling fine art online, and rumor has it that Amazon has plans to
become a virtual dealer of paintings, scultptures and prints, too.

Francine Ellman

5:58

Call Mark Zuckerberg, the Winklevoss twins are back. As you may remember, the Winklevosses were
made famous by the movie "The Social Network." It detailed their lawsuit against Zuckerberg for
ownership of Facebook.

Nathaniel Popper

5:17

7/2/13

7/2/13

7/2/13

7/2/13

7/2/2013
7/2/2013

7/2/2013

7/2/2013

7/2/2013

TECH

Lily Koppel, Joan
Aldrin

:21

3:58

HEAL

A California judge this week rejected a lawsuit from parents who argued that Yoga was inherently
religious and that teaching in the classroom was a violation of the principle separating church and state. Tony Perry

4:26

7/2/2013

HEAL

In the fast moving world of Silicon Valley it seems there's a hot new trend every minute, and meditation
practice has become de rigeuer among the entrepreneurial set.
Noah Shactman

5:05

7/2/2013

HIST

Abraham Lincoln's wasn't the only Gettysburg address. A second was delivered fifty years later, by
Woodrow Wilson at a reunion of veterans of the battle

6:50

POLI

Buffalo Soldiers were members of America's first all-black Army regiments. Now, Congress has moved
to formally recognize their contributions.
Shelton Johnson

7/2/2013

7/2/2013

Brian Resnick

7:46

7/3/2013 HEAL

Safe food practices can protect against foodborne illnesses this 4th of July

O'Neill

:54

7/3/2013 TRAV

July Fourth travel will be flat this year

Milne

:55

7/3/2013 TRAV

July Fourth travel will be flat this year

CC

:18

7/3/2013 LAW

Americans have gotten great at avoiding jury duty

Palta

4:06

7/3/2013 HEAL

Business leaders are relieved that Obama administration delayed part of health care law

Kim

1:45

7/3/2013 DIS

Firefighters hide in fire shelter to avoid danger

CC

:14

7/3/2013 LAW

Hawthorne police department gets threats after officer shoots a dog

CC

:12

7/3/2013 LAW

Redlands teacher accused of having a student's baby

CC

:09

7/3/2013 FOR

Egyptians call for President Mohammed Morsi to step down

CC

??

7/3/2013 ECON

US added 188-thousand jobs last month

CC

:14

7/3/2013 LAW

Ariel Castro found competent to stand trial

Castele

:36

7/3/2013 LAW

DOMA decision means married same sex couples can get a divorce

CC

:21

7/3/2013 FOR

Mexico manufacturing may see increase

Florido

:53

7/3/2013 TT

Gay couple in Redondo Beach waiting for green card following DOMA ruling

CC

:14

7/3/2013 FOR

Egyptian army says it's replacing Egyptian president Mohammed Morsi

Somerville

:43

7/3/2013 FOR

Egyptian army says it's replacing Egyptian president Mohammed Morsi

??

??

7/3/2013 OBIT

Inventor of computer mouse dies

CC

:18

7/3/2013 LAW

Ariel Castro found competent to stand trial

Niedermayer

:33

7/3/2013 LAW

LA County will have zero tolerance policy for fireworks near mountain areas

Moore

:42

7/3/2013 ENV

Newport Beach has withdrawn application to remove fire rings

Bergman

1:07

7/3/2013 TRAN

BART negotiators are back at the bargaining table

Gonzales

:41

7/3/2013 TRAV

Steep increase in number of firearms confiscated in airports

Burris

:42

7/3/2013 ENT

New TV series about the US/Mexico border airs Wednesday

Uribe

:46

7/3/2013 LAW

Site where dog was shot by police attracts visitors

Palta

7/3/2013 LAW

State assembly passes bill prohibiting cities from ticketing motorists who park at broken meters

CC

7/3/2013 LAW

LAPD asks for help identifying shooter on the freeway

Aguilar

7/3/2013 LAW

LAPD releases a sketch of freeway shooting suspect

CC

:10

7/3/2013 FOR

Group of California college students leaves Egypt

CC

:15

7/3/2013 SAC

Judges won't delay prisoner reductions

Small

:48

7/3/2013 POLI

Tom Bradley took office forty years ago this week

Stoltze

7/3/2013 ENV

USC study finds climate change changing the nature of the ocean food chain

Peterson

FOR

Egyptian President Mohammed Morsi has not stepped down within the 48 hour deadline, and the
Egyptian army is now deploying across the capital. President Morsi's whereabouts are unknown.

Borzou Daragahi,
Nezar AlSayaad

16:00

HEAL

Each day about 18 women die from prescription painkiller overdoses in the United States. In a recent
study released by the Center for Disease Control, prescription painkiller overdoses by women have
increased by 400% in the last decade.

Dr. Andrew Kolodny,
Myra Christopher

17:00

EDU

With cursive instruction already on the decline, a set of national goals for public schools do not require
that students learn cursive. Some people think that makes sense, as keyboards now dominate
communication and handwriting is arguably becoming obsolete. Should teachers let cursive fall by the Morgan Polikoff,
wayside?
Kathleen Wright

LAW

The federal Department of Justice says $12.5 million should be paid to victims of racially biased
investigations by LA County and the cities of Lancaster and Palmdale.

7/3/13

7/3/13

7/3/13

7/3/13

Steve Whitmore,
Reverend V. Jessie
Smith

1:43
:24
1:01

4:01
:53

15:00

15:00

7/3/13

HIST

7/3/13

ENT

A century and a half ago today, the guns of Gettysburg fell eerily silent. The end of the bloodiest chapter
in American history was over, the Confederate Army was on the run, and the end of slavery was a mere Joan Waugh, Daniel
two years off.
Lynch
Claudia Puig, Henry
Larry and KPCC critics give a Filmweek preview for July 4th. Critics Claudia Puig, Henry Sheehan and Sheehan, Charles
Solomon
Charles Solomon review The Lone Ranger and Despicable Me 2. TGI-early Filmweek!

7/3/2013

FOR

The military's ultimatum calling for President Mohamed Morsi to step down expired, but Morsi says he
will defend his presidency to the death.

7/3/2013

POLI

Last night, the Anaheim City Council voted to change how its members are elected, but the contentious
four-hour meeting left many feeling unsatisfied with the outcome.
Ben Bergman

4:18

7/3/2013

LAW

In 2011, about 2.3 million people were sent jury summons in L.A. County. About half actually reported
for duty, and many of those made excuses to get out of their civic responsibility.

4:05

Tamara Wittes

Marissa Batt, Michael
Kurland, Valerie Hans

22:00
10:00

15:13

7/3/2013

LGB

Immigration reform and gay marriage have dominated the headlines recently. Those two topics
overlapped last week with the Supreme Court's decision on the Defense of Marriage Act.

Shaun Stent, John
Catuara

6:02

7/3/2013

LAW

The Supreme Court's ruling on the Defense of Marriage act not only makes life easier for same sex
couples who are married. It may also make life easier for same sex couples looking to divorce.

Courtney Joslin

5:03

7/3/2013

SPOR

7/3/2013

ENT

7/3/2013

IMM

It's time for a look at sports with Andy and Brian Kamenetzsky, brothers who have sports for the Los
Angeles Times and ESPN.
Oscar for their adapted screenplay for the "Descendants." They stopped by the studio recently to talk
about the film.
Recently the Crawford Family Forum hosted an event entitled, Becoming American, hosted by A
Martinez with guests Bricia Lopez, Joanne Griffith and Rod Arriola.

Andy and Brian
Kamenetzsky
Jim Rash and Nat
Faxon
Bricia Lopez, Joanne
Griffith and Rod Arriola

7/4/2013 LAW

Hermosa Beach increases security for the holiday

CC

:21

7/4/2013 ECON

California charges rural homehowners a fire fee

Orr

:50

7/4/2013 POLI

Gov Brown sets dates for special elections

McNary

1:34

7/4/2013 IMM

Undocumented immigrants get papers in order in case reform legislation clears Congress

Berestein-Rojas

3:03

7/4/2013 ART

Float-building is a competitive business

Fernandes

2:38

7/4/2013 HOUS

California charges rural homehowners a fire fee

CC

:12

7/4/2013 LAW

Redlands teacher accused of having sex with two additional students

CC

:09

7/4/2013 POLI

Lawmakers try to define what goes into a hot dog

Detrow

1:52

7/4/2013 ENV

American flag made of hemp flies over the Capitol

Marshall-Genzer

1:00

7/4/2013 ENT

Tom Bergeron hosts PBS's A Capitol Fourth celebration

CC

:26

7/4/2013 ENV

Heat wave was pretty uneventful

CC

:16

7/4/2013 ENER

Power grid should fare well during the heat wave

Moffitt

:54

7/4/2013 HEAL

Bill allows licensed health care professionals other than doctors to perform abortions

Pringle

:52

7/4/2013 HEAL

Bill allows licensed health care professionals other than doctors to perform abortions

CC

:07

7/4/2013 TRAN

Protesters oppose the extension of the 710 freeway

Fernandes

1:18

7/4/2013 POLI

Activists around the country gather around 4th amendment concerns

Fernandes

1:18

7/4/2013 EDU

State legislature passes bill to allow transgender students identity they pick

Guzman

7:23
7:44
0:42:13

:52

7/4/2013 POLI

7/4/13

TECH

7/4/13

ENV

7/4/13

YOUT

7/4/13

LA's changing demographics present challenges for black political leaders

Stoltze

Bowing to pressure from activists and advertisers, Facebook says it will try to police misogynistic
content posted by users. What's still unclear is how the social media company will define offensive
content and what steps will follow.

Jaclyn Friedman,
Jillian York

4:05

13:00

Despite all that we know about the great white shark, one thing has been difficult to figure out—exactly
how many of them are out there. But whether they will be designated permanently as an endangered
Geoff Shester,
species hinges precisely on that question.
Michael L. Domeier
Is cheating more common that we would like to admit? Is it becoming more prevalent in our society
Dr. Scott Haltzman,
because of technology and social media?
M.D.
Our nation’s power grid, the patchwork system that transmits and distributes electricity from plants to
consumers, is aging and stretched to capacity — especially in summer months when users face tripledigit temperatures, violent storms and power outages.

8:00

25:00:00

7/4/2013

IMM

Being an American is an idea that most of us understand, but it's a little hard to explain: the American
identity encompasses some very big ideas that brings in culture, politics, family, and more.

7/4/2013

LGB

Opponents of same-sex marriage often say it poses a threat to traditional marriage, and in fact, that was
one of the arguments made before the Supreme Court. But what if the opposite were true?
Liza Mundy

11:55

7/4/2013

ENT

Collector Chris Nichols shared one of his prized LA's history possessions with us: his bowling trophies
from over 50 years ago.

3:56

7/4/2013

LIT

7/4/2013

ENT

Lisa Garcia Bedolla

15:29

Chris Nichols

Hare is the director of the Canine Cognition Center at Duke University, he's also the co-author of the
new book, "The Genius of Dogs: How Dogs Are Smarter Than You Think."
Brian Hare
Chris Martins is a senior writer for Spin Magazine and a regular on Tuesday Reviewsday. But for today,
he’ll be your July 4th DJ. We’ll hear songs from Black Lips, King Tuff, Thundercat, Major Lazer and
more.
Chris Martins

11:14

7/5/2013 ENT

Larry Mantle is joined by film critics to review the week's films

Mantle

3:09

7/5/2013 MIL

Congress moves to formally recognize role of Buffalo Soldiers

CC

7/5/2013 ART

Chinatown is undergoing some big changes

Fox

7/5/2013 ART

Chinatown is undergoing some big changes

CC

7/5/2013 SCI

With government grant money in short supply, some scientists are becoming their own fundraisers

Totten

3:48

7/5/2013 ENT

Merle Haggard receives an honorary doctorate

Daniel

4:32

7/5/2013 ENV

People clean up the beaches after July 4th

CC

:11

7/5/2013 ENV

Wildfires like the one in Arizona are becoming more common as the planet warms

CC

:15

7/5/2013 LAW

Almost 30 people injured during a fireworks show in Simi Valley

CC

:14

7/5/2013 LAW

Almost 30 people injured during a fireworks show in Simi Valley

CC

:13

7/5/2013 LAW

Almost 30 people injured during a fireworks show in Simi Valley

CC

:09

:20

3:59

:06

7/5/2013 LAW

Almost 30 people injured during a fireworks show in Simi Valley

CC

:12

7/5/2013 RELI

Pope Francis approves two new saints

Poggioli

:44

7/5/2013 FOR

Impending birth of the royal baby is big news for Britain

Gregory

:58

7/5/2013 ENT

Writers Guild says movie writer salaries have decreased 6-percent this year

Del Barco

:40

7/5/2013 LAW

Prosecution expected to rest case against George Zimmerman

Allen

:38

7/5/2013 LAW

Almost 30 people injured during a fireworks show in Simi Valley

Moore

:57

7/5/2013 TT

Digital 'harrass map' out of Egypt helps users track sexual abuse reports

CC

:19

7/5/2013 RELI

Vatican announces Pope John Paul II will become a saint

CC

:23

7/5/2013 ENV

Statue of Liberty reopens after 8 months

CC

:12

7/5/2013 ART

Some bus benches are getting an artistic makeover

Fox

:39

7/5/2013 FOR

California college students return from Egypt

CC

:18

7/5/2013 ECON

Bids for Hulu due today

CC

:40

7/5/2013 FOR

Desmond Tutu appeals to Nelson Mandela's family not to besmirch his name

Ofeibea

:41

7/5/2013 FOR

Mexicans head to the polls

Replogle

1:07

7/5/2013 POLI

New Mayor Eric Garcetti swore in new councilman

Rabe

1:51

7/5/2013 POLI

Eric Garcetti wraps up first week as LA Mayor

CC

7/5/2013 LAW

Federal appeals court panel rules that measure that eliminated services in Medi-Cal program is invalid Bartolone

7/5/2013 LAW

Ventura County continues investigation of fireworks accident

??

7/5/2013 LAW

Firefighter killed in the Coachella Valley

CC

7/5/2013 LAW

Aguilar

1:53

7/5/2013 POLI

Hawthorne police get threats from internet users
Local Egyptian Americans are tensely watching what happens next after the ouster of Egypt's first
democratically elected president

Berestein-Rojas

1:52

7/5/2013 ENV

Solar developer Brightsource cancels plans to build large solar project in Riverside County

Peterson

1:00

7/5/2013 RELI

Beatification of John Paul II reminds Southland Catholic of visit

Guzman

:54

7/5/2013 TT

University of Minnesota student wants to tell climate change story through song

CC

??

7/5/2013 TT

University of Minnesota student wants to tell climate change story through song

CC

:12

FOR

With former President Mohamed Morsi now properly deposed and placed under house arrest, many
questions remain for the future of Egyptian governance.

Jahd Khalil, Robert
Springborg

EDU

Enrollments of black and Latino students at the top two University of California campuses – UCLA and
Berkeley – have dropped significantly since the passage of Prop 209, which ban the use of race, sex, or William Kidder,
ethnicity in state hiring and college admissions decisions.
Heather Mac Donald

7/5/13

7/5/13

:15
:41
1:48
:10

14:00

33:00:00

ART

Larry and KPCC critics Claudia Puig, Henry Sheehan, and Charles Solomon review this week’s
releases, including The Lone Ranger, Despicable Me 2, The Way, Way Back and more. Also, the
Academy added 276 more people to its roster, hoping to add diversity by bringing in more women and
minorities. Will these additions affect the Oscars? TGI-Filmweek!

Claudia Puig, Henry
Sheehan, Charles
Solomon

ART

In “Moving Innovation: A History of Computer Animation,” animator Tom Sito details the history of
animation. From medical imagery to film and from PONG to Avatar, Sito’s book covers how animation
and computer graphics has developed over the past 50 years. Which CG movies made an impression
on you? Which movie has the best graphics? Which one has the worst?

Tom Sito

17:00

7/5/2013

FOR

Large groups of demonstrators took to the streets Friday in Cairo in support of the Egypt's overthrown
Islamist government.

Amira Ahmed

3:46

7/5/2013

FOR

Egypt's military has historically exerted considerable force on the country's political process. But could
recent events upend that tradition?

Michael Wahid Hann

6:07

SEC

The world is asking how one man could manage to get a hold of and release so much classified
information without getting caught. First off, he had training.

Christopher Drew

4:27

FOR

The week is coming to a close, and it’s time for a look back at the biggest news stories of the week.
With us: Matt Cooper of the National Journal, and James Rainey of the L.A. Times.

Matt Cooper, James
Rainey

15:35

FOR

KPCC's Patt Morrison spoke with some British ex-pats at a retirement community in Sierra Madre about
their predictions for Kate Middleton's baby.
Patt Morrison

3:24

ENT

Myron Glasper joined Take Two recently to talk about his career, and about growing up in South Central
from a musical standpoint.
Myron Glasper

11:15

HIST

On Friday morning, the Vatican announced that the late Pope John Paul II will be made a saint. Father Father Thomas
Thomas Rausch talks about the pope's impact on Los Angeles.
Rausch

7:48

EDUC

A state bill in Oregon would eliminate tuition, instead allowing students to pay a percentage of their
future income into a special education fund.

6:40

7/5/13

7/5/13

7/5/2013
7/5/2013
7/5/2013
7/5/2013
7/5/2013
7/5/2013

Dr. Mary C. King

7/5/2013

FOR

7/5/2013

POLI

In Egypt, women protesters in particular are at risk for sexual assault, which was a persistent feature of
the anti-government protests in 2012.
Rebecca Chiao
Daryl Davies, Jai
Developing a new drug, exploring space or mapping the human brain can cost millions. So some
Ranganathan, David
researchers are turning to the public for funding.
Kaiser

ENV

We've seen what some of the effects of global warming look like: shrinking glaciers, extreme weather
events, and rising sea levels. But what does global warming sound like?

POLI

Liberty Island has been closed for eight months since Superstorm Sandy, but it finally reopened to the
public in time for the Fourth of July.

7/5/2013
7/5/2013
7/5/2013

LAW

Dairy workers endure long hours. They operate heavy machinery and tend to huge animals. But when
workers are injured in New Mexico, they’re not entitled to worker's compensation.
New LA Mayor Garcetti is greener than Lumpy Brannum, but it was still a
surprise to learn that he rode the 92 bus to work this week, his first
in office.

30:00:00

6:04
4:05

Daniel Crawford

4:43

John Warren
Anonymous, Gail
Evans, Beverly
Idsinga, Van Cravens,

4:07

John Rabe / Eric
Garcetti

4:29

7/6/2013

POLI

7/6/2013

ART

New curator at OCMA, Dan Cameron, introduced California to the first ever California Pacific Triennial: Kevin Ferguson / Dan
a collection of artists who live and work around the Pacific Ocean.
Cameron

3:32:00

7/6/2013

ART

Kevin talked with Danial Nord, an LA video artist behind "No Exit," one of the noisiest installations at the Kevin Ferguson /
Triennial.
Danial Nord

3:19:00

ART

In her debut musical, Caitlin Hernandez, blind since birth, shows
that being disabled is not the end of the world, and that with
determination, a mother's love, and a teacher's encouragement anything
is possible.

7:06:00

LGB

Lauren LeBaron speaks about the in's and out's of tax law, and how the SCOTUS decisions will simplify John Rabe / Lauren
the lives of married gays and lesbians.
LeBaron

7/6/2013

7/6/2013

Anthony Vasquez /
Caitlin Hernandez

2:38:00

5:41:00

7/6/2013

RACE

7/6/2013

HIST

7/6/2013

ENT

Tanya Jo Miller speaks with 17 year old Jahsan Lambey about his neck tattoo and how it has affected
others' perception of him.
50 years ago, the U.S. Postal Service introduced the zip code system to
more efficiently and accurately deliver mail. But not everyone was
excited about the idea.
John Hodgman is the writer and “The Daily Show” humorist who likes to
portray himself as the unchallenged expert on any aspect of life. He is
not. And this one, a biggie, he also got wrong.

Tanya Jo Miller /
Jahsan Lambey

2:48:00

Steve Proffitt / Anna
Clark

6:41:00

Patt Morrison / John
Hodgman

6:11:00

7/7/2013 DC

New poll says parents don't want kids to be politicians

Felde

1:00

7/7/2013 POLI

Gov Brown has been raising money despite no confirmation that he'll run again

CC

:11

7/7/2013 POLI

Gov Brown has been raising money despite no confirmation that he'll run again

Orr

:54

7/8/2013 POLI

LA's new mayor makes top city officials reapply for their jobs

CC

:09

7/8/2013 ART

Herb Alpert wins arts award from President Obama

CC

:23

7/8/2013 LAW

Zimmerman defense questions witnesses

Allen

:46

7/8/2013 FOR

Rapid vote count cancelled in Mexico after violence breaks

Replogle

:46

7/8/2013 LAW

No count of how many same-sex couples have married in California this past week

CC

:10

7/8/2013 DIS

Yarnell community members return home

Morales

:58

7/8/2013 LAW

No count of how many same-sex couples have married in California this past week

Orr

:58

7/8/2013 ECON

The company that owns Snow Summit, Bear Mountain is up for sale

CC

:22

7/8/2013 LAW

ACLU sues Anaheim for violating CA Voting Rights Act

Bergman

7/8/2013 POLI

LA's new mayor says he intends to oust some city general managers

Stoltze

7/8/2013 LAW

Memorial service for firefighters who died fighting the Yarnell Hill Fire

CC

:24

7/8/2013 POLI

Bill would prevent out-of-state athletes from claiming workers comp benefits in California

CC

:13

7/8/2013 ENT

Randy Travis is in critical condition due to viral heart condition

CC

:24

7/8/2013 LAW

Construction firm recommends over a billion dollars in new jail construction

Palta

7/8/2013 ECON

Snow Summit, Bear Mountain ski resorts up for sale

Watt

7/8/2013

Loh Life Summer Guests

Loh

7/8/2013 ENV

LA tempts homeowners to rip out lawns in favor of draught-tolerant plants

Peterson

7/8/2013 DC

Head of NRC outlines steps to decommission San Onofre

Felde

7/8/2013 DC

What to look for this week on Capitol Hill

Felde

7/8/2013 ECON

Millennium Hollywood project raises concern among community members

Lee
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:53
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:48
2:42
:58
1:39

7/8/2013 EDU

Most of the lawsuits against LAUSD for alleged sexual abuse at Miramonte Elementary School are still
pending, negotiatons have become antagonistic
Kim

3:45

7/8/2013 LAW

California Public Utilities Commission tries to regulate ride-sharing services

Watt

1:29

7/8/2013 EDU

A look at LAUSD's new arts plan

Plummer

4:13

7/8/2013 LAW

Realignement hasn't satisfied court expectations

Small

2:50

7/8/2013 SPOR

Dodgers catcher had another clutch hit against the Giants

CC

:12

7/8/2013 EDU

West Valley Christian School in West Hills mourns death of two Chinese exchange students who died in
Asiana crash
CC

:09

7/8/2013 EDU

West Valley Christian School in West Hills mourns death of two Chinese exchange students who died in
Asiana crash
CC

:14

7/8/2013 DIS

Remains of firefighters who died in yarnell Hill Fire have made it home

Joffe-Block

7/8/2013 DIS

Two Chinese students died in plane crash

CC

:12

7/8/2013 DIS

Church staffers plan a vigil for Chinese students killed in plane crash

Moore

:57

7/8/2013 LAW

Investigation underway into whether one of the two Asiana victims may have been struck by fire truck

CC

:16

7/8/2013 ENER

Solar-powered airplane completes a cross-country trip

CC

:10

7/8/2013 EDU

Chinese exchange students on Asiana flight part of larger trend of Chinese youth coming to US for
education

CC

:20

7/8/2013 POLI

Wendy Greuel plans to jump right back into politics

Stoltze

:51

7/8/2013 DIS

Chinese exchange students on Asiana flight part of larger trend of Chinese youth coming to US for
education

McCarty

1:14

1:04

7/8/13

TRAV

When Asiana Flight 214 crashed upon landing at San Francisco International Airport on Saturday, some
27 other flights were put in holding patterns in the sky above while emergency responders dealt with the
situation on the ground. What is the best protocol for pilots and crew when the news is full of something Peter Goelz, Captain
that could fill their passengers full of dread?
Rusty Aimer

7/8/13

FOR

At least 51 people were killed and more than 300 were injured when the Egyptian army open fire on
supporters of Mohamed Morsy. With the escalating clashes, will the military impose stricter control?

Borzou Daragahi

10:00

DIV

Asian Americans make up the third largest ethnic minority group in the U.S. and a third of them, about
5.6 million, live in California. But a new report co-authored by two Brown University researchers finds
that the Asian Americans are almost as segregated from the white Americans as they were 20 years
ago.

John Logan, Joanna
Lee

15:00

LAW

Earlier this month a Redlands area female teacher was arrested for allegedly having sex with a 16-yearold male student, whose child she is now allegedly bears. Another female teacher in Brea was arrested
for sleeping with a male student in June. Are male teenaged victims of sexual assault less “victimized” David Finkelhor, Dr.
by these crimes than females?
Richard Gartner

7/8/13

7/8/13

23:00

32:00:00

In her book "Imperfect Harmony," Stacy Horn tells of her experiences singing and gets into the scientific
benefits of singing with other people--some studies show that learning music can counteract the impact
of aging.
Stacy Horn

15:00

We're learning more about Saturday's crash-landing at the San Francisco International Airport.

George Ferguson

7:31

Clayton Dube

6:42

7/8/13

LIT

7/8/2013

FOR

7/8/2013

YOUT

Students on Asiana flight 214 were headed to West Hills summer camp

7/8/2013

LAW

Families of inmates in isolation at Pelican Bay are seeing the faces of their relatives - some for the first
time in decades.
Michael Montgomery

6:18

7/8/2013

ENV

What would you feel would be a reasonable amount of time for you to fly from San Francisco to New
York? Six hours? Maybe seven if you're delayed?

Andre Borschberg

4:44

7/8/2013

ENT

Iron Man 3. Despicable Me 2. Hangover 3. Hollywood is stuck on sequels. Rebecca Keegan explains
why in our feature on the movie biz, On The Lot.

Rebecca Keegan

10:42

7/8/2013

ENT

The Chinese movie-going audience will be worth $5 billion by 2015, and Hollywood wants in on the
action. It's Peter Shiao's job to help be their guide.

Peter Shiao

4:02

7/8/2013

ECON

Bloomberg Businessweek reporter Susan Berfield got an inside look at McDonald's test kitchen, which
spent nearly two years focus-grouping the new product. She joins Take Two with her story.
Susan Berfield

6:31

7/8/2013

LABOR

Today, sequestration hits home for the Defense Department - and it hits hard.

Captain William Martin

5:07

7/9/2013 POLI

New laws try to break up gridlock and partisanship in the state legislature

Orr

3:39

7/9/2013 HEAL

New health exchange marketplace kicks off this summer

Bartolone

4:14

7/9/2013 TT

Calif. Inmates begin refusing meals to protest isolation cells

CC

7/9/2013 DC

Union runs Spanish-language ads in GOP districts

Felde

7/9/2013 LAW

Memorial held for 19 firefighters killed in Arizona wildfire

Morales

:33

7/9/2013 SPOR

Bill would prevent out-of-state athletes from claiming workers comp benefits in California

Pringle

:52

7/9/2013 LAW

National Transportation Safety Board looks into airplane crash at SFO

CC

:10

7/9/2013 TRAN

San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge will not be open by Labor Day

CC

:08

:19
2:43

7/9/2013 LAW

Thousands of prisoners protest long-term isolation units with a hunger strike

Hensley

:31

7/9/2013 ECON

Auction of first Apple computers ends today

Sydell

:42

7/9/2013 DIS

Firefighters from LA County attend memorial for 19 hotsohts that died in Arizona fire

CC

:12

7/9/2013 DIS

Firefighters from LA County attend memorial for 19 hotsohts that died in Arizona fire

CC

:13

7/9/2013 DC

Dems draw line in sand on immigration bill

CC

:12

7/9/2013 DIS

Memorial held for 19 firefighters killed in Arizona wildfire

CC

:08

7/9/2013 DIS

Memorial held for 19 firefighters killed in Arizona wildfire

CC

:19

7/9/2013 LAW

Women held captive for a decade in Cleveland are speaking out

Castele

:39

7/9/2013 DIS

Fire threatens homes in San Diego County

CC

:10

7/9/2013 LAW

Judge puts off verdict in Anaheim Voting Rights Act case

Bergman

7/9/2013 POLI

President Obama awards National Humanities Medal to a dozen recipients

Ulaby

:34

7/9/2013 DIS

Memorial held for 19 firefighters killed in Arizona wildfire

Morales

:46

7/9/2013 DC

What happens if immigration goes to conference committee?

Felde

7/9/2013 HEAL

CA state auditor says Department of Developmental Services not doing enough to look out for residents
at long-term care facilities
CC

:08

7/9/2013 ENER

State Senate committee to hold hearing on future of energy supplies after San Onofre closure

CC

:14

7/9/2013 LAW

LA fighting the release of a serial rapist

Palta

7/9/2013 LAW

Orange County authorities investigate a fire at Saddleback College

CC

7/9/2013 LAW

29-thousand inmates refusing to eat to protest long-term isolation of inmates

Small

7/9/2013 LAW

Redlands high school teacher pleads not guilty to charges that she had sex with several underage boys CC

7/9/2013 ENER

California tries to figure out how to deal with loss of San Onofre

Orr

7/9/2013 TT

Take Two talks about preparing for "the big one"

CC

:09

7/9/2013 ECON

LA Mayor Eric Garcetti kicks off city summer jobs program

CC

:11

7/9/2013 ECON

LA Mayor Eric Garcetti kicks off city summer jobs program

CC

:07

7/9/2013 EDU

Southland is center of summer schools for Chinese teens, like those killed in crash

Guzman

1:14

3:43

1:07
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1:23
:11
1:00

2:34

7/9/13

MEDI

Since you're reading this on the Internet, it may sound odd to learn that television is still the main source
of news for the majority of Americans - 55% according to Gallup polling. It's not just the retiree
demographic either. Half of adults aged 18 to 29 and half aged 30 to 49 told Gallup they turn to TV as Frank Newport, Jeff
their primary source for news.
Sonderman

7/9/13

YOUT

Single dad households on the rise: The number of American households headed by a single father has Christopher Brown,
significantly grown in the last five decades, according to a recent study by the Pew Research Center.
Gretchen Livingston

16:00

7/9/13

TRAV

The dramatic images of Saturday's Asiana Airlines' crash stir fears of flying, but the sober statistics of
plane crashes tell a different story. According to a notable scholar from MIT, the chance of dying in an
airplane disaster in the U.S. is 1 in 14 million.

Emanuel Maidenberg,
PhD,

18:00

7/9/13

HEAL

Yep. That’s exactly what pediatric endocrinologist Robert Lustig at the University of California, San
Francisco suggested in an interview at this year’s Aspen Ideas Festival.

Robert Lustig, M.D,
Keith Ayoob,

LAW

American and South Korean investigators today are questioning two of the four pilots of the plane.
Focus now is also turning to the lawsuits that will likely come in the wake of this crash.

7/9/2013

31:00:00

31:00:00

8:10

LAW

Tighter gun control is a top priority for Democrats in the state Senate this year. One of the bills would
require bullet buyers go through background checks first. It's a plan that's already in place in parts of
California.

Steven Marks
Yi Vang, Kevin
McCarty, Richard
Thompkins, Kevin
DeLeon, Steven
Knight

7/9/2013

ENT

Jay-Z and Samsung's app gave users free access to the album, but it also requested access to user's
social media accounts, GPS systems and more.

Chris Richards

4:51

7/9/2013

ENT

If you do anything online, chances are your personal info is being mined somehow. But what do you do
if you want to keep your information private? One idea is simply not to be yourself.
Rachel Law

3:04

SCI

Researchers at UCLA have been searching for the answer to that elusive question of why people share
ideas or why things get "buzz."
Matthew Lieberman

6:07

7/9/2013

ENT

You know what's big in Japan right now? CDs of all things. Jim Ellis, assistant managing editor at
Bloomberg Business Week, is here to tell us why.

Jim Ellis

7:15

7/9/2013

ENT

Now it's time for Tuesday Reviewsday, our weekly new music segment. This week we're joined by
music supervisor Morgan Rhodes.

Morgan Rhodes

8:08

LAW

Inmates in isolation units at California's super max prison refuse to eat to protest policies they say
amount to "torture." The last such strike was two summers ago.

Julie Small

5:26

7/9/2013

ENV

More than two years into a quarantine on citrus trees in much of Southern California, the Asian citrus
psyllid continues to spread. This spring researchers discovered the tiny insects on the 140-year-old
Eliza Tibbets tree in Riverside, known as the parent of navel orange trees the world over.

Rowan Moore Gerety

4:50

7/9/2013

FOR

Ramadan started this week for Muslims around the world, but what is a solemn time of fasting and
reflection has become a flashpoint at the Guantanamo federal prison.

Carol Rosenberg

9:02

7/9/2013

7/9/2013

7/9/2013

5:36

ECON

Think gambling capital of the world, and Las Vegas comes to mind, right? If so, you're off by thousands
of miles. The tiny Chinese territory of Macau manages more wagers than all U.S. casinos combined.
Hannah Dreier

9:24

7/9/2013

IMM

There are 8.5 million people with green cards in the U.S. These legal permanent residents are just one
step away from becoming American citizens, and yet only one out of 10 actually follow through on that
process.
Elisa Sequiers

4:39

7/9/2013

TECH

The first Internet message ever sent was just two letters: LO. In 2011, an architect in the same building
where the message was completed left behind a secret message.
Leonard Kleinrock

3:45

7/9/2013

ENV

David Guttenfelder is best-known for his war photography, but recently while on special assignment for
National Geographic, he took on a more delicate topic: migrating songbirds.
David Guttenfelder

6:29

7/9/2013

7/10/2013 ECON

Ports of LA and Long Beach modernize as bigger ships are being built

Watt

2:45

7/10/2013 MEDI

Tribune Company wants to split broadcasting and publishing divisions into two companies

Lee

1:24

7/10/2013 TRAN

Torrance airport will test three helicopter route altitudes to see if helicopter noise problems get better

Aguilar

4:00

7/10/2013 ENV

Local government adds sand to LA County beaches in losing battle against beach erosion

Peterson

4:14

7/10/2013 ECON

Study shows California's economy is improving faster than elsewhere

Adler

:48

7/10/2013 LAW

Riverside Sheriff's Department searches for remains of autistic boy who went missing

CC
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7/10/2013 LAW

Investigation into Asiana plane crash continues

CC
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7/10/2013 LAW

Investigation into Asiana plane crash continues

CC
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7/10/2013 TRAN

Torrance airport will test three helicopter route altitudes to see if helicopter noise problems get better

CC
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7/10/2013 HEAL

Agency overseeing live-in centers for Californians with severe disabilities is full of problems

Korry

1:22

7/10/2013 ECON

Tribune Company wants to split broadcasting and publishing divisions into two companies

CC
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7/10/2013 ECON

Tribune Company wants to split broadcasting and publishing divisions into two companies

CC
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7/10/2013 ECON

Tribune Company wants to split broadcasting and publishing divisions into two companies

CC
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7/10/2013 RELI

Vatican has been asked to provide details in thousands of child abuse cases

CC
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7/10/2013 DIS

Remains of firefighters who died in yarnell Hill Fire have made it home

Moore

:57

7/10/2013 LAW

Boston bomber makes his first court appearance

CC
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7/10/2013 SCI

NASA discusses plan to capture an asteroid for study

Brumfield
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7/10/2013 DC

President meets with Congressional Latinos on immigration
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CA health clinics get $22 M in federal funds to enroll patients in Obamacare

O'Neill

:44

7/10/2013 FOR

It may soon be easier for non-Mexican citizens to buy beachfront property in Mexico

Florido

:54
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Death Valley celebrates the hottest day on record
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7/10/2013 DC

Republicans split on immigration
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Mercedes-Benz signed a deal to rent a former Boeing building in Long Beach

Bergman

7/10/2013 LAW

Family member suspected of murdering missing autistic boy in Menifee
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7/10/2013 ECON

CalPERS backs off plan to post members' information online
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Childhood obesity rates declining
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7/10/2013 DC

Republicans split on immigration

Felde

1:19

7/10/2013 DIS

Arizona still reeling from Yarnell Hill Fire

Morales

1:41

7/10/2013 ECON

CalPERS reconsiders putting pensioners' names online

Pringle

:48

7/10/2013 LAW

Orange County prosecutors charge Saudi Arabian princess with human trafficking
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7/10/2013 ENER

State Senate committee to hold hearing on future of energy supplies after San Onofre closure

Small
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Family member suspected of murdering missing autistic boy in Menifee
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7/10/2013 POLI

Democratic state senate leader supports key Democratic legislative leader

Adler

:47
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New mayor Eric Garcetti wants to city hall to think differently about diversity

Stoltze

7/10/2013 HEAL

How birthdays may determine a baby's health

CC
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y,
Yesterday, a former federal judge who served on the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act court testified Fellow, Richard Samp,
Chief Counsel,
about flaws in how the “secret court” operates. “Anyone who has been a judge will tell you a judge
Washington Legal
needs to hear both sides of a case,” said James Robertson.
The Asiana plane crash in San Francisco this weekend has left everyone with more questions than
Gary Katzenstein,
answers. The National Transportation Safety Board has said that it would take months, if not years, to Captain Ross Rusty
complete a full investigation.
Aimer
Television ads for low testosterone therapy claim it can boost libido, increase sexual health, aid in
weight loss and reverse fatigue in men over 40, who naturally have lower testosterone levels than they John Carmichael,
did in their 20s.
Karron Power,

7/10/13

HEAL

A new bill proposed by California State Senator Jerry Hill aims to increase parental rights to sperm
donors. Under current state law, someone who donates sperm through a sperm bank and does not
marry the woman who conceives is not considered the child’s natural father unless the couple agrees to Carol Chodroff,Patricia
it beforehand.
Bellasalma,

16:00

TRAN

Cities across the US are putting their roads on a diet. Trying to meet increasing environmental and
public health goals, city planners have adopted a “road diet” platform that aims to increase bicycle and Tom Topping, Nathan
pedestrian infrastructure while limiting car traffic.
Baird,
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Who holds the record for the longest filibuster? Which Senator won a seat with only $147 in
expenditures? Which Senator almost beat a man to death with a cane on the Senate floor?
7/10/13

LIT

Richard A. Baker

15:00

7/10/2013

IMM

At this point, we're pretty used to hearing lots of sound and fury from Congress on the immigration
debate, but it's starting to sound more and more like a death rattle.

Rachel Smolkin

6:28

7/10/2013

LGB

Supporters of same-sex marriage are still celebrating their victories in the Supreme Court two weeks
ago, but many agree the fight is far from over.

Molly Ball

6:57

TECH

Instead of relying only on expensive earthquake sensors, researchers at CalTech have developed an
app that can track vibrations in your phone. That info is sent to an early warning system, which could
give whole cities the alert to take cover.

Matthew Faulkner

4:14
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LIT

One of these days an earthquake registering a magnitude of 8 or greater could happen in California. If
so, it might devastate the state. Add to that the other natural threats that we live with; wildfires,
mudslides, tsunamis.

Annalee Newitz

7:33

7/10/2013

ENV

Rare and beautiful jellyfish have been spotted recently at California beaches. They are believed to be
Black Jellyfish, a type which hasn't been seen near the state for several years.

Nigela Hillgarth
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Dennis Molfese
Andy and Brian
Kamenetzky
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HEAL

Rosa Soto

9:21

7/10/2013

Head injuries in football are increasingly common. The nature of the game lends itself toward them,
even with rules that prohibit helmet to helmet hits. Plus, it's tough to determine whether a player has a
concussion in the middle of game, especially when all that player wants to do is keep playing.
It's time to romp through the world of sports with Andy and Brian Kamenetzky, brothers who've covered
sports for the L.A. Times and ESPN.
Nearly one-third of American children and teens are overweight or obese, but new research shows that
that figure might be starting to drop.
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SCI

cell research to driverless cars. Now science instruction in California could experience a transformation
as well.
Ana Tintocalis
A hunger strike by California prison inmates is now in its third day. Prison officials say as many as
30,000 inmates are refusing meals.
Shane Bauer
is being re-worked to have an American spin. The setting is based at the US-Mexico border where
gruesomely mutilated bodies are being found.
Mo Ryan
The technique was developed at Oxford University and helps weed out chromosomal abnormalities and
disease from embryos before they're implanted in the womb.
Hank Greely
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In the near future those costs could come way down, because researchers in the U.S. and Europe have
recently developed a new low-cost method of IVF .
Jonathan Van Blerkom

5:40

7/10/2013
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Helicopter routes in and out of Torrance airport are up for some changes. The Federal Aviation
Administration wants L.A. County to figure out how to solve complaints of noisy, low-flying helicopters.

Erika Aguilar

4:18
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Rally against Teach for America planned in Chicago this weekend
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7/11/2013 LAW

At least 150 women were sterilized in state prisons, despite ban on the practice
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7/11/2013 POLI

Mayor of San Diego refuses to resign after sexual harassment claims
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7/11/2013 HEAL

33 LA County health centers get funding to educate patients on insurance options

Martinez

:55

7/11/2013 DC

No Democratic support for GOP piecemeal approach to immigration

Felde

7/11/2013 ENV

LA and Mammoth Lakes settle dispute over water rights in Mammoth Creek

Peterson

:51

7/11/2013 EDU

LAUSD teacher surveyed give superintendent below average/poor marks

Guzman

:59

7/11/2013 SPOR

Dodger Fan 2Way

Roman

7/11/2013 ENV

Bobcats continue to die from mange
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Mayor of San Diego refuses to resign after sexual harassment claims
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Mayor of San Diego refuses to resign after sexual harassment claims

Florido
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7/11/2013 ENV

Fire pits debate

Bergman

:53

7/11/2013 LAW

Prison hunger strike continues

Small

7/11/2013 POLI

California State Senate confirms Jeffrey Beard as Secretary of Dept of Corrections and Rehabilitation
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Mayor of San Diego refuses to resign after sexual harassment claims
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California Public Interest Research Group released details on prescriptoin drug price inflation
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CA solar power rebate program is nearing its goal
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CA solar power rebate program is nearing its goal

Quinton
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7/11/2013 IMM

Program that flies Mexican deportees to the interior of the country resumes

Joffe-Block

:41
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3:54
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7/11/2013 ECON

Money raised from new tire recycling fee has been passed along to city agencies
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7/11/2013 POLI

Voting Rights Act is being used to change how voters elect local officials

McNary

7/11/2013 ENV

CA tries to encourage tire recycling

Moffitt
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Water bond may not make it onto next year's ballot
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Workers comp bill has moved past a hurdle in the state legislature
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Workers comp bill has moved past a hurdle in the state legislature
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60-percent drop in home foreclosures compared to last year
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7/11/2013 LAW

CHP released emergency calls from plane crash at SFO
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7/11/2013 LAW

CHP released emergency calls from plane crash at SFO
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7/11/2013 LAW

Menifee residents grieving after police find body believed to be missing 11-year-old boy
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7/11/2013 ENV

Rain through Thursday night, triple-digit temps return by Saturday in Southern California
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7/11/2013 TRAN

Environmental group drops lawsuit against rail project

Moore

:34

7/11/2013 TRAN

Weekend closures on the 60, the Pomona Freeway, start tonight (FRI 10pm) for pavement resurfacing. CC

4:23

:10

LAW

Closing arguments could begin today for the George Zimmerman trial. The neighborhood watch
volunteer pleaded not guilty in the fatal shooting of 17-year-old Trayvon Martin, claiming he killed the
Florida teen in self-defense on Feb. 26, 2012. Zimmerman is charged with second-degree murder.

7/11/13

LAW

The Center for Investigative Reporting found that doctors with the California Department of Corrections
sterilized nearly 150 female inmates from 2006 to 2010 without the required approvals. The report found
that state doctors were paid nearly $150,000 to perform tubal ligations on inmates.
Corey Johnson

6:00

7/11/13

POLI

Mayor Eric Garcetti told all of Los Angeles’ department chiefs that they need to reapply for their jobs. It’s
part of the new mayor’s efforts to make City Hall more efficient.
Erick Garcetti

10:00

HEAL

Consumer interest in “detox” drinks and pricey juices has skyrocketed in recent years. The “master
cleanse” version has you forego food for days at a time in place of water, lemon juice, cayenne and
honey or agave syrup.
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Michael Muskal,
Bennett Gershman

Dr. Yoni Freedhoff,
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President Obama may not see an immigration bill on his desk anytime soon. Despite the Senate’s 68 to
32 vote on its comprehensive immigration bill, the House is in no rush to provide a pathway to
citizenship.
The role of credit unions in the U.S. is growing, as is their customer base. Big banks have been losing
their customers to credit unions in part because of frustration over rising banks fees. Now those big
banks
are pushing
to abolish
credit unions'
taxout
exempt
Employers
are constantly
struggling
to figure
how tostatus.
make employees happy, increase workplace
productivity, and save on costs. More and more companies have looked for solutions in workplace
design strategies, and according to the International Management Facility Association, 70 percent of
U.S. employees now work in open-plan offices.

Lisa Mascaro, Seung
Min Kim
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BethMills, Fred R.
Becker
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Janet Pogue,Ann
Majchrzak,
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Paige St. John
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POLI

Today, a hunger strike continues at Pelican Bay State Prison, as close to 30,000 inmates protest
solitary confinement, among other issues. This protest is the largest in the state's history.

POLI

The action is being led by inmates at Pelican Bay prison in Crescent City who are protesting conditions
in special security units. One issue in particular is driving the action — controversial criteria used by
corrections officials to hold men in isolation, sometimes for decades.
Michael Montgomery

5:52

HEAL

Every year, more Latinos die from cardiovascular disease in America than any other ailment, and the
National Institutes of Health is trying to find out why.

Greg Talavera

7:29

HEAL

Mexico has overtaken the U.S. as the world's most obese country, according to a new United Nations
report out this week.

Nuran Alteir
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SCI

Birthdays determine a variety of things, such as your horoscope and when you begin formal education.
But more importantly, birthdays might also determine your health as a baby.
Hannes Schwandt

5:21

LAW

For many low income women in Texas, dangerous and unhealthy alternatives to clinical abortion are an
ongoing reality.
Esme Deprez

8:16

POLI

Time for our look at politics here in Southern California with KPCC political reporters Frank Stoltze and Frank Stoltze and
Alice Walton.
Alice Walton

8:15

The Associated Press is reporting that the Defense Department may drop danger pay for roughly
56,000 troops.

5:38

MIL

Ed Daly
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This weekend in Chicago, there will be a rally protesting the Teach For America organization, comprised
of teachers and former Teach for America alumni.
John Rogers

7/11/2013
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A new study out this week from the University of Washington's Institute for Health Metrics and
Evaluation shows that Americans are exercising more than ever, but we aren't losing much weight.

Ali Mokdad

5:00
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For years, professional athletes have been filing workers comp claims in California, even if they only
played one game in the state their entire career and even if it wasn't for a team based in the state.

Dan Walters

3:53

LAW

In KPCC's new series, "Project Citizen," we're pursuing stories that look at the responsibilities,
traditions, and privileges that citizenship entails.

Sharon McNary

4:43

7/11/2013

POLI

Former San Diego City councilwoman Donna Frye held a press conference earlier this hour calling for
his resignation over allegations that he sexually harassed several women.

7/11/2013

HIST

7/11/2013

Mark
Sauer and
Rico Gagliano
This edition looks into the hoarding of menthol cigarettes, a disturbing trend going on in UK McDonald's, Brendan Francis
Newnam
and the history of a vital piece of LA summer wear.
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7/12/2013 EDU

State board of educatoin delayed voting on whether to accept new science standards

Kim

:55

7/12/2013 ENT

New York Times bestselling author shines a light on little-known places in LA.

Bergman

7/12/2013 HEAL

There's an accusation that brand name drug makers are paying generic drug companies to keep
cheaper products off the market.

CPR

:48

7/12/2013 ECON

California regains place as world's eighth-largest economy

CC
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7/12/2013 POLI

Gov Brown wants to overahaul a tax break for companies hiring workers in low-income communities

Adler

:46

7/12/2013 DIS

Vigil held in San Fernando Valley for Asiana victims
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7/12/2013 DIS

Vigil held in San Fernando Valley for Asiana victims
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Two members of Congress introduce a bill that would extend national parks into space

Prince
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7/12/2013 LAW

Teacher's aide in San Dimas arrested for having sex with underage student
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7/12/2013 TRAN

Weekend traffic conditions

Moore
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Homeland Security Secretary Janet Napolitano resigning to head UC system
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Homeland Security Secretary Janet Napolitano resigning to head UC system
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7/12/2013 LAW

16-year-old charged with killing 11-year-old autistic boy
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16-year-old charged with killing 11-year-old autistic boy
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7/12/2013 DC

Now it's all about repeating the talking points

Felde
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Judge orders investigation into treatment of mentally ill prisoners at state hospitals
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7/12/2013 EDU

US Homeland security chief to head University of California

Guzman

:48

7/12/2013 OC

AQMD approves restrictions for fire pits on OC beaches
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AQMD approves restrictions for fire pits on OC beaches
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7/12/2013 LAW

Fire Pit ban will go into effect

Bergman

:44

7/12/2013 HOUS

Homelessness in LA County up 16 percent

Fox

:50

7/12/2013 ART

New underground gallery to show new and old skateboard art

CC

:26

7/12/2013 POLI

Supporters of Prop 8 are back in court

McNary

2:00

7/12/2013 POLI

Mayor Garcetti names his appointments to the Board of Public Works

Walton

1:01

7/12/2013 LAW

South Coast Air Quality Management district decided this afternoon to adopt controversial new rules on
beach fire pits.
Bergman

4:22

7/12/2013 ECON

Summer jobs are offering young people a chance to learn good work habits and earn a little cash.

Stoltze

4:08

7/12/2013 LGB

Gay and bisexual men take part in National Gay Blood Drive, bringing attention to policy of rejecting
blood donations from gay men

CC
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LAW
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POLI

The highly charged murder trial of George Zimmerman concludes today. As jury deliberations begin,
supporters of 17-year-old African American victim, Trayvon Martin, are hoping for a conviction.
Joe Hicks, Melina
However, if the jury returns an acquittal, local leaders are calling for calm.
Abdullah
Convicted serial rapist Christopher Evans Hubbart's scheduled release from a mental hospital in Los
Angeles County has stirred up a lot of emotions. Hubbart admitted to authorities he has raped nearly 40
women throughout California between 1971 and 1983. He was first arrested in 1972 for a series of
rapes in Los Angeles and San Bernardino counties.
Vonda Tracey, Nina
Salarno-Ashford
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ENT

Larry and KPCC critics Tim Cogshell and Andy Klein review this week’s releases, including Pacific Rim, Tim Cogshell, Andy
Grown Ups 2, The Hunt and more. TGI-Filmweek!
Klein
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ENV

In February 2010, a performing killer whale named Tilikum killed Dawn Brancheau, a trainer at
SeaWorld. People blamed Brancheau’s death on “trainer error,” but Tilikum is notorious for being the
only Orca in the world that has taken the lives of several people while in captivity.
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LAW

The South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) today ruled 7-6 to create new rules for fire
pits. The fire pits need to be kept 700 feet away from residential homes, according to the ruling.
Ben Bergman

3:00
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POLI

The Center for Investigative Reporting recently found that nearly 150 women were sterilized without
required approvals.

Corey Johnson

9:37
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POLI

Filner has not publicly spoken about the sexual harassment accusations, but released a video late
yesterday where he apologized to the public and promised to change his behavior.

Mark Sauer

4:55

7/12/2013

SEC

It's time now for our end of the week analysis of some of the big stories in the news. Joining the show
from steamy Washington, DC, is Nancy Cook of the National Journal, and here in foggy Pasadena, Jim Nancy Cook and Jim
Rainey of the LA Times.
Rainey
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LAW

The state of Georgia plans to execute convicted murderer Warren Hill on Monday, despite the fact that
medical experts agree he has an IQ of 70 and is mentally disabled.
Erwin Chemerinksy

4:49

7/12/2013

LAW

Police now rely on gang interventionists, members of communities fighting gang violence that cooperate
with police to help reduce crime.
John Buntin

10:00

Gabriela
Cowperthwaite, John
Hargrove
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16:00
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One resource essential to modern society yet goes mostly unnoticed is copper. Demand for the element
has skyrocketed over the past decade, and extracting it from the earth is not an easy or clean process. Tim Heffernan
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POLI

The California inmate hunger strikes continues to make noise. Yesterday, corrections officials confirmed
that more than 12,000 inmates have refused meals since Monday.
Michael Montgomery

5:14

LGB

Great strides have recently been made when it comes to gay rights, but there are still plenty of
situations in which homosexuals are treated differently from their heterosexual counterparts.

Alyssa Ziman, Ryan
Yezak
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For years, the National Park Service has been looking for a way to preserve and restore parts of the
Yosemite Valley. Planners have discussed doing away with tourist amenities like ice skating and
swimming pools to try and restore the habitat of the valley's Merced River.

Michael Doyle
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Bobcats can be found all over SoCal, but over the last decades researchers have noticed a disturbing
trend. More and more bobcats seem to be dying from mange.

Joanne Moriarty
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Every year, many young girls enter the sports world hoping to be the next Serena Williams or Lindsay
Vonn. But when women hit the court or the field, one thing is holding back their performance: A good
sports bra, or lack thereof.

Amanda Hess
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Some of the first experiments to invent TV happened in an apartment in Hollywood. But neither the
people living there, nor the neighbors had any idea until historian Andrew Carroll knocked on their door. Andrew Carroll
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One of California's original anthems turned 100 years old this year and like so many in Hollywood, it had
a winding road to prominence.
Josh Kun
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7/13/2013 LAW

Saudi princess charged with human trafficking is free on bail today

Aguilar

1:45

LIT

John Rabe talks with sci-fi author Harlan Ellison at Ellison's home. Ellison also wrote, many years ago, John Rabe / Harlan
a number of stories in the juvenile delinquent genre, which have been reprinted by Kicks Books
Ellison

7/13/2013

ART

Robert Garrova goes to the prop/costume workshop of Chris Gilman. Gilman designed space suit
costumes for "Firefly" and "Mars Attacks" but he has also worked on real world space suits for NASA
and SpaceX.

Robert Garrova / Chris
Gilman

4:43:00
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ART

Off-Ramp Producer Kevin Ferguson talked with San Francisco painter John Bankston. Bankston
creates massive, novelistic paintings drawing from fantasy, autobiography, coloring books.

Kevin Ferguson / John
Bankston
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15:04:00
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ART

John Rabe talks with David Kipen, of Libros Schmibros, who says that during the Great Depression,
FDR realized he needed to find jobs for everybody who was out of work, including writers, so dozens of
them went to work writing travel guides. Rabe also gets a tour of the Millard House in Pasadena, a
John Rabe / David
masterpiece of architecture by Frank Lloyd Wright.
Kipen / Crosby Doe

ART

Off-Ramp Kevin Ferguson fiund out the paintings at Langer's Delicatessen are the work of a Dutch born
painter named Marinus Welman who is still painting today. Ferguson went to Langers to investigate.
Kevin Ferguson /
Norm Langer, the deli's owner says despite please to sell them, the paintings are a treasured part of his Marinus Welman /
"public collection."
Norm Langer
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LA gets its own domain name extension
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Bobcat population begins to bounce back after mange outbreak
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7/14/2013 HEAL

Women in California can get paid for donating their eggs for reproduction -- but not if they donate them
for research.
CPR- Orr

7/14/2013 HEAL

Women in California can get paid for donating their eggs for reproduction -- but not if they donate them
for research.
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New bill increases parental rights of sperm donors
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New bill increases parental rights of sperm donors
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Natural History Museum opens new exhibit on Los Angeles
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"Dispicable Me 2" tops the box office for a second week

Jahad
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Loh Life Summer Guests
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New bill would allow women to be paid for donating eggs to research
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California homeowners may get a shock on their next tax bill

Adler
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California homeowners may get a shock on their next tax bill
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California Assembly may try to keep bonfires on beaches

Bergman
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Natural History Museum opens new exhibit on LA

O'Neill
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Santa Monica forum on gun violence

Stoltze
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Commuters urged to stay home or take mass transit

O'Neill
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What is in the sand on our local beaches

Peterson
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Mexican conservative party holds onto the governor's seat in Baja

Replogle
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Border Patrol in Arizona plans to install razor wire along the fence

Marizco
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7/15/2013 LAW

Arrests made, 10 freeway closed during LA protests against George Zimmerman Sunday
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Arrests made, 10 freeway closed during LA protests against George Zimmerman Sunday
Demonstrators gathered to protest acquittal of George Zimmerman
Demonstrators gathered to protest acquittal of George Zimmerman
US Forest Service launches new public service campaign
Workers may voluntarily leave their jobs when Affordable Health Care Act goes into effect
Workers may voluntarily leave their jobs when Affordable Health Care Act goes into effect
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CalTrans says some closures still in place following tanker fire on Saturday

Moore
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LA Glee fans remember Cory Monteith
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CalTrans says some closures still in place following tanker fire on Saturday
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7/15/2013 LAW

More than 250 people arrested during nationwide crackdown on internet child sex crimes
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7/15/2013 POLI

Former Councilwoman releases more details of sexual harassment allegations against San Diego
mayor Bob Filner
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CA Supreme Court rejects a request to hault the issuance of same-sex marriage licenses
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LA River did not suffer serious damage from crash on the 5
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Battle over "The Butler" shows complexity of naming a film

Watt
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CalTrans says some closures still in place following tanker fire on Saturday
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CalTrans says some closures still in place following tanker fire on Saturday
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7/15/2013 ECON

CalPERS shows big improvement in returns

Orr

:51

7/15/2013 ECON

Ben Bergman looks into who will pay for the repairs after fiery tanker truck accident that damaged
freeway connector tunnel

Bergman

7/15/2013 ECON

CalPERS shows big improvement in returns

CC

7/15/2013 DC

Several Californians mentioned as candidates for Homeland Security Secretary

Felde

1:00

7/15/2013 EDU

UC chooses Napolitano to lead because of immigration experience

Florido

1:19

7/15/2013 LAW

Appeals court ruled that Miranda rights read in Spanish must be correctly translated to count

Joffe-Block

:49

7/15/2013 DIS

Fire near Idyllwild has burned more than one thousand acres, forced evacuations

CC

:16

7/15/2013 LAW

Protesters gathered to celebrate the life of Trayvon Martin

CC

:15

1:08

1:22

:10

7/15/2013 LAW

Rally at Leimert Park to protest Zimmerman verdict

7/15/2013 ECON

Profile of a high-achieving, affluent teen and her summer plans

7/15/13

7/15/13

7/15/13

Aguilar

5:39

LAW

Guzman
Goldman,Brian T.
George Zimmerman, the neighborhood watch volunteer who shot and killed 17-year-old Trayvon Martin Dunn, Lawrence
last year, was acquitted of all charges Saturday after a 16-hour deliberation by the jury.
Rosenthal,Andrew
Branca,Jon
Greenbaum

47:00:00

LAW

Thousands of California inmates have been on a hunger strike since early last week in protest of
prisons’ use of indefinite solitary confinement and calling better overall prison conditions. Thirty
thousand prisoners were a part of the strike at its start, but the number has fallen to just over 4,000 in
the protest that involves two-thirds of California prisons.

26:00:00

OC

Christie Thompson,
Scott Kernan,Jon
Eisenberg, Margo
Schlanger,

3:58

Despite opposition, the South Coast Air Quality Management District board approved restrictions Friday
on the fire pits Southern California beaches. The restrictions will keep fire pits at least 700 feet from the Ben Bergman, Nancy
nearest residence.
Gardner,

11:00

11:00

9:32

7/15/13

HEAL

City of Hope researchers believe they’ve found a gene that links obesity, cancer and diabetes back to a
single human gene. The study, published in the Journal of Biological Chemistry found that RLIP76, a
gene that removes toxic agents from cells, may play a significant role in weight gain and may also be
Dr. Sanjay Awasthi,
related to cancer and diabetes.
M.D.

7/15/2013

RACE

Multiple source have weighed in on the decision and what it means about our legal system and what
this case says — and doesn't say — about race relations in this country.

RACE

In the wake of the George Zimmerman verdict, some African-American parents have wondered what
they should say to their children. Liz Dwyer, the education editor at GOOD, faced this question as mom
to two young boys, ages 12 and 9.
Liz Dwyer

5:36

MEDI

Many non-Spanish speakers might not know who Eddie "Piolín" Sotelo is, but he's one of the most
influential people in the city. He's the host of the daily Spanish language morning radio show, "Piolín por
la Mañana.
Eddie Sotelo

11:07

FOR

Getting an abortion will become more challenging and more expensive for women across the state of
Texas. Early Saturday morning the state legislature gave final passage to a bill that will result in some of
the strictest abortion regulations in the country.
Monica Uribe

4:34

ENT

Time for On the Lot, our weekly summary of news from the movie business with LA Times reporter
Rebecca Keegan.

Rebecca Keegan

7:31

7/15/2013

ENT

As a dialect coach, it's Claudette Roche's job to make sure actors master their characters' accents with
such precision that audiences won't know the difference.
Claudette Roche

7:41

7/15/2013

POLI

On Saturday a tanker truck traveling on the 2 Freeway blew a tire, crashed and set the structure ablaze.
Today transportation officials are dealing with the aftermath of the fiery crash, which killed three people. Aram Sahakian

3:46

7/15/2013

7/15/2013

7/15/2013
7/15/2013

Jody Armour

POLI

Women now make up one-fifth of the Senate, and many of these female leaders believe their gender
makes them better suited for reaching political compromise.

7/15/2013

ENT

There has been plenty more said about "Sharknado" all over the internet the past few days. If you've
been under a rock — Or perhaps in a storm shelter — and you haven't heard of it, this campy creature
feature about a tornado full of sharks premiered on the SyFy channel last Thursday.
Amanda Hess

7:29

7/15/2013

LIT

If you're looking for a page-turner, you might want to avoid the list of books on this list. The website
Goodreads compiled a list of books that people are most likely to abandon mid-read.

Elizabeth
Khuri Chandler

7:19

7/15/2013

YOUT

Encino teen Lulu Cerone has more projects going this summer than most adults will complete in an
entire year. Experts say the experience will give her a leg up.

Adolfo Guzman-Lopez

4:23

HIST

Becoming LA is a collection of items ranging from the first container of water collected from the LA
aquaduct to suitcases found at the Manzanar internment camp. Take Two got a sneak preview last
week of the exhibit with the museum's anthropology chair Margaret Hardin and creative director Simon Margaret Hardin and
Adlum.
Simon Adlum

7/15/2013

7/15/2013

Jill Lawrence

10:31

9:02

7/16/2013 HEAL

Private medicine is a growing trend in California

Bartolone

4:12

7/16/2013 HEAL

Making sense of the wild disparities in listed hospital prices

O'Neill

3:58

7/16/2013 LAW

LAPD arrests 13 at protests Monday night following Zimmerman verdict

CC

:06

7/16/2013 LAW

LAPD arrests 13 at protests Monday night following Zimmerman verdict

CC

:12

7/16/2013 LAW

LAPD arrests 13 at protests Monday night following Zimmerman verdict

CC

:04

7/16/2013 IMM

Senate Immigration Bill would double number of Border Patrol agents

Marizco

4:10

7/16/2013 ECON

Marc Lacter on ride-sharing apps

Lacter

4:07

7/16/2013 LAW

Prison hunger strike in its second week

Detrow

1:11

7/16/2013 EDU

Reactions to Janet Napolitano becoming next president of UC system

Adler

1:37

7/16/2013 EDU

Reactions to Janet Napolitano becoming next president of UC system

CC

:16

7/16/2013 LAW

Mexican officials say they've arrested one of the country's most wanted drug lords

Uribe

:39

7/16/2013 EDU

Teachers believe tech advances are helping student creativity

Sanchez

:44

7/16/2013 ENV

Reports of heavy smoke, buildings lost in 4,700 acre fire burning in Riverside County

CC

:11

7/16/2013 LAW

Community leaders take steps to prevent more violence in light of Zimmerman verdict

CC

:15

7/16/2013 LAW

San Bernardino County Sheriff's Deputy expected to live after he was shot

CC

:08

7/16/2013 HEAL

Doctors studying case of man who woke up in Palm Springs motel with rare type of amnesia

cc

:08

7/16/2013 LAW

Capture of the Zetas cartel head is a big deal-- but it doesn't mean the end of the criminal organization. cc

:22

7/16/2013 DIS

Volunteers helped Living Free Animal Sanctuary move dots and cats to safe place during fire

CC

:17

7/16/2013 HEAL

NIH study finds longer a person is obese, higher odds of heart disease

Neighmond

:46

7/16/2013 LAW

San Bernardino County Sheriff's Deputy is out of the hospital after being shot and wounded on patrol.

cc

:19

7/16/2013 POLI

Mexico is planning to build more airports, sea ports, and high speed rail lines

kahn

:43

7/16/2013 DIS

Mountain Fire near Idyllwild has spread to 8-thousand acres.

cc

:13

7/16/2013 HEAL

The University of Southern California has expanded its medical reach into the foothills of Glendale with
the acquisition of Verdugo Hills Hospital.
O'Neill

7/16/2013 ECON

The parent company of Gelson's Markets is considering putting itself up for sale.

Watt

7/16/2013 LAW

Community activists in South Los Angeles today (TUES) called for peaceful protest after last night's
disturbances along Crenshaw Boulevard.

Moore

7/16/2013 LAW

Anaheim police officer who fatally shot a 22-year-old man last summer has been cleared of any
wrongdoing by the Orange County District Attorney.

Bergman

:48

7/16/2013 DIS

The Mountain Fire has scorched 8-thousand acres near the San Jacinto Wilderness.

cc

:09

7/16/2013 HEAL

Training begins for Southern Californians who will educate public about state's health insurance
marketplace

cc

:18

7/16/2013 ECON

Unemployed Californians may lose 10 weeks of federal benefits

CC

:09

7/16/2013 LAW

LA Mayor Garcetti calls on people protesting Trayvon Martin verdict to be peacefu

cc

:20

7/16/2013 OBIT

Actor Cory Monteith died from a combination of heroin and alcohol

CC

:15

7/16/2013 LAW

Los Angeles Board of Supervisors agreed a replacement is needed for the crumbling Men's Central Jail Palta

1:07

:56
1:16

1:33

7/16/2013 ECON

California's Employment Development Department says that come mid-August, an improving economy
is expected to cost thousands of jobless workers the last 10 weeks of their federal unemployment
benefits.
PRINGLE

:48

LAW

The acquittal of George Zimmerman came on Saturday, but the fallout continues. Last night, we learned Stanley Goldman,
more about what influenced the jury's decision. A woman known only as Juror B 37 revealed her
Holly Mitchell, Connie
thinking.
Rice,

16:00

LAW

Asiana Airlines says it's going to sue the Bay Area TV station that broadcasted fake and racially
Doris Truong,
insensitive names for the four pilots involved in the plane crash that took place in San Francisco earlier Adrianos Facchetti,
this month.
Lisa Gritzner

17:00

RACE

A recent report from the Cooperative Children’s Book Center at the University of Wisconsin-Madison
Kathleen T. Horning,
found that despite the increasing diversity in the U.S., the number of children’s books written by or aboutDaniel Nayeri, Kadir
people of color continues to be very low.
Nelson

15:00

POLI

The pressure is on Mayor Bob Filner as even his former supporters are urging him to resign, after
allegations of sexual harassment of women have surfaced. Three former supporters released details
alleging Filner forced two women to kiss him, and grabbing the breasts of another staff member.

16:00

7/16/13

POLI

In the midst of what has become a heated race to replace former 6th District City Councilman Tony
Cardenas, one of the candidates has revealed that she was sexually abused as a child. Nury Martinez,
one of the two top candidates for the council seat said yesterday that she had been repeatedly sexually Catherine “Kay”
abused when she was “3 or 4” years old.
Saillant

7/16/13

SPOR

Baseball’s current greats are all in New York for the MLB All-Star Game, but it’s Los Angeles that has
the been the city playing possibly the best ball in the league in the past month.

7/16/2013

RACE

Demonstrators in Leimert Park had been protesting the not guilty verdict in the George Zimmerman trial, Mark Ridley Thomas
but a smaller group broke away from the gathering and went on to break windows and stomp on cars. and Ericka Aguilar

5:24

7/16/2013

ENT

It was early in the morning, New Year's Day 2009. A young man, Oscar Grant III, was shot in the back
by a transit officer on the platform of Oakland's Fruitvale BART station.
Ryan Coogler

9:21

7/16/2013

LAW

A major blow to has been dealt to the Zetas drug cartel in Mexico. On Monday, Mexican naval special
forces captured that group's leader: Miguel Angel Trevino Morales, known by his street name Z-40.

Sylvia Longmire

5:44

7/16/2013

SCI

Earlier this year, a man was found unconscious in Palm Springs Motel. Doctors have diagnosed him
with Transient Global Amnesia, but after four months, he still has no recall.

Jason Brandt

8:28

7/16/13

7/16/13

7/16/13

7/16/13

Nancy Bornn

Dan Evans

8:00

24:00:00

ENT

It's time for Tuesday Reviewsday our weekly new music segment. This week we're joined by music
critic Oliver Wang from Soul-Sides.com.

Oliver Wang

6:40

POLI

It looks like there is a deal in the Senate to avoid a showdown vote that would change the filibuster
rules. This would shoot down a nuclear option that Senate Majority leader Harry Reid has been
threatening to invoke.

Shane Goldmacher

8:39

7/16/2013

POLI

Filling in while Gov. Brown is away is one of the top duties of the lieutenant governor. In fact, it's one of
the only things a lieutenant governor does. That may mean Gavin Newsom feels a bit bored, to say the
least.
Michael Mishak

7/16/2013

LGB

7/16/2013

7/16/2013

7/16/2013

5:58

Nick Palacios

5:51

LGB

LGBT clubs are quite common on university campuses, unless your university is a religious one. Nick
Palacios of Fuller Theological Seminary in Pasadena is hoping to change that.
One of this year's most talked-about films at the Outfest film festival is "God Loves Uganda," which
profiles American evangelicalism and anti-homosexualism in Uganda.

Roger Williams

9:34

7/16/2013

HEAL

People think nothing of running to the Internet to investigate aches and pains, but what they may not
know is that health websites can track their searches and share them with third parties.

Marco Huesch

5:11

7/16/2013

SCI

In the Southwest, a rare genetic disorder known as the common Hispanic mutation has haunted those
of Spanish descent for nearly 400 years. Its nickname is "El Frio", or the cold.

Tristan Ahtone

4:24

7/16/2013

ECON

Quinoa is a low-calorie, gluten-free, protein-rich grain-like seed that has become quite popular among
healthy eaters in the U.S.

Lydia DePillis

5:26

7/17/2013 ART

Petersen Museum auctions off classic cars

Whatley

3:35

7/17/2013 LAW

Teens talk about Trayvon Martin verdict

Fernandes

3:47

7/17/2013 ECON

LAEDC releases mid-year forecast

Lee

1:00

7/17/2013 EDU

Delegatio nfrom 9 districts is trying to speed along the Feds' decision to approve a waiver from No Child
Left Behind
Kim

1:02

7/17/2013 LAW

12 teens arrested during crime spree

Stoltze

:50

7/17/2013 LAW

12 teens arrested during crime spree

Stoltze

:49

7/17/2013 HEAL

More than two-thousand trainees are learning about the Affordable Care Act

Bartolone

7/17/2013 DIS

Wildfire near Idyllwild continues to burn

CC

:12

7/17/2013 DIS

Wildfire near Idyllwild continues to burn

CC

:05

7/17/2013 LAW

Protests following George Zimmerman acquittal continue in LA for a fourth night

CC

:08

1:07

7/17/2013 LAW

Protests following George Zimmerman acquittal continue in LA for a fourth night

CC

:06

7/17/2013 HEAL

Federal funding for nursing programs is facing difficulties

Tintocalis

7/17/2013 DIS

Evacuations remain in place in Palm Springs due to Mountain Fire

CC

:19

7/17/2013 DIS

Mountain fire burns more than 14,000 acres in Riverside County, evacuations in effect

CC

:10

7/17/2013 TT

12 teens arrested during crime spree

CC

:24

7/17/2013 DC

Lots of talking, little action on immigration

Felde

7/17/2013 LAB

Santa Monica hopes to improve working conditions at nail salons

CC

:17

7/17/2013 DIS

Wildfire near Idyllwild continues to burn

Moore

:48

7/17/2013 DIS

Wildfire near Idyllwild continues to burn

CC

:13

7/17/2013 ENT

MTV announces VMA nominees

CC

:08

7/17/2013 SCI

Mars may have once had a vast ocean

CC

:15

7/17/2013 TECH

British researchers have found a way to charge cell phones using human urine

Gregory

:50

7/17/2013 LAW

Costa Concordia trial begins

Poggioli

:43

7/17/2013 DC

Assembly Speaker in Washington

Felde

1:01

7/17/2013 EDU

School board votes to push through salary cuts to Palmdale teachers, Union says they may strike

Kim

1:19

7/17/2013 EDU

Some UC students increasingly critical of nomination of Janet Napolitano for UC president

CC

:14

7/17/2013 EDU

Superintendents from nine school districts in Washington to push for changes to No Child Left Behind

CC

:11

7/17/2013 DIS

Mountain Fire causes evacuations

CC

:25

7/17/2013 ECON

Barbie sales declined 12 percent in the second quarter

Lee

7/17/2013 SPOR

NCAA announcement likely tied to lawsuit controversy

CC

7/17/2013 SPOR

Next version of NCAA video game could be the last

??

7/17/2013 DIS

More evacs ordered because of shift in direction of Mountain Fire

CC

:12

7/17/2013 EDU

UC Regents meet to decide whether Janet Napolitano will become UC President

Adler

:57

7/17/2013 TRAN

Malibu changes who holds parking citation books

Zassenhaus

1:16

1:01

1:31
:21
3:51

3:56

7/17/2013 EDU

Observers opinion on skills of incoming UC President Janet Napolitano

Guzman

3:01

7/17/2013 ENV

Peterson

1:38

7/17/2013 POLI

US Forest Service says climate change is forcing it to shift its firefighting strategy
The head of Pepperdine University's civic engagement institute is running for California Secretary of
State

Stoltze

1:28

7/17/2013 ENV

Masumoto family has been growing peaches for four generations

CC

7/17/13

7/17/13

7/17/13

7/17/13

:08

POLI

California Senator Jim Beall is pushing to extend the statute of limitations on sexual abuse. His bill, SB
131, opens a one-year window from 2014-2015 for previously barred abuse victims to file suit against Jim Beall, Kevin
alleged abusers or the employer of the abuser.
Eckery

TRAN

Metro and CalTrans have already spent two years researching how to relieve traffic in Los Angeles
County. Their study, SR-710, began in 2011 with 40 different traffic alternatives. By 2012, it became 12 Doug Failing, Steven
options and is now narrowed down to five.
Placido, D.D.S, Marina
Khubesrian, M.

21:00

POLI

Janet Napolitano, the U.S. secretary of homeland security, was nominated on Friday as the next
president of the University of California. The UC Regents will vote on Napolitano’s nomination
tomorrow.

14:00

TRAN

LA's museum row is home to one of the world's most renowned automotive institutions. So when the LA
Times reported the Petersen Automotive Museum taking a drastic detour, many car culture junkies and Terry Karges,Jason
Angeleno history buffs were left confused.
Fogelson,

16:00

Chuck Klosterman

17:00

Andy Smith

4:52

Bob Powell, Abraham
Wagner,

24:00:00

7/17/13

LIT

New York Times bestselling author Chuck Klosterman has recently found himself identifying with
unexpected characters —villains. In his new book, “I Wear the Black Hat: Grappling with Villains (Real
and Imagined),” Klosterman examines the psychology of villainy.

7/17/2013

LAW

Last night, packs of young people swept through Hollywood, stealing cell phones and souvenirs from
local shops.

7/17/2013

POLI

Yesterday, two rising Republican stars added their names to the list of supporters, Senators Rand Paul
of Kentucky and Ted Cruz of Texas.
Darren Samuelsohn

5:46

7/17/2013

POLI

Activists plan to protest the U.C. Regents vote Thursday on whether to name Department of Homeland
Security chief Janet Napolitano as the university system's president.
Adolfo Guzman-Lopez

3:27

SPOR

Earlier this week, Cuban player Yoenis Cespedes took home the trophy for Major League Baseball's
Home Run Derby. But a moment off the field was also in the spotlight ... when he was interviewed by
ESPN reporter Pedro Gomez.

10:15

7/17/2013

Pedro Gomez
and Adrian Burgos Jr.

7/17/2013
7/17/2013

ENT

Mike Rowe

5:08

SPOR

Time for a look at sports with Andy and Brian Kamenetzky, brother who have covered sports for the L.A.
Times and ESPN.

HEAL

Santa Monica has become the first southern California community to partner with a state program
aimed at improving the health of nail salon technicians.

MEDI

The next issue of Rolling Stone isn't out until Friday, but already, it's stirring a lot of controversy. That's
because of the cover story about alleged Boston bomber Dzohkhar Tsarnaev.
Bob Garfield

8:12

ECON

Hedge funds gained a reputation as the place rich folks put their money to get even richer, but lately the
funds have failed to live up to their promise.
Sheelah Kolhatkar

6:43
8:20

7/17/2013
7/17/2013
7/17/2013

The U.S. government has now decided that some gamers may apply for a P1 visa, which was
previously reserved for professional athletes.

9:46
Lisa Fu

5:08

7/17/2013

ENT

Summer isn't only a great time to lounge around with some popscicles and a stiff drink, it also used to
be a great time to catch up on your favorite TV series from the year.

7/17/2013

MEDI

Aaron Sorkin's "The Newsroom" is a certifiable hit among viewers, snagging 2.2 million viewers during
its season two premiere. However, not everyone is a fan.
Heidi Moore

7:27

7/17/2013

ENV

One hundred years ago this month, Death Valley was the hottest place on Earth, 134 degrees. The
temperature has never been topped but some climate experts doubt it was actually reached.

4:11

7/17/2013

SCI

For a while now, scientists have assumed that it's likely that there were once rivers and lakes on the
surface of Mars. Now new research from Caltech has added credence to the idea that there could have
been a huge martian ocean as well.
Roman DiBiase

3:52

7/17/2013

ENV

For the past six decades, the Masumoto family has been growing peaches at their Central Valley farm. Marcy Masumoto,
Now they've written a new book, "The Perfect Peach."
Nikiko Masumoto

6:55

Alan Sepinwall

David Wagner

7/18/2013 LAW

California lawmakers call for Florida boycott over 'stand your ground' law

CC

:16

7/18/2013 ENER

SoCal Edison files notice blaming Mitsubishi for plant closure

Bergman

:53

7/18/2013 DIS

Nearly 23-thousand acre Mountain Fire near Idyllwild continues to spread

CC

:09

7/18/2013 ENT

Comic Con takes over San Diego

CC

:20

7/18/2013 DIS

Susan Paul had to leave her home in Idyllwild

CC

:08

7/18/2013 DIS

About one-thousand people are staying at evacuation centers

CC

:11

7/18/2013 HEAL

California acts against alcohol and drug treatment centers

Plummer

:47

7/18/2013 ENV

EPA offers grants to groups on Mexican boarder for environmental projects

Palacios

:56

7/18/2013 ENV

Firefighters concerned about embers dropping from fire over Idyllwild

CC

:13

7/18/2013 DC

House comes up with extra money for JPL

Felde

7/18/2013 DIS

State officials autorize use of two military aircrafts to fight mountain fire

CC

:14

7/18/2013 DIS

As of this afternoon, there were about 150 people still in evacuation centers

CC

:10

7/18/2013 DC

Feds turn down loan request for Vegas train

Felde

:59

1:01

7/18/2013 EDU

Despite student protests, Janet Napolitano confirmed as new UC President

???

4:12

7/18/2013 FOR

Tijuana is first Latin American city to switch to digital television

Replogle

1:18

7/18/2013 ECON

The state's unemployment rate in June dropped to 8.5 percent

Lee

:39

7/18/2013 EDU

Students protest confirmation of Napolitano U-C president

CC

:17

7/18/2013 EDU

Napolitano will be the first woman to serve as U-C president

CC

:17

7/18/2013 ECON

California's unemployment rate is the lowest it's been since the stock market crashed in 2008

CC

:13

7/18/2013 LAW

Attorneys barred from visits to inmates on hunger strike have little recourse

Small

7/18/2013 DIS

Idyllwild, Fern Valley and other communities remain under evacuation

CC

7/18/2013 ENT

NCAA declines to renew its deal with Electronic Arts

???

3:04

7/18/2013 POLI

Why voter turnout continues to decline in Los Angeles municipal elections

Walton

3:40

7/18/2013 EDU

School districts in California are lobbying the Department of Education in DC

Pringle

:55

7/18/2013 ENV

Temperatures in the valleys will get at least into the mid 90s

CC

:10

7/18/2013 LAW

Federal judge says city cannot put up a cross at a public stadium

CC

:14

7/18/2013 ENT

House of Cards is the first online show to receive a top Emmy nomination

CC

:12

7/18/2013 ENT

None of this year's best drama nominations were produced by TV networks

CC

:19

7/18/2013 ECON

Edison wants two Mistsubishi companies held responsible

Bergman

7/18/2013 DIS

Wildfire forced more than 6-thousand people to evacuate

Moore

:52

7/18/2013 LAW

Senators want to make new guidelines for shielding journalists from government investigations law

Welna

:42

7/18/2013 SPOR

Recent changes in hockey rules reduced number of concussions

PRINCE

:34

7/18/2013 ENV

Edison wants Mitsubishi companies held responsible for San Onofre generators

CC

:16

7/18/2013 ENV

Experts discuss US ocean exploration policy in Long Beach

Peterson

:41

7/18/2013 HEAL

AIDS Healthcare Foundation accuses LA County of using financial audit for political retaliation

Stoltze

:54

7/18/2013 ENV

Baja California has a burgeon

CC

:19

1:56
:17

1:24

TRAN

Rolling Stone's new cover story about the alleged Boston bomber Dzhokhar Tsarnaev is causing some
outrage over its use of the photo, which was snapped by Tsarnaev himself.
David Folkenflik,
Technology has made a lot of things work a lot better, faster, easier. If Senate Bill 806 gets the
blessings of Sacramento lawmakers, California license plates might also get a digital upgrade.
Jim Lites, Pam Dixon

14:00

GEND

With massive legal and political victories recently for gays and lesbians, American society seems much
more accepting of homosexual orientation. Yet, while the queer pride movement was meant to advocate
on behalf of myriad sexualities, one particular group is still very much "closeted," according to new
Allen Rosenthal,
research.
Denise Penn

16:00

SEC

On the eve of his court case commencing against the U.S. government, Nasser al-Awlaki makes an
emotional plea in today's New York Times. He explains why he's suing over the drone strike killing of his
son, Anwar, and his grandson, Abdulrahman. The former was a confessed al Qaeda leader killed in a Brett Max Kaufman,
targeted strike in September 2011.
Marc Thiessen,

14:12

POLI

Congressman John Fleming (R-LA) has proposed an amendment concerning religious rights in the
military to the National Defense Authorization Act of 2014 (NDAA). His amendment, section 530,
passed through the House Armed Services Committee as well as the House on June 14.

19:00

7/18/13

ART

As wedding season kicks into high gear there is the topic that everyone loves to hate – the wedding gift.
With so many couples sharing a home for years before walking down the aisle it may not make sense
any more to buy your friends a blender.
Jamie Miles

10:00

7/18/13

ART

Bruce Forman, a jazz guitarist and educator, is hitting the streets for a unique music festival. Forman,
along with musicians affiliated with the University of Southern California, will perform along several
venues on the iconic Route 66.

Bruce Forman,

4:00
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Some 6,000 residents remain under mandatory evacuation orders and the Red Cross says
approximately 950 evacuees are at three shelters in the area. Many are kids who had been attending
area summer camps before being evacuated.

Lee Beyer
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Leighton

For the 5th straight night, demonstrators continued to protest the George Zimmerman verdict
throughout southern California, resulting in 17 protesters arrested in Victorville, California last night.
Leigh Ann Buchanan
Black Twitter users showed their collective might after it was announced that a juror in the George
Zimmerman trial had received a book deal. Public outrage over social media prompted the juror's book
agent to back off.
Michelle Taylor
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California is launching a new way for people to buy health insurance, and many folks have a lot of
questions. KPCC's Stephanie O'Neill has some answers.
Stephanie O'Neill
Fanboys and fangirls from around the world will spend the next 96 or so hours buzzing about comics,
movies, TV, and more. It's a big industry event for Hollywood, and one of the groups they'll be trying to
tap is the Latino market.
Umberto Gonzales
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Emmy nominations are out. But can winning an award help a struggling TV show, or propel an actor to
new heights? Is the Emmy the new Oscar?
Steve Battaglio
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The city says the program could save them tens of thousands of dollars, save their sheriffs valuable
time and resources, and enforce new parking restrictions.

Eric Zassenhaus

3:56

KPCC's political reporters, Frank Stoltze and Alice Walton, discuss Eric Garcetti's first real test of
Frank Stoltze and
leadership and more in this week's discussion.
Alice Walton
The UC Regents are currently meeting, and they're expected to confirm the appointment of former
Homeland Security Secretary Janet Napolitano as the new President of the UC system.
Ana Tintocalis
The state of Georgia forbids the release of information about the origins of the lethal injection, which has
become increasingly hard to come by as companies shy away from producing the drugs.
Richard Dieter
The rare Western bumble bee has been sighted near Seattle, Washington. It's an event so rare it's
almost like catching a glimpse of Sasquatch or some other mythical animal.
Evan Sugden
"It's like Thai hick food," says Night + Market chef Kris Yenbamroong about his favorite summer dish,
koi tuna.
Kris Yenbamroong
Walter White is part of a growing number of antiheroes populating the TV universe since the late 1990s,
from Tony Soprano to Don Draper.
Brett Martin
Every week we get your weekend conversation starters with Rico Gagliano and Brendan Newnam, the Rico Gagliano and
hosts of the Dinner Party Download podcast and radio show.
Brendan Newnam
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This week's film releases reviewed

Stoltze
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Dodgers flayer Yasiel Puig captures fan's attention
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Project Citizen looks at non-voters in South LA

McNary
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Dodgers outfielder hired a new marketing agent to capitalize on popularity

Bergman
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Camp counselor had to leave Camp Buckhorn with out much time
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Sophia Yurdin was attending Idyllwild Arts Camp
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7/19/2013 LAW

Long Beach police warn of planned 'bash mob'
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7/19/2013 DIS

Southern California fire is still out of control with only 15 percent containment

Julian

:39
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Some key freeway closures in and around LA this weekend

Moore
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Jeff Garlin is the star and director of new film "Dealing with Idiots"
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Gas prices up over the past week in Southern California
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NASA asks everyone on earth to wave for a photo taken from Saturn Friday afternoon
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Coroner releases cause of death of Asiana victim
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Evacuations advised for residents living in Pine Cove due to Mountain Fire
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Evacuee Kellee Sheahan at the Hemet evacuation center
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7/19/2013 DC

Taking immigration debate to the district

Felde
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Property taxes rise as real estate market continues to recover

McNary
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Fire is mostly bad news for businesses around the evacuation zone

Bergman
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The Guide' looks at human struggles in environmental conservation
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Ben Bergman was at one of the fire evacutation centers in Hemet

Bergman
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Union representatives would be granted legal confidentiality

Pringle
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UCSB Professor of Labor Studies says bill would help protect workers
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California State Association of Counties representative says bill could leave employers open to liability CC
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7/19/2013 LAW

Law enforcement tries to stay one step ahead of 'bash mobs'

Aguilar
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University presents Vietnamese language teaching credential

Guzman
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Police in Long Beach are warning residents about a possible crime spree this afternoon. It would be the
latest in a string of so-called 'bash mobs' that recently struck Hollywood and San Bernardino.
There are an estimated 20,000 neighborhood watch groups and many more informal programs
established in the country. Since the George Zimmerman trial, where the Florida neighborhood watch
coordinator has been found not guilty for reasons of self-defense in the shooting of 17-year-old Trayvon
Martin, neighborhood watch programs have been in the spotlight.
It’s one thing to get fooled into buying fake concert tickets from Craigslist scammers. But we heard
about getting suckered on a new level this month. An 18-year-old woman from Palm Springs found a
pretty good deal on a used 2009 Honda Civic. When have you been fooled? Or how have you avoided
it? What are your buyer-beware tips?
CLIP
Set in Mozambique, filmmaker Jessica Yu’s main character, Tonga Torcida, lives on Mount Gorongosa
and wants nothing more than to become a tour guide at the Gorongosa National Park, where 90 percent
of the animal population has been wiped out by warfare.
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If you could have lunch with any movie icon, if you could ask them technical questions about
filmmaking, gossip about the great stars, and even just chat about current events, would you choose
Orson Welles?
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The fire is roughly 15 percent contained and about 6,000 people remain evacuated. Photographer John
Drake lives in the town of Idyllwild, which is currently threatened by the fire.
John Drake
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For the people who call mountainous areas like Idyllwild home, some might ask why stay in a place
susceptible to dangers like wildfires?

3:59

Julie Hutchinson

POLI

Last week, the city's mayor Bob Filner was accused of sexual harassment. Now, both supporters and
opponents of the mayor are staging rallies outside City Hall.
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The Friday Flashback: The US Senate has passed immigration reform, a farm bill and a budget. But the
House refuses to play ball.
James Rainey
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One of the draws of reality TV shows is watching how people react in extreme situations. A new show
may have found a way to be even more extreme.

Steve Rankin
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In the 1980s, Adam Ant made a name for himself with outlandish outfits, elaborate hair and make up
and infectious, catchy tunes. But its been a long time since he’s made music, until now.

Adam Ant
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This weekend, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration and the Aquarium of the Pacific in
Long Beach are hosting the first forum to shape a national ocean exploration program.
Dave Gallo
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Mexico is well-known for its alcoholic offerings from beer to tequila, to the newly popular mescal. But
Baja California is also home to a thriving wine region.

Meghan McCarty
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Thanks to a robust berry industry and some good press about antioxidant properties, Americans are
buying berries at a record pace.

Adam Leith Gollner
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Angelenos have been keeping chickens in the city for ages, but now, there's a whole new generation of
"urban homesteaders" who are finding it's not all fun and free eggs.
Robert Garrova
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This week Yasiel Puig hired a new marketing agent to capitalize on his meteoric rise, but his
commercial future may not necessarily be a home run.
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The producers of Glee reportedly held an emergency meeting to figure out how to write Cory Monteith's
character out of the show. Former Law and Order producer Bill Fordes has some advice for them.
Bill Fordes
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L.A.-based comedian Jeff Garlin joins the show to talk about his new film "Dealing With Idiots," which
opens today
in, Los Angeles.y g
y
y
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week, and taped their conversations. Finally, the tapes have been
transcribed, edited, and published.
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Angelenos have been keeping
chickens in the city for ages, but now, there's a whole new generation
of "urban homesteaders" who are finding it's not all fun and free eggs.
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Gladwell's video work, called Broken Dance, is a two channel installation that imagines beat boxing and Kevin Ferguson /
urban dance in a completely different context.
Shaun Gladwell
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Earlier this year, a man was found unconscious in Palm Springs Motel. Doctors have diagnosed him
with Transient Global Amnesia, but after four months, he still has no recall.

Alex Cohen / Jason
Brandt
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Ruby Wax confronts depression and mental illness in her one-woman show 'Still Out Of Her Mind.'

Patt Morrison / Ruby
Wax
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Scientists created a knife that can identify cancerous cells
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USC musicians will be performing at various venues along Route 66
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State legislature considers bill to let DMV offer digital license plates
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World Privacy Forum worries the bill would let law enforcement skip warrants
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FCC will overhaul federal program that connects schools to Internet

Kim
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7/21/2013 POLI

Republican field is shaping up slowly to challenge Democratic Govenor Brown

Adler

7/21/2013 LAW

Hundreds gathered Saturday outside the federal courthouse in downtown LA
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A profile of a studio teacher

Plummer

7/22/2013 POLI

Voters to fill vacant 52nd Assembly seat and elect an LA city council member

McNary
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A group of illegal youths will return to US without immigration papers

O'Dowd
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The Los Angeles City Council returns from summer recess

Walton
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Prison officials block media access to hunger strike

Small
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Protesters gathered in Anaheim to march against police brutality

Fox
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Families are spending less on back to school shopping due to the sluggish economy

Lee
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Chef teams up with South LA teens to open smoothie shop

Fox
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Evacuated residents of Idyllwild and Fern Valley are back home
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Evacuated residents of Idyllwild and Fern Valley are back home
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Flash flood watch in effect for LA County Mountains through Monday evening
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A forum exploring the world's oceans met in Long Beach
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World's top surfers compete at US Open of Surfing in Huntington Beach
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Angels lose game against Oakland A's on Sunday
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Mickelson can finally celebrate winning the British Open
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Teaching the children of Hollywood
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Has tax on state's wealthiest to boost funding for mental health care been spent wisely

Korry
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The Conjuring' debuts in first place in theaters this weekend
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Many residents may return home but homes may be unsafe

Morales
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R.I.P.D. is the latest big-ticket flop in Hollywood this summer
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Group of young people are trying to re-enter the US without legal papers
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Actor Dennis Farina has died

Blair
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Former spokeswoman accuses San Diego mayor of sexual harassment
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Huntington Beach celebrates a 20-year-old surfing competiton
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Mountain Fire containment is at 85 percent
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Duchess of Cambridge and Prince William welcomed their first baby and it's a boy

Relph
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San Diego's City Attorney's office will not represent Mayor Filner in sexual harrassment lawsuit

CC
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Senior new editor for KPBS speaks about accuser Irene McCormack

Roman
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One county clerk questions decision to hand out same-sex marriage licenses

McNary
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State Assemblyman wants CA to boycott Florida after Zimmerman acquittal
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Special election in Central Valley could shape state government fo the rest of the decade
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Anti-Defamation League releases annual report on anti-Semitism incidents

Aguilar
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Activists find new ways to protest immigration laws

Marizco
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State board partners with non-partisan group to examine prison realignment
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Univision pulls plug on spanish radio show "Piolin Por La Manana"
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California kids who receive care through Medi-Cal have difficulty finding a dentist
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State must better connect children enrolled in Medi-Cal with dental services

Orr
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Severe budjet cuts to LAUSD's summer school means less students can enroll

Kim
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Time to find a new dentist

Loh
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7/22/2013 EDU

Summer lunch program at libraries seeks to combat obesity

Guzman
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Student activists say federal officials are investigating USC's sex assault policies
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Student activists say federal officials are investigating USC's sex assault policies
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Actor Dennis Farina died at age 69

CC

This weekend, demonstrators across the country continued to protest the acquittal of George
Zimmerman. Some leaders, like Pasadena assemblyman Chris Holden, called for a boycott against
Florida tourism to send a message.

Rory McVeigh, Karen
North
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Southern California is blessed with gorgeous hikes. Just north of Pasadena, is one so alluring it tempts
people to an uncertain fate. More and more locals have a cautionary awareness about Eaton Canyon
and the so-called Second Waterfall. Still it continues to attract inexperienced hikers - dozens have been
injured in just the last couple of years.
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Matthew Fleischer,
Richard DeLeon,

Let’s say you like porn…a little too much. Would it help to have a company block your access? What if
that was a country-wide mandate?
Tracy Clark-Flory,

One of the true beauties of wine is its simplicity...grapes, oak, and time. Well, not so fast. What many
vinophiles don’t realize is that most wines aren’t nearly that simple.
Jon Bonné,
The office dress code has slackened over the years. It’s not so surprising nowadays to see folks
wearing flip-flops or baring some of their tattoos in the office. Still, how much sartorial latitude a worker
has depends largely on where one works. A judge in Tennessee decided that he has seen enough
women attorneys rocking sleeveless dresses and low-cut blouses and fired off a memo in June to local
bar associations on the topic.

17:00
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“The unanimous opinion was that the women attorneys were not being held to the same standard as theSamantha Maxwell

17:00

Today at the border, eight young immigrants are protesting the Obama administrations deportation
policies in a unique way. They will cross the border into Mexico, even though the US government might
not let them return.
Michel Marizco

3:45

It's been pretty hot this summer with temps hitting triple digits all over the state. Pretty bad even if you
work in an air conditioned office, but what if your office was actually outdoors?
Lisa Morehouse
Today the city of San Jose and its employee unions will face off in court over pensions. The battle is
being watched closely as similar debates over government pensions are playing out throughout the
state.
John Woolfolk
San Jose State University announced in January that they had teamed up with a startup called Udacity
to offer college credit for courses taken online, but looks like the deal with Udacity didn't pan out quite as
planned.
Jeffrey Young
The mountain fires that raged for days above Palm Springs are nearly contained as of this morning,
thanks to the arrival of wet weather. Thousands of residents who were forced to evacuate from Idyllwild
and other resort towns are back in their homes, safe and sound.
Richard Minnich
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The US Forest Service has a lot on its plate when it comes to preventing wildfires. So much so, that
fighting fires and protecting buildings may engulf the department's $4.5 billion budget.
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Rebecca Keegan of the LA Times recaps some of the big stories coming out of this year's Comic-Con,
and tells us about the weekend's movie disappointment, R.I.P.D.
Rebecca Keegan
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In her 36 years working as a studio teacher, Linda Stone has worked with everyone from Miley Cyrus to
"Family Matters" star Kellie Williams.
Linda Stone
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Royal watchers are anxiously awaiting news of the baby's gender, time of birth, and of course, the
name. Bookies are also waiting with bated breath; They've been taking bets on these details for months.Rory Scott
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It offers smoothies like the "Mango Bomb" and "Freshy Fresa Banana". The goal is to offer healthy
snacks in an area with limited food option and help neighborhood youth learn job skills.

Hayley Fox
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Years of budget cuts have whittled away summer school. Only 5,000 students will be able to make up
for failed credits this summer — and that's not nearly enough.

Jed Kim
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This past weekend kicked off the Vans U.S. Open of Surfing, marking the 20th anniversary of the
surfing competition in Huntington Beach.

Jake Howard
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Old surfers never die, they just keep putting themselves in potentially lethal situations. That's the moral Ross Clarke Jones
of a new documentary called "Storm Surfers."
and Tom Carroll
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The annual Comic-Con convention in San Diego regularly attracts fans and industry insiders hoping to
get a first peek at what the big studios have to offer. And this year was no different.
Mike Roe
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Ray Rasker
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Musician Van Dyke Parks is known for his collaborations with artists such as the Beach Boys and
Skrillex. Now he's back with his latest solo album, "Songs Cycled."

Van Dyke Parks
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Police chief reflects on days of Trayvon Martin protests
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Tijuana mayor denounces travel alert issued by the US State Dept
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Univision's radio show "El Piolin por la Manana" has been canceled
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Solar capacity in CA grew by 35-percent last year
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CA's direct spending increased by more than 35-percent between 2001 and 2011
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California comes in tenth on survey of state spending growth

Orr
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Recent fatality on Texas ride prompts question about safety of CA's roller coasters
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Recent fatality on Texas ride prompts question about safety of CA's roller coasters
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Bill in CA legislature requires social media sites to remove a minor's information if requested by a parentCC
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Highest public employee pension collector in CA sues city of Vernon
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Another woman comes forward with sexual harassment allegations against San Diego mayor
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The LA Fund unveils its latest public art campaign to promote arts education

Plummer
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The Hollywood Milennium high-rises may be planned for a location on an active fault line

Totten
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Time Warner Cable and CBS are in a contract battle

Watt
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LAPD funds two new police academies after 4 years of delayed hiring

Aguilar
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Dodger Stadium expands its sales of Korean beer

Lee
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Voters in California do not always approve of how the President does his job
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Voters decide who fills the vacant 52nd Assembly seat
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Lacter compares LA economy with Detroit's bankruptcy
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City Council President says the mayor needs to step down
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City Councilman says Filner can't govern effectively
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Congress considers legislation to grow Yosemite

Daniel
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Cal State Trustees are sticking to new rules on executive compensation

Tintocalis
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Jackson's mother told jury she believes promoters watched her son waste away
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Somebody ran off with equipment belonging to the '80s group, Flock of Seagulls

Moore
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AEG trial could continue for another couple of months
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California House members pressure White House on Vietnam human rights
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Fire crews estimate Mountain Fire will be fully contained by Wednesday
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LA City Councilman introduces a resolution for a federal investigation into the Trayvon Martin case
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White House encourages Congress to offer lower student loan interest rates
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Someone stole equipment from the 1980s band Flock of Seagulls
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Filner lawsuit enters litigation
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First Lady says too many Latino children in US are at risk for diabetes
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Natural History Museum investigates ring originally believed to belong to Catherine the Great
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Hermosa Beach oil drilling project meets opposition
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Survey suggests more Latinos are getting their news in English
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Hermosa Beach is looking again at oil drilling
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Democrats say no to GOP version of Dream Act

Felde
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Immigration reform has stalled in the House and some California Republicans are worried

Stoltze
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LA officials, nonprofit announce plans for greenway along LA River
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Everybody is playing fantasy sports
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The Federal government is investigating the University of Southern California over how it handled
alleged sexual assault cases that were not properly dealt with by school administration.

Adolfo GuzmanLopez, Linda Fairstein
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There are over 10 geothermal energy plants around the Salton Sea and the vast amount of electricity
they generate is making the Imperial Valley a renewable energy hub in the state.

FOR

The future prince of England and potential heir to the throne still remains nameless. The country is once
again at odds about the name of the baby. Right now, the odds are in favor of George. Also, The
Guardian decided to allow their website users turn off all the royal baby news. Just click, “Not a royalist.”Autumn Brewington
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The battle over oil drilling is mounting in Hermosa Beach. In close to a year, the city will hold an election Stacey Armato,
to decide whether or not oil drilling should return to the South Bay beach town.
Michael Finch
Emily Brodsky,
Timothy Kelley
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Major League Baseball has suspended Milwaukee Brewers slugger Ryan Braun without pay for the rest
of the season, which equates to 65 games and an estimated $3.8 million. It is the first punishment doled
out in the wake of the league’s investigation into Biogenesis, the Miami-based clinic accused of
supplying performance-enhancing drugs to baseball players.
Lance Williams
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Suppose you’re a woman of a certain age and you’d like to have children. Chances are you’re
concerned about your ability to conceive naturally. Advice is generally to pop those kids out while you’re Jean Twenge, Dr.
still young, or risk never being able to. But is the fertility news really that bad for women in their 30s?
Marcelle Cedars

19:00

7/23/2013

MEDI

A voice popular with millions of Spanish-language listeners is off the air. Yesterday, Univision
announced the cancellation of "Piolín Por La Manana," a nationally-syndicated show produced right
here in Los Angeles.

Veronica Villafañe

6:27

7/23/2013

FOR

Pope Francis treks to Brazil for World Youth Day, an annual gathering of young Catholics.

Lourdes GarciaNavarro

7:43

7/23/2013

ENT

What's it like to be a royal baby? In the past, they were cloistered, and rarely had contact with
commoners. That began to change with Queen Elizabeth, who had a relatively normal childhood.

Olga Khazan

7:28

7/23/13

7/23/13

7/23/2013
7/23/2013
7/23/2013

7/23/2013
7/23/2013
7/23/2013
7/23/2013
7/23/2013

7/23/2013

7/23/2013

HEAL

Having a baby? You may have more in common with the Dutchess than you think. The price of having a
baby in the U.S. isn't far from the Lindo Wing.
Elisabeth Rosenthal

7:27

HIST

Today, Josh Kun introduces us to the 1930s-era song "Chiapanecas," which became known during that
time as the Mexican hand-clapping song.
Josh Kun

6:52

ENT

It's time for Tuesday Reviewsday, our weekly new music segment. Joining us is Chris Martins senior
writer at Spin and Shirley Halperin music editor at Hollywood Reporter.

8:53

IMM

Today at the border, eight young immigrants are protesting the Obama administrations deportation
policies in a unique way. They will cross the border into Mexico, even though the US government might
not let them return.
Michel Marizco

3:45

IMM

As comprehensive immigration reform stalls in the U.S. House of Representatives, some Golden State
Republicans back home are wringing their hands over the rhetoric they're hearing.
Frank Stoltze

4:38

IMM

Ruben Barrales, president of Grow Elect, joins us to discuss the current state of immigration reform and
the need for politicians to connect with Latinos.
Ruben Barrales

5:55

ENT

Hollywood's odd mixture of tourism and trouble have made it one of the most popular places for visitors.
Its culture and crime combine to make for an unconventional role in the city.
Marissa Gerber

5:06

HIST

Starting this week, the Smithsonian is showcasing the fusion of Latino and Asian cultures across the
U.S.

Konrad Ng

5:39

ENV

Congress is considering legislation to expand Yosemite National Park by about 1,600 acres. The area
— on the western edge of Yosemite — includes rolling foothills and a view that takes in the great
Central Valley and even the Coast Range.

Alice Daniel

4:51

HIST

A mysterious gold and diamond ring thought to have belonged to Catherine the Great was donated to
the Natural History Museum of LA in the 1970s. Now, museum staff have traced the real origin of the
ring.

Alyssa Morgan

5:48

Chris Martins

7/23/2013

SPOR

7/24/2013 SCI

From CEOs to students, politicians to citizens, regardless of race, gender or age, fantasy sports puts
everyone in the same same room, on equal footing, all for the sheer fun it. And maybe for the bragging
rights.
Matthew Berry

9:15

:11

7/24/2013 IMM

Hollywood Millennium high-rises may be planned for a location on an active fault line
CC
GED's switch to for-profit partnership is part of education privatization trend, but it still has some states
upset
Kim
Unscrupulous immigration consultants and others have been taking advantage of immigration reform
talks to lure clients
Rojas

7/24/2013 LAW

Amusement park rides in CA get attention after a death in TX

Pringle

:50

7/24/2013 SAC

New poll shows strong support for Governor Brown

Orr

:40

7/24/2013 YOUT

Catholic World Youth Day festival in Brazil

CC

:07

7/24/2013 LAW

Political scandal in San Diego keeps expanding

Dirks

1:30

7/24/2013 LAW

Hearings begin over whether to get into the oil business

Cuevas

1:34

7/24/2013 ECON

California is one of its own biggest creditors

Detrow

2:32

7/24/2013 SAC

Two special elections on Tuesday

Walton

3:15

7/24/2013 ENV

City of Carson wants to declare local emergency to put pressure on agencies to clean up contaminated
neighborhood
CC

:14

7/24/2013 POLI

Nury Martinez wins 6th District seat on the LA City Council in special election

CC

:17

7/24/2013 POLI

Inland Empire race for assembly seat goes to a runoff

CC

:08

7/24/2013 ENT

Police recover stolen "A Flock of Segaulls" vehicle, however it was empty

Moore

:47

7/24/2013 POLI

Obama says Washington has taken its eye off the ball when it comes to the economy

CC

:17

7/24/2013 SAC

Results of special election for state Senate seat too close to call

Russ

:47

7/24/2013 POLI

Pentagon delays delivery of four fighter jets to Egypt

Ghattas

:58

7/24/2013 ECON

City Council unanimously approves Hollywood tower project

CC

:12

7/24/2013 EDU

Pomona ranked second best college in the nation

CC

:21

7/24/2013 TRAV

Analysts say as people feel more optimistic about the economy, they feel better about taking trips

CC

:11

7/24/2013 EDU

3:03
3:43

7/24/2013 TRAV

Triple-A says more people took trips over the Memorial Day holiday

CC

:07

7/24/2013 LAW

A third woman came forward with sexual harrassment allegations against SD Mayor

CC

:26

7/24/2013 DC

A year after transportation bill passes, some locales waiting for the money

Felde

1:21

7/24/2013 TRAV

CA's tourism industry is showing signs of recovery

Pringle

1:01

7/24/2013 HEAL

CA Insurance Commissioner says more people will have to buy insurance because Obama
administration delayed the employer mandate

Bartolone

7/24/2013 ENT

Time Warner Cable and CBS have until Thursday to come to an agreement

???

7/24/2013 ENT

Time Warner Cable and CBS have until Thursday to come to an agreement

CC

:25

7/24/2013 SAC

Democratic canidate in key race for State Senate has conceded

Orr

:48

7/24/2013 POLI

Councilman says project will create jobs

CC

:14

7/24/2013 POLI

Home owner groups oppose the project

CC

:07

7/24/2013 EDU

Arcadia Unified settles federal transgender discrimination investigation

Guzman

:52

7/24/2013 POLI

LA City Council has approved two giant towers in Hollywood

Stoltze
Glenn Thrush,Nando
Pelusi,

:52
2:23

3:16

7/24/13

POLI

New York City Mayoral candidate Anthony Weiner vowed to stay in the race after revelations of
additional sexual text messages sent after the original sexting scandal two years ago.

7/24/13

ART

After months of speculation, the Museum of Contemporary Art is expected to announce the departure of
the museum’s director Jeffrey Deitch Wednesday.
Christopher Knight,

10:00

For many women, wine is an indulgence for busy mothers who want a break, but they are not the only
ones indulging. More women are drinking now than anytime in history, according to recent health
studies.

Gabrielle Glaser,
Christine Trice,

18:00

The Los Angeles City Council has voted to greenlight the proposed Millenium Tower project in
Hollywood, despite a slew of last minute concerns about the seismic safety of the project.

Frank Stoltze,Sanden
Totten,

14:00

Sarah Holley,

17:00

7/24/13

GEND

7/24/13

POLI

22:00

7/24/13

GEND

Negotiation is at the heart of how we as a culture like to deal with conflicts. From your work life to your
home life, how often has the saying "let's talk about it" come up when things hit a snag? But this
collective impulse runs counter to the findings of a new study.

7/24/13

TRAN

Edmunds.com has listed the “Top 10 Automotive Failures of the Last Decade,” which include Honda’s
Insight, the relaunched Ford Thunderbird and Cadillac XLR.

Scott Oldham,

17:00

7/24/2013

SEC

There were reports earlier today that NSA leaker Edward Snowden was preparing to leave the airport
transit area where he has apparently been holed up for the last month. That plan hit a snag.

Elias Rolle

7:52

7/24/2013

ENT

When the board of the Museum of Contemporary Art, or MOCA, meets today it's widely believed that
the museum's director, Jeffrey Deitch, will resign.

Kelly Crow

6:42

7/24/2013

MEDI

Hispanics are, as a group, fairly heavy news consumers. A new study shows more and more of them
are picking English language sources over Spanish media.

Mark Hugo Lopez

10:44

7/24/2013

MEDI

The Qatar-based news network Al-Jazeera is coming to America. Starting August 20th, Al-Jazeera
America will begin broadcasting 24/7 live coverage of American news.

David Folkenflik

5:15

7/24/2013

SPOR

Drugs, murder and ice cream. That can only mean one thing. It's time for a look at sports. We're joined Andy and Brian
by Andy and Brian Kamenetzky who've covered sports for the L.A. Times and ESPN.
Kamenetzky

8:57

7/24/2013

ECON

This morning, President Obama traveled to Illinois to give what the White House billed as a major
address on the economy.

Judy Chu

8:25

7/24/2013

ECON

President Enrique Peña Nieto is proposing something radical: opening up Mexico's oil reserves to
exploration by foreign companies. That move is a major political gamble.

Tim Johnson

4:33

7/24/2013

TECH

This week, USC joined a growing list of colleges under federal investigation for its handling of sexual
assault on campus.

Annie Clark

5:48

7/24/2013

TECH

Today we're launching a new segment about useful smartphones apps for everyday life, and we're
using summertime as inspiration to kick it off.

Jacqui Cheng

5:58

7/24/2013

LIT

Alysia Abbott chronicles what it was like growing up in San Francisco during the height of the AIDS
crisis in her new book, "Fairyland: A Memoir of My Father."

Alysia Abbott

11:20

7/24/2013

HIST

Chris Nichols, an editor at LA Magazine, shows off one of the faux-retro props created by a local
production house for movies.

Chris Nichols

2:47

7/25/2013 OBIT

Virginia Johnson died at 88

Lippmann

7/25/2013 POLI

Ethical implications of campaign donations at the Central Basin Municipal Water District

Walton

7/25/2013 HEAL

CA Insurance Commissioner says some people who work for larger companies will be left to buy their
own health insurance next year

CC

:12

7/25/2013 POLI

Political scientist compares Filner to Anthony Weiner

CC

:11

7/25/2013 MIL

Many veterans hope to use the GI Bill to pay for college

Glantz

7/25/2013 POLI

Political scientist says Republicans in SD are just watching the scandal unfold

CC

:34

3:58

4:59

:16

7/25/2013 LAW

Mom of missing Menifee boy says she's received death threats since her son's body was found dead

CC

:10

7/25/2013 ECON

Jobs created since the recession ended are low wage and most have gone to women

Ludden

:37

7/25/2013 SCI

First 'test tube baby' turns 35

CC

:06

7/25/2013 LAW

LA County Sheriff's department reviewing comedy routine that some saw as racist

CC

:13

7/25/2013 DIS

Mountain Fire containment is at 92 percent

Moore

:57

7/25/2013 ENT

A motorcycle that belonged to Steve McQueen is up for auction

CC

:08

7/25/2013 TRAN

Researchers at UCLA want to know how the public gets around

Fox

:40

7/25/2013 TECH

Wired-dot-com lists 11 ancient tech sounds likely never to be heard again

CC

:21

7/25/2013 FOR

One American was among the 80 people killed in Wednesday's train derailment in Spain

CC

:19

7/25/2013 POLI

Obama's nomination of Caroline Kennedy as ambassador to Japan receives praise from Tokyo

Matthews

:35

7/25/2013 EDU

Four LA Unified Schools special education centers in the San Fernando Valley are scheduled to merge
with traditional schools
CC

:17

7/25/2013 EDU

Four LA Unified Schools special education centers in the San Fernando Valley are scheduled to merge
with traditional schools
CC

:12

7/25/2013 POLI

House minority leader Nancy Pelosi criticizes San Diego Mayor Filner, NYC mayoral canidate Weiner

CC

:13

7/25/2013 HEAL

Health officials find squirrel with plague, campgrounds closed near Wrightwood

CC

:06

7/25/2013 POLI

A court ruling finds Palmdale must switch from at-large to district elections

Walton

1:32

7/25/2013 ECON

CBS and TWC have moved the deadline in their contract dispute to Monday

Watt

1:21

7/25/2013 POLI

San Diego Democratic Party officials will meet to decide whether to call for the resignation of mayor

CC

7/25/2013 HEAL

LA County Public Health officials confirmed the first five human cases of West Nile in 2013

CC

7/25/2013 SCI

NOAA will begin a month long cruise along the west coast to study the effects of the ocean acidification Totten

7/25/2013 IMM

ICE relies less on holds to identify immigrations who should be deported

7/25/2013 LAW

Coalition of consumer, atty groups pushes for ballot measure to lift cap on medical malpractice awards CC

:07

7/25/2013 POLI

LA County court found Palmdale has violated the CA Voting Rights Act

:18

Replogle

CC

:10

1:19
:53

7/25/2013 TECH

Rapid advancements being made in the field of driverless cars

Orr

3:53

7/25/2013 SCI

NOAA scientists study rising levels of ocean acidity

CC

:15

7/25/2013 HEAL

Covered California gets ready to launch a markenting campaign

CC

:15

7/25/2013 POLI

Opponents claim there is an active earthquake fault

???

:08

7/25/2013 ART

MOCA says it's begun search for new director

Guzman

7/25/2013 ART

Lisa Loeb makes children's music that grownups will like too

???

2:05

:06

7/25/13

POLI

A House amendment to curb the NSA’s collection of phone records came just 12 votes shy of being
passed yesterday despite a strong lobbying effort from the White House against the bill.

Jake Sherman, Sam
Husseini,

13:00

7/25/13

EDU

Forbes.com released their 2013 college rankings and two California schools topped the list: Pomona
College and Stanford.

David Oxtoby,Caroline
Howard,

20:00

7/25/13

LIT

7/25/13

EDU

7/25/13

LIT

7/25/2013

ECON

7/25/2013

SEC

Author Reza Aslan's new book, “Zealot: The Life and Times of Jesus of Nazareth,” attempts to portray
Jesus as a man, living as a Jew in a Roman government. In “Zealot,” Aslan’s Jesus was a
revolutionary.
Reza Aslan,

16:00

Four special-education centers are scheduled to merge with nearby mainstream schools. According to
Daily News Los Angeles, this affects about 300 disabled students who have to be integrated next month Dr. Frances Stetson,
into traditional schools. Parents of these students yesterday protested against LAUSD's move.
Rhonda Berrios,

24:00\

What do teachers have to say about all these new proposals in education reform? Rafe Esquith, a
veteran teacher at Hobart Elementary School in Los Angeles with a résumé full of accolades, joins
AirTalk to discuss what it’s like working on the ground level for more than 25 years.

Rafe Esquith,

22:00

Close to 80 people were killed after a train in northern Spain flew off the rails and crashed into a security
wall. The eight-carriage train was going well beyond the 50-mile per hour speed limit.
Tim Sheehan

6:47

The 217-205 vote was also the first real test of political sentiment for the NSA's activities. For more
we're joined by Phil Ewing, defense editor at POLITICO

7:05

Phil Ewing

LAW

There's a new type of biker gang on the scene, and they go by names like the Iron Brotherhood, the
Blue Knights or the Reapers.

Zusha Elinson

5:37

7/25/2013

HEAL

Many veterans sign up for the military with the hope of using the GI Bill afterwards to pay for college.
But combat injuries like PTSD and brain trauma can make it hard for them to transition from the
battlefield to the classroom.

Aaron Glantz

5:25

7/25/2013

HEAL

Sequestration cuts are starting to be felt all around the country and Indian reservations are being hit
particularly hard. From the Fronteras Desk, Laurel Morales reports.

Laurel Morales

3:32

7/25/2013

TECH

Its stock has improved since 2012, but the company was still believed to be doing average at best over
the past year. That was until yesterday, when Facebook released their second quarter earnings and
promptly saw their stock go up 25 percent.
Paul Sloan

7:35

7/25/2013

TECH

Google debuted Chromecast, a device that lets you beam content directly from a device like a phone,
tablet or laptop to your television. For $35 it essentially makes any newer TV into a smart TV.

4:56

7/25/2013

IMM

7/25/2013

7/25/2013

ECON

Jacob Margolis

Time for State of Affairs, our look at politics throughout California with KPCC's political reporters Frank Frank Stoltze and
Stoltze and Alice Walton.
Alice Walton

10:48

Among the changes on the table are ending Saturday mail delivery and no longer having postal carriers
bring mail to citizens' doors.
Don Soifer

3:28

7/25/2013

LIT

7/25/2013

ENV

Across the United States, true, natural darkness is actually endangered. It no longer exists east of the
Mississippi, and can only be found in small pockets throughout the Western states.
There is a worldwide threat to chips and dip now, as a deadly fungus threatens avocado trees both in
California and around the world.

7/25/2013

ART

On this week’s Picture This, Take Two’s semi-regular conversations with photographers, we’ll talk to a
father and son duo, Estevan and Eriberto Oriol. They recently had a combined exhibit entitled, “Like
Father, Like Son.”

11:18

7/25/2013

ENT

Every week we get your weekend conversation starters with Rico Gagliano and Brendan Newnam, the Rico Gagliano and
hosts of the Dinner Party Download podcast and radio show.
Brendan Newnam

4:29

Paul Bogard

9:34

Matthew Kasson

5:40

7/26/2013 ART

Larry and KPCC critics Tim Cogshell and Wade Major review this week's releases

Mantle

2:59

7/26/2013 OBIT

Renowned sex researcher Virginia Johnson died

Lippmann

7/26/2013 ECON

OC surf wear businesses aim to get more exposure at US Open of Surfing

Lee

3:10

7/26/2013 LAW

California cities try to reduce jail population

Palta

4:13

7/26/2013 ART

A longtime arts educator presses the state for answers on why school districts aren't following state
laws that mandate arts ed for first through twelfth graders

Plummer

1:56

7/26/2013 ENV

Work has begun on Civic Center Park in Downtown LA

Fox

:34

:49

7/26/2013 LAW

California counties use new sentencing tool intended to reduce jail populations

CC

:05

7/26/2013 HEAL

Health Insurance Marketplace will begin airing TV ads soon

Bartolone

:56

7/26/2013 POLI

Democratic Party voted overwhelmingly for Bob Filner to step down as Mayor of San Diego

CC

:07

7/26/2013 POLI

Democratic Party voted overwhelmingly for Bob Filner to step down as Mayor of San Diego

CC

:14

7/26/2013 ENV

Scientists and policymakers meet to develop recommendations about fracking

CC

:16

7/26/2013 ENV

Flash flood watch in effect for LA & Riverside County Mountains and Antelope and Coachella Valleys

CC

:09

7/26/2013 DC

Filner's former DC colleagues call for his resignation

Felde

:52

7/26/2013 TRAN

Freeway closures over the weekend

Moore

:48

7/26/2013 SCI

Scientists and policymakers meet to develop recommendations about fracking

CC

:24

7/26/2013 LAW

Lincoln Memorial reopens after being vandalized

CC

:04

7/26/2013 ENT

Activision splits off from Vivendi

CC

:15

7/26/2013 ENT

HBO is having trouble deciding what to do with new Gandolfini drama

CC

:11

7/26/2013 POLI

San Diego Mayor Bob Filner announces that he'll take time off for therapy

CC

:25

7/26/2013 ART

MOCA searched for new director

CC

:19

7/26/2013 ENT

Director of "The Act of Killing" talks about reservations of recreating scenes in Indonesia

CC

:12

7/26/2013 ECON

Toyota is the top-selling automaker for the first half of the year

Mattingly

:42

7/26/2013 HEAL

FDA proposes new safety standards to prevent outbreaks of disease

Windham

:38

7/26/2013 ENV

Arizona and Colorado push for drones in fight against wildfires

Gillian

:54

7/26/2013 POLI

The Central Basin water district reviews its billings in wake of overbill lawsuit with contract

Walton

1:37

7/26/2013 ENV

Smog Anniversary

Peterson

4:34

7/26/2013 LAW

Union protesters blocked intersection in Westwood, prompted two dozen arrests

CC

7/26/2013 SAC

Former state psychiatrist who testified on staffing shortages at state hospitals that treat prisoners says
he's being blacklisted from the prisons
Small

7/26/2013 ENT

Activision splits off from Vivendi

Watt

:50

7/26/2013 LGB

Homeland Security looks at cases of same-sex couples who have been denied green cards

Sheehy

:51

:14
2:33

7/26/2013 LAW

LA city seeks a gang injunction on Echo Park

Aguilar

:12

7/26/2013 LAW

Public defenders say sequester is making their jobs impossible

Pringle

:53

7/26/2013 LAW

Public defenders say sequester is making their jobs impossible

CC

:10

7/26/2013 LAW

Public defenders say sequester is making their jobs impossible

CC

:06

7/26/2013 POLI

California lawmaker tries to pass bike legislation

CC

:07

POLI

More women have come forward accusing San Diego Mayor Bob Filner of sexual harassment, bringing
the total to seven women, with more expected.
Louise Fitzgerald

7/26/13

RELI

A new survey from the Public Religion Research Institute highlights an interesting trend that sees
religious progressives far outpacing religious conservatives in the future. The research tracked four
generations of Americans and surveyed them on their religious and political affiliations.

Robert Jones, Morley
Winograd,

26:00:00

7/26/13

ENT

Larry and KPCC critics Tim Cogshell and Wade Major review this week’s releases, including The
Wolverine, Blue Jasmine, The Time Being and more. TGI-Filmweek!

Tim Cogshell, Wade
Major

37:00:00

ENT

The documentary “The Act of Killing” looks at a bloody chapter of Indonesian history that is seldom
discussed outside of the country. First-time director Joshua Oppenheimer follows a few of these socalled “theater gangsters” who participated in the mass murder and who talked shamelessly about what
they did and how they did it.
Joshua Oppenheimer

10:00

7/26/2013

POLI

A total of seven women have now come forward and accused San Diego Mayor Bob Filner of sexual
harrassment. Amitha Sharma, a reporter for KPBS, has been following the case. She joins the show
with the latest.

6:11

7/26/2013

POLI

Why do politicians who know that they're in the spotlight do things which so easily can land them in big
trouble?
Mark Sachleben

8:40

7/26/2013

POLI

Immigration reform looks to be going nowhere, budget and debt ceiling battles may threaten economic
recovery, and some Democrats are saying its time be move more forcefully to the left. It's time for the
Friday Flashback, our analysis of the weeks' major news with James Rainey of the LA Times and from James Rainey, Nancy
Washington DC, National Journal's Nancy Cook.
Cook

15:55

7/26/2013

HEAL

Do short interval workouts like Crossfit work? We'll find out by speaking with Dr. Allen Lim a sports
physiologist. But first we sent Alex and A to the gym.

Allen Lim

11:21

7/26/2013

HEAL

Live Nation is introducing local foods and vegetarian meals at its 38 amphitheaters across the US.

Brian Yost

4:30

7/26/13

7/26/13

Amitha Sharma

22:00

POLI

As L.A. County considers building a new jail, reform advocates push alternatives like "split sentencing,"
where convicts serve some time outside of jail.
Rina Palta

6:50

7/26/2013

OBIT

It's been 54 years since the iconic hardboiled crime writer Raymond Chandler said the "Long Goodbye."
But the author of that book and other noir classics, like "Farewell My Lovely" and "The Big Sleep," is still
being celebrated.
David Kipen

5:52

7/26/2013

ENT

The new film "The To Do List" stars actress Aubrey Plaza as Brandy Clark, an incredibly studious high
school graduate who has decided she wants to lose her virginity before heading off to college.
Maggie Carey

8:05

7/26/2013

ENT

Iasos, considered by many to be the father of new age music, is in LA for his first ever multimedia
performance at the Cinefamily theatre on Fairfax.

7:44

OBIT

She was a secretary. He was a scientist. They changed American attitudes about sex. Virginia Johnson,
half of Masters & Johnson, dies at 88.
Thomas Maier

5:16

ENT

Tomorrow we'll speak to singer songwriter Lisa Loeb about the turn her career's towards writing
children's music.

Lisa Loeb

12:29

7/27/2013 RELI

Pastor Rick Warren returns for his first sermon since his son committed suicide in April

Plummer

:47

7/27/2013 HIST

Autry Museum debuts new gun exhibit

CC

:14

7/26/2013

7/26/2013
7/26/2013

Iasos

7/27/2013

ART

Most of the principals in Jeffrey Dietch's exit from LA's Museum of Contemporary Art aren't talking. But
artist John Baldessari, who left MOCA's board left last year, saying “to live with my conscience I just
Kevin Ferguson / John
had to do it,” spoke in depth with Off-Ramp producer Kevin Ferguson this morning.
Baldessari

7/27/2013

ART

This time, Off-Ramp producer Kevin Ferguson talks with Hugo Crostwaithe, whose installation, titled
Carpas, makes up the better part of OCMA's front lobby.

7/27/2013

HIST

Patt Morrison goes to the Natural History Museum to investigate the history of a ring that was once said Patt Morrison / Alissa
to belong to Catherine the Great. But, with the help of Wikipedia, the Museum is not so sure.
Morgan

3:54:00

7/27/2013

ENT

John Rabe turns the tables to interview Larry King about his life, his work and his new show on Hulu
called "Larry King Now."

8:29:00

Kevin Ferguson /
Hugo Crostwaithe

John Rabe / Larry
King

4:14:00

2:40:00

7/27/2013

RACE

Off-Ramp commentator Clay Russell talks about a recent incident in which he and his husband were
called 'crackers.' Russell looks forward to a time when people of all races are on the same starting line
and all the name-calling goes away.
Clay Russell

7/27/2013

I

Paul Brockmann started collecting dresses in the 1940s, when he lived in post-war Bremen, Germany. John Rabe / Paul
It was love at first sight, he says, with Margot, the woman who'd become his wife.
Brockmann

3:55:00

7/27/2013

MEDI

Off-Ramp commentator Mimi Pond on shopping in her fifties

4:00:00

ART

John Rabe and Adolfo Guzman Lopez discuss Jeffrey Deitch's background, why he came to MOCA in John Rabe / Adolfo
the first place and why he's leaving
Guzman Lopez
j MOCA.
y
p

5:08:00

ART

into the hilarious absurdity of the human condition, the legendary jokers that make us howl, and why it
feels so damn good to laugh out loud.

David Misch / Alonzo
Bodden

6:00:00

7/28/2013 ENV

Avocado trees are threatened by a deadly fungus spread by ambrosia beetle

CC

:15

7/28/2013 SCI

Homeless children are more likely to drop out of school

CC

:09

7/28/2013 POLI

California lawmaker tries to pass bike legislation

Orr

:48

7/29/2013 HEAL

Loh talks dental phobia

Loh

7/29/2013 ART

"The Wolverine" captures the weekend box office, "Fruitvale Station" opens top ten

Jahad

7/29/2013 ENV

Carson Mayor says it's taking Shell too long to follow an order to get rid of cancer-causing chemicals in
the soil
CC

7/29/2013 ENV

Toxic contamination in Carson neighborhood may move the city's leaders to declare a state of local
emergency

Peterson

7/29/2013 EDU

Experts say homeless children are more likely to fall behind or drop out of school

cc

7/29/2013 SCI

A squirrel was found in Angeles National Forest with the very same plague that killed so many in the
middle ages

Totten

7/29/2013 SCI

Bubonic plague was detected in Angeles National Forest, but it is common throughout the western
states

???

7/29/2013 LAW

LA city seeks a gang injunction for Echo Park

Aguilar

7/29/2013 IMM

Monterey Park city council wants to require businesses to have 'modern Latin alphabhet' in their signs

Rojas

7/29/2013 SPOR

US Open of Surfing concluded in Huntington Beach and it was followed by a riot

Watt

:55

7/29/2013 SPOR

Kolohe Andino of San Clemente made the finals

CC

:12

7/29/2013 SPOR

Yasiel Puig hits first game winning home run of his career

CC

:13

7/29/2013 EDU

Hanging out over the summer can lead to summer learning loss

Fernandes

3:45

7/29/2013 DC

No Filner accusers in DC yet

Felde

3:24

7/29/2013 EDU

Summer camp in Long Beach teaches science to homeless kids

Kim

3:43

7/27/2013
7/27/2013

Mimi Pond
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7/29/2013 ENT

The Wolverine' debuts with $55 million in ticket sales

CC

:13

7/29/2013 EDU

Many families have begun their back-to-school shopping

Karson

:38

7/29/2013 RELI

Rick Warren gives first sermon since his son's suicide

CC

:19

7/29/2013 ECON

Survey shows parents are spending less on back-to-school shopping

CC

:09

7/29/2013 LAW

Witness told media she saw the crowd get violent when police told them to leave

CC

:15

7/29/2013 HIST

Evidence of what may be the oldest free African American community in the US discovered on dig in
Eastern Maryland

???

:44

7/29/2013 RELI

Pope said he supports a more inclusive attitude toward gay priests in the Catholic Church

CC

:14

7/29/2013 SPOR

The latest from the US Open of Surfing and the riot in Huntington Beach

Moore

7/29/2013 LAW

FBI rescues more than a hundred children forced into prostitution across the U.S.

CC

:10

7/29/2013 LGB

West Hollywood bars take Stoli vodka off of shelves to boycott anti-gay laws passed in Russia

CC

:10

7/29/2013 FOR

Three suspets have been arrested in the killing of a Mexican naval officer

Kahn

:39

7/29/2013 MEDI

Less than two hours remain before deadline between Time Warner and CBS

CC

:17

7/29/2013 HEAL

Congresswoman Waters checks on how Obamacare is being implemented in LA and California

CC

:16

7/29/2013 LAW

Police are looking for troublemakers who trashed downtown Huntington Beach

Moore

7/29/2013 POLI

NY mayoral canidate remains adament about not quitting

CC

:11

7/29/2013 SPOR

President Obama honors World Series champion San Francisco Giants at the White House

CC

:11

7/29/2013 SAC

Parents to weigh in on new schools spending plans

Small

7/29/2013 LAW

Authorities ask riot witnesses in Huntington Beach to send photos and videos to police

CC

:13

7/29/2013 SAC

California Department of Fish and Wildlife mourns the death of its spokesman Michael Taugher

CC

:14

7/29/2013 ECON

CA farmers complain of worker shortage

Adler

:44

7/29/2013 IMM

New GAO report says federal agents miscalculating waits along US-Mexico border

Palacios

1:11

1:01

1:15

1:04

7/29/2013 LAW

Prelim hearing lays out evidence against accused quadruple murder

Palta

:54

7/29/2013 SAC

Coalition of business groups push for changes to California's key environmental law

CC

:14

7/29/2013 LAW

Negotiations over a potential overhaul of the California Environmental Quality Act

Adler

:50

7/29/2013 LAW

FBI picks up 2 juveniles and 3 pimps in annual sex trafficking sweep

Aguilar

7/29/2013 ENV

Carson City Council declared a state of emergency over toxic contamination in the Carousel
neighborhood

CC

1:04

:13

RELI

On a flight back to Rome today, Pope Francis said he wouldn't judge priests for their sexual orientation.
Pope Benedict, his predecessor, signed a document in 2005 that said men with deep-rooted
homosexual tendencies should not be priests. Is Pope Francis' message enough to rebuild a church
Cecilia Gonzalezthat has suffered such a dramatic decline in Latin America and beyond?
Andrieu

13:00

YOUT

Studies have long touted the benefits of bilingualism. It has been proven to make you smarter, more
creative, and even more socially adept. And in our increasingly globalized world, speaking more than
one language also provides a big leg-up in finding a job.

17:00

TRAV

An estimated three million married couples in the U.S. live far away from each other, even though they
rather live together. But a recent study published in the Journal of Communications, found that the
separation actually doesn’t have a negative impact on their relationship.
Tina Tessina

17:00

7/29/13

ECON

Have you ever stayed in a hotel that seemed more like a jail? Well, revenue-hungry Fremont, California
is introducing a jail that’s a little bit like a hotel. ‘Pay-To-Stay’ is a new program that is offered to
misdemeanor convicts who wish to avoid the rougher and more crowded county jails.
Scott Kernan

14:00

7/29/13

FOR

A masked man broke into a diamond show in Cannes yesterday and snatched $136 million in jewels.
Prosecutors in the French Riviera town said he snuck into the Carlton Intercontinental Hotel through
French doors brandishing a handgun.

8:00
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7/29/13

7/29/13

7/29/2013

POLI

7/29/2013

POLI
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ECON

Barbara Pearson,
Roxana Soto

Jonathan Sazonoff

Author and social psychologist Bella DePaulo boldly and happily declares that she is single. As a
woman in her late 50s, she says that being single is not just her marital status but that she is “single at
heart” and being married would be “a step down.
Bella DePaulo

More than 600 inmates are protesting solitary confinement through a mass hunger strike that began
July 8th. But it's not the first time California prisoners have refused food to seek concessions from
prison officials.

Keramet Reiter

The hunger strike has become the biggest protest of its kind in California history. Many strikers have
dropped in and out, forgoing just a few meals, and the longer the protest continues, the more people
drop out altogether.
Elaine Korry
In just one week's time, the Bay Area's public transportation system, BART, may face the second strike
of the summer.
Kevin Roose
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San Diego mayor Bob Filner spent nearly two decades in Washington, where the culture doesn't
encourage victims to come forward.
behavior is that he simply thought he could get away with it, but Charisse L'Pree, who's just completed
her doctoral studies at USC researching the relationship between media and psychological
Time now for On the Lot, our weekly feature about the movie business.Keeping her ear to the ground is
Rebecca Keegan of the LA Times.
Odds are you probably don't think of instant ramen as high cuisine. Hans Lienesch, better known as the
Ramen Rater disagrees.

LGB

On a plane ride home to Vatican City from his recent trip to Brazil, Pope Francis held an 80 minute
news conference. During that conversation, he said he would not judge priests for their sexual
orientation.

7/29/2013

LGB

Gay pride events there have been scarred with violence and last month the country passed a law where
tourists or foreigners could be arrested for being perceived as gay or "pro-gay." In response, gay
columnist Dan Savage called for a nation-wide boycott of Stoli and other Russian vodkas.
Lee Badgett

5:28

7/29/2013

EDUC

Middle schoolers get a crash course in investigative techniques. They collect and analyze fingerprints,
determine blood types and perform hair and fiber exams.

4:03

7/29/2013
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7/29/2013
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ART

Kitty Felde

3:58

Charisse L'Pree

5:33

Rebecca Keegan

8:21

Hans Lienesch

6:38

Diane Winston

7:07

Jed Kim

Convicted killer Todd Ashker has been described as the legal brains behind the California prison hunger
strike. Journalist Paige St. John wrote a profile of Todd Ashker, and she joins the show with more.
Paige St. John

7:03

The US Air Force is facing a shortage, but not of hardware. There are a lot less trained fighter pilots
these days and they are offering a quarter million dollar bonus, over ten years, to former pilots who
return to service.

6:16

Bill Hennigan

This Saturday was National American Cowboy day, and the Autry Museum debuted its new, permanent
exhibit, "Western Frontiers: Stories of Fact and Fiction," in its Gamble Firearms Gallery.
Jeffrey Richardson

9:36

7/30/2013 HEAL

Business owners worry Affordable Care Act will affect their bottom line

Hamilton

3:26

7/30/2013 ENV

Carson City Council declared a state of emergency over toxic contamination in the Carousel
neighborhood

Peterson

1:44

7/30/2013 ECON

Time Warner and CBS negotiatons

Lacter

3:44

7/30/2013 POLI

Dueling efforts to recall San Diego Mayor Bob Filner are underway

CC

:09

7/30/2013 POLI

Gov Brown revamps California's school accountability system

Tintocalis

:52

7/30/2013 HEAL

Smokers encouraged to get tested for early signs of lung cancer

Knox

:47

7/30/2013 LAW

LA County Sheriff's deputy arrested on suspicion of rape

CC

:11

7/30/2013 DIS

Fire officials continue to fight, expect to contain, Mountain Fire

Moore

:36

7/30/2013 ECON

Time Waner-CBS dispute continues, deadline set for Friday

CC

:23

7/30/2013 HOUS

New report shows continued gains in housing sector

CC

:15

7/30/2013 HOUS

New report shows continued gains in housing sector

CC

:15

7/30/2013 LAW

San Diego City Council meets to decide whether city should pay for Mayor's legal bills

CC

:17

7/30/2013 ECON

JP Morgan Chase agrees to settle allegations that it manipulated energy markets in California and the
mid-west

Kaufman

:43

7/30/2013 OBIT

Actress Eileen Brennan has died of cancer

CC

:16

7/30/2013 HEAL

Cancer specialists say disease is being overtreated

Knox

:41

7/30/2013 ECON

CC

:08

7/30/2013 LAW

Forum in Inglewood gets a facelift
Fed government will pay $4.1 million to San Diego student left in DEA holding cell for nearly five days
without food, water

Replogle

:58

7/30/2013 LAW

Orange County judge sets a trial date for Latino voting activists vs the City of Anaheim

Bergman

:53

7/30/2013 OBIT

Actress Eileen Brennan has died of cancer

Blair

:40

7/30/2013 LAW

Dept of Justice to settle with college student left in DEA holding cell for five days without food or water

CC

:15

7/30/2013 POLI

LA City Council confirms five commissioners to Board of Public Works

Walton

7/30/2013 LAW

CA prisoners on fourth week of hunger strike; federal receiver's team visits Corcoran State Prison

CC

7/30/2013 ECON

Time Warner and CBS are back at the negotiation table

Watt

7/30/2013 ENER

JP Morgan settlement may mean refunds for electricity customers in CA

Orr

:57

7/30/2013 POLI

Supporters of prison hunger strikers deliver petitions to state Capitol

Pringle

:59

7/30/2013 ECON

Madison Square Garden Co. spends $100 million to renovate The Forum

Lee

1:36

7/30/2013 HEAL

Elevated levels of lead in Mexican hot sauces can be dangerous

Sheehy

1:11

7/30/2013 ECON

Public Utilites Commission proposes regulations on ride-sharing services

CC
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:16

1:00

:21

7/30/2013 ENER

JP Morgan settlement may mean refunds for electricity customers in CA

CC

7/30/2013 POLI

Asian-Americans seek more political power in Southern California

Stoltze

:07
3:45

LAW

The Bradley Manning saga is coming to the an end. A military judge delivered a verdict on today in the
case against the 25-year-old Army private, who is accused of leaking more than 700,000 documents to
WikiLeaks starting in 2010. He has been acquitted of aiding the enemy but has been convicted on
Kim Zetter, Brian
counts of espionage.
Knappenberger

13:00

7/30/13

MEDI

Prominent radio personality Eddie "Piolin" Cotelo is no longer on the air because his colleague has
accused him of sexual harassment and a laundry list of other offenses. Piolin is not going the route of
rehabilitation, the favored choice of recent disgraced public figures like San Diego's Bob Filner, New
York's Anthony Weiner and Eliot Spitzer. Is rehabilitation possible? Are some crises too much for the
public to forgive?

Lisa Gritzner

17:00

7/30/13
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There are people trying to fit in, those who never will, gossiping in the halls and lonely lunch breaks.
Sounds like high school right? For some, it’s just another day at the office.

David Couper

17:00
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ENT

Today, the 48 members of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences' board of governors will
vote on a new president. Current president Hawk Koch is stepping down because of term limits.

Nicole Sperling

13:00
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With more and more people choosing to live in assisted living facilities, in “Life and Death in Assisted
Living,” FRONTLINE and ProPublica looked into how much regulation there is and whether or not these
homes are actually safe.
A.C. Thompson
A new research study from the London School of Economics found that across gender, income and
background, people tend to be the most satisfied in their mid-20s and late 60s. From their mid-20s to
mid-50s, life satisfaction declines and hits a low point. Researcher Dr. Hannes Schwandt says this Ushape occurs because people become discontent mid-life because of disappointments at unfulfilled
expectations. Does this study hold true in your experience? At what age were you the happiest and
why? Is there really a mid-life slump?
Hannes Schwandt
San Diego Mayor Bob Filner has been fighting accusations of sexual harassment made by several of
his former colleagues, and now he's asking the city to pick up the tab for his legal fees.
Sandyah Dirks
A coalition of high profile GOP donors sent a letter to Republican lawmakers urging them to back
immigration reform.
Ashley Parker

7/30/2013

HEAL

These centers assign diagnoses without actual addictions and invent fake patients , yet received $94
million in state funding the past two years.

Will Evans

6:56

7/30/2013

HEAL

Experts from the National Cancer Institute are calling on doctors across the country to redefine the
meaning of the word cancer.

Catherine Dang

4:13

SPOR

The MLB doesn't want to follow the drug agreement between players and owners, but instead focus on
Rodriguez's alleged violation of baseball's collective bargaining agreement.
Kevin Baxter

4:01

7/30/2013

HEAL

Medical marijuana operations are organizing opposition to laws allowing recreational use. The pot
dispensaries are worried they will lose business.

Byron Tau

5:30

7/30/2013

ENT

It's time for Tuesday Reviewsday our weekly new music segment. This week we're joined by music
critic Steve Hochman

Steve Hochman
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As the economy boomed in the early 2000s, so did house flipping. But after the recession in 2008, the
housing market flopped, and some analysts said that house flipping was a warning.
A new Trulia survey shows that more and more would-be buyers are trying to get a leg up on the
competition by writing a letter to the homeowner or borrowing money from friends and family.
Painter and cartoonist Robert Williams has been making art here in Southern California for the past fifty
years. The documentary, "Mr. Bitchin'," chronicles his life and work.
A conviction for the charge would have given Manning a life sentence in federal prison. Manning was
convicted of 19 of the 21 charges brought against him.
Shocked to find that firms like Facebook and Microsoft were turning over your data to the government?
Turns out it's been going on for a very long time.

Raphael Bostic

8:22

Kurt Whisner

6:06

Robert Williams

14:42

David Glazier

8:56

Michael Hirsh
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7/31/2013 HEAL

More American mothers are breastfeeding

Aubrey

:42

7/31/2013 LAW

Three Hawthorne police officers are on desk duty because of threats to their safety

CC

:20

7/31/2013 LAW

Justice Department agrees to pay $4-million to a college student left in a holding cell for five days
without food or water

Roman

4:25

7/31/2013 EDU

Coachella Valley Unified students will all get iPads this year. They learned lessons from pilot program
last year

Kim

2:54

7/31/2013 YOUT

Profile of the single investigator assigned to child death cases in Los Angeles County

Fernandes

4:02

7/31/2013 LAW

Advocates for prisoners on hunger strike appeal to Gov Brown

CC
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7/31/2013 LAW

Advocates for prisoners on hunger strike appeal to Gov Brown

CC

:11

7/31/2013 SPOR

Dodgers beat the Yankees in the bottom of the ninth

CC

:10

7/31/2013 POLI

Proposed bill would help adult survivors of child sexual abuse

Cuevas

3:26

7/31/2013 LAW

Federal judge agrees to release names of federal agents defending them in a civil case over a Mexican
man who died in their custody
Marizco

1:13

7/31/2013 HEAL

Most Americans are optimistic about their health

Jaffe

:47

7/31/2013 POLI

San Diego won't foot the bill for Bob Filner, 8th accuser speaks out

CC
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7/31/2013 LAW

Sikh temple vandalized in Riverside with the word 'terrorist'

CC
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7/31/2013 LAW

LAPD tries out a new mediation program

CC

:20

7/31/2013 EDU

US took first place in National Geographic World Championship

Flintoff

:30

7/31/2013 TECH

NSA head defense surveillance program at hackers conference

CC

:11

7/31/2013 EDU

Walton Family Foundation gives $20 million to Teach for America, $3 million will go to LA, 340 teaching
jobs, most of which will go to charter schools
Kim

1:02

7/31/2013 POLI

LA City Council rescinds policy of ticketing vehicles at broken meters

CC
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7/31/2013 ECON

Worst consumer complaints fo 2012 announced by Consumer Federation of America

CC
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7/31/2013 EDU

Performing arts school Cortines High gets a new principal

Plummer

1:18

7/31/2013 POLI

Attorneys for mentally ill inmates seek to limit time prison officially can keep them in isolation

Small

1:41

7/31/2013 HIST

Congress celebrates the Anniversary of the March on Washington for Jobs and Freedoms

CC
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7/31/2013 LAW

Actor Danny Glover, demonstrators speak out against solitary confinement of California

CC
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7/31/2013 EDU

Cal State expands online classes

CC
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7/31/2013 EDU

Cal State expands online classes

CC
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7/31/2013 POLI

Controversial transgender students bill awaiting action from Gov Brown

Pringle

:51

7/31/2013 RELI

Files dealing with sexual abuse by priests, nuns in religious orders released

??

7/31/2013 RELI

Files dealing with sexual abuse by priests, nuns in religious orders released

CC

7/31/2013 LAW

Daniel Larsen fights an appeal by the state AG on reversing conviction

Aguilar

7/31/2013 ECON

Public Utilites Commission proposes regulations on ride-sharing services

Watt

7/31/2013 LAW

Protestors demonstrate in downtown LA in support of inmate hunger strikes

CC
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7/31/2013 ART

Gamble House opens servants quarters to the public

CC
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7/31/2013 ECON

UC releases salary information

Guzman
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Palestinian and Israeli negotiators agreed to another round of peace talks after meeting in Washington
on Tuesday. Secretary of State John Kerry said that the two sides were committed to “sustained,
continuous and substantive negotiations on the core issues” that divide them.
Howard LaFranchi,

14:00

Charlie Beck,

17:00

18:00

7/31/13

HEAL

So when the time comes to find help in caring for your elderly loved ones, how do you know where to
turn? What are the right questions to ask? If your relatives are in care already, how do you know what
they're experiencing? Who can advocate for your needs?

7/31/13

LAW

Chief Charlie Beck joins AirTalk to discuss LAPD's accountability towards recent issues. What
questions do you have for the Chief? Post them below.

Dr. Laura Mosqueda,
Patricia L. McGinnis,
Karen North, Alan
Regenberg,David
Isay,
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Everyone grieves differently. For some, the loss of a loved one is a sacred, private matter. For others, it
helps to share the pain. Two nights ago, NPR host Scott Simon’s mother died and he chose to share
the experience with his 1.2 million followers on Twitter – in real time.
According to scientists at the U.S. Geological Survey, there is an estimated 700,000 trillion cubic feet of
methane hydrate across the world, containing potentially more energy than discovered oil and gas
combined. But the actual production of this potential energy source could take a decade, and no single
approach to harvest the gas has been perfected.

7/31/13

LAB

A new survey by Harris Interactive shows that 61 percent of Americans plan on working during summer
vacation. Do you work during vacation? Why or why not?

Ben Lefebvre
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On Tuesday, the federal receiver in charge of prison medical care sent a team to Corcoran State Prison
in the San Joaquin Valley to check on the overall health of the prisoners.
Joyce Hayhoe

5:20

7/31/2013

MEDI

Last week, Univision cut ties with Eddie "Piolin" Sotelo. The popular morning DJ was a staple on LA's
KSCA, but he was a nationally-syndicated star, too.

3:11

7/31/2013

ECON

According to a report today in the New York Times, roughly 10 million people in the U.S. do not have a
basic banking account. An increasing number of low-income Americans are being shut of the system for Jessica Silverrelatively minor mistakes.
Greenberg

7:38
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YOUT

A wildly popular new photography blog called "Awkward Years Project" is proof that no one is alone
when it comes to having awkward teenage years.

Merilee Allred

6:43

7/31/2013

SPOR

Drug suspensions and coverups, that can only mean one thing, it's time for sports. We're joined by
Andy and Brian Kamenetzky, who have covered sports for the L.A. Times and ESPN.

Andy and Brian
Kamenetzky

8:27

7/31/2013

ECON

In its heyday, the Forum played host to some of rock n' roll's biggest acts, including Elvis Presley, Led
Zeppelin and Nirvana. Now the venue's new owner have plans to revitalize it with a $70 million facelift. Randy Lewis

7:06

7/31/2013

POLI

Many of Richmond's homeowners are living with a mortgage that's underwater, which is why city
officials are considering a novel approach by utilizing the legal authority known as eminent domain

Robert C. Hockett

6:18

LAW

Denise Bertone, 50, has been the chief – and only – infant and child death investigator at the county
coroner’s office for the past eleven years.

Deepa Fernandes

7:55

TECH

Everyone knows the popular mobile game Candy Crush has over 45 million monthly active users, but
what other games should you be playing?

Devindra Hardawar

5:21

ECON

No longer content to be the king of smartphones and tablets, Apple is making a big push to put its
technology in a new place – your car's dashboard.

Alan Ohnsman

6:16
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MEDI

The future of journalism has been a murky one for some time now. Newspapers, magazines and
broadcasters often struggle with the challenge of how to pay for and produce quality journalism in an
increasingly digital and mobile era.

Evan Ratliff

6:14
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MEDI

Abe Streep has been a lifelong baseball fan, but he grew disillusioned with the corporate spectacle of
modern major league baseball. Instead, he started watching the Santa Fe Fuego.

Abe Streep

5:07

8/1/2013 DC

No secual harassment training for Capitol Hill

Felde

4:02

8/1/2013 SPOR

Last summer for X-Games in downtown LA

Bergman

2:31

8/1/2013 ECON

San Bernardino marks one year since bankruptcy filing

McNary

3:44

8/1/2013 LAW

Student says being assigned to an all-girl PE class last year was stressful

CC

:06

8/1/2013 LAW

California Catholic Conference says the bill could lead to confusion among younger children and abuse
in older grades
CC

:10

8/1/2013 ENV

Poll finds most Californians think state must act to reduce greenhouse gas emissions

:43

7/31/2013
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7/31/2013

Veronica Villafañe

Adler

8/1/2013 ENV

Survey finds two-thirds of Californians think state should act now to reduce greenhouse gas emissions CC

:10

8/1/2013 EDU

Legislation to lower cost of student loans is awaiting President's signatureq

:08

8/1/2013 RELI

Roman Catholic archdiocese in LA har released more documents on sexually abusive priests as part of
a settlement
Julian

:40

8/1/2013 LAW

Lawmakers are pushing to rein-in the National Security Agency's authority

CC
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8/1/2013 ENV

Californians have questions about controversial drilling technology

Detrow

1:10

8/1/2013 EDU

First public school under CA's "parent trigger" opens

Tintocalis

2:13

8/1/2013 LAW

Appeals court made decisions in cases involving athletes and their images in video games

Blair

:46

8/1/2013 ECON

LADWP changes sick day policy to curb abuse

Stoltze

:12

8/1/2013 LAW

Palta attended hearing where judge decided not to make Pasasouk stand trial

Palta

8/1/2013 LAW

Northridge murder suspect case raises questions about communication between law enforcement
agencies

Palta

:19

8/1/2013 ART

Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences selects first African-American President

CC

:11

8/1/2013 ECON

Time Warner Cable and CBS post second quarter earnings

Watt

:47

8/1/2013 LAW

Man pleaded not guilty to charges in connection with a riot that happened in Huntington Beach

CC

:11

8/1/2013 IMM

Threat of punishment is not a deterrent for people considering crossing the border into the US illegally

CC

:26

8/1/2013 HIST

British officials release dummy speech written for Queen Elizabeth in event of nuclear war

CC

:10

8/1/2013 HEAL

CSU Fullerton becomes first Cal State campus to ban smoking

O'Neill

:43

8/1/2013 ENV

New Secretary of the Interior makes her feelings clear about climate change

Shogren

:46

8/1/2013 FOR

Uruguay is likely to become the first country to completely regulate its marijuana industry

Navarro

:34

CC

2:29

8/1/2013 DC

A bipartisan last work on immigration pre break

Felde

:57

8/1/2013 DC

House immigration votes in the fall

CC

:20

8/1/2013 TRAN

Community workshop downtown LA to share detail about Union Station's overhaul

Fox

:51

8/1/2013 HEAL

Provision of federal healthcare bill offers money for interpreter program for Medi-Cal patients

CC

:14

8/1/2013 SAC

Governor Brown has big money lead over potential challenger in next year's election

CC

:10

8/1/2013 SCI

Research trip travels to waters off western Canada to study "dead zone" in Pacific

CC

:18

8/1/2013 SCI

Nick Roman speaks with marine technician Nathan Cunningham

Roman

4:09

8/1/2013 HEAL

Provision of federal healthcare bill offers money for interpreter program for Medi-Cal patients

Orr

1:05

8/1/2013 HEAL

LA County health officials confirm first death from West Nile virus

CC

:13

8/1/2013 EDU

A preview of the Segerstrom Center's 22nd annual musical theater program for troubled youth

Plummer

:43

8/1/2013 HEAL

Covered CA announces health insurance plans and rates for state's small businesses

O'Neill

8/1/2013 POLI

Governor Brown has big money lead over potential challenger in next year's election

Adler

:52

8/1/2013 LAW

Glendora police nearly shot two fake robbers during a film shoot

CC

:19

1:15

ENT

Tuesday night at a meeting of the leadership of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, the
governing body that runs the Oscars, the group of 48 board members selected Cheryl Boone Isaacs to
be the organizations next president. Isaacs will be the first-ever African American leader, and the first
woman to lead the organization in more than 30 years.
Cheryl Boone Isaacs

14:00

8/1/13

ENT

In the interest of preventing an implosion of the film industry, some have suggested using variable
pricing for movie tickets—charging more for movies that are more popular and less for those that
already aren’t expected to make much at the box office. Is variable pricing for movies a good idea?
Would you be willing to see a bad movie because the ticket costs less?

Peter Rainer

10:00

8/1/13

FOR

NSA leaker Edward Snowden has been granted a one year temporary asylum in Russia, and on
Thursday he finally left the transit zone of Moscow’s Sheremetyevo airport.

Robert English

8:00

8/1/13

8/1/13

DIV

As we strive for accuracy and cultural sensitivity, one group of people have kind of been left out in the
cold: Caucasians. The problem is, it’s not at all accurate.

Nell Painter, Jennifer
Hochschild

16:00

Replacing Federal Reserve chairman Ben Bernanke is arguably the most important economic decision
President Barack Obama is facing this year. One favored contender is Janet Yellen, currently the Fed's
vice chairwoman. But despite her laurels, recently a fellow Fed chair suggested the choice of Yellen
may be driven by gender above all else.
Heidi Moore

13:00

UC San Diego paleobiologist Richard Norris and his colleagues report on findings that hint that our
current ocean ecosystems may soon resemble the oceans of 50 million years ago.

Dr. Richard Norris

18:00

8/1/13

GEND

8/1/13

ENV

8/1/13

LIT

Lew Irwin’s “Deadly Times” chronicles a dark period of American history that many know little about.
Between the years of 1907-1911 more than 200 bombings were carried out in the United States.

Lew Irwin

12:00

8/1/13

SPOR

Professional football’s all-star game, the Pro Bowl, got a shot in the arm Wednesday when the NFL
announced changes to the contest.

Mike Pesca

5:00

8/1/2013

TECH

Lieutenant Mitchell O'Brian is with the Huntington Beach Police Department, and explained how the
police are using social media to find suspects from Sunday's riots.

Mitchell O'Brian

6:12

8/1/2013

POLI

Most of the incidents San Diego Mayor Bob Filner is accused of occurred when he was serving in
Congress, whose members receive minimal amount training.

Kitty Felde

8:11

8/1/2013

LAW

8/1/2013

TECH

8/1/2013

8/1/2013

8/1/2013

The LA Times reports that confidential records from five Catholic orders have been turned over to
victims of sexual abuse.
Ray Boucher
A hacker, a journalist and an NSA agent all sit down for a game of black jack. That might sound like the
opening line for a joke (and it probably would make a great one), but it's probably more like what's
happening this week in Las Vegas.
Kim Zetter

5:46

IMM

A new study from USC and Stanford finds that the threat of arrest and punishment is still not a deterrent
for people to cross the border illegally.
Emily Ryo

6:44

MIL

A new article in the current issue of Playboy magazine sheds light on the thousands of veterans who
have been deported after serving in the US military.

Erin Siegal McIntyre

8:30

POLI

Time for State of Affairs, our look at politics throughout California with KPCC political reporters Frank
Stoltze and Alice Walton.

Frank Stoltze and
Alice Walton

10:59

9:14

8/1/2013

TECH

The CPUC declared Tuesday that it should have jurisdiction over and regulate companies that use
mobile apps to help people find a ride.

Brian Watt

3:20

8/1/2013

YOUT

Here in Southern California, two mothers are teaming up with a message that women should be more
supportive for those that choose to breastfeed their babies.

Jamie Lynne Grumet
and Suzanne Barston

7:06

8/1/2013

ENV

Big long-term sea rise would put at least a quarter of 85 California cities underwater at high tide,
including Huntington Beach, Long Beach, Carson, Marina del Rey, and Seal Beach.

Molly Peterson

5:46

This week, a little elementary school in Adelanto, Calif., opened its doors for the first time under new
management, thanks to the so-called parent trigger law. It's the first public school in the state to do so,
after two years of conflict and court battles. Expectations are running high.
Ana Tintocalis

2:28

8/1/2013

EDUC

8/1/2013

ART

Every week we get your weekend conversation starters with Rico Gagliano and Brendan Newnam, the Rico Gagliano and
hosts of the Dinner Party Download podcast and radio show.
Brendan Newnam

5:38

8/1/2013

HIST

The Gamble House is opening the doors to its servants' hall and rooms for the first time in its history, as
other rooms undergo renovation. The "Upstairs Downstairs Tour" runs through most of August.
Anne Mallek

9:06

8/2/2013 ENT

Patt and KPCC critics Peter Ranier, Lael Lowenstein and Charles Solomon review this week's releases Morrison

3:00

8/2/2013 POLI

Israeli president Shimon Peres says he believes chances for a mideast peace deal have improved

CC

8/2/2013 ENV

Tiny crustaceans have disappeared from a number of southern California beaches, fraying the beach
ecosystem

Peterson

8/2/2013 IMM

Nine immigrant activists ask the US government for asylum

Marizco

8/2/2013 IMM

Asian community speaks out for immigration reform

Berestein Rojas

8/2/2013 TRAN

Bay Area Rapid Transit workers set to strike again

CC

:09

8/2/2013 ENT

Britain tries to stop singer Kelly Clarkson from taking ring owned by Jane Austen out of the country

CC

:13

8/2/2013 ENT

Ellen DeGeneres will emcee this year's Oscars

Julian

:40

8/2/2013 POLI

Nury Martinez sworn in as only woman on LA City Council

CC

:17

8/2/2013 FOR

US issues global travel alert because of Al Qaida threat

CC

:12

8/2/2013 TRAN

"Rampture" begins: Sunset Blvd off-ramp on NB 405 to be closed for 120 days

Fox

:51

8/2/2013 LAW

State Dept began processing visa applications from same-sex couples

CC

:14

:07
3:32
:55
2:50

8/2/2013 LAW

County Clerks have seen a flood of requests for marriage licenses after Supreme Court struck down
Prop 8

McNary

:52

8/2/2013 POLI

Activists trying to recall Mayor Bob Filner have joined forces

CC

:08

8/2/2013 SPOR

Dodger Stadium hosts doubleheader soccer match

CC

:10

8/2/2013 LAW

US Supreme Court refuses to delay the release of thousands of inmantes from California's prisons

CC

:12

8/2/2013 LAW

Supreme Court rejects California's request to stay a lower court order to release 10,000 prisoners by
the end of the year

Small

:44

8/2/2013 SPOR

US Windsurfing National Championships held in ?LA for first time

CC

:21

8/2/2013 HEAL

California issues first statewide warning about mercury contamination of certain sport fish

Peterson

:53

8/2/2013 LAW

State Dept began processing visa applications from same-sex couples

Morales

:45

8/2/2013 DC

Is Congress finally tired of in-fighting?

Felde

3:12

8/2/2013 LAW

US Supreme Court refuses to delay the release of thousands of inmantes from California's prisons

Trujillo

3:50

8/2/2013 POLI

Gov Brown writes legislation that may help pay back California's debt

CC

:12

8/2/2013 ECON

KCBS, KCAL and Showtime are blacked out from Time Warner Cable

Watt

:53

8/2/2013 POLI

Eric Garcetti named head of national environmental advocacy group as the first "Chief Sustainability
Officer"

Stoltze

:49

8/2/2013 ECON

Untimely heat, rains affecting vegetable prices in California

Moffitt

:47

8/2/2013 POLI

Mayor Garcetti promised to hold down salaries at DWP during labor contract talks

Stoltze

8/2/2013 POLI

Nury Martinez sworn in as only woman on LA City Council

Stoltze

:55

8/2/2013 ENV

Federal officials will review fracking's risks in central California

Peterson

:43

8/2/2013 ENV

Botanists counted down the hours to the corpse flower bloom at UC Santa Barbara

Osen

8/2/13

8/2/13

2:49

1:56

SEC

It's been a summer of leaks and exposed government surveillance programs. The Postmaster General
Patrick Donahoe confirmed the existence of a mail scanning program to the Associated Press in an
Ron Nixon, Amie
interview published yesterday.
Stepanovich

13:00

EDU

After weeks of wrangling, Washington has reached a compromise on student loan interest rates. While
many eyes were focused on the numbers, a critical new precedent has been set in this deal. For the firstDebra Stewart, Neal
time, the federal Stafford loan program will have different rates for graduate and undergraduate loans. McCluske

18:00

ENV

Residents of Los Angeles are blessed with a topographical treasure found in no other city on the planet
ours is traversed by a mountain range. The close proximity to nature can be both beautiful and exciting,
and it also means a healthy dose of interaction with animals, from the most ubiquitous crows to rarer
species like mountain lions and black bears.
Beth Pratt

8/2/13

ENT

Guest host Patt Morrison and KPCC critics Peter Rainer, Lael Loewenstein and Charles Solomon
review this week’s releases, including 2 Guns, The Spectacular Now, The Smurfs 2 and more. TGIFilmweek!

Peter Rainer, Lael
Loewenstein, Charles
Solomon

8/2/13

ENT

Which movie characters are owned outright by the actors who originally played them? How tough is it
for casting directors to overcome such a challenge?

Avy Kaufman, Peter
Rainer

8/2/2013

FOR

It would make the South American nation the first country in the world to create a government-regulated
marijuana industry, and could become law as soon as this month.
Ethan Nadelmann

6:10

FOR

Drugs aren't the only horror perpetrated by the Mexicans cartels' vast network of illegal activity, as
billions are made in sex trafficking.

Ioan Grillo

8:08

POLI

Americans struggle to find work, while Congress takes a vacation. Just a couple of topics we'll dig into
now, on the Friday Flashback, our look at the big events and news of the week.

Nancy Cook, Robin
Abcarian

14:58

SPOR

After 10 years, the X-Games leaves LA. But it could not have grown popular without the people of
Southern California.

Leo Duran

5:46

8/2/13

8/2/2013
8/2/2013
8/2/2013

8/2/2013
8/2/2013

8:27

ENV

Congress is considering building hundreds of miles of new fencing along the U.S.-Mexico border as part
of immigration reform.
Jill Replogle

4:37

Macau long ago overtook Las Vegas as gambling's top location. Now it seems it's jockeying for position
in the "sweet science."
Bill King

6:08

8/2/2013

SPOR

8/2/2013

SEC

The Derby Wedding is a union between two women, aka Your Derby Wife. It's not romantic. It's not
even about being best friends. It's about choosing -- and celebrating -- your partner in skates.
Since the revelations about the NSA's data gathering program surfaced, there have been plenty of
discussions about privacy online. Citizens wonder if they can trust the government or the giant online
companies that handle their personal information.

8/2/2013

ENV

8/2/2013

8/2/2013

8/2/2013

16:00

ART

SPOR

8/2/2013

31:00:00

Ozomatli will be perfoming tonight at Cal Plaza in Downtown L.A. The band's Will Abers and Ulises
Bella joined Kun and host Alex Cohen in the studios in July, to talk about their music and Kun's ongoing Will Abers and Ulises
project.
Bella

8/2/2013

8/2/2013

16:00

Jennifer Barbee

2:37

Jacob Margolis

5:11

Sand-burrowing isopods live in a beach's intertidal zone; a new UCSB study finds them, and their
favored habitat, in peril, mostly due to coastal development.

Molly Peterson

3:57

ENV

The public tends to think of as fearsome predators on the attack, but it's actually the sharks who are
under attack from humans. And their numbers are dwindling.

Michael Skoletsky

5:49

MEDI

If you want to have the best weekend ever you might want to pick up the Best of LA guide from Los
Angeles Magazine.

Lesley Bargar Suter

5:39

SPOR

For the first time in its 51-year history, Dodger Stadium will host a soccer match. But if you think that's
stranger, wait until the place transforms into a hockey rink.

Ben Bergman

3:01

ENV
HIST

8/3/2013

ENT

8/3/2013

ART

With two corpse flowers blooming in the last two weeks — and botanists cultivating more in captivity —
the rare corpse flower is becoming less so.
Kathy Musial
Jacqueline Dugas has been winding the Huntington Library's 18th century clocks since 1989. It turns out
this week she's handing over the keys and retiring.
Jacqueline Dugas
Ashley Bailey / Jim
Stuntman Jim Wilkey flipped the 18-wheeler in "The Dark Knight," and his grandfather-in-law was the Wilkey / Steven Stone
/ Jessie Graff
most famous stuntman of all time.
John Rabe / Nancye
Off-Ramp attends the American Cinematheque's screening of Robert Williams: Mr. Bitchin', the man
Ferguson / Mat
one art critic calls the "sperm" of the so-called Low-Brow movement.
Gleason / Charles

8:32
3:25
6:49:00
7:32:00

8/3/2013

ART

Off-Ramp Producer Kevin Ferguson talks with Michael Lin, an installation artist raised in Los Angeles
who lives now in Shanghai. Lin's work is site specific--often taking up entire rooms. For the Triennial, Lin Kevin Ferguson /
focused on Asia and how it was once represented in Western art.
Michael Lin

8/3/2013

HIST

Off-Ramp producer Kevin Ferguson talked with Sam Lubell, the Museum of Architecture and Design's
curator, about the new exhibit 'Never Built.'

Kevin Ferguson / Sam
Lubell

4:56:00

8/3/2013

ART

Kitty Felde celebrates the birthday of Margaret Hills, a
British ballet teacher who's been teaching in Southern California for
more than 30 years.

Kitty Felde / Margaret
Hills

4:34:00

8/3/2013

MEDI

Deepa Fernandez /
In a county the size of Los Angeles, with 10 million people, thousands die each year. Not every death is Denise Bertone /
investigated, except one kind: Children. Denise Bertone is the primary child death investigator.
Debbie Avila

It's been 54 years since the iconic hardboiled crime writer Raymond
Chandler said the "Long Goodbye." But the author of that book and other
noir classics, like "Farewell My Lovely" and "The Big Sleep," is still
being celebrated.
8/3/2013

LIT
8/4/2013 LAW

One person dead, 11 injured after man drives car into crowd at Venice boardwalk

7:55:00

Alex Cohen / David
Kipen / Richard
Schave
CC

2:58:00

5:52:00
:07

8/4/2013 SPOR

Dodgers set franchise record for most road wins in a row

CC

:08

8/4/2013 ECON

Untimely heat, rains affecting vegetable prices in California

CC

:15

8/4/2013 LAW

LA Police arrest 35-year old man suspected of driving car into crowd on Venice boardwalk

CC

:10

8/4/2013 LAW

Driver plows through about a dozen people along Venice boardwalk

CC

:16

8/4/2013 LAW

Driver plows through about a dozen people along Venice boardwalk

CC

:17

8/4/2013 EDU

CA education officials reach out to school district, teachers, parents as part of effort to implement new
school funding system

CC

:09

8/4/2013 LAW

Civic leaders lead 'Days of Dialogue' focused on Trayvon Martin killing

Guzman

:49

8/4/2013 LAW

Civic leaders lead 'Days of Dialogue' focused on Trayvon Martin killing

CC

:19

8/5/2013 ART

"2 Guns" are number 1 at the box office

Jahad

1:00

8/5/2013 ART

Millennials have helped turn Downtown LA into a family-friendly community

Fox

4:06

8/5/2013 HEAL

Loh Life Tooth 3

Loh

2:42

8/5/2013 HEAL

California prepares to enroll more than a million new residents into Medi-Cal health insurance program Martinez

:50

8/5/2013 ART

City leaders think it's important for more children to live in the city center

CC

:06

8/5/2013 LAW

Juvenile defendants assigned to private attorneys may be at a disadvantage in court

Palta

8/5/2013 ECON

California has racked up a massive debt with the federal government, and now it's thinking of paying it
off
Orr

8/5/2013 SCI

It's been one year since the rover Curiosity landed on Mars and the mission has already been a
success

Totten

1:05

8/5/2013 EDU

The CA State Summer School for the Arts offers high schoolers a rare opportunity for state-funded
summer enrichment

Plummer

4:05

8/5/2013 POLI

President Obama comes to LA to appear on Tonight Show and speak at Camp Pendleton

Jahad

:33

8/5/2013 EDU

CA education officials reach out to school district, teachers, parents as part of effort to implement new
school funding system

CC

:09

8/5/2013 LAW

Pasadena home owner faces charges following fire that killed 2 men

CC

:18

8/5/2013 LAW

Driver plows through about a dozen people along Venice boardwalk

CC

:16

8/5/2013 RELI

Los Angeles Archbishop publishes thoughts on immigration

CC

:13

8/5/2013 LAW

One person dead, 11 injured after man drives car into crowd at Venice boardwalk

Thomas

8/5/2013 TRAN

Gov Brown averted BART strike

CC

:10

8/5/2013 POLI

LA City Councilman calls for safety barriers along Venice boardwalk

CC

:11

8/5/2013 POLI

LA City Councilman calls for safety barriers along Venice boardwalk

CC

:11

8/5/2013 SPOR

Major League Baseball suspends New York Yankees star Alex Rodriguez, 12 other players in drug
investigation

CC

:12

8/5/2013 LAW

LA City Councilman tries to reclassify hit-and-runs as crimes instead of accidents

CC

:07

2:18

:50

3:29

8/5/2013 ECON

Time Warner Cable subscribers are without CBS for a fourth day

CC

:17

8/5/2013 SPOR

Major League Baseball suspends New York Yankees star Alex Rodriguez, 12 other players in drug
investigation

CC

:14

8/5/2013 ENT

Doctor Who announces the twelfth doctor to mixed reactions

CC

:21

8/5/2013 DC

California lawmaker wants nationwide citizen-drawn redistricting

Felde

8/5/2013 LAW

Vigil for Venice crash victims set for tonight; new details abou tman accused of plowing car into people McNary

8/5/2013 POLI

Bill would legalize internet poker in CA is back in state legislature

Pringle

:52

8/5/2013 POLI

State Assembly has busy agenda in next several weeks

CC

:13

8/5/2013 POLI

Bill to legalize internet poker is back before state lawmakers

CC

:09

8/5/2013 LAW

Vigil for Venice crash victims set for tonight; new details abou tman accused of plowing car into people CC

:08

8/5/2013 TRAV

Tourism officials don't expect drop in Italian visitors after hit-and-run in Venice

Bergman

1;08

8/5/2013 HEAL

Hospital infections and avoidable deaths drop under 3-year CA initiative

O'Neill

8/5/2013 LAW

LAPD raided estimate of number of people struck in Benice boardwalk crash

CC

8/5/2013 SPOR

Alex Rodriguez suspended as part of an investigation into performance enhancing drugs

??

8/5/2013 ART

How did the Huntingtons build one of the largest art collections in SoCal?

CC

:12

8/5/2013 DIS

Fire threatens homes near Lake Elsinore

CC

:12

8/5/2013 POLI

Assembly members return from summer recess with busy agendas

Adler

:48

8/5/2013 ENV

A court orders California to develop drinking water standards for Chromium 6 by the end of August

Peterson

:53

8/5/2013 TECH

LA Unified begins training teachers for large student iPad program

Guzman

Negotiations have stalled in a very public way between Time Warner Cable and CBS in their contract
dispute. As of Friday, Time Warner blacked out CBS and all its affiliated channels in large markets
including Los Angeles, New York and Dallas.

Alex Ben Block

8/5/13

ENT

1:09
1:04

1:15

:11

1:31

2:53

14:00

8/5/13

POLI

The Republican Party is threatening to boycott CNN and NBC if the stations don’t drop special
programs on potential Democratic candidate, Hillary Clinton. The boycott will include pulling the 2016
Republican primary debates from both stations.

8/5/13

YOUT

Think Manhattan or San Francisco and the images that come up are young, hip urbanites living life up. Joel Kotkin, Eric
But author Joel Kotkin says cities shouldn't only be a playground for the young.
Klinenberg

25:00:00

LAW

A report shows that 48 percent of all crashes in L.A. are hit-and-runs, compared with and 11 percent
average across all U.S. cities. Despite those statistics, the report said, “There is no LAPD task force or Joe Buscaino,
organized city effort to address the problem.”
Madeline Brozen

20:00

8/5/13

TRAV

Imagine travelling from Los Angeles to San Francisco in about thirty minutes without the help of Scotty.
Elon Musk, the inventive entrepreneur behind Tesla, SpaceX and PayPal, is envisioning a
transportation tube he’s calling a “fifth mode of transportation.”
Alan Ohnsman

5:00

8/5/13

ART

In-N-Out isn't just a hamburger joint for many Angelenos, it is a Southern California cultural institution
and a source of pride.

18:00

8/5/2013

POLI

8/5/2013

ECON

8/5/2013

IMM

8/5/2013

8/5/13

Sean Spicer, Aaron
Blake

Larry Olmsted, Ben
Waters

8:00

Members of Congress are back in their districts for summer recess, but you might be hard-pressed to
come up with an idea of what they got done before leaving Washington.
Fawn Johnson
With an immigration bill stalled in the House, one research scholar from NYU has a provocative idea:
Allow the undocumented to move to the U.S., provided they move to Detroit or any other city in need of
more people and an economic boost.
Brandon Fuller
Los Angeles Archbishop Jose Gomez is the highest-ranking Latino in the U.S. Catholic Church. Two
years into his tenure as the head of the country's largest archdiocese, Gomez has written a book
outlining his thoughts on immigration, including a call for a path to citizenship.
Jose Gomez

11:09

YOUT

Leaders argue more families would encourage residents to be invested in the community, which will
boost the economy. But some say there are still challenges to living in the city center.

Hayley Fox

4:28

8/5/2013

ENT

Time for On The Lot, our weekly summary of news from the movie business with LA Times reporter
Rebecca Keegan.

Rebecca Keegan

7:49

8/5/2013

ENT

Stuntman Jim Wilkey flipped the 18-wheeler in "The Dark Knight," and his grandfather-in-law was the
most famous stuntman of all time.

Jim Wilkey

6:49

8/5/2013

SPOR

Major League Baseball is expected to suspend Yankees 3rd baseman Alex Rodriguez for the rest of
this season and all next season, too.

Michael O'Keefe

6:58

8/5/2013

MIL

8/5/2013

6:38

7:44

The Pentagon is set to roll out new rules on how it will handle sexual assault in the military, but the new
rules are already in a previously passed House bill.
Darren Samuelsohn

7:14

MEDI

Tonight, "Undercover Boss "and "Hawaii Five-O" will remain dark on CBS unless the network can reach
an agreement with Time Warner. Variety digital editor Todd Spangler joins Take Two with the latest.
Todd Spangler

5:05

8/5/2013

ENT

If you're traveling and looking for a warm welcome, LA might not be the place to go. Conde Nast
Traveler's Readers' Choice Survey just ranked lala land as one of the unfriendliest cities in the U.S.

John Newton

5:00

8/5/2013

EDUC

515 students attended this year's California State Summer School for the Arts. The program has
survived and thrived for 27 years despite arts cuts nationwide.

Mary Plummer

4:25

SPOR

To tip or not to tip? The perennial question is coming up again this week after Saints Quarterback Drew
Brees's tipped $3 on a $74 take-out order, prompting waves of outrage on Twitter.
Emily Yoffe,

7:28

8/5/2013

ECON

Bartenders expect a little tip when they bring some wine to your seat, but how much would you pay if
the one filling up your glass was your mail carrier?

Nancy Pope

5:42

8/5/2013

ART

An art dealer who bought two Hopi sacred items at a Paris auction last spring has decided to return
them to the Northern Arizona tribe. For the Fronteras Desk, Laurel Morales reports.

Laurel Morales

1:35

8/6/2013 SCI

USC hopes a small seafaring robot can help us understand and possibly prevent deadly red tiede

Totten

8/6/2013 SCI

USC hopes a small seafaring robot can help us understand and possibly prevent deadly red tiede

CC

8/6/2013 ECON

The Washington Post and Boston Globe were sold to wealthy businessmen - is the LA Times next?

Lee

8/6/2013 POLI

Gov Brown released a report dealing with economic impact of proposed Bay Delta Conservation Plan

CC

:15

8/6/2013 POLI

Gov Brown released a report dealing with economic impact of proposed Bay Delta Conservation Plan

CC

:10

8/6/2013 LAB

Gov Brown averted BART strike

Goebel

1:42

8/6/2013 ECON

Mark Lacter on business attire

Lacter

3:53

8/6/2013 FOR

US criticizes a new internet law in Vietnam that bans discussing current affairs online

Gregory

:35

8/6/2013 DIS

Firefighters continue to battle Falls Fire

Moore

:45

8/6/2013 POLI

President Obama makes a stop in Phoneix to speak on the economy and middle class

Sieg

:33

8/6/2013 ENV

Evacuation orders remain in effect due to 1,400 acre Falls Fire near Lake Elsinore

CC
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8/6/2013 OBIT

Jazz keyboardist and producer George Duke died

CC

:25

8/6/2013 SCI

Mars Curiosity Rover celebrates its first anniversary on Red Planet

CC

:09

8/6/2013 LAW

Authorities search for two missing children

CC

:17

8/6/2013 POLI

Councilman Mike Bonin introduces a motion for safety measures at the Venice Boardwalk

Walton

XXXX

8/6/2013 EDU
8/6/2013 LAW

LA Unified and 7 other districts get waiver from No Child Left Behind rules
Kim
Federal agents arrest nearly two dozen members of the Mexican Mafia gang; interrupt merger between
gang and Mexican drug cartel
CC

8/6/2013 POLI

Three Whittier residents sue city over at-large elections

McNary

8/6/2013 POLI

Another woman speaks out against Bob Filner

CC

:20

8/6/2013 ENV

More than a thousand firefighters working to surround 1,400 acre fire near Lake Elsinore
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8/5/2013

4:07

:12

1:32

:41
:17
1:03

8/6/2013 LAW

Bill that would have allowed CA nurse practitioners to practice more independently fails in a key
Assembly committee

CC

:09

8/6/2013 LAW

Law enforcement in Tiujana evict, destroy makeshift homes of people along Tijuana River

Florido

:49

8/6/2013 ENER

SoCal Edison says overnight timers with electric cars can help prevent dangerous peaks in energy
demand

Peterson

:55

8/6/2013 LAW

Man accused of plowing into crowd on Venice boardwalk has pleaded not guilty
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8/6/2013 POLI

Another woman speaks out against Bob Filner

Roman

8/6/2013 POLI

LA City Councilman proposes installing barriers at the Venice Boardwalk

CC

8/6/2013 EDU

8 districts get reprieve from No Child Left Behind

Kim

8/6/2013 DIS

Firefighters continue to battle Falls Fire

CC

8/6/2013 LAW

Man accused in Venice boardwalk hit-and-run pleads not guilty

Palta

8/6/2013 POLI

Measures would allow military veterans who recently moved to California to pay in-state tuition

Pringle

:48

8/6/2013 POLI

Measures would allow military veterans who recently moved to California to pay in-state tuition
Federal indictment alleges Mexican Mafia tried to form an alliance with drug cartel using LA street
gangs

CC
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8/6/2013 LAW
8/6/2013 HEAL

Push to give nurse practitioners more independence from doctors suffered a major setback

Bartolone

8/6/2013 ENV

Connection between global warming and human violence
CC
:13
Jeffrey Bezos, the founder and CEO of Amazon.com has agreed to buy the Washington Post for $250
million. The announcement of the mutli-billionaire’s purchase came yesterday, surprising many who
Brad Stone, Gabriel
didn’t expect the tech native’s interest in newspapers and publishing.
Kahn
14:00
Boeing 737 makes on take off...a lot. They’ve been listening to it for decades, as their homes lie directly
below the takeoff pattern at Orange County’s John Wayne International Airport, and they’ve fought tooth
and nail to restrict the deafening sound of those jet engines.
Ross Aimer, Dave Kiff
17:00
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:28
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Aguilar
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POLI
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LIT

8/6/2013

ECON

8/6/2013

ECON

The president is on a renewed mission to spotlight economic issues facing the majority of Americans,
and part of this campaign focuses on what it means to be middle class in America.
Chris Thornberg
One corner of the reservation about a million and a half acres, is even worse off because of something
known as the Bennett Freeze. Here about 8,000 Navajo people have lived paralyzed in a state of
poverty, extreme even by Navajo standards.
Laurel Morales

8/6/2013

MEDI

With two of the nation's most storied papers changing ownership, it's fair to wonder what could be next
for the Los Angeles Times.
Ken Doctor

7:57

8/6/2013

TECH

Over the next week, L.A. Unified will give 1,500 teachers a few days of training on using new iPad
applications in the classroom.

3:07

The Food and Drug Administration has set a standard for what food companies can label "gluten free." Dr. Joseph Murray,
Gluten is the protein in wheat, barley and rye that gives breads and pastries their texture and chewiness Larry Finkel,
The State Department has extended the closure of a number of embassies in the Middle East and North
Africa until August 10. An intercepted message between senior Al Qaeda leaders on a possible attack Ronald E. Neumann,
allegedly has allegedly brought about the closures.
Mark Jacobson
Republican leaders and voters want change, but both are split over the party’s direction. This, according
to a recent poll from the Pew Research Center, and evident in all kinds of political mudslinging between Doyle McManus, Reed
GOP insurgents and establishment Republicans is just evidence that the party much change directions. Galen,
In Early February America’s largest Catholic archdiocese released files revealing more details on how
church officials schemed to protect priests who were molesting children.

Michael D’Antonio

Adolfo Guzman-Lopez

16:00
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18:00

15:00

7:51

4:27

8/6/2013

ENV

Red tide is a dangerous phenomenon that can sicken and even kill sea animals. To help scientists
understand these tidessan USC has designed a seafaring robot.

Sanden Totten

4:34

8/6/2013

MEDI

Time Warner and CBS can't reach an agreement, but their customers are already paying for services
they don't use. Subscribers often pay a portion of their monthly fee for channels they never watch.

Patrick Hruby

6:47

ENT

It's time for Tuesday Reviewsday, our weekly new music segment. This week, we chat with music
programmer Morgan Rhodes and Soul-Sides.com author Oliver Wang to hear their thoughts on what's Morgan Rhodes and
new in music.
Oliver Wang

8:54

14:36

6:58

8/6/2013

8/6/2013

TECH

Today marks the one-year anniversary of the Mars Curiosity landing. Congressman Adam Schiff — a
Democrat from Burbank — has been pushing back against the Obama Administration's proposed cuts
to planetary science research.
Adam Schiff

8/6/2013

HEAL

Going "child-free" is the cover story on this week's TIME Magazine, and story author Lauren Sandler
joins the show today.

8/6/2013

ENV

The Sea of Cortez was once known for being one of the diverse seas on earth. A lot has changed over
the years though, and not for the better.
Erik Vance

8:02

8/6/2013

TECH

Many California citizens last night were awakened by an Amber Alert text message sent by the San
Diego sheriff's department, a first for the state.

4:09

8/6/2013

LIT

Lauren Sandler

Ina Fried,

Guest host Tess Vigeland speaks with Shelley Bennett, author of "The Art of Wealth: The Huntingtons
in the Gilded Age", about how the famous family built their fortune and became so enamored with
collecting art.
Shelley Bennett

9:44

8/7/2013 POLI

President Obama ended stay in Los Angeles with an online forum

CC

:14

8/7/2013 POLI

Monterey Park City Council discusses controversial sign proposal

CC

:22

8/7/2013 ENV

Watchdog groups filed suit against Boeing over demolition debris going into landfills and recycling
facilities

Peterson

8/7/2013 POLI

LA City Council President Herb Wesson talks about the state of negotiations with the DWP

CC

8/7/2013 ENV

Lack of rainfall affects the state's reservoirs

Detrow

8/7/2013 ECON

Powerball up to $425 million

CC

:08

8/7/2013 POLI

Bill would expand California's Family Leave law

CC

:07

1:03

:19

1:02

8/7/2013 TRAN

Several miles of the 405 will be closed in Orange County next weekend

Bergman

:45

8/7/2013 POLI

Bill would expand California's Family Leave law

CC
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8/7/2013 POLI

LA City Council President Herb Wesson talks about the state of negotiations with the DWP

Walton

8/7/2013 ECON

Opponents of the Millennium Development towers have released emails showing city officials were
concerned about the fault months before the project was approved by the city council

Totten

:58

8/7/2013 ECON

Business leaders, politicians gather to discuss future investment in America's southern ports of entry

Uribe

:47

8/7/2013 POLI

Monterey Park City Council discusses controversial sign proposal

Roman

4:19

8/7/2013 DIS

Fast-moving wildfire threatens homes near Banning in Riverside County

??

2:14

8/7/2013 LAW

CDC report on gun homicide and suicide by youth

Aguilar

1:24

8/7/2013 DIS

Fast-moving wildfire threatens homes near Banning in Riverside County

CC
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8/7/2013 POLI

CA legislative leaders say Governor needs legislation buy-in on Delta water measure

CC

:06

8/7/2013 POLI

Bill would expand California's Family Leave law

Pringle

:47

8/7/2013 ENV

Dept of Fish and Wildlife suggests alternatives to putting down mountain lions

CC

:11

8/7/2013 IMM

Lawyer for immigrant activists expects her clients will be allowed home while awaiting asylum hearings Marizco

8/7/2013 ENV

Firefighters on Falls Fire recall anniversary of deadly fire near Lake Elsinore

CC

8/7/2013 IMM

Immigration reform stays on the front burner as Congress takes August break

Replogle

8/7/2013 LAW

Young man accused of taking part in a riot after the US Open of Surfing

Moore

:40

8/7/2013 POLI

Obama heads south after two days in LA

CC

:14

8/7/2013 SEC

US drone strikes have killed seven alleged al-Quaida militants in Yemen

Correra

8/7/2013 LAW

Cleveland house of Ariel Castro has been destroyed

CC

8/7/2013 ECON

Teens spend big part of their summer trying to ace the SAT

Guzman

1:40

1:27

:11

4:07

1:13

:14

3:08

TRAN

In the wake of the deadly crash on the Venice boardwalk, the Los Angeles City Council has moved to
install temporary traffic barriers to prevent cars from driving onto the Ocean Front Walk as they look for
a permanent solution.
Mike Bonin

21:00

POLI

With nearly a dozen sexual-harassment accusers going public, embattled San Diego Mayor Bob Filner
has begun a two-week, "intensive" therapy program. Filner has admitted wrongdoing, but refuses to
resign and wants the city of San Diego to pay his legal fees.
Robert Weiss,

13:00

LAB

Is a messy desk a sign of genius or merely a sign of a messy desk? It’s probably somewhere in
between, say researchers at the University of Minnesota. According to a couple new studies published
in the journal Psychological Science, disorderly environments can represent a break from tradition,
which can in turn inspire more creativity.
Kathleen Vohs

13:00

HOUS

It’s been almost five years since the federal government bailed out Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac,
costing taxpayers $187.5 billion. With the housing market on the mend, President Obama says it's now
time
to wind
down
the two mortgage
giantsUniversity
and for private
to take
on a bigger eschewing
role.
A
recent
study
by researchers
at Harvard
found investors
that doctors
are increasingly
best Clea Benson

13:00

HEAL

practices when treating those suffering from back pain. More and more, doctors are referring patients to
surgery, suggesting expensive and potentially dangerous tests, and prescribing powerful pain
medication, when most know that back pain is most effectively treated with ice, rest, rehabilitation, and
over-the-counter anti-inflammatory drugs like ibuprofen.
Dr. John Mafi, M.D.

24:00:00

ECON

Beer has lost its place as America's favorite alcoholic beverage, according to a new poll. Gallup says
Americans are just as likely to drink a cold brew as they are to order a glass of red or white. Two
decades ago, 47 percent chose beer and only 27 percent wine. Those between 18- to 29-year-olds who Jenny Zegler, Tom
are non-white are particularly embracing wine as booze of choice.
McCormick,

10:00

MIL

This morning, he heads down to Camp Pendleton in San Diego County where he'll speak to military
members and their families. He's expected to thank them for their service.

Robert Contreras

6:17

8/7/2013

MIL

Hollywood is trying to help out with a public awareness campaign called Got Your 6, a program that
promotes employment for returning veterans.

Chris Marvin

4:03

8/7/2013

IMM

The 'Dream 9' have been detained for weeks, but by yesterday afternoon, immigration asylum officers
found that all nine had valid reasons to seek asylum in this country.

Michel Marizco

3:54

8/7/2013

POLI

Governor Jerry Brown tried to tackle the water problem during his first stint as Governor, more than 30
years ago. Now, he's trying again, and finding that the fight is still a fierce one.
Evan Halper

6:41

8/7/2013

EDUC

Eight California school districts are free of academic and financial sanctions under the federal No Child
Left Behind Act this upcoming school year. In an unprecedented move, the districts banded together to
secure the federal waiver.
Ana Tintocalis

2:48

8/7/2013

TECH

The latest survey from the Pew Research Center shows more than 70 percent of adults online use
social networking sites, with almost 1 in 5 using Twitter.

Matthew Cooper

5:13

8/7/2013

SPOR

A college student sells his autograph, the NCAA sells out it's college students and 1-2-3-4 I declare a
Twitter war. That means it's time for sports with Andy and Brian Kamenetzky.

Andy and Brian
Kamenetzky

8:04
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SPOR

Baseball is all about statistics, and here's a surprising one: out of the 13 players who were suspended
this week for drug use, all are Latino.

Mike Fish

7:26

8/7/2013

POLI

A new lawsuit claims the agency "intentionally" misled more than 100,000 policyholders by promising
benefits it can't deliver.

Chad Terhune

5:56
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FOR

Federal authorities arrested nearly two dozen people associated with the Mexican Mafia and
confiscated about 600 pounds of methamphetamine following a three-year investigation.

Sylvia Longmire

8/7/2013

TECH

Technology. It can save lives, it can entertain us, and, sometimes, inform us. It can also help us lounge
on the couch a little longer while people take care of our mundane daily tasks for us. Today's App Chat
is all about making your life more convenient.
Jacqui Cheng

8/7/2013

EDUC

An SAT test prep center in L.A.’s Koreatown runs a popular SAT summer boot camp for kids
determined to get into their dream school. But is it worth the money?

5:31

Adolfo Guzman-Lopez

5:44

3:37

8/7/2013

ENV

If summer temperatures have you hot and bothered, you might not be the only one. A new study
published in the journal Science finds a link between global warming and human violence ... everything
from domestic abuse to large scale civil war.
Edward Miguel

8/7/2013

IMM

With Congress hanging out at home this month, representatives, especially across the Southwest, will
no doubt be talking about immigration reform a lot.

Jill Replogle

8/8/2013 HEAL

Health care exchange decides what kind of children's dental coverage to sell the public

Small

3:37

8/8/2013 EDU

Explainer piece on why school districts are beginning years earlier

Kim

3:09

8/8/2013 POLI

Monterey Park City Council discusses controversial sign proposal
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8/8/2013 POLI

Monterey Park City Council discusses controversial sign proposal
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8/8/2013 LAW

California lawmaker isists on investments in mental health and substance abuse programs in prison

Adler

:51

8/8/2013 LAW

Assemblyman introduces a resolution in honor of Trayvon Martin
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8/8/2013 DIS

Hot shots thini about all the deadly wildfires this year
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8/8/2013 DIS

Silver Fire grows to 10,000 acres near Banning
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8/8/2013 IMM

Nine activists freed two weeks after crossing into US from Mexico

Marizco

8/8/2013 DIS

Silver Fire grows to 10,000 acres near Banning

CC

8/8/2013 ENV

Citrus orchards under quarantine after agriculture officials detected a nasty pest

Daniel

8/8/2013 ENV

Silver Fire grows to 10,000 acres near Banning
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8/8/2013 DIS

Couple loses Native American regalia in Silver Fire
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:21

8/8/2013 ENV

Twin pines man that lost his home in the Silver Fire says he plans to move back
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8/8/2013 DIS

Silver Fire badly burns civilian

CC
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4:31

2:22
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8/8/2013 POLI

Local civil rights organizations try to persuade US Justice Department to add a sixth seat to the LA
County Board of Supervisors

CC

:16

8/8/2013 DIS

Evacuees stop by Grammas Country Kitchen in Banning to calm their nerves

CC

:18

8/8/2013 DIS

AQMD issued smoke advisory due to Silver Fire
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8/8/2013 ENV

Perseid Meteor Shower will light up the sky this weekend

CC

:21

8/8/2013 DIS

Evacuation orders remain in effect due to 1,400 acre Falls Fire near Lake Elsinore
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8/8/2013 ECON

Three winning Powerball tickets sold

CC

:09

8/8/2013 DIS

Silver Fire burns near fooprint of the deadly 2006 Esperanza Fire

CC

:17

8/8/2013 ENV

New report from California environmental protection agency explains how scientists measure impact of
climate change
Peterson

:43

8/8/2013 MEDI

Time Warner subscribers finding other options for CBS channels and Showtime while fee dispute
continues

Watt

:57

8/8/2013 EDU

STAR test scores drop slightly in CA

Orr

:55

8/8/2013 DIS

Dave Clark, Twin Pines resident, returned to his home as it burned

CC
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8/8/2013 DIS

Senator Boxer toured area devastated by Silver Fire
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8/8/2013 LAW

Man arrested in connection with death of ex-girlfriend's father has committed suicide
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:09

8/8/2013 ENV

New report from California environmental protection agency explains how scientists measure impact of
climate change
Adler

:46

8/8/2013 POLI

Bill to expand pool of volunteers for election polling places heads to Gov Brown's desk

Orr

:53

8/8/2013 DIS

Riverside County Sheriff's Department ordered more evacuations due to Silver Fire

CC
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8/8/2013 POLI

Bill to expand pool of volunteers for election polling places heads to Gov Brown's desk

CC

:09

8/8/2013 EDU

Annual address by LAUSD superintendent was a bit of a carnival, throughout which he urged calmness
for the upcoming school year
Kim

8/8/2013 LAW

Antelope Valley gets more animal control resources since fatal dog mauling

Aguilar

:53

8/8/2013 ENT

Actress Karen Black, who appeared in Five Easy Pieces, The Great Gatsby, dies at 74

CC

:12

1:25

8/8/2013 EDU

Longtime California standardized test comes to an end

Guzman

3:16

POLI

San Diego mayor Bob Filner is being sued by his former communications director Irene McCormack
Jackson for sexual harassment, but the mayor claims that, because of such intense media interest, he Stanley Goldman,
can’t get a fair trial in the county, and he’s requested a change of venue to neighboring Imperial County. Gloria Allred

14:00

8/8/13

LAW

In the last Los Angeles city election, a bond measure to raise money for transit projects failed to pass by
a hair. Measure J secured 64.72% of the vote, but needed 66.6%. State law requires local bond
Bob Blumenfield, Jon
measures to have two-thirds of the vote, but some lawmakers want to change that.
Coupal,

11:00

8/8/13

GEND

During a Kenny Chesney music concert in June, Philadelphia Eagles wide receiver Riley Cooper was
caught on video saying a racial slur.

22:00

8/8/13

HEAL

A recent Pew poll found that people said they wouldn't want to live to be 120 years old. How long would
you want to live if you had the choice?

13:00

8/8/13

EDU

Florida will start implementing education goals based on race starting this school year. The state sets
different reading and math standards for students from different minority groups.

Tania Galloni, Daria
Hall,

18:00

LIT

The 70’s rock band The Runaways helped pave the way for female artists of today like Madonna and
Lady Gaga. The LA-based band was the first all-girl group to be signed to a major label and tour the
world.

Evelyn McDonnell,

17:00

George Alexeeff

4:37
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ENV

The past decade, California had three of the largest fire years on record. A new report by the state
points to cause: climate change.

8/8/2013

HEAL

Quarantines didn't stop the psyllid from establishing itself across Southern California, but with such high
stakes, what else can farmers do?
Alice Daniel

2:12

POLI

Inmates say they are protesting the use of solitary confinement, which they call inhumane. But
corrections officials say some leaders of the protest head up violent prison gangs and aren't operating
with the purest of motives.

6:43

IMM

The nine activists taken into custody two weeks ago after crossing into the U-S from Mexico were freed
Wednesday afternoon in Tucson. Michel Marizco was there and reports that they may be free for now
but their legal troubles have just begun.
Michel Marizco

2:46

5:47

8/8/2013

8/8/2013

Michael Montgomery
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ECON

Richmond is still struggling with underwater mortgages and foreclosed homes, so city officials came up
with a plan to use eminent domain to seize the mortgages and reduce the amount still owed by
homeowners. Now some major banks are suing the city, arguing that the plan is unconstitutional.
Nick Timiraos

8/8/2013

EDUC

A pilot program, set up by City Council speaker and mayoral candidate Christine Quinn, will give 40
families a six-percent interest rate to finance up to $11,000 a year to pay for daycare.

Liz Weston

5:56

8/8/2013

ECON

Next time you're in your car, pay attention to the various sounds your vehicle makes. Many of the
sounds you hear inside your car are carefully engineered.

Tim Maly

6:23

8/8/2013

ENT

If you haven't been fortunate enough to get to Park City for the Sundance Film Festival, you're in luck
this weekend. Sundance is bringing an offshoot to Los Angeles for the first time starting tonight.

John Cooper

9:06

8/8/2013

POLI

It's time for State of Affairs, our look at politics throughout California. To help us with that, we're joined
by KPCC political reporter Alice Walton and politics editor Oscar Garza.

Alice Walton and
Oscar Garza

9:46

8/8/2013

EDUC

From the Fronteras Desk, Kate Sheehy profiles a school in Southern Nevada struggling to meet the
needs of its Latino student body.

Kate Sheehy

4:30

8/8/2013

ENV

Researchers are finding their presence there is having a surprising effect. In a roundabout way, the
wolves of Yellowstone are giving a boost to the diets of Grizzly Bears.

Bill Ripple

4:40

8/8/2013

ENV

The legalization of marijuana in Washington and Colorado has opened up new opportunities for farmers
Not to grow pot plants, but hemp, a related cannabis product that can be used in everything from
cooking oils to clothing.
Jack Healy

7:08

8/8/2013

EDUC

Schools have been pushing their start dates earlier and earlier. Some are starting almost a month
before Labor Day, which has lost its place as the last summer weekend.

3:24

8/8/2013

ENT

Every week we get your weekend conversation starters with Rico Gagliano and Brendan Newnam, the Rico Gagliano and
hosts of the Dinner Party Download podcast and radio show.
Brendan Newnam

5:54

ENT

The snack-turned-prime course item made its debut at the Smorgasburg Festival in Brooklyn last
weekend, and has a secret sauce with scallions and arugula.

Keizo Shimamoto

4:42

8/9/2013 ART

Larry and KPCC critics Tim Cogshell, Henry Sheehan and Charles Solomon review this week's
releases

Mantle

2:59

8/9/2013 IMM

California immigrants will benefit from a state Supreme Court ruling

Shafer

1:39

8/9/2013 LAW

Hunger strike by CA state prison inmates enters second month

Montgomery

1:41

8/9/2013 DIS

Silver Fire has burned at least 16,000 acres
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8/9/2013 DIS

Silver Fire has destroyed over two dozen homes
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8/9/2013 EDU

UC Riverside's medical school holds orientation for new students

CC
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8/9/2013 ENV

Silver Fire evacuee left home early when fire got too close

CC

:11

8/9/2013 DIS

100 homes, cabins still under evacuation orders because of Sharp Fire near Wrightwood

CC
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8/9/2013 TT

FCC sets cap on cost of prison phone calls
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8/9/2013 LAW

Police in Idaho find car that triggered Amber Alert in CA, other states

CC

:11

8/8/2013

Jed Kim

8/9/2013 DIS

Silver Fire continues to burn, cause evacuations

Moore

1:46

8/9/2013 SCI

NASA expects fire seasons to worsen in places that typically didn't see big fires before

CC
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8/9/2013 FOR

Mexican judge orders release of a Mexican druglord wanted in the US for the murder of federal agent

Marizco

:45

8/9/2013 DIS

Silver Fire has burned at least 16,000 acres

CC
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8/9/2013 LAW

High school football star, exonerated of rape, plays first NFL game

Palta

1:03

8/9/2013 EDU

UC Riverside's medical school holds orientation for new students

Roman

4:04

8/9/2013 LAW

FCC threatened to intervene if CBS and Time Warner canot come to an agreement

Bergman

1:30

8/9/2013 ECON

Walt Disney Co. expects 45,000 people will attend three-day D23 Expo

Lee

1:36

8/9/2013 LAW

Stolen car returned to owner after being restored, owner not happy

Roman

3:27

8/9/2013 POLI

Audit says Secretary of State not very efficient in distributing money to update old voting systems to
counties

McNary

1:32

8/9/2013 LAW

Stolen car returned to owner after being restored, owner not happy
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8/9/2013 LAW

Stolen car returned to owner after being restored, owner not happy
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8/9/2013 DIS

Firefighters make progress on the Silver Fire
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8/9/2013 ENV

Bill would require mattress retailers to recycle all mattresses

Ferguson

8/9/2013 POLI

Bill would shift responsibility for state's clean water drinking program

CC
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8/9/2013 ENT

Chemistry professor helps with meth formula for Breaking Bad

CC
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California banned texting while driving and drivers from using handheld cell phones five years ago.
Though cell use has declined, texting is up 126 percent.

Steven Bloch, Officer
Vince Ramirez
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The hardest working summer camp in Beverly Hills just wrapped. The Television critics Association twoweek tour featured previews of possibly racist, definitely over-hyped and likely entertaining new
programs. There were also insightful industry trends of note.
Tim Molloy
In light of the recent actions over wages for fast food workers, activists and economists are debating the John Schmitt, Diana
consequences of actually paying a living wage.
Furchtgott-Roth
President Obama to speak at a Press Conference addresses measures to restore the public trust in the
government surveillance. What do you think the government should do? What is your view on the
David Mark, Aaron
federal government's surveillance measures?
Blake

4:27

23:00

9:00

16:00

13:00:00

8/9/13

ENT

8/9/2013

ENV

8/9/2013

IMM

8/9/2013

POLI

8/9/2013

ENT

8/9/2013

ENT

Filmweek: Elysium, Percy Jackson: Sea of Monsters, We're the Millers and more: Larry Mantle and
KPCC critics Tim Cogshell, Henry Sheehan and Charles Solomon review this week’s releases,
including Elysium, Percy Jackson: Sea of Monsters, We're the Millers and more. TGI-Filmweek!
More than 1,400 firefighters and six helicopters are working around the clock to battle the Silver Fire,
and that doesn't come cheaply.
A California Supreme Court ruling yesterday could help immigrants who've had minor brushes with the
law. As the California Report's Scott Shafer says, the decision could make it easier for some people to
avoid deportation.
It's finally Friday. Time for a little analysis of the biggest news stories of the week. Joining us from
Washington is Atlantic editor Garance Frank-Rutah and back in the Flashback chair here in studio is
James Rainey of the LA Times

Tim Cogshell, Henry
Sheehan, Charles
Solomon

34:00:00

Julie Hutchinson

6:01

Scott Shafer

1:54

James Rainey and
Garance Frank-Rutah

15:56

As AMC's hit series returns this Sunday, KPCC's Take Two pulls back the curtain on the real-life
chemistry professor who provides the science behind Walter White's blue meth
Donna Nelson
Back in 1958, legendary singer Nat King Cole released his first album that was completely in Spanish.
Recently his daughter, Natalie Cole, followed in his footsteps by releasing her own spanish album: 'Cole
En Espanol.'
Natalie Cole

6:17
8:52

Ask.fm is all the rage among teens these days. Unfortunately, it's also become a popular site for
cyberbullies.

Casey Newton

5:40

LGB

Almost 20 years before gay marriage became legal in California, he traded wedding bands with his
partner Sean Sasser, who was also HIV-positive.

Tyler Argüello

7:53

ENV

Before humans moved in to the Mojave desert and began building tract homes and army bases and
solar farms, it was the land of the tortoise.

Emily Green

7:08

8/9/2013

ENV

One of the Mexico's most isolated indigenous groups, the Tarahumara, has won a significant legal
victory, protecting its land. Mexican courts have suspended logging permits affecting old growth forests
in the group's ancestral territory in the Sierra Madre of northern Mexico.
Lorne Matalon

4:30

8/9/2013

POLI

The House's Gang of Eight, now down to just seven members, still hasn't come up with its version of an
immigration reform proposal.
Xavier Becerra

7:23

8/9/2013

ENT

Have you ever taken a look at your Netflix's "Suggested for You" queue? It's an algorithm-generated list
that's supposed to take all the stuff you've watched and tell you what else you might like.
Tom Vanderbilt

5:49

8/9/2013
8/9/2013
8/9/2013

8/10/2013

8/10/2013

TECH

SAC

Kevin Ferguson talks with Jeremy Solis and Don Franco about what happens to mattresses after
they've outlived their usefulness. If the state law requiring mattresses recycling passes, you'll probably
see more mattresses end up at places like Blue Marble Materials, just a ten minute drive from Gateway
in Commerce, run by Tchad Robinson. Currently mattresses can be refurbished and re-sold, but not so
if a new CA state law passes.

Kevin Ferguson /
Jeremy Solis / Don
Franco / Adam
Rakunas / Tchad
Robinson

6:42:00

ART

John Rabe talks with Comic Eddie Pepitone at a park in North Hollywood. The 54-year old actor (Law
and Order: Criminal Intent, The Beat, Now and Again) and comedian, who lives in North Hollywood, is
finally seeing a glimpse of the fame his friends and colleagues have wished for him for years.

John Rabe / Eddie
Pepitone

8:02:00

Kevin Ferguson /
Damon Riddick (Dam
Funk)

ART

Kevin Ferguson talks with Pasadena born Damon Riddick, better known as Dam Funk, about his new
album, boogie funk and his collaboration with Steve Arrington.

ART

John Rabe talks with Musicologist Michael Sigman about what people voted as their favorite pop
melodies of the past 50 years. They discuss a number of tunes, from Johnny Mandel's "The Shadow of John Rabe / Michael
Your Smile" to songs by Brian Wilson.
Sigman

9:05:00

8/10/2013

D

Usually people argue over which city is superior, but Patt Morrison and WNYC’s Jim O’Grady decided
to debate whose got it worse. From the weather and the sports teams, to the civic leadership of San
Patt Morrison / Jim
Diego mayor Bob Filner and New York mayoral hopeful Anthony Weiner, Patt and Jim go head to head. O’Grady

5:39:00

8/10/2013

RACE

Marc Haefele on the black motorists' Green Book, a guidebook from the 1940s/50s that told African
Americans which restaurants and other establishments were desegregated.

4:04:00

SCI

In recent years, red tide has poisoned large numbers of West Coast shellfish, costing the industry tens
of millions of dollars in lost revenue. Sea lions, birds and, in rare cases, even humans have died from Sanden Totten / Carl
eating red tide-tainted seafood. Sanden Totten talks with USC scientists who have a new robot named Oberg / David Caron /
Rusalka, which hunts red tides.
Arvind Pereira

8/10/2013

8/10/2013

8/10/2013

7:03:00

Marc Haefele

4:07:00

8/11/2013 ENT

Off-shoot of Sundance Film Festival being held in Los Angeles

CC

:18

8/11/2013 MIL

CA National Guard actively seeks to recruit gays, lesbians

Orr

:52

8/11/2013 MIL

CA National Guard actively seeks to recruit gays, lesbians

CC

:09

8/11/2013 EDU

Pasadena Fire Department wrapped up community emergency training

Plummer

??

8/11/2013 DIS

Pasadena wraps up a training program that certifies community members to help out during dangerous
situations
CC

:09

8/11/2013 DIS

Pasadena wraps up a training program that certifies community members to help out during dangerous
situations
CC

:10

8/11/2013 ECON

No Kill LA tries to bring down the number of euthanizations in shelters around LA

CC

:16

8/12/2013 HEAL

Loh Life Tooth 4

Loh

8/12/2013 ART

"Elysium" tops at the box office

Jahad

:40

8/12/2013 POLI

The Los Angeles City Council prepares for public hearings on the DWP's labor agreement

Walton

:45

2:40

8/12/2013 HEAL

Two bills that would expand scope of practice go before an assembly committee Tuesday

O'Neill

??

8/12/2013 ECON

No Kill LA tries to bring down the number of euthanizations in shelters around LA

Plummer

1:14

8/12/2013 EDU

Report on cultural immersion experience for children of immigrants

Fernandes

3:44

8/12/2013 DC

Pasadena art administrator back from DC

Felde

3:57

8/12/2013 POLI

Bill prohibiting state employees from complying with National Defense Authorization Act heads to
Senate committee

CC

:10

8/12/2013 POLI

Senate Committee hears bill that would move Safe Water Drinking program away from Dept of Public
Health

Quinton

:55

8/12/2013 LAW

Horseback riders encountered missing teen and her abductor in Idaho back country

CC

:10

8/12/2013 ENT

Lea Michele tearfully addressed the audience at Teen Choice Awards

CC

:13

8/12/2013 POLI

Bob Filner shows no signs of resigning

Sharma

8/12/2013 SPOR

Dodgers swept the Rays

CC

:12

8/12/2013 TRAN

BART is running again after judge ordered a two-month cooling-off period

CC

:06

8/12/2013 POLI

Bill Clinton wrapped up a trip to Africa

CC

:14

8/12/2013 DIS

Silver Fire is 95-percent contained

Moore

:48

8/12/2013 POLI

State Senators consider 200 bills on their first day back in session

CC

:25

8/12/2013 LAW

Attorney General Holder says it's time to change drug sentences

CC

:16

8/12/2013 POLI

Former mayor Villaraigosa is taking a trip to Harvard

CC

:18

8/12/2013 LAW

Mayor Garcetti looks for volunteers to join Crisis Response Team

CC

:16

8/12/2013 ECON

David Murdock buys Dole Food Company, plans to take it private

Watt

:43

8/12/2013 POLI

CA Gov Brown signs bill increases rights of transgender students in public schools

CC

:13

8/12/2013 POLI

Plan to add translation, interpretation services for Long Beach residents who speak Spanish goes
before Council tomorrow

McNary

8/12/2013 POLI

Republican lawmaker wants Gov Brown to call a special session of the state legislature

CC

8/12/2013 POLI

Gov Brown signed over two dozen pieces of legislation today

Roman

4:16

8/12/2013 LAW

Judge rules LAPD impound policy conflicts with state vehicle law

Aguilar

1:44

8/12/2013 TECH

Billionare inventor Elon Musk promotes a hyperloop that would go from LA to San Francisco in 30
minutes

Bergman

1:47

4:50

1:07
:12

8/12/2013 LAW

Attorney General Holder says it's time to change drug sentences

Palta

8/12/2013 ENV

Bill that would increase fines for big air polluters passes an Assembly committee

CC

:14

8/12/2013 LAW

Riverside woman in recovery after being mauled by two pitbulls

CC

:16

8/12/2013 EDU

Fewer layoffs and different teaching styles in new LAUSD year

Guzman

:59

8/12/2013 EDU

California Supreme Court rules non-nurse employees can give insulin

Guzman

:51

8/12/2013 EDU

California Supreme Court rules non-nurse employees can give insulin

Guzman

8/12/13

8/12/13

8/12/13

1:43

1:36

LAW

Nearly half of the 219,000 inmates in federal prisons are there on drug-related convictions, and U.S.
Attorney General Eric Holder is hoping to put a dent in that number. Today at the meeting of the
American Bar Association in San Francisco, Holder is pitching the idea that low-level, non-violent drug Josh Gerstein, Ezekiel
offenders shouldn’t receive minimum mandatory sentences, which typically keep people in prison for a Edwards, John
disproportionate length of time in relation to the crimes they’ve committed.
Malcolm

21:00

TECH

Dr. Ari Brown, Sharon
The American Academy of Pediatrics recommends that parents keep their children under the age of two Rechter, Caroline
from having any screen time--that’s television as well as gadgets like mobile phones and tablets.
Knorr, Susan Linn

27:00:00

HEAL

Last Thursday market traders noticed cattle prices rise sharply. It was in response to news that Tyson
Foods - a major meatpacker - quietly had sent letters to cattle feedlots indicating Tyson would no longer Mike Callicrate , Tom
buy cows fed Zilmax.
Talbot, Dennis Smith

20:00

8/12/13

YOUT

8/12/13

HIST

8/12/2013

LAW

8/12/2013

The University of Iowa is ranked the number one party school in the country as part of the latest
Princeton Review rankings. Last year, Princeton Review ranked West Virginia University number one,
but this year WVU dropped to fourth place.
The iconic LEGO brick was built in 1958, and since has captivated fans everywhere becoming the
world's most valuable toy company. But just 10 years ago the company faced bankruptcy, failing in
profits.

Rob Franek

14:00

David Robertson

14:00

POLI

Prison overcrowding has become such a problem nationwide that the Obama administration is making a
move to rein it in.
Keramet Reiter
Filner's lawyers said this weekend he's wrapped up the therapy he sought after several women accused
him of sexual harassment. He's left therapy a week earlier than expected, although it remains unclear
when he went into treatment.
Sandhya Dirks

4:54

8/12/2013

TECH

He's called it a cross between a Concorde, a rail gun and an air hockey table, but that's pretty much all
we know about Elon Musk's mysterious Hyperloop.
Rhett Allain

6:29

8/12/2013

LABOR

There was concern BART workers would go on strike if talks hadn't progressed, but yesterday, a judge
ordered a 60-day 'cooling off period,' and no strikes can be implemented until October 10th.
Kevin Roose

4:56

4:56

The long-awaited high speed rail that is supposed to connect LA to San Francisco looks like it's delayed
again. Fresno Bee reporter Tim Sheehan joins the show with an update.
Tim Sheehan

4:08

ENT

Time for On The Lot, our weekly summary of news from the movie business with LA Times reporter
Rebecca Keegan.

Rebecca Keegan

8:16

8/12/2013

ENT

This is one in a series on Odd Hollywood Jobs — not acting or directing, but rather the tasks you
haven't heard of. You can read other segments in this series at the links below the story.

Michael Turner

7:05

8/12/2013

HEAL

The LA Times reports that Purdue Pharma has identified roughly 1,800 doctors who may have
recklessly prescribed the painkiller to addicts and dealers.

Scott Glover

6:40

8/12/2013

FOR

Last Friday, a Mexican federal court released an infamous drug lord convicted of killing a U.S. drug
enforcement agent nearly three decades ago.

Sylvia Longmire

7:17

8/12/2013

EDUC

8/12/2013

8/12/2013

ECON

8/12/2013

Rather than focus on Spanish or French, the program teaches Hindi-Urdu, Persian, Russian, Arabic and
Armenian to the children of immigrants from those cultures.
Deepa Fernandes

4:11

LIT

Half of the world's 9-million species could go extinct by the end of this century. What exactly does that
mean? Should we intervene and try to save these species or should we just let nature take its course? Jon Mooallem

10:39

8/12/2013

ART

Photographer Gabriele Galimberti wanted to show his own grandmother that he could survive his global
trip without her cooking by having other grandmothers cook for him.
Gabriele Galimberti

7:05

8/12/2013

ENT

Three summers ago, LA musicians Cameron Parkins, Max St John and Sarah Chernoff came together
to form a band called Superhumanoids.
Cameron Parkins

8:13

8/13/2013 HEAL

A bridge program provides future LA County Medi-Cal beneficiaries with care - now

Martinez

3:46

8/13/2013 SCI

Over the last decade water quality at SoCal beaches has improved, in part because of regular testing

Totten

4:11

8/13/2013 HEAL

California Supreme Court rules non-nurse employees can give insulin

CC

:07

8/13/2013 HEAL

California Supreme Court rules non-nurse employees can give insulin

CC

:08

8/13/2013 POLI

Assembly committee hears measure that would stiffen fines and strengthen disclosure requirements in
campaign finance law
Pringle

:50

8/13/2013 POLI

Former staffer files sexual harassment complaint against Councilman Jose Hizar

CC

:14

8/13/2013 POLI

Assembly committee hears measure that would stiffen fines and strengthen disclosure requirements in
campaign finance law
CC

:09

8/13/2013 POLI

Assembly committee hears measure that would stiffen fines and strengthen disclosure requirements in
campaign finance law
CC

:05

8/13/2013 LAW

Father of missing teen Hannah Anderson says she's facing a long recovery

CC

:06

8/13/2013 POLI

Hillary Clinton criticizes Supreme Court ruling that struck down significant part of Voting Rights Act

CC

:13

8/13/2013 POLI

Former US President Bill Clinton reflects on visit to Rwanda

CC

:25

8/13/2013 IMM

Hundreds of foreign-trained doctors return to practicing medicine in San Diego

Murphy

:50

8/13/2013 ENV

Japanese town plans to scrap fishing boat marooned off the coast following 2011 tsunami

Wingfield-Hayes

8/13/2013 POLI

LA City Council considers bill that would allow people to plant gardens on parkways

CC

8/13/2013 HEAL

Researchers claim to have solved phenomena of "near-death" experiences

Morelle

8/13/2013 ECON

Back-to-school shopping has been weak this year

CC

:11

8/13/2013 HIST

Nazi-era war crime suspect dies in Hungary

CC

:17

8/13/2013 EDU

LAUSD kicks off the school year

CC

:11

8/13/2013 ECON

Six Powerball winners are Superstorm Sandy survivors

CC

:08

8/13/2013 LAW

Owner of dog killed by Hawthorne Police pleaded not guilty to multiple felony charges

CC

:19

8/13/2013 POLI

Bill would strengthen penalties against people who harass children of public figures

CC

:09

8/13/2013 POLI

Bill would strengthen penalties against people who harass children of public figures

CC

:09

8/13/2013 POLI

LA City Councilman Gil Cedillo asks for a report on impact of a DWP strike

Walton

8/13/2013 SCI

NASA head Charles Bolden visited JPL to check out a series of missions to study Earth from above

Totten

:58

8/13/2013 EDU

On first day of school, LA Unified students still don’t have their iPads

Perez

:52

1:15
:17
1:55

1:04

8/13/2013 POLI

Bill that would give sperm donors additional child custody rights stalls in Assembly committee

CC

:14

8/13/2013 LAW

LA Sheriff's Dept has misplaced an assault rifle

CC

:22

8/13/2013 POLI

Federal transportation authority on hold because of dispute over pension reform

CC

:18

8/13/2013 POLI

Bill would strengthen penalties against people who harass children of public figures

Pringle

:47

8/13/2013 IMM

Border Patrol officials hope technology helps them speed travelers across US Mexico border

Anderson

8/13/2013 ENT

1:15

8/13/13

LAW

8/13/13

EDU

Herzog documentary "From One Second To the Next" has attracted 1.5-million views in five days
Watt
A Superior Court judge Monday [Aug. 12] ruled that LAPD’s lenient policy on impounding cars belonging
to unlicensed drivers was illegal. California’s vehicle code says the cars of unlicensed drivers should be Paul Orfanedes,
impounded and held for 30 days.
Michael Kaufman,
Summer is nowhere near being over, but students, parents and teachers across the Southland packed Michael
lunches and sallied to school this morning. This is the second year that LA Unified School District rang Kaufman,Sarah
the bell on the second Tuesday of August
Auerswald,

8/13/13

LAW

California State Senator Alex Padilla (D-Pacoima) says Amber alerts should be "used sparingly and
effectively to earn the public trust."

Alex Padilla,

17:00

Rising home prices and mortgage interest rates in California shut out a large number of potential
homebuyers, according to data published by the California Association of Realtors.

Leslie Appleton
Young, Richard Green

15:00

Is sexting a gateway to cheating? Would you be more likely to forgive sexting than physical infidelity? Is
sexting worse than cheating?
There are over 50,000 HOAs in California, and nearly a third of the state’s population lives in
communities they govern. So which would you rather live in? The security of structure? Or the freedom
from restrictive rules?

Kristen Mark, Jennifer
de Francisco

17:00

Karen D. Conlon,
Michael Nogueira,

16:00

8/13/13

HOUS

8/13/13

GEND

8/13/13

HOUS

8/13/2013

LAW

8/13/2013

LAW

Sixteen-year-old Hannah Anderson was rescued this weekend after family friend James DiMaggio
allegedly kidnapped her.
Kate Mather
The use of widespread text messaging continues to reverberate. Many Californians complained the text
that went out in the late evening was disruptive, and some crime experts are questioning the
effectiveness of Amber Alerts.
Tim Griffin

8/13/2013

LGB

California is now the first state in the nation with a law protecting transgender students. Governor Brown
signed the bill yesterday, and it affects K-12 transgender children in public school.
Eli Erlick

8/13/2013

ENT

8/13/2013

POLI

8/13/2013

IMM

It might not be comparable to New York's subway system, but it's still possible to discover LA by train.
KPCC's Leo Duran takes us on a tour.
Today the LA City Council is set to vote on a motion that would allow residents to plant gardens on
parkways. These small stretches of land between the sidewalk and curb are seen as fertile ground by
urban gardeners.
The Obama administration has deported more than 1.9 million people from the United States since
2009. That's a record number that surpasses deportations under President George W. Bush’s two
terms in office.

8/13/2013

ENT

As the case slogs on, testimony has turned to the topic of the late pop star's finances. Turns out
Jackson was pretty broke at the time of his death.

8/13/2013

ENT

Now it's time for Tuesday Reviewsday our weekly new music segment. Shirley Halperin, music editor of
The Hollywood Reporter joins us today.
Shirley Halperin

1:21

13:00

17:00

4:15

4:03

5:35

David Madsen and
Elisa Makunga

5:31

Ron Finley

5:23

Maria Ines Zamudio

4:07

Jeff Gottlieb

5:04

7:21

8/13/2013

ENT

8/13/2013

POLI

LA Magazine's Chris Nichols brings in a toy cameraman that was once used for the Kraft Television
Theater of the 1940s and '50s.
Outreach workers are already heading into communities with a high number of uninsured residents,
including South LA. KPCC's Jose Martinez says some of the challenges these workers are
encountering sound very familiar.

8/13/2013

HEAL

Now for an update to a health story we've been covering: The potentially lethal disease known as Valley
Fever.
Rebecca Plevin

5:19

8/13/2013

FOR

Mexican president Enrique Peña Nieto put forward his proposal yesterday to make a fundamental
change to the state-owned oil company, which has been under-performing in recent years.

Tim Johnson

4:46

8/13/2013

ECON

On Monday we had some fun speculating about how billionaire entrepreneur Elon Musk's planned
transportation system might work, but now we've heard from the man himself.

Ashlee Vance

8:10

8/13/2013

ENV

Government employees regularly sample and test ocean water. It's their job to make sure people don't
get sick from swimming in polluted areas.
Sanden Totten

4:33

MIL

When you think "military," you probably don't think "environmentalist." But it turns out Defense
Department properties -- like the Navy-owned island of San Clemente, or the area around Camp
Pendleton -- boast the highest density of threatened and endangered species of any federal land
management agency.

5:08

ENT

Kun and his students culled through thousands of pieces of sheet music in the library's collection to find
songs about the Golden State. One of the tunes they discovered is called "Lead Me, Guide Me."
Josh Kun

5:10

8/13/2013

8/13/2013

8/14/2013 EDU

Popular video game is making its way into the classroom by teachers who like its ability to create

Chris Nichols

2:49

Jose Martinez

4:10

Kim

3:58

8/14/2013 YOUT

Researchers warn too much praise is bad for kids

Fernandes

8/14/2013 HEAL

Bill to life restrictions on nurse practitioners gets a second life

CC

:08

4:00

:09

8/14/2013 SPOR

Dodgers are on a historic run

CC

8/14/2013 EDU

City College of San Francisco has a year to fix accreditation problems or close down

Tintocalis

1:44

8/14/2013 POLI

Whittier has only had one Latino ever sit on city council

McNary

2:46

8/14/2013 ECON

Hispanic Retail 360 Summit kicks off in Las Vegas

Alcorn

:57

8/14/2013 SPOR

LA Dodgers continue winning streak

Moore

:44

8/14/2013 OC

Newport Beach bans picketing near homes

CC

:17

8/14/2013 OC

Newport Beach bans picketing near homes

CC

:15

8/14/2013 HEAL

Doctors Without Borders leaves Somalia because of attacks on staff

CC

:08

8/14/2013 TECH

LA City Council committee studies how to set up free wireless across LA

CC

:22

8/14/2013 IMM

Tomorrow marks one year anniversary of deferred action program for immigrants brought to the country
illegally as children
CC

:24

8/14/2013 LAW

Work begins on LA's newest federal courthouse

Fox

8/14/2013 LAW

Drug czar to leave position - is position still needed?

CC

:11

8/14/2013 POLI

A challenger files to run against Sheriff Lee Baca

Walton

:50

1:10

8/14/2013 OBIT

Gamble House advocate dies in Pasadena at 81

CC

:18

8/14/2013 OBIT

Randell Makinson, Greene and Greene champion, dies at 81

Hurtes

??

8/14/2013 POLI

Nearly 30 CA congressional representatives urge Gov Brown to sign bill reducing deportations of
undocumented immigrants

Orr

:54

8/14/2013 POLI

Nearly 30 CA congressional representatives urge Gov Brown to sign bill reducing deportations of
undocumented immigrants

CC

:08

8/14/2013 LAW

A second person announces their run for LA Sheriff against incumbent Baca

CC

:11

8/14/2013 TECH

Minecraft garners interest from teachers as well as kids

CC

:09

8/14/2013 LAW

Man playing ball with his dog was struck dead by a Metro bus

CC

:15

8/14/2013 LAW

Supporters of prison hunger strike rallied at state capital

CC

:14

8/14/2013 POLI

Bill that would extend statute of limitations on civil suits for victims of childhood sexual abuse has stalled
in committee
CC

:09

8/14/2013 POLI

Bill that would extend statute of limitations on civil suits for victims of childhood sexual abuse has stalled
in committee
CC

:06

8/14/2013 POLI

Senate leader Darrell Steinberg encourages private builders to develop more urban infill projects, not
suburban sprawl

CC

:13

8/14/2013 ENV

Fruit flies are a menace in LA and Orange Counties

Watt

1:02

8/14/2013 ECON

Median home sale prices in July reach eight-year high

Lee

1:02

8/14/2013 POLI

Mayor Garcetti announces picks for LA Police Commission

Walton

1:47

8/14/2013 POLI

A challenger files to run against Sheriff Lee Baca

Walton

8/14/2013 LAW

Lancaster couple gets $4 million for 2010 wrongful deputy involved shooting

Aguilar

Charlie Leocha, Marc
Scribner

13:00

Erny Zah, Neda
Demayo

19:00

8/14/13

LAW

The plan to create the largest airline in U.S. history may get derailed by the Department of Justice.
calling the merger "pretty messed up" and "bad for consumers," Assistant Attorney General Bill Baer
announced a lawsuit to block the deal between American Airlines and US Airways that was cemented
earlier this year.

8/14/13

ENV

The practice of slaughtering wild horses on Indian reservations has never been banned, but has been
forced to stop when funding for inspection was cut from the federal budget.

8/14/13

8/14/13

YOUT

FOR

:45

1:53

Early childhood experts are saying too much praise can have negative side effects. As KPCC’s reporter
Deepa Fernades explained, when parents praise kids for talent or intelligence, they are making it harder Deepa Fernandes,
for them to deal with life.
Alfie Kohn,

15:00

At least 149 people were killed and 1,400 injured in Egypt Wednesday, in one of the deadliest days that
country has seen since the revolution. Egyptian security forces moved in with tear gas, gunfire and
Max Rodenbeck,
bulldozers sweeping away two sit-in camps of supporters of ousted President Mohammed Morsi.
Jeffrey Martini

14:00

LAW

A New Mexico Supreme Court ruling this week underscored the rights of non-English speakers to serve Andrew Ferguson,
as jurors in the state's trials.
Richard Gabriel,

17:00

MEDI

When AOL CEO Tim Armstrong interrupted his own conference call to fire someone for recording the
call, he turned an important moment in the world of hyperlocal news reporting into a teachable moment
in personnel management. Now many media watchers are speculating on the fate of both Patch and the Ken Doctor, Alex
phenomenon of local reporting largely.
Thompson

16:00

8/14/2013

IMM

The immigration debate has lulled as Congress members return home for the August recess, but this
week Senator Marco Rubio issued a strong warning to House Republicans: Fix the immigration system
soon, or the Obama White House will.
Everett Burgess

5:31

8/14/2013

ECON

If the plan is approved, L.A. would be the largest city in the U.S. to offer the service. Nearby cities like
Riverside and Burbank have free citywide wi-fi.

4:46

8/14/2013

EDUC

Earlier this year, the Accrediting Commission for Community and Junior Colleges decided to revoke the
accreditation of San Francisco City College for the upcoming school year. But now officials are finding
fault with the group's review of the S.F. College.
Ana Tintocalis

2:13

8/14/2013

ENT

Georgia Congressman John Lewis, the son of Alabama sharecroppers, went on to speak alongside
Martin Luther King Jr. at the March on Washington, and later became a politician to continue his fight for
civil rights. Now he's turned his life experience into a graphic novel titled, "March."
Sandhya Dirks

4:56

POLI

This week marks the one-year anniversary of the start of President Obama’s deferred action program.
It's goal was to simplify the immigration pathway for people who were brought to the country illegally as Ivan Ceja and Audrey
children.
Singer

10:26

SPOR

We're joined by Andy and Brian Kamenetzky; they've covered sports for the L.A. Times and ESPN.
Welcome back.

10:08

YOUT

Research into the negative effects of too much praise is now fairly well-known and accepted — at least
by early childhood experts. But parents aren't listening.
Deepa Fernandes

5:23

ECON

The first batch of shiny new $100 bills that we've been promised are set to go into circulation in October,
more than two years late.
David Wolman

7:26

TECH

Today we're talking about apps that know what you're going to do before you actually do it. These apps
are designed to help make your life easier by organizing and managing your data in a helpful way.
Devindra Hardawar

4:31

LAW

Gil Kerlikowske's main job was to lead the nation's fight on drug abuse, but he's been largely under the
radar since he was tapped to head the White House Office of National Drug Control Policy in 2009.
Kevin Sabet

6:55

ENT

The T-shirt has been a staple of American culture for so long, we don't give a lot of thought to its origins
Where did it come from, and why did it get so popular?
Michelle Tyree

5:55

Since they first hit the streets in 2002, more than 200 million pairs of Crocs have been sold worldwide.
But now it seems those colorful foam clogs appear to be on their way out.

Melissa Magsaysay

4:53

To many, the notion of librarians may bring to mind fastidious, pedantic sorts, or book nerds. And
though John Szabo and Ken Brecher do love books, they are anything but dull.

John Szabo and Ken
Brecher

15:52

8/15/2013 LAW

Judge sentences Rockefeller imposter to 27 years to life in prison
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8/15/2013 SPOR

Fox launches two new sports channels this weekend

Bergman

8/15/2013 POLI

Redevelopment legislation has passed state committee

Pringle
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8/15/2013 POLI

Bill to modify California Environmental Quality Act passes legislative committee

Adler

1:07

8/15/2013 LAW

Prison reform advocates want to spread the word on solitary confinement

Orr

1:27

8/15/2013 ECON

Foreclosure rate continues to drop in California

CC

:09

8/15/2013 SPOR

Dodgers won in 12 innings, continue streak

CC

:17

8/15/2013 POLI

State legislative session in its home stretch

Detrow

8/15/2013 HEAL

We look at educating twenty-somethings about health insurance

CC

:09

8/15/2013 OBIT

Stuntman who parachuted into London Olympics' opening ceremony has died in an accident

Foulkes

:50

8/15/2013 LAW

Judge sentences Rockefeller imposter to 27 years to life in prison

Moore

:47

8/15/2013 HOUS

Silver Lake Neighborhood Council considers banning Airbnb rentals

CC
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8/15/2013 HEAL

St. Jude Medical Center in Fullerton among 10 California hospitals fined
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:17

8/15/2013 HOUS

Silver Lake Neighborhood Council considers banning Airbnb rentals
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8/15/2013 FOR

Egyptian immigrants worry about family in Egypt

CC

:16

8/15/2013 HIST

Researchers have discovered nation's most ancient rock carvings

CC

:15

8/15/2013 ECON

Walmart in downtown LA to open this month

Lee

8/15/2013 POLI

CA State auditor wants more oversight of Mental Health Services Act

CC

8/15/2013 SPOR

Fox launches two new sports channels this weekend

Bergman

8/15/2013 POLI

Mayor Eric Garcetti appoints four new members to the Fire Commission

Walton

:46

8/15/2013 POLI

City of Long Beach adopts new policy that calls for translating city docs into Spanish, two other
languages

McNary

:51

8/15/2013 LAW

Paul Tanaka enters campaign for Sheriff Baca's job

Moore

8/15/2013 TRAN

Portion of 405 freeway in northern Orange County closed for construction this weekend

Fox

8/15/2013 ENV

State makes changes to Delta water plan. Environmentalists not satisfied.

Quinton
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8/15/2013 LAW

LAPD revisits cold cases

Whatley
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8/15/2013 ENV

State makes changes to Delta water plan. Environmentalists not satisfied.

CC

:11

8/15/2013 ENV

State makes changes to Delta water plan. Environmentalists not satisfied.

CC

:10

8/15/2013 LAW

Sheriff race heats up

Whatley

4:04

8/15/2013 ECON

Three Time Warner customers have filed a lawsuit against the company

Watt

1:46

8/15/2013 POLI

CA State auditor wants more oversight of Mental Health Services Act

Bartolone

1:13

Popular website Airbnb allows people to rent out rooms in their homes for short-term rentals. The
Anne-Marie
practice of short-term private home rentals is growing in areas like Silver Lake.
Johnson,Molly Turner,
The Dodgers continued their red-hot play last night with a come-from-behind win to sweep the visiting
New York Mets. Coming back from a 4-0 deficit, the Dodgers tied the game in the 9th on a pinch-hit 2run home run from Andre Ethier.
Bill Shaikin
When most couples marry, they vow to stay together in good times and bad. Christo and Sharlene
Mary Ann
Lassiter of Cincinnati certainly did, when they got hitched in 1986. 10 years later, however, they called it Aronsohn,Leslee J.
quits. 17-years later, their divorce-related battles are ongoing.
Newman
Mohamed Morsi grow angrier and call for more protest marches. The aggressive tactics of the Egyptian Sharif
military have drawn criticism from around the world, and President Obama has been pressured to
Kouddous,Khairi
reduce the $1.3 billion dollars of aid that the US gives the Egyptian military.
Abaza, Mark LeVine
In one corner you have sleep-deprived parents who are more concerned about school districts than
which are the best new bars in town. In the other corner, you have child-free folks who could care less Brett Singer, Ellen
about preschools or which brand of car seats to get.
Walker
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LAW
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GEND
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HIST

A new exhibit titled “Junípero Serra and the Legacies of the California Missions” open Saturday, August Steve Hackel, Cathy
17th at the Huntington Library, Art Collections, and Botanical Gardens in San Marino.
Gudis

16:00

FOR

It's a tense situation for many Egyptians here in the U.S., as they watch the violent struggles for the
future of their country from afar.

Nile el Wardan

12:12

IMM

More than a thousand immigrants and their supporters from across California descended on the
Congressional office of Kevin McCarthy in Bakersfield on Wednesday.

Steven Cuevas

2:32

POLI

Now to a new regular feature we're kicking off to answer you're pesky questions about the Affordable
Care Act, commonly known as Obamacare.

Emily Bazar

5:05

HIST

Researchers have discovered what they say are the nation's most ancient rock carvings — known as
petroglyphs —located in Western Nevada

Larry Benson

4:10

MEDI

Time Warner has blacked out CBS shows for the last two weeks as it fights over how much it should
pay in fees for the right to carry CBS-owned channels. Several southern California residents have
gotten fed up enough to file a class-action suit yesterday.

Alex Ben Block

5:26

8/15/2013

POLI

A study by researchers at Indiana University shows that Twitter might be the best way to predict who
will win an election.

Fabio Rojas

7:35

8/15/2013

LAW
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POLI

An underground website, The Silk Road, reportedly traffics between $30-45 million in drugs from pot to
LSD each year. Given the nature of the business, the guy in charge is pretty hard to pin down.
Andy Greenberg
It's Thursday, which means it's time for State of Affair, our weekly look at politics throughout California.
To help us with that, we're joined in-studio by KPCC political reporter Alice Walton and politics editor
Alice Walton and
Oscar Garza.
Oscar Garza

14:59

ENV

This morning, the California Coastal Commission meets in Santa Cruz. Environmental groups like the
Sierra Club plan to show up in force to protest hydraulic fracturing in the Santa Barbara Channel, the
site of a massive oil spill in 1969 many credit with launching the environmental movement know today. Scott Detrow

4:14

POLI

California is now more than half way through the first year of its ambitious program to cut greenhouse
gases under the landmark law: AB 32.

6:32

Molly Peterson

6:00

8/15/2013

ECON

Internationally, the carbon trading market has become one of the biggest commodities markets in the
world. It's estimated to be worth about $175 billion dollars, which makes it a major target for crime.

Davyth Stewart

4:53

SCI

Every week we get your weekend conversation starters with Rico Gagliano and Brendan Newnam, the Rico Gagliano and
hosts of the Dinner Party Download podcast and radio show.
Brendan Newnam

5:19

ART

The LA-based auction house Julien's has announced that it's selling one of Banky's works - a piece
called Flower Girl - which once graced the wall of a gas station on the corner of Beverly Boulevard and
La Brea.
Michael Doyle

6:19

LAW

This morning, Christian Karl Gerhartsreiter was sentenced to 27 years to life in prison for the 1985
murder of a San Marino man, John Sohus.

Mark Seal

3:18

8/16/2013 ART

Larry and KPCC critics Wade Major and Claudia Puig review this week's releases

Mantle

3:00

8/16/2013 LAW

LAPD revisits cold cases

Whatley

3:59

8/16/2013 EDU

Audio postcard of the gigantic warehouse that LAUSD has to hold supplies for its many, many schools Kim

3:09

8/16/2013 ENV

Scientists kill off sea urchins as part of a project to restore kelp forest off the Palos Verdes Peninsula

Peterson

3:58

8/16/2013 POLI

Another woman speaks out against Bob Filner

CC

:16

8/16/2013 SPOR

Little League World Series is underway

Florido

:58

8/16/2013 TRAN

Officials plan temporary fix for Bay Bridge, set to open around Labor Day

CC
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8/16/2013 LAW

Fatal officer-involved shooting in Redondo Beach
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8/16/2013 LAW

Fatal officer-involved shooting in Redondo Beach

CC

:09

8/16/2013 MEDI

UCLA expert debunks claim that Bolivian Carmelo Flores is 123
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8/16/2013 MEDI

UCLA expert debunks claim that Bolivian Carmelo Flores is 123

Rabe

8/16/2013 POLI

Some call for US to suspend aide

CC

:20

8/16/2013 HEAL

China to begin phasing out practice of harvesting organs from executed prisoners

CC

:16

8/16/2013 DIS

Wildfire in Utah has burned seven homes
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8/16/2013 DIS

Wildfire in Utah has burned seven homes

CC
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8/16/2013 TRAN

Road crews are scheduled to demolish a bridge on the 405

Moore

:50

8/16/2013 POLI

LA City Council discussed proposed labor contract with DWP union

CC

:21

8/16/2013 ENT

Marvin Gaye's relatives claim Robin Thicke's "Blurred Lines" uses a stolen melody

CC

:10

8/16/2013 ENER

Deal reached with Canadian utility

Hurtes

:59

8/16/2013 SCI

Inspiration Mars aims to send a two-person crew within 100 miles of Mars by 2018

CC

:07

8/15/2013

8/15/2013
8/15/2013

2:10

8/16/2013 ECON

Unemployment ticked upin Los Angeles County

Watt

8/16/2013 ENER

California reaches a settlement with Canadian utility that was overcharging during California's energy
crisis

CC

:10

8/16/2013 LAW

San Diego police chief endorses state bill that would limit legal cooperation with federal immigration
agents

Florido

:51

8/16/2013 ENT

Marvin Gaye's relatives claim Robin Thicke's "Blurred Lines" uses a stolen melody

CC

:15

8/16/2013 LAW

Man accused of killing a woman on Hollywood Blvd was not properly supervised when released from
prison

Palta

:57

8/16/2013 OC

Anaheim mayor criticizes proposed deal that could sell the naming rights to a city project

Bergman

8/16/2013 ECON

State gains 38-thousand jobs, but state revises June and May numbers downward

Adler

:50

8/16/2013 POLI

Two lawmakers introduced legislation to protect beach fire pits

CC

:23

8/16/2013 LAB

LA City Council discussed proposed labor contract with DWP union

Whatley

8/16/2013 LAW

LA City Attorney's office sues South LA homeowner to keep gang members from hanging out at the
home

Aguilar

:58

8/16/2013 SPOR

US Open tennis referee suing LAPD for false arrest

CC

:25

8/16/13

LAW

8/16/13

SPOR

1:02

1:13

3:35

The first bicyclist in the country to be convicted for felony vehicular manslaughter will serve no jail time.
Chris Bucherre, 37, negotiated a plea deal with the San Francisco District Attorney's office for 1,000
Claude Wyle, Dan
hours of community service and three years probation for the death of 71-year-old Sutchi Hui last year. Kann,

21:00

Major League Baseball commissioner Bud Selig had repeatedly shunned calls to expand the use of
instant replay in baseball.

10:00

Stephen Cannella,
Adam Felder,

8/16/13

ENV

The Coastal Commission has said it will launch an investigation into reports of hydraulic fracturing known as fracking - happening off the California coastline. The Associated Press reported that there
Senator Hannah-Beth
have been 12 instances of offshore fracking in the past two decades that the Coastal Commission said Jackson, Richard
it didn’t know about.
Ranger

8/16/13

ENT

Larry is joined by KPCC film critics Wade Major and Claudia Puig to review this week’s releases,
including Jobs, Lee Daniels’ The Butler, Kick-Ass 2, and more. TGI-FilmWeek!

Wade Major, Claudia
Puig,

16:00

29:00:00

8/16/13

HIST

Comedians would agree that stand-up comedy has its roots in the Catskill Mountains in New York. The
mountains were a popular vacation spot where New Yorkers went to cool off in the summer, but it
Ron Frank, Lawrence
quickly became a proving grounds for young Jewish comedians looking to hone their skills.
J. Epstein,

8/16/2013

FOR

Today in Egypt, gunfire rang out across Cairo as thousands of Muslim Brotherhood supporters took to
the streets. At least 17 people have died.

Tarek Radwan

7:09

ENT

Recently one Indian tribe received approval for a different sort of casino. One that was not on
reservation land, but on land owned by the tribe.

John Myers

7:12

8/16/2013

SEC

It's Friday! Time for the Friday Flashback, our recap of the week's biggest news stories. Joining us is
Lizzie O'Leary who's hosting the show Marketplace this week, and National Journal's Shane
Goldmacher.

Lizzie O'Leary and
Shane Goldmacher

15:58

8/16/2013

RACE

Author Tanner Colby explains why most white Americans tend to only have friends of the same race.

Tanner Colby

10:58

8/16/2013

EDUC

L.A. Unified's massive supply warehouse is a treasure trove of pencils, playground equipment, janitors’
buckets – the myriad items a school needs.
Jed Kim

3:37

8/16/2013

POLI

Officials announced yesterday that installation of solar panels has begun at 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue.
The move delivers on a promise the Obama administration made almost three years ago.
Amy Harder

5:58

8/16/2013

POLI

Several Chinese-American businesses and suppliers of shark fins have asked a federal appeals court
to overturn the ban. Their cause got a boost from the Obama administration, which states the state law
interferes with commercial shark fishing.
Francis Lam

6:56

8/16/2013

SEC

Preventing crime online is a tremendously difficult task. Nate Anderson of Ars Technica, and author of
"Internet Police: How Crime Went Online and the Cops Followed."

Nate Anderson

9:37

SEC

More and more services have cropped up to help people conduct business on the Internet without being
tracked. They've grown more popular partly due to revelations about the NSA's data gathering
programs.
Jacob Margolis

4:46

MEDI

Magazine writers Joshuah Bearman and Josh Davis recently started a new project called Epic to help
other magazine writers get their pieces translated to the big screen.

7:34

ENT

This week, musician Sam Phillips released her latest album, "Push Any Button." The name was inspired
by the notion of a jukebox, that you could push any button and find a different, delightful song.
Sam Phillips
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Josh Davis
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A baptismal certificate, found online in a public records search, shows Bolivian peasant Carmelo Flores John Rabe / Stephen
LauraFriday,
is onlyin107.
Coles
Last
the LA County Coroner s office, Dr. Lakshmanan
Kevin Ferguson / Dr.
Sathyavagiswaran came in for his last day on the job and then took his
Lakshmanan
first weekend of retirement.
Sathyavagiswaran

8/17/2013

EDU

Tanya Jo Miller catches up with recent South LA high school graduate Jahsan Lambey. He found a job Tanya Jo Miller /
after high school, but then lost it. Miller asks, has Jahsan set his ambitions too high?
Jahsan Lambey

5:16:00

HIST

Patt Morrison /
Patt Morrison has been doing a little reportorial taste test on what makes breakfast such a different mea Heather Arndt
in this country, and why we love it just the way it is. She poses the question to food historian Heather
Anderson / Jim
Arndt Anderson, author of "Breakfast: A History," and restaurateur Jim McCarty.
McCarty

7:01:00

8/17/2013

5:45:00
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ART

As we told you in a 2007 Off-Ramp profile, produced by Queena Kim and featuring animation expert
Queena Kim / Charles
Charles Solomon, Tyrus Wong, now 102 and still very active (somehow, he gets younger looking every Solomon / John Rabe
year), took his cue for Bambi from the simplicity of Chinese painting.
/ Tyrus Wong

5:26:00

ART

Yoshua Okón's work is political, assertive and often confrontational. His contribution to the Triennial is a
two channel video installation called "latex." In it, you see a very strange, very graphic scene play out
with plenty of blood, guts and gore. But as Okón tells Off-Ramp Producer Kevin Ferguson, the work is Kevin Ferguson /
about a lot more than just violence.
Yoshua Okón

3:17:00

ART

John Rabe talks with Jason Mandell about his band, The Coals', new album "A Happy Animal." The
very tall Jason Mandell, lead singer, songwriter, and guitarist, says The Coals derives its name from
Cole's PE Buffet, the downtown restaurant and bar that's allegedly the originator of the French Dip
sandwich.

9:43:00

ART

Marc Haefele on the abstract impressionist work of Sam Francis, who was a painter that had to
overcome physical disability. Many of Francis' works were informed by his ongoing struggle with pain
due to various infirmities, including Kidney disease.

Marc Haefele
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California bill would give school administrators power to punish students who bully online

CC
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8/18/2013 POLI

California bill would give school administrators power to punish students who bully online

Pringle

:44

8/18/2013 POLI

Bill would make it more difficult for nonprofits to use money from local governments for political activity CC

:07

8/18/2013 POLI

Bill would make it more difficult for nonprofits to use money from local governments for political activity CC
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8/18/2013 IMM

Immigrant's rights activists held all-day meeting on comprehensive reform

Peterson

8/19/2013 ART

Lee Daniels' "The Butler" tops the weekend box office

Jahad

8/19/2013 SCI

JPL plans to focus on Earth science in 2014

Totten

3:51

8/19/2013 MIL

Long Beach becomes first city in nation to permanently display flag honoring those killed in military
service

McNary

1:05

8/19/2013

Loh Life Scrabble

Loh

2:46

8/19/2013 ART

A look at a new orchestra program for kids in Boyle Heights who've had arts access in public schools
cut

Plummer

4:07

8/19/2013 HEAL

Immigrants rights activists met in downtown LA to discuss immigration reform and ACA

CC

:22

8/19/2013 ECON

Long Beach Register starts delivery Monday

Jahad

:52

8/19/2013 LAW

Immigration and Customs Enforcement agents detained over 220 employees of several car washes this
weekend
Joffe-Block

8/19/2013 POLI

Mayor Filner scheduled to return to work today
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8/19/2013 ENV

Firefighters contain fire near Calabasas
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Firefighters contain fire near Calabasas
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8/19/2013 LAW

Fire truck that carried firefighters to the World Trade Center on 9/11 returns to Staten Island
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8/19/2013 ENV

Former Vice President Al Gore delivers keyone address at Lake Tahoe Summit, says progress being
made twoard restoring clarity of the lake
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8/19/2013 POLI

Two Republicans are running against Gov Brown

Detrow

8/19/2013 POLI

A subcommittee for the Metropolitan Water District approves a new ethics policy
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Metropolitan Water District considers new ethics policy
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8/19/2013 FOR

North Korean TV reports that Kim Jong Un has ordered army construction teams to build a ski resort
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8/19/2013 POLI

Recall effort underway to force Mayor Filner out of office
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8/19/2013 LAW

Pasadena firefighter hopefuls take entrance exams
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8/19/2013 DIS

Several wildfires burn in the Sequoia National Forest
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8/19/2013 SPOR

Alex Rodriguez's lawyer says evidence against his client is weak; MLB wants to make evidence public CC
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8/19/2013 LAW

A dozen people have been chargd with child sexual exploitation

CC

:27

8/19/2013 HEAL

Half of Californians in a recent survey say they're paying more for health care

Russ

:49

8/19/2013 MEDI

Al Jazeera America debuts tomorrow amidst controversy

CC
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8/19/2013 MEDI

Newspaper war in Long Beach - city to get two newspapers

Bergman

2:47

8/19/2013 TRAN

Figueroa project will make the thoroughfare more pedestrian-friendly

Fox

1:25

4:00

8/19/2013 LAW

Last four leaders of the of Arellano-Felix drug trafficking organization were sentenced to 15 years in
prison

Replogle

:37

8/19/2013 OBIT

Actor Lee Thompson Young was found dead in his apartment

CC
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8/19/2013 POLI

State Assembly approves bill that would make it easier for farmworkers to obtain union contracts with
employers

Adler

:45

8/19/2013 POLI

State legislature approves bill that would overturn loophole in rape law

CC
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8/19/2013 POLI

San Diego mayor was supposed to return to City Hall

Roman

8/19/2013 LAW

Limosine fire that kills five result of mechanical error
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A subcommittee for the Metropolitan Water District approves a new ethics policy

Walton
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O'Neill
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8/19/2013 LAW

RAND study finds one-year delay in employer mandate won't hurt Obamacare very much
Former Vice President Al Gore delivers keyone address at Lake Tahoe Summit, says progress being
made twoard restoring clarity of the lake
Federal judges saay prison officials can, if necessary, force feed inmates who don't have DNR or who
have recently signed one
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8/19/2013 EDU

LA Unified to discuss how to spend money to implement new standards

Gilbertson

8/19/2013 TRAN

405 closure ended several hours early
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405 closure ended several hours early

Peterson
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DWP wants to put solar panels along the Owens River

Peterson
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8/19/2013 EDU

Garcetti to appoint former superintendent as education deputy

Guzman
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8/19/2013 POLI

Rick Perry will be featured speaker at California Republican convention in October
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Garcetti to appoint former superintendent as education deputy
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TECH

A new California bill would allow school administrators to punish students who bully online. School
Jeff Freitas, Susan
officials would have the power to expel students even if the cyber bullying took place off school grounds.Porter,

23:00

TECH

A student at the University of Alabama is suing Best Buy, claiming that revealing photos on her laptop
were unjustifiably removed and put on the internet after she left her laptop with Best Buy’s Geek Squad Ben Popken, Pam
technical support team for repairs.
Dixon

14:00

MEDI

The first new news network to hit US airwaves in decades is making its debut on Tuesday. Al Jazeera
America will have its first chance to rival CNN, MSNBC and Fox News on its own turf. The network has
opened 12 bureaus around the country and is hiring more than 1,000 journalists.
Philip Seib

10:00

ENV

This week, the state legislature will wrestle with the question of whether or not the Coastal Commission
should be able to impose fines. The bill, sponsored by San Diego democrat Toni Atkins, would allow the Sara Wan, Margo
Commission to impose and collect fines without court approval, which is currently required.
Parks

14:00

RACE

A recent poll conducted by Reuters found that many Americans do not have friends of another race.
The poll found that nearly 40 percent of white Americans and 25 percent of non-whites are surrounded Mo Tammin, Rodolfo
by
friends
of their
own race.
Mendoza-Denton,
Last
Thursday
Kansas
City sports reporter Martin Manley took his own life. That same day, he

18:00

TECH

published a blog that detailed what led to his decision. Manley's sister told Slate that Manley pre-paid
Yahoo to host the site for five years. However, Yahoo took down the site on Friday night citing a
violation of its terms of service.

15:00

POLI

San Diego Mayor Bob Filner is expected to return to work at City Hall today. This after more than a
dozen women have public accused him of sexual abuse and harassment. For more on this we're joined
now by Mark Sauer of KPBS.
Mark Sauer

Stephen Wu, Sandri
Kramer

3:58

8/19/2013

POLI

The ongoing saga of Bob Filner has cast a shadow over a city known for its beaches and sunny
weather, but he's not the first San Diego city official to raise eyebrows.

Scott Shafer

5:59

8/19/2013

ENT

The Boyle Heights Community Youth Orchestra launched last summer to help teach 6 to12 year olds
music. Most don't get it at school.

Mary Plummer

4:18

8/19/2013

ENT

Seattle pot smokers were greeted with an unusual gift at the city's Hempfest this weekend: The Seattle
Police Department handed out bags of Doritos to hungry revelers.
Sean Whitcomb

5:42
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POLI

Since 2007, L.A. County has ranked as high as fifth in number of plants seized on public lands,
according to the California Department of Justice.

Mike Kessler

6:31

8/19/2013

ENT

Oprah's new movie "The Butler" was a huge hit, raking in more than $25 million on its opening
weekend. Here to talk about this and other Hollywood news for our weekly segment, On The Lot, is
Rebecca Keegan from the L.A. Times.

Rebecca Keegan

7:35

8/19/2013

ENT

We've been looking at Hollywood jobs this summer, and talking with the people who do them. And
today's job: Costume designer.

Hope Hanafin

8:19

8/19/2013

ENV

A research group at UCLA has just finished a comprehensive mapping study on urban farms in Los
Angeles County, looking at community gardens, school gardens, local farms and nurseries.

Carol Goldstein

6:43

8/19/2013

HEAL

They recently launched a Kickstarter campaign to sell their protein bar made of almonds, dates and you
guessed it, crickets.
Greg Sewitz

6:01

8/19/2013

ENV

Nine forest fires have burned more than 400,000 acres across Idaho. The state is experiencing more
wildfire activity right now than any other part of the country.

Julie Thomas

4:58

8/19/2013

LABOR

4,000 people showed up on Monday to take an entrance exam to be a firefighter in Pasadena, even
though the fire department has only 10 vacancies.

Josie Huang

5:43

8/19/2013

MEDI

The brand new Long Beach Register will publish its first edition — in print — today. It's a new venture
from the OC Register that will challenge the Long Beach Press-Telegram on its turf.

Rick Edmonds

4:25

8/19/2013

ENT

This past weekend, the National Air Guitar championships took place here in L.A. at the House of Blues
It was the first time in nearly a decade that this sporting event was held in southern California.
Jason Farnan

4:40

8/19/2013

ENT

Southern California may host Comic-Con every year, but for the first time it's now host to a comic fest
dedicated specifically to Latino artists and fans. Last weekend was the Latino Comics Expo, held at the
Museum of Latin American Art in Long Beach.
Javier Hernandez

6:16

8/19/2013

SCI

In 2014 NASA will launch three new scientific missions designed to study the effects of climate change
on Earth.
Sanden Totten

4:10

8/20/2013 YOUT

Recent trends show a shortage of homes for foster babies and toddlers

Palta

8/20/2013 LAW

Eleven car wash managers accused of hiring undocumented workers in Phoenix

Joffe-Block

4:31

:49

8/20/2013 ENV

People are divided over how to preserve Lake Tahoe

Orr

8/20/2013 ECON

Effects of the Affordable Care Act on businesses

Lacter

??

1:29

8/20/2013 POLI

Gov Brown says high speed rail is still moving forward

CC

:16

8/20/2013 POLI

State Assembly approves bill that would make it easier for farmworkers to obtain union contracts with
employers

CC

:12

8/20/2013 POLI

Settlement talks underway between Bob Filner and one of his accusers

CC

:09

8/20/2013 LAW

District Judge gives goahead for state prison officials to force feed hunger strikers

Korry

1:33

8/20/2013 EDU

Massive online courses have generated excitement for college students

Bear

4:31

8/20/2013 OBIT

Crime novelist Elmore Leonard has died

CC

:21

8/20/2013 MEDI

Al Jazeera America debuts today

Hepperman

:58

8/20/2013 SPOR

World Cup tickets are on sale now

Marshall-Genzer

8/20/2013 HEAL

More than 300 people in 37 states infected by Salmonella - source linked to New Mexico hatchery

Ahtone

:58

8/20/2013 FOR

Former Pakistani President indicted in assasination of Benazir Bhutto

CC

:12

8/20/2013 LAW

New report examins local costs of realignment

CC

:18

8/20/2013 ENER

Radioactive water has leaked into the ground at Fukushima plant

Wingfield-Hayes

:37

8/20/2013 DIS

Silver Fir burned more than 20-thousand acres earlier this month

CC
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8/20/2013 OBIT

Author Elmore Leonoard died at 87

CC

:16

8/20/2013 OBIT

Author Elmore Leonoard died at 87

Moore

8/20/2013 DIS

Lightning fire continues to bern in San Bernardino

CC

8/20/2013 LAW

LAPD says it's devoting 170 officers to chasing after ex-felons, post-prison realignment

Palta

8/20/2013 POLI

The LA City Council considers a deal with the DWP Union

CC

8/20/2013 LAW

The City of LA wants to impose a gang injunction in the Echo Park area and residents are fighting it

Aguilar

8/20/2013 LAW

Democratic Assemblyman will revive bill requiring condoms be used in adult films

CC

:10

8/20/2013 POLI

Bill would give CA costal commission more power to levy fines

CC
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8/20/2013 POLI

Bill would give CA costal commission more power to levy fines

CC
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8/20/2013 LAW

Democratic Assemblyman will revive bill requiring condoms be used in adult films

Orr

:56

8/20/2013 POLI

The Metropolitan Water District adopts a new ethics policy

Walton

:43

8/20/2013 SCI

Tesla says it's Model S is the safest car ever tested by the government

Totten

1:01

8/20/2013 HEAL

SF threatens class action suit against Nevada for allegedly dumping psychiatric patients in CA

O'Neill

1:13

8/20/2013 POLI

Bill would give CA costal commission more power to levy fines

Pringle

8/20/2013 EDU

LAUSD tries to decide how to spend incoming money

Roman

8/20/2013 DIS

Almost all interagency fire crews are working major wildfires

CC
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8/20/13

POLI

Ted Cruz is renouncing his Canadian citizenship to affirm his allegiance to the United States. The Texas
Senator is rumored to have presidential aspirations. There's also talk of Vice President Joe Biden
making a run. And it’s even more unclear whether New Jersey Governor Chris Christie is viable for the Robin Abcarian,
Grand Old Party. If that isn’t enough 2016 talk, what’s the latest on Hillary Clinton, Marco Rubio and
James Hohmann, Bob
Scott Brown? Who are we forgetting?
Ingle,

8/20/13

ENV

This month’s Silver Fire in Riverside County devastated communities in Riverside County - destroying
nearly 50 buildings, including homes, and injuring almost a dozen firefighters.

LAW

Over the weekend, San Francisco Fire Chief Joanne Hayes-White banned firefighters in the city from
using of helmet cameras. The move came after footage taken by a firefighter’s helmet camera after the Kevin Smith, Keith
Asiana Airlines crash became public.
Mora

16:00

FOR

Egypt remains in a state of emergency as violence rips a divided country. Tensions between supporters
of the military and supporters of the Muslim Brotherhood will likely be further exacerbated after
Hussein Ibish,
authorities arrested Brotherhood leader Mohamed Badie.
Stephen Zunes

13:00

YOUT

Despite recent headlines claiming that sex among college students was on the rise, students are
actually having less sex than two decades ago. This, according to new research presented Tuesday at Laura Hamilton,
the American Sociological Association.
Kathleen A. Bogle,

18:00

TRAN

Though LA might be notorious for being one of the most car-obsessed cities in the country, the LA Auto
Show has never quite shined so brightly in the international auto world. In recent years the dates have
conflicted with prestigious shows in Tokyo and Guangzhou, China.
Ed Hellwig

6:00

8/20/13

HIST

Crime novelist Elmore Leonard died yesterday at age 87. In addition to his well-known novels, “Get
Shorty,” “Freaky Deaky” and “Glitz,” Leonard was highly regarded for redefining and mastering his
genre. He wrote more than 40 novels, and many of his writings have been turned into movies and TV
series.

10:00

8/20/2013

LAW

Prison officials now have the legal authority to use force feeding to keep hunger strikers alive, but critics
say doing so would violate both medical ethics and international law.
Paige St. John

8:01

LAW

The report shows that realignment has caused the Los Angeles Police Department to move more than
160 police officers from their regular patrol beats to monitor L.A.-based ex-cons full-time once they've
been released from prison.
Andy Smith
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YOUT

Richard Halsey

Graham Yost, Barry
Sonnenfeld

The full California legislature is now back in session in Sacramento after summer break. Legislators
might still be in vacation-mode but they're up against a ticking clock. Before they adjourn again next
month, lawmakers have more than 1,100 bills to address, or an average of about 55 bills a day.
John Myers
In recent weeks, more suicides have been tied to bullying on Ask.fm, and there's mounting pressure for
the site to better protect its young users.
Casey Newton
Traditionally, the foster care system has struggled with a shortage of homes for older children.
Suddenly, there's a need of foster parents for babies and no one is sure why.
Rina Palta
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8/21/2013 ECON

It's time for Tuesday Reviewsday our weekly new music segment. Joining us this week is Oliver Wang Morgan Rhodes and
from Soul-Sides.com and music supervisor Morgan Rhodes.
Oliver Wang
Al Jazeera America is now live on TV sets around the country. Just this hour, the TV news network
launched its first national broadcast in the U.S.
Kim Bondy
Students are borrowing more and relying on federal grants and loans to help with tuition, according to
information released today from the Education Department.
Janet Lorin
Massive open online courses, or MOOCS, have generated a lot of excitement and political heat, mainly
because they promise to revolutionize education or make it cheaper to offer students the classes they Charla Bear
As the rest of the economy struggled, the tech world continued to perform. However, over the past year,
sales of consumer electronics started to slow. Companies like Google and Apple have posted less than Patrick Moorhead
The dangers of distracted driving have been well documented and laws have been enacted to
discourage it, but why is it still an increasing problem?
Gary Small
BMX pro racer Tony Hoffman lost his way not long ago when he stopped racing and started using
drugs. Now Hoffman teaches more than riding bikes on rough terrain, he also preaches character
Alice Daniel
Last night in baseball, the L.A. Dodgers lost to the Miami Marlins by a score of six to two. It was the
Dodgers' second loss in a row, but before the two losses, the Dodgers had gone 42 and 8 in their last JP Hoornstra
Elmore Leonard, the crime novelist whose books became famous films, died Tuesday morning. He was
87.
n/a
Walt Disney plans to eliminate about 175 positions
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Watt
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8/21/2013 LAW

Initial court hearing on the proposed Echo Park gang injunction

Aguilar

8/21/2013 SCI

Next month a list of seismically risky buildings will be available to the LA City Council

Totten

:53

8/21/2013 DIS

National Interagency Fire Center looks to Canada for help in battling wildfires

CC

8/21/2013 ENV

Water regulators have rejected Shell Oil's initial goals for cleanup of toxic chemicals under houses in
Carson

Peterson

8/21/2013 POLI

Bill that would expand statute of limitations for sexual abuse lawsuits gets second life

CC
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8/21/2013 POLI

Bill to monitor fracking has stumbled in Assembly

Pringle

:47

8/21/2013 POLI

Bill to monitor fracking has stumbled in Assembly

CC
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8/21/2013 SCI

Despite the large amount of nuclear waste dumped into the Pacific by the Fukushima plant, scientists
say California's coast will not be affected

CC

:14

8/21/2013 HEAL

City Councilman wants to raise age limit for buying cigarettes to 21

CC

:12

8/21/2013 EDU

Southland charter school leader running for state superintendent

Guzman

:59

8/21/2013 LAW

Federal authorities have indicted mor ethan 24 people linked to SoCal drug rings

CC

:22

8/21/2013 POLI

LA City Council meets with LA DWP to discuss new contract

CC

:11

8/21/2013 ECON

National Association of Realtors say existing homes selling at pace associated with healthy market

CC

:12

8/21/2013 HIST

Final batch of secret recordings from Nixon White House includes conversation between Nixon and
Reagan

CC

:09

8/21/2013 ENER

Radioactive water has leaked into the ground at Fukushima plant

CC

:22

8/21/2013 DIS

Rim Fire near Yosemite grows to 16,000 acres

CC

:07

8/21/2013 ECON

Tanker collision from last month is going to cost 16.5-million dollars

Bergman

:47
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8/21/2013 LAW

Judge ruled that LA can continue trying to impose a gang injunction in Echo Park

CC

:22

8/21/2013 HIST

Final batch of secret recordings from Nixon White House includes conversation between Nixon and
Reagan

CC

:19

8/21/2013 POLI

The Los Angeles City Council moves forward with plans for a $3 billion bond to repair streets

Walton

:51

8/21/2013 HIST

Auction house to sell the gun "Wild Bill" wore when he was killed

CC

:09

8/21/2013 POLI

Gov Brown hopes to avoid legislative clutter in the final weeks of this year's session

Adler

:55

8/21/2013 LAW

California lawmakers call for an audit of the practice of sterilizing female prisoners

Bartolone

4:11

8/21/2013 ENV

San Bernardino County quietly imposed a moratorium on new solar energy projects

Cuevas

5:30

8/21/2013 OBIT

Jazz pianist Marian McPartland dies at 95
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8/21/2013 ENV

Manhattan Beach has banned styrofoam
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8/21/2013 ENV

Manhattan Beach has banned styrofoam
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8/21/2013 ENV

LA City Councilman urges city to make list of buildings that could collapse during major earthquake

CC
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8/21/2013 LAW

City of LA argues in court why a gang injunction should be ordered for Echo Park area

CC

:13

8/21/2013 EDU

Half of students need federal aid to go to college, but more money is going to rich kids

McCammon

1:05

8/21/2013 LAW

Federal judge rules undercover DEA agent unjustifiably shot and killed 18-year old three years ago in
Studio City parking lot

Stoltze

1:04

8/21/2013 LAW

Federal judge rules undercover DEA agent unjustifiably shot and killed 18-year old three years ago in
Studio City parking lot

CC
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LAW

Former Army intelligence analyst Bradley Manning was sentenced to 35 years in prison today for giving Ben Wizner, Jeffrey F.
hundreds of thousands of classified documents to WikiLeaks.
Addicott

14:00

8/21/13

ENV

Environmental groups are objecting to the aims of the Tahoe Regional Planning Association (TRPA),
claiming it has become an economic development group above its obligation to protect the health of
Lake Tahoe.

Darcie Goodman
Collins, Laurel Ames

17:00

8/21/13

HEAL

If an unvaccinated child passes a disease onto a baby who’s too young to be vaccinated, should its
parents be able to sue the infected child’s parents for negligence?

Arthur Caplan, Dorit
Reiss,

16:00
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Two cert petitions have been filed with the Supreme Court seeking ruling on whether searching a cell
phone requires a warrant.

Jeffrey L. Fisher,
Joseph Cassilly

14:00

8/21/13

8/21/13
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Although many teenagers dream of leaving home and living it up in big cities with bright lights, some
young adults are coming home and revamping the neighborhood they once sought to leave.

Sarah Mawhorter,

21:00
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HIST

Jazz pianist and host of NPR's "Marian McPartland's Piano Jazz" died yesterday at 95 years old. In
addition to countless interviews with fellow musicians, McPartland recorded over 50 jazz albums.

John Clayton, Bill
Cunliffe

12:00

8/21/2013

TECH

On Tuesday, Facebook founder and CEO Mark Zuckerberg announced a brand new initiative to bring
Internet access to people around the world who don't have it. The group is called Internet.org and the
goal's to get affordable Internet to the 4 billion people who lack access.

Don Clark

7:18

The water is so contaminated that standing 18 inches away from it for an hour would expose you to five
times the amount of radiation that the average nuclear workers gets in a year. Japan's nuclear
watchdog said today that it plans to dramatically raise the rating of the leak to a "serious incident".
Arjun Mahkijani

7:27

EDUC

Classes begin at Loyola Law school this week, but this year there are about 20 fewer students than
usual. Loyola decided to reduce the size of its incoming class after alumni complained that they couldn't
find jobs.
Jordan Weissman

5:06

EDUC

Hundreds of millions of federal dollars have been spent nudging more students into Advanced
Placement classes. Enrollment nearly tripled but a close look at those students test scores show that it
might not be worth the investment.
Stephanie Simon

5:22

8/21/2013

EDUC

Forty-five states, including California, have adopted new education guidelines known as Common Core.
But a recent poll by Phi Delta Kappa/Gallup shows that most Americans aren't familiar with these new
standards.
Evelyn Larrubia

4:52

8/21/2013

SPOR

Puig-mania hits South Beach, turns out Lebron James is just like most normal guys and the NCAA may
not be soulless after all. This means it's time for sports with Andy and Brian Kamenetzky, who have
Andy and Brian
covered the sports scene for the L.A. Times and ESPN.
Kamenetzky

10:35
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ENT

Netflix and The Weinstein Company have inked a deal that will allow Netflix to stream movies like
"Inglorious Basterds", "Silver Linings Playbook" and "The Butler" come 2016.

4:28
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ENV

Andrew Wallenstein
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POLI

The Los Angeles City Council has scheduled another closed door meeting today to discuss a new labor
contract with the powerful union that represents Department of Water and Power workers. At the center Alice Walton and
of contract negotiations lie more than 600 Byzantine work rules.
Frank Stoltze

8/21/2013

POLI

California lawmakers are calling for a state audit of the legally questionable practice of sterilizing women
inmates. Experts say it is part of the state’s dark history with a discredited social philosophy.
Pauline Bartolone

4:53

8/21/2013

TECH

If you have kids, communicating with them can get tough during their teenage years. Instead of trying to
speak to them directly, leave notes around the house, or even email them, you can try a chat app.
Jacqui Cheng

5:06
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ENT

As part of our summer food series, where we introduce you to meals best served on sizzling hot
summer days, Meghan McCarty brings us a hot weather specialty from Korea.

3:58

8/21/2013

ENT

The Southwest border is a place where people and cultures collide and inevitably blend into one
another. For El Paso artist Peter Svarzbein it was the perfect setting to introduce a food experiment that
compliments his latest project.
Monica Ortiz Uribe

4:18
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ENV

A few weeks ago, San Bernardino County quietly imposed a moratorium on the construction of new
solar energy projects. The California Report's Steven Cuevas has the story.

Steven Cuevas

5:57

ENV

Last year, thousands of sea lion pups died off the California coast for reasons that have yet to be
definitively discerned. One possible cause might be due to affected food supply. Researchers and
marine experts are concerned it might happen again.

Nadia Drake
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Angela Kim
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8/22/2013 ART

Classical dance is going through a boom in Mexico

3:53

8/22/2013 POLI

Democrats endorse the mayor of Redlands to replace a Republican incumbent in the next election

McNary

4:07

8/22/2013 YOUT

Young people are less interested in owning cars

Nelson

4:21

8/22/2013 POLI

California lawmakers vote on hundreds of bills in the final weeks of session

Adler

5:11

8/22/2013 HIST

Lawmakers didn't like Jerry Brown when he took office for the first time, 30 years ago

CC

8/22/2013 LAW

Farmers and tribal fishermen fight over water in the rivers of Northern California

Daniel

:08
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8/22/2013 DIS

Rim Fire near Yosemite almost tripled in size overnight

Moore

:50

8/22/2013 LAB

LA City Council has worked out at tentative labor deal with the DWP union

Walton

8/22/2013 LAW

Hannah Anderson gives first TV interview since kidnapping
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8/22/2013 DIS

Rim Fire near Yosemite almost tripled in size overnight
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8/22/2013 LAW

The 201 has reopened after a fatal bus crash
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8/22/2013 EDU

President Obama pushes for new rating system for colleges
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8/22/2013 LAW

52 people hurt ni bus crash on the 210
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8/22/2013 LAW

Investigation continues into bus crash on the 210
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8/22/2013 LAW

Mission Viejo residents who repeatedly hold loud parties will be fined
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8/22/2013 POLI

Mayor Eric Garcetti talks about contract deal with the DWP union
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8/22/2013 LAB

City of LA reaches labor agreement with union that represents DWP workers

Walton

:07

8/22/2013 LAW

Investigation continues into bus crash on the 210
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8/22/2013 LAW

More than 50 people hurt when tour bus crashes, Chinese only-speaking patients taken to Huntington

CC
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8/22/2013 DIS

Rim Fire still is not contained

Moore
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8/22/2013 POLI

The city of Los Angeles reaches a tentative deal with the union that represents DWP employees

Walton

1:44

8/22/2013 LAW

San Diego City Council will take up a tentative deal in Filner lawsuit

Roman

3:02

8/22/2013 POLI

Bill would allow prosecutors to charge people with misdemeanors, rather than felons, for minor drug
possession

CC
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8/22/2013 POLI

Bill would allow prosecutors to charge people with misdemeanors, rather than felons, for minor drug
possession

CC
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8/22/2013 LAW

Educational programs can drastically cut recidivism rates

Palta

8/22/2013 POLI

Bill would allow prosecutors to charge people with misdemeanors, rather than felons, for minor drug
possession

Pringle

8/22/2013 HEAL

CA Health officials propose to lower the limits of Chromium 6 in drinking water

Roman

8/22/2013 EDU

CA Dept of Education gives $25 million dollars to schools
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More than 50 people hurt when tour bus crashes

Roman
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The World's End opens tomorrow
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8/22/2013 HEAL

CA Health officials propose to lower the limits of Chromium 6 in drinking water

Bartolone
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8/22/2013 ENV

CA Health officials propose to lower the limits of Chromium 6 in drinking water
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8/22/2013 MEDI

Still no deal between CBS and Time Warner Cable

Watt

:46

8/22/13

EDU

President Obama is unveiling a new set of proposals that aim to bring down tuition at the nation’s top
universities. The administration’s plan would create a ratings system for colleges that will evaluate their
performance along a bang-for-your-buck type of model, comparing things graduation rates, numbers of Beth Akers, Neal
advanced degrees and graduate earnings with a college’s affordability.
McCluskey

13:00

HOUS

The Mission Viejo City Council passed an ordinance this week that could make the organizers of rowdy
and disruptive house parties responsible for the costs of law enforcement personnel dispatched to
Patricia Kelley, Cathy
investigate repeated noise complaints.
Schlicht

8/22/13

SPOR

A basketball game has four quarters, each quarter is twelve minutes. Add time-outs and commercial
breaks to the game, and a quarter can stretch to over 20 minutes. If a game has a lot of fouls and free
throws though, total game time could stretch to over 2-plus hours.

Kevin Arnovitz

8:00
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POLI

Reports are saying San Diego Mayor Bob Filner will step down from the office as part of the
negotiations reached during the mediation deal.

Lisa Halverstadt,
Nancy Bornn

14:00

RELI

Jason Heap grew up as a devout Christian and was once a licensed Christian minister before he lost his
faith. Still hungry for religion and spirituality, though, he decided to pursue a master’s degree from the Herman Keizer, Ron
University of Oxford in ecclesiastical history.
Crews,

16:00

DIV

Most men are still paying for dates, but in reality many are wishing women would chip in sometimes.
According to a new study presented at the American Sociology Association, 64% of men believed
women should pick up the tab from time to time.

Janet Lever,

17:00
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ECON

Student loans are virtually the only type of loan that can't be discharged in bankruptcy court. A new
report from the Center for American Progress argues that changing that rule would be good for
students.

David Bergeron
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POLI

Meeting the legal requirements to recall the mayor is no small feat, but many San Diegans see it as
their only option with the Bob Filner scandal.

Raphe Sonnenshein
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POLI

When the Affordable Care Act goes into effect, it could have a tremendous impact on California's $43.5
billion agricultural industry.
Sarah Varney

9:25
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IMM

You've probably heard of the Minutemen Project. It's a group that started back in 2005, billing itself as
the "neighborhood watch" of the U.S.-Mexico border.

JJ Hensley

6:10
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ECON

According to the Wall Street Journal, the grocery store chain is trying to shed that "whole paycheck"
image and be a bit more affordable. Reporter Julie Jargon joins the show with more.

Julie Jargon

5:59

8/22/2013

HIST

8/22/2013

ECON

8/22/2013

IE

8/22/2013

POLI

It's time for State of Affairs, our look at politics throughout California with KPCC's political reporters Alice Alice Walton and
Walton and Frank Stoltze
Frank Stoltze

10:01

8/22/2013

HEAL

A nationwide trade association for the adult film industry has called for a moratorium on production after
a performer has tested positive for HIV.
Diane Duke

5:18

8/22/2013

FOR

It's become popular for them to virtually outsource large portions of their lives, but is it all that it's
cracked up to be? Slate's Farhad Manjoo gave it a shot and it turns out that it can be pretty awful.

5:15

On the Navajo Nation, tacos lose the tortilla and take on fry bread. This summer, a group of teenagers
visited a Navajo farm to learn the art of this speciality.
Anne Hoffman

3:10

If you've purchased something lately from CVS using your ExtraCare card, it's a good chance you've
left the store with a receipt almost as long as you are tall.

Leo Duran

6:06

Republican Gary Miller is being challenged by a trio of Democrats including Redlands Mayor Pete
Aguilar and former Congressman Joe Baca.

Sharon McNary

4:31

Farhad Manjoo

8/22/2013

POLI

8/22/2013

LIT

Every week we get your weekend conversation starters with Rico Gagliano and Brendan Newnam, the Rico Gagliano and
hosts of the Dinner Party Download podcast and radio show.
Brendan Newnam

4:31

Best-selling author Michael Paterniti joins the show to discuss his new book, "The Telling Room: A Tale
of Love, Betrayal, Revenge, and the World's Greatest Piece of Cheese." It's the true story of intrigue
behind the sought-after cheese, Paramo de Guzman, made in a tiny Castilian village in Spain.
Michael Paterniti

15:17

8/23/2013 ENV

Exploring the coast through the eyes of local spearfishermen

Peterson

3:51

8/23/2013 EDU

LAUSD battles with charter schools in state Supreme Court

Gilbertson

1:51

8/23/2013 EDU

57,000 children nationwide dropped from free preschool due to sequestration

Fernandes

3:57

8/23/2013 POLI

San Diego city council discusses Mayor Filner's future

Schafre

1:53

8/23/2013 FOR

Rush of Mexicans seeking asylum in the US has lawmakers looking for answers

Replogle

1:30

8/23/2013 ART

Larry and KPCC critics Henry Sheehan and Alynda Wheat review this week's releases

Mantle

3:00

8/23/2013 ENV

Rim Fire burns more than 100,000 acres near Yosemite

CC

8/23/2013 FOR

Families separated after the Korean War may finally meet again

Williamson

1:30

8/23/2013 HEAL

The Beverly Hills brothers affiliated with GET THIN weight loss campaign lose accreditation at two
surgery centers

O'Neill

2:42

8/23/2013 DIS

Rim Fire on Yosemite border grows to 105-thousand acres

CC

:08

8/23/2013 TRAN

One more weekend of lane closures on the 60 freeway

Moore

:56

8/23/2013 TECH

USC libraries will share a quarter million items with national internet archive

CC

:12

8/23/2013 HEAL

The Beverly Hills brothers affiliated with GET THIN weight loss campaign lose accreditation at two
surgery centers

CC

:08

8/23/2013 TRAN

Bus company involved in 210 Freeway crash had safety violations

CC

:14

8/23/2013 DIS

Resident near Yosemite says he's staying put for now despite fast-moving wildfire

CC

:14

8/23/2013 POLI

Two state lawmakers want to get charter cities to pay prevailing wages on public projects

Orr

:58

8/23/2013 POLI

Two state lawmakers want to get charter cities to pay prevailing wages on public projects

CC

:15

8/23/2013 ECON

Proposed change to CA tax proposition could make it easier for tourism and business districts to
generate revenue

Orr

:53

8/23/2013 ECON

Proposed change to CA tax proposition could make it easier for tourism and business districts to
generate revenue

CC

:14

:10

8/23/2013 POLI

Public given opportunity to comment on Filner deal

CC

:21

8/23/2013 ENT

Val Kilmer voiced support of Ben Affleck as Batman

CC

:10

8/23/2013 SPOR

Dodgers announcer Vin Scully comes back for another season

CC

:13

8/23/2013 POLI

Mayor Filner resigns

CC

:29

8/23/2013 SPOR

Little Leagures from Tijuana Chula Vista could face off in championship

Replogle

:40

8/23/2013 SPOR

Dodgers announcer Vin Scully comes back for another season

Roman

8/23/2013 ENV

The National Park Service celebrates its birthday by offering free admission

CC

:12

8/23/2013 SPOR

Little Leagures from Tijuana Chula Vista could face off in championship

CC

:24

8/23/2013 SPOR

Dodgers announcer Vin Scully comes back for another season

Bergman

1:09

8/23/2013 DIV

After school program tackles hurtful words uttered by adults

Guzman

3:37

8/23/2013 ECON

Oldest bookstore in LA is closing

Osen

1:07

LAW

Twenty states have legalized the use of medical marijuana and there seems to be a general move of
leniency toward recreational drug use and simple possession of hard drugs in the country.

Lynne Lyman, Cory
Salzillo

14:00

LAW

The James Holmes trial is not scheduled to begin until February, but the prosecution has already asked
the judge to bar witness testimony concerning death penalty procedures if Holmes is convicted. Does Nancy Haydt, Brian
the jury have the right to know about the intricacies of their options when it comes to the death penalty? Gurwitz,

16:00

8/23/13

8/23/13

4:10

ART

The iconic Petersen Automotive Museum is about to get a very expensive present for its 20th birthday a total renovation. The Miracle Mile museum is about to undergo a dramatic silver and red redesign
Terry Karges, A.
that's been called a "fiery red zebra".
Eugene Kohn

8/23/13

ENT

Larry is joined by KPCC film critics Henry Sheehan and Alynda Wheat to review this week’s releases,
including The Mortal Instruments: City of Bones, The Grandmaster, You're Next and more. TGIFilmweek!

8/23/13

ENT

Val Kilmer has spent the last three years of his life thinking about Mark Twain. The result is a one-man
play written by and starring Kilmer as the famous writer. The play, “Citizen Twain,” began its run at the
Pasadena Playhouse on Wednesday and will continue through next week.
Val Kilmer

16:00

Tour bus operators are once again under a microscope after yesterday's crash on the 210 in Irwindale
that injured more than 50 people. Authorities say the bus clipped the back of another car while changing
lanes, swerved and rolled over onto its side off the freeway.
Karen Foshay

4:40

Timothy Fong

4:57

Mark Sauer

4:34

8/23/13

8/23/2013

LABOR

Henry Sheehan,
Alynda Wheat

17:00

31:00:00

8/23/2013

ENT

Part of a thriving business of Chinese-run bus tours that take customers to desert casinos every day.
Dr. Timothy Fong is well-acquainted with these companies as co-director of the Gambling Studies
program at UCLA.

8/23/2013

POLI

Later today, San Diego's City Council will meet to vote on a deal about mayor Bob Filner's future. The
mayor, who's facing multiple accusations of sexual harassment, is expected to resign.

8/23/2013

POLI

It's Friday, and time for our weekly Friday Flashback, a look at the week's biggest news stories. Back in
the saddle again here in studio is James Rainey of the L.A. Times, and in Washington, DC we've got
James Rainey and
The Atlantic's Molly Ball.
Molly Ball

16:14

8/23/2013

ENV

Some Southern Californians get close to the coast, closer than most, diving deep to places like Catalina
and Palos Verdes. Spearfishing is a multigenerational sport.
Molly Peterson

4:10

8/23/2013

ENT

The British filmmaker talks about "The World's End," why we're obsessed with the apocalypse and how
Delta Airlines may have inspired his next film.
Edgar Wright

11:31

POLI

Automatic federal spending cuts known as the sequester are starting to hit programs for the poor. The
Obama Administration announced this week that 57,000 children nationwide will lose out on free
preschool classes as a result.

9:29

8/23/2013

Deepa Fernandes

HIST

Congratulations and happy birthday to the National Park Service, which celebrates 97 years this
weekend. Here in California, we boast 26 national parks including a couple of the most famous,
Yosemite and Death Valley.

Scott Gediman

4:34

8/23/2013

HIST

At one time there were several dozen of them scattered around southern California, now eleven of them
in the L.A. area have been added to the National Register of Historic Places under the National Park
System.
Edward Lifson

7:26

8/23/2013

LIT

After 104 years in business, San Pedro's Williams' Book Store — the oldest operating bookstore in the
city of L.A. — is closing.
Gerry Gusha

2:24

8/23/2013

IMM

The fish taco is San Diego's most famous contribution to the taco canon. You can get one at fast food
joints, taco trucks, and more than a few high-end restaurants.

Adrian Florido

4:40

Doug Holman

4:12

8/23/2013

8/23/2013

SPOR

The Little League World Series is underway in South Williamsport Pennsylvania, and playing in the
series is Chula Vista's Eastlake Little League team. For more on this, we're joined now by the team
manager, Doug Holman.

8/23/2013

SPOR

This month marks the 25th anniversary of that iconic Nike slogan.

Ken Wheaton

4:00

8/23/2013

ENT

The sound of the B3 Hammond Organ has always been a hallmark of Booker T's music. The group's
new album, "Sound the Alarm," expands on that tradition.

Booker T.

6:47

8/24/2013

ART

Kevin Ferguson goes to Rubel Castle in Gelndora, the brain child of Michael Rubel, a beloved and
eccentric native Glendoran. Ferguson talks with Scott Rubel, Michael's nephew and gets a tour of the
property. He also talks with artist and librarian Sandy Krause, who lives inside the castle. Rubel Castle Kevin Ferguson / Scott
is slated to become a historical landmark in 2013.
Rubel / Sandy Krause

8/24/2013

ART

John Rabe talks with Jim Meskimen about what it was like to get so close to winning 'America's Got
Talent.' According to Meskimen, he wanted to win it for his mom.

John Rabe / Jim
Meskimen

6:45:00

8/24/2013

ART

Off-Ramp intern Robert Garrova talks with Claire Evans of the band YACHT. Evans is also the editor of Robert Garrova /
OMNI Reboot, the rebirth of the beloved Sci-Fi mag OMNI.
Claire Evans

6:53:00

8/24/2013

LAW

KPCC reporter Erika Aguilar and John Rabe discuss the pros and cons of the gang injunction that's in- John Rabe / Erika
process for the Echo Park neighborhood.
Aguilar

5:38:00

5:28:00

8/24/2013

8/24/2013

8/24/2013

LIT

John Rabe talks with Loren D. Estleman, author and past president of the Western Writers of America, John Rabe / Loren D.
about Elmore Leonard's first genre, the Western. Elmore Leonard died August 20, 2013.
Estleman

4:31:00

RACE

Marc Haefele remembers when he participated in the 'March on Washington' which was 50 years ago
on August 28. There was a multicultural group with Haefele but they were all unified in their push for civi
rights. According to Haefele, he isn't sure if they noticed the country was changing back then, but it was. Marc Haefele

4:45:00

RACE

MLK Jr. came to Los Angeles in 1965 to give a sermon at Temple Israel in Hollywood. MLK was invited
by Rabbi Max Nussbaum, and his wife, Ruth, recalls what it was like at the sermon. We also hear the
until recently lost recording of MLK's sermon. Ruth Nussbaum says, in many ways, due to persecution Queena Kim / Ruth
here and in Germany, her husband the Rabbi, and MLK the preacher, were the same.
Nussbaum

6:00:00

8/25/2013 HEAL

New clinical trial could change lives of deaf children

CC

:18

8/25/2013 SCI

The Rim Fire threatens two groves of usually fire-resistant giant sequoia trees

Totten

:54

8/25/2013 SCI

Firefighters worry some giant sequoias may be threatened by the rim fire, but the trees are naturally
very fire resistant

CC

:17

8/25/2013 MEDI

Time Warner gives subscribers in LA, New York and Dallas free access to "Tennis Channel" because of
dispute with CBS
Watt

:47

8/25/2013 OC

Cal State Fullerton leaders enter into student entrance agreement

Guzman

:54

8/26/2013

Loh Life Scrabble

Loh

8/26/2013 POLI

Bill in California legislature would require developers to set aside more rental housing units for low
income tenants

Pringle

:40

8/26/2013 ART

"Lee Daniels' The Butler" tops the box office for a second weekend

Jahad

:33

8/26/2013 POLI

State Bar has gotten reports of people accepting payments for help with the new federal immigration bill Palta

1:03

8/26/2013 EDU

Metal detectors have been in LA Unified schools for 20 years, and it's unclear whether they make
schools safer

Kim

3:50

8/26/2013 ENT

Justin Timberlake takes home "Vide of the Year" for Mirrors

CC

:07

8/26/2013 DIS

Rim Fire burns near Yosemit

CC

:13

8/26/2013 DIS

Rim Fire continues to burn near Yosemite

Rubenstein

2:40

1:18

8/26/2013 DIS

Rim Fire threatens land near a dam that affects drinking water in San Francisco

CC

:10

8/26/2013 HIST

LA Riots were sparked after Rodney King incident, but Latasha Harlins' death added fuel to the fire

CC

:12

8/26/2013 DIS

Rim Fire threatens land near a dam that affects drinking water in San Francisco

CC

:11

8/26/2013 LAW

Lawsuit continues between Katherine Jackson and AEG

Julian

8/26/2013 LAW

Trial of former Chinese politician Bo Xilai has wrapped up

Hatton

:48

8/26/2013 DIS

Crews have 15% containment on the Rim Fire

CC

:14

8/26/2013 ENV

Flash flood watch in effect for parts of Southern California Monday

CC

:12

8/26/2013 EDU

The Washington Monthly names its top college picks

Plummer

:48

8/26/2013 POLI

Bills in California legislature would make the state amonthe the strictes gun laws in the country

CC

:10

8/26/2013 POLI

Governor Brown briefed on Rim Fire near Yosemite

CC

:14

8/26/2013 ENT

Video of Kristin Chenoweth's spontaneous duet with audience member goes viral

CC

:15

8/26/2013 ENT

Video of Kristin Chenoweth's spontaneous duet with audience member goes viral

CC

:09

8/26/2013 ENV

National Weather Service issues a flash flood watch

CC

:17

8/26/2013 DIS

The wildfire situation in the West continues to worsen, but funding for firefighting hasn't kept pace with
the threat

CC

:11

8/26/2013 EDU

Cal State Fullerton starts year as smoke-free college

Joyce

:48

8/26/2013 POLI

The State Senate approves bill that would allow more medical professionals to perform a type of early
abortion

CC

:07

8/26/2013 POLI

The State Senate approves bill that would allow more medical professionals to perform a type of early
abortion

CC

:07

8/26/2013 POLI

New rules regarding pharmaceutical substitutions go into effect

CC

:11

8/26/2013 ECON

Rim Fire near Yosemite appears to be putting huge dent in business

Moore

8/26/2013 HEAL

Class action lawsuit filed against Anthem for alleged refusal to properly treat eating disorders

O'Neill

:59

8/26/2013 HIST

New video of President Ford testimony on assassination attempt released

CC

:14

8/26/2013 POLI

State Assembly speaker John Perez says lawmakers will vote on a plan to ease prison overcrowding
before session end in Sept

CC

:10

8/26/2013 POLI

The pharmaceutical world is changing rapidly, and the California legislature is taking steps to stay in
front

Orr

:54

2:10

1:46

8/26/2013 POLI

The California Senate has passed a bill that would allow medical professionals who aren't doctors to
perform early term abortions

8/26/2013 ENV
8/26/2013 LAW

Pringle

:50

Recovery efforts have helped sea otter population

CC

:20

A new bill would make California the first to allow legal, non-citizen residents to serve on juries

Stoltze

8/26/2013 EDU

Uncertainty grows about state standardized testing

Guzman

8/26/2013 HEAL

Veteran faces 18 months in prison for Medicare fraud

Stoltze

1:02

8/26/2013 ENV

Settlement reached to help restore Mono Lake tributaries

Peterson

1:41

FOR

Weekend events may have made the possibility of U.S. military intervention in Syria more of a reality.
On Sunday, the Obama administration said there’s “very little doubt” that the Syrian military had used
chemical weapons against civilians.

Michael Rubin, Ed
Husain

LAW

California Attorney General Kamala Harris' office is investigating Bob Filner for criminal wrongdoing, but
her office has not provided any details. The out-going San Diego mayor is also facing a potential new
lawsuit morning, according to The San Diego Union-Tribune.
Craig Gustafson

9:00

LAW

A round of gun control bills working their way through the legislature could soon put California back in
the lead for the strictest gun laws in the nation. The bills would address a range of issues from banning Adam Winkler, Sam
high-capacity magazines to banning guns from a home if any resident is not allowed to have them.
Parades

10:00

TRAV

When was the last time you called a travel agent to help book your vacation? Most people turn to the
Internet to book their trips instead of calling their local agent. But one couple learned the hard way that
travel agents might not only save your trip... they can also help save your life.
Tammy Levent

22:00

8/26/13

8/26/13

8/26/13

8/26/13

8/26/13

8/26/2013

ENV

Most experts agree the wildfire situation in the West is only going to get worse. A combination of climate
change and greater populations in fire-prone areas almost certainly mean it will cost more to fight fires in
the future.
Bill Gabbert

9:17

Laurel Morales

4:41

Lisa Halverstadt

5:57

YOUT

8/26/2013

POLI

But before these allegations surfaced, Filner was making headlines for very different reasons. He was
being lauded for his efforts to create cross-border partnerships with Mexico.

8/26/2013

23:00

ART

8/26/2013

8/26/2013

:58

LA Times' foodies will descend on Paramount Studios this Labor Day Weekend for their now annual
Russ Parsons,
The Taste event. The featured chefs and bartenders plan to perform cooking demonstrations and craft Michael Cimarusti,
cocktails.
Sheila Bowman

Last year American families adopted 86,000 foreign-born children. The reasons for the decline are
varied, but many families hoping to adopt are now going outside the international law regime that
governs adoptions.

8/26/2013

3:24

SCI
EDUC
ENT

24:00:00

If it happened to you, you might think that you'd fight back against the offender right then and there. But
if you've never been in that moment, it's hard to say whether embarrassment or shock might keep you
from doing so.
Louise Fitzgerald

4:54

For 20 years, metal detectors have been used in LAUSD schools. KPCC's Jed Kim reports on whether
these tools have made schools any safer.
Jed Kim

4:13

Time for On the Lot, our weekly summary of news from the movie business with LA Times reporter
Rebecca Keegan.

7:53

Rebecca Keegan

8/26/2013
8/26/2013

ENT
RACE

8/26/2013
8/26/2013

IMM
RACE

Seth Shostak is senior astronomer at the SETI Institute in Mountain View, California. When he s not too
busy searching for life on other planets, he advises filmmakers on how to get the science right in their
movies.
According to a new study from the Pew Research Center, despite the half century that s passed since Seth Shostak

6:55

those memorable words, less than half of Americans, black or white, believe the country has made
substantial progress toward racial equality.

Rich Morin

6:03

California could become the first state to allow non-citizens to serve on criminal and civil juries, under
legislation
nowmay
on have
the governor’s
desk by the acquittal of officers who beat Rodney King, but UCLA s
The LA Riots
been sparked

Frank Stoltze

3:48

Brenda Stevenson explains how the overshadowed death of black teenager Latasha Harlins in 1991 set
the stage for violence against Korean-Americans
Brenda Stevenson

15:43
5:15

8/26/2013

ENV

Cooking fumes from your stove are supposed to be captured by a hood over the range, but even some
expensive models just aren't that effective.
Lauren Sommer

8/26/2013

ENT

Las Vegas is a city of transplants, from all over the country and these days, all over the world. The
influence of Asian immigrants has brought new tastes to the city and new flavors to Las Vegas tacos.

Kate Sheehy

3:12

8/26/2013

ENT

If you were lucky enough to be at the Hollywood Bowl on Friday, night you probably thought Kristin
Chenoweth would be the highlight of the evening.

Sarah Horn

4:53

8/27/2013 ENV

People bring recyclables into California in order to earn top dollar on their return

Moore-Gerety

3:40

8/27/2013 ECON

Lacter on business

Lacter

4:08

8/27/2013 ENV

Rim Fire is one of the biggest in California history

CC

:10

8/27/2013 SPOR

Dodgers beat the Cubs

CC

:16

8/27/2013 ENV

Ash from the Rim Fire has been raining down on the reservoir that supplies San Francisco

CC

:16

8/27/2013 SPOR

International jury investigates admission by Oracle Team USA that it illegally modified boats

CC

:17

8/27/2013 SPOR

International jury investigates admission by Oracle Team USA that it illegally modified boats

CC

:11

8/27/2013 ENV

Voters in Ojai decide whether to buy out privat company that provides their water

Richard

8/27/2013 LAW

Same-sex marriage ruled legal in New Mexico

Baumgartel

:35

8/27/2013 ENV

Flash flood watch continues through Tuesday evening for parts of Southern California

CC

:12

8/27/2013 ENV

Thunderstorms continue across Southern California Tuesday

CC

:18

8/27/2013 DIS

Firefighters make progress on the Rim Fire

CC

:15

8/27/2013 DIS

Firefighters make progress on the Rim Fire

CC

:08

8/27/2013 POLI

The LA City Council considers new ordinance regulating murals

CC

:11

4:21

8/27/2013 ENV

Rim Fire grows to 280 square miles

CC

:13

8/27/2013 TRAN

91 Freeway closed in Anaheim because of downed cabled lines

CC

:11

8/27/2013 YOUT

LA's child welfare system faces fines if children are held in temporary holding for extended periods of
time

CC

:22

8/27/2013 ENV

Battery recycler in Vernon will start testing for toxic pollution in the soil this week

Peterson

:44

8/27/2013 ENV

Group combats climate change deniers with tongue-in-cheek campaign

Botsio

8/27/2013 ECON

Consumer confidence up slightly in August

CC

:13

8/27/2013 AT

Political bloggers may be required to disclose financial ties

CC

:13

8/27/2013 AT

Political bloggers may be required to disclose financial ties

CC

:19

8/27/2013 LAW

Son of veteran OC firefighter set to be arraigned on charges of arson

CC

:15

8/27/2013 POLI

Governor Brown, legislative leaders intorduce plan to ease prison overcrowding

CC

:08

8/27/2013 ENV

Appeals court upheld California ban on cutting off shark fins for Chinese soup

CC

:15

8/27/2013 IMM

Arizona Senators spoke in a town hall on immigration

Joffe-Block

8/27/2013 POLI

Governor Brown, legislative leaders intorduce plan to ease prison overcrowding

CC

8/27/2013 ECON

Pershing Square readies for makeover

Fox

:50

8/27/2013 ECON

Rising home prices, falling foreclosure rates in LA area

Watt

:53

8/27/2013 LAW

Mayor Garcetti replaces four out of five police commissioners

Aguilar

4:33

8/27/2013 POLI

The LA City Council considers new ordinance regulating murals

Walton

1:53

8/27/2013 ENV

Report says otters helping resurgence of sea grass meadows in CA estuaries

CC

8/27/2013 POLI

Governor Brown, legislative leaders intorduce plan to ease prison overcrowding

Orr

8/27/2013 LAW

Family of Palmdale boy allegedly killed by mother and boyfriend accuse LA County of mishandling the
case

Palta

8/27/2013 SEC

Arizona rancher fights back after Homeland Security seized some of his property

Marizco

1:04

8/27/2013 POLI

Latino voters sue city government in Whittier and other SoCal cities

McNary

2:12

8/27/2013 POLI

Mayor Garcetti appoints USC associate dean as chief of Office of Immigrant Affairs

Stoltze

1:34

1:19
:11

:16
4:33
:57

:56

8/27/2013 ENV

LA Water and Power Commissioners approve settlement of Mono Lake dispute

Peterson

1:42

FOR

In a statement yesterday, Secretary of State John Kerry called the use of chemical weapons in Syria “a
moral obscenity” that demands action from the U.S. Now the question is what action the U.S. will take Christopher Harmer,
against Syria for crossing the “red line” President Obama outlined against the use of chemical
Stephen Zunes, Jim
weapons?
Walsh

8/27/13

LAW

The Los Angeles City Council proposed legislation that would require all imitation firearms such as BB
devices and Airsoft pistols to have their surfaces painted a distinct color. The idea is that law
enforcement would then be able to easily distinguish between imitation firearms and the real device.

Ann Ravel, Steve
Maviglio

17:00

8/27/13

POLI

The California Fair Political Practices Commission (FPPC) is calling for blogger transparency. The
FPPC is considering regulations that would disclose the political backings of bloggers and internet
commentators.

Maria Gao

6:00

8/27/13

TECH

Starting next month the Huffington Post is putting an end to its anonymous commenters. All users will
have to create verifiable accounts with the HuffPost. What led them to this decision? Will it improve the
comments or scare legitimate users away?
Jimmy Soni

10:00

8/27/13

HEAL

Americans are facing a huge shortage of caregivers for older and disabled people in the coming
decades, according to a new report released Monday by AARP.

23:00

8/27/13

ECON

A spot survey by the Los Angeles Business Journal found some local employers hit with premium hikes Stuart Waldman, Pete
exceeding 40 percent in the last year for workers' compensation insurance.
Moraga, Brad Chalk

14:00

8/27/2013

POLI

The US is considering whether to take military action against Syria. This comes as a response to
evidence that chemical weapons were used against civilians in that country.

4:49

ENV

Officials say the Rim Fire is 20 percent contained, but fire crews are optimistic that cooler temperatures
and higher humidity will help. As the fire rages on the edges of Yosemite National Park, one of
California's oldest and greatest natural treasures is under threat.
John Buckley

9:47

9:16

8/27/13

8/27/2013

Donald Redfoot,
Kathleen Kelly

Jonathan Marcus

24:00:00

8/27/2013

EDUC

As most of us are aware that the cost of a college education has sky-rocketed over the years. If you
compared the average annual tuition for a public college or university from 1965 and now the increase
might shock you.
Dylan Matthews

8/27/2013

EDUC

College rankings, and the magazines that publish them are incredibly influential. So much so that some
wonder if universities and higher-education experts consider the rankings a little bit too much.
Paul Glastraus

7:05

8/27/2013

ENV

Voters in Ojai, east of Santa Barbara, decide Tuesday whether to buy out the private company that
provides their water.

Chris Richard

4:43

8/27/2013

HIST

Chris Nichols is an editor at Los Angeles magazine, but he's also a walking encyclopedia when it comes
to Southern California's history. Every so often he comes by and he brings in one of his treasures.
Chris Nichols

3:44

8/27/2013

ENT

8/27/2013

It's time for Tuesday Reviewsday our weekly new music segment. Joining us this week is music critic
Steve Hochman.

Steve Hochman

6:33

YOUT

In the past year, there's even been overcrowding in holding rooms, those are temporary shelters where
foster kids are supposed to stay no more than 24 hours while the county tries to place them.
Phillip Browning

8:38

POLI

Drive around the city of Los Angeles and you're likely to notice the ornate and colorful murals that
occupy public spaces. But maybe you didn't know that since 2003, new public murals have been
prohibited.

5:36

FOR

Over the weekend, a train derailed in Southern Mexico killing at least six people and injuring dozens
more. The victims were migrants from Central America, many of them riding on the roof or between the
cars of the cargo train, known as "The Beast."
Sonia Nazario

11:42

8/27/2013

ENV

Trafficking in nickels and dimes may not seem profitable. But people from out-of-state are bringing
recyclable cans and bottles into California by the truckload to earn the bottle deposit on top of the price
for scrap.
Rowan Moore-Gerety

3:56

8/27/2013

ENV

California's sea otters were once hunted to near-extinction, but now, thanks to recovery programs, they
are bouncing back. It turns out that's not just good news for the otters, but also for their ecosystem.
Brent Hughes

4:08

8/27/2013

ECON

The Burning Man festival is all about rejecting commercialism. Yet its now one of the best places to find
someone who'll fund your next tech venture.
Nellie Bowles

6:08

8/27/2013

ECON

Michael Hallatt runs Pirate Joe's, a store offering Trader Joe's products he's smuggled across the USCanada border. Now Trader Joe's is suing Hallatt.

Michael Hallatt

4:30

8/28/2013 POLI

City Council votes to lift decade-long ban on murals on private buildings

CC

:11

8/28/2013 LAW

Mystery into how two women died in Stanton

Joyce

:36

8/28/2013 POLI

Sacramento County court judge to decide on tentative ruling for greenhouse gas emission lawsuit

CC

:18

8/28/2013 RACE

March on Washington was inspiring to people on may levels

Moore

8/27/2013

8/27/2013

Bill Lazaros

3:57

8/28/2013 DIS

Firefighters using CA National Guard drone in battle against Rim Fire

cc

:15

8/28/2013 LAW

Prison reform advocates denounce Gov Brown's plan

Pringle

:41

8/28/2013 LAW

Prison reform advocates denounce Gov Brown's plan

CC

:12

8/28/2013 LAW

Gov Brown tries to find space for thousands of inmates to comply with order to reduce prison
overcrowding

CC

:20

8/28/2013 LAW

Thousands of inmates may transfer to ease prison overcrowding

Orr

8/28/2013 SPOR

Dodgers lost to the Cubs

CC

:09

8/28/2013 MIL

Veterans' Affairs secretary says VA has more work to do before it can provide benefits to same-sex
couples

CC

:11

8/28/2013 LAW

Governor Brown throws in the towel on prison reform

Detrow

:57

8/28/2013 FOR

At least 65 dead, 100 injured in bomb attacks in Iraq

Usher

:35

8/28/2013 POLI

Whittier City Council asks voters to choose how council members are elected

CC

:15

8/28/2013 POLI

Whittier City Council asks voters to choose how council members are elected

CC

:16

8/28/2013 HIST

Angeleno travels to DC for March on Washington anniversary

CC

:19

8/28/2013 POLI

Senate democrats release alternative plan to limiit prison overcrowding

CC

:16

8/28/2013 ECON

San Bernardino waits to learn if it's eligible for bankruptcy protection

CC

:15

8/28/2013 HIST

Huntington Park high school teacher recalls marching with Martin Luther King

CC

:20

8/28/2013 POLI

The LA City Council votes 13-2 to overturn ban on murals

Walton

8/28/2013 AT

Governor Brown and senate democrats duel over plans to reduce prison overcrowding

CC

:17

8/28/2013 AT

Governor Brown and senate democrats duel over plans to reduce prison overcrowding

CC

:13

8/28/2013 ENV

Desert tortoises face more bad news with closure of Las Vegas conservation center
The Echo Park Elysian Neighborhood Council voted not to support the city's proposed gang injunction
for the area

CC

:25

8/28/2013 LAW
8/28/2013 ECON

Rim Fire cost about 15% of state's annual firefighting budget

Moore

1:26

1:27

Aguilar

1:16
:57

8/28/2013 DIS

Firefighters using CA National Guard drone in battle against Rim Fire

??

8/28/2013 POLI

Democratic State Senate leader issues own plan

Orr

8/28/2013 ECON

Federal bankruptcy judge rules city of San Bernardino can move forward with bankruptcy

McNary

2:40

8/28/2013 YOUT

Delays in finding homes for foster children causes fines of $200/day

Palta

3:21

8/28/2013 ECON

Federal bankruptcy judge rules city of San Bernardino can move forward with bankruptcy

CC

:10

8/28/2013 TRAV

Travelers to Yosemite need to check on road and campground closures

Fox

:45

8/28/2013 LAW

Opponents of Millennium towers went to court to block the project

Stoltze

:56

8/28/2013 ENV

LA DWP to break ground on project to upgrade Playa Del Ray power plant

Peterson

:53

8/28/13

8/28/13

8/28/13

8/28/2013

8/28/2013

8/28/2013

3:52

:58

HIST

Washington DC will be buzzing on Wednesday to commemorate the 50th anniversary of the March on
Washington. The most notable event will be at the Lincoln Memorial, where Martin Luther King Jr. once
stood and sounded out his dream for racial equality. Fifty years later, President Barack Obama and
former U.S. presidents Bill Clinton and Jimmy Carter are set to speak at this same spot and pay tribute
to this historic day. This event will be broadcast live during AirTalk.

POLI

A growing number of lawmakers in Washington are urging President Barack Obama to consult
Congress and receive authorization before using military force in Syria. Representative Scott Rigell (RVA) sent a letter to the White House outlining such arguments, and has at least 65 co-signatories from
both sides of the aisle.
Zoe Lofgren

10:00

POLI

Governor Brown proposes raiding state’s emergency fund to keep prisoners behind bars Governor
Jerry Brown is still reluctant to release prisoners from CA state prisons to comply with judges’ orders to
ease overcrowding. Brown instead is proposing that the state pay to house inmates in other facilities,
including private prisons in and out of state and county jails.
Bob Huff, Ted Lieu,

12:00

LAW

Today, the city of San Bernardino learns whether it's eligible for bankruptcy protection. The case has
garnered nation-wide attention since it could set a precedent as the first city ever allowed to get out of
its pension obligations to city employees.

Michael Sweet

7:06

ENV

This morning, a hotshot crew of firefighters will leave their home base in Arizona and head to Boise
Idaho. There they'll get their next assignment, which could be fighting fires somewhere in the northern
Rockies, or possibly even here in California.

John Dougherty

7:36

LAW

The debate over prison overcrowding and solitary confinement is still continuing with neither side
looking like they will back down. We’ll try and have a better understanding about the issues with a
roundtable discussion about the issue.

Leo Duran

16:08

81:00:00

A move yesterday by the L.A. County Board of Supervisors will likely help bring it back to southern
California. They've approved the expansion of a major high-tech TV and film facility at the Golden Oaks
Ranch in Santa Clarita.
Ted Johnson

6:02

8:59

8/28/2013

ENT

8/28/2013

SPOR

Time for sports with Andy and Brian Kamenetzky, who have covered the sports scene for the L.A.
Times and ESPN.

8/28/2013

RACE

Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. delivered his famous "I Have A Dream" speech 50 years ago today. One L.A.
woman who was there believes the essence of his words has been lost.
Corey Moore

4:22

8/28/2013

HIST

Congresswoman Maxine Waters, who represents California's 43rd District, joins Take Two to talk about
that significance of that day in 1963.
Maxine Waters

6:54

8/28/2013

ENV

The Rim Fire is still only about 25 percent contained and has burned almost 293 square miles, making it
California's 7th largest wildfire on record. Yesterday it reached the shores of the Hetch Hetchy
Reservoir.
Tyrone Jue

2:01

8/28/2013

TECH

Now it's time for App Chat, our regular segment where tech writers give you their app
recommendations. This week we're joined by Devindra Hardawar, national mobile editor for Venture
Beat.

4:12

8/28/2013

ECON

Tesla now sells more cars in California than Cadillac. And one-third of all electric cars sold in the US are
bought by drivers in LA and San Francisco.
Steve Proffitt

6:45

5:37

5:01

Andy and Brian
Kamenetzky

Devindra Hardawar

8/28/2013

ENV

Wild horses are destroying native rangelands and in many cases are more nuisance than western icon.
Robert Garrott is with Montana State University and he co-wrote a paper outlining the dilemma of
managing these wild horse populations.
Robert Garrott

8/28/2013

ENV

The Desert Tortoise Conservation Center in Las Vegas will shut down because of budget cuts within the
next year.
Carolyn Wells

Drug sniffing dogs can play a key role in police departments looking to uncover illegal stashes. But for
pooches in Colorado and Washington, the job has become a lot trickier, now that marijuana is legal.

Brian Cummings

8/29/2013 EDU

18 communuities across Calfornia are taking part in a national compaign to enchant children with the
magic of reading

Mongeau

4:17

8/29/2013 POLI

The TRUST Act passed the state Assembly and now awaits a vote in the Senate

Florido

4:19

8/29/2013 LAB

Workers from Burger King and other fast food chains marched in South LA this morning (Thurs)
demanding higher pay

CC

:08

8/29/2013 LAB

Workers from Burger King and other fast food chains marched in South LA this morning (Thurs)
demanding higher pay

CC

:04

8/29/2013 ENT

LA Mayor Eric Garcetti wants to bolster tax incentives for the film and television industry and hang on to
a greater share of jobs
Watt

8/29/2013 ENV

Rim Fire burns 15,000 acres of trees planted after 1987 Stanislaus Complex Fires

CC

:14

8/29/2013 SPOR

The NFL and former players have a reached a settlement regarding concussion-related head injuries

CC

:08

8/29/2013 TRAN

The California D-M-V is preparing for self-driving cars to hit the roads

CC

:19

8/29/2013 EDU

Overall, scores across California declined by 2 points while LAUSD scores increased by 3 points

Gilbertson

8/29/2013 LAB

Fast food workers in LA are protesting today (Thurs) for higher pay and the right to unionize

Bergman

:11

8/29/2013 SCI

Former JPL director Bruce Murrey dies

CC

:10

8/28/2013

POLI

4:44

1:38

1:00

8/29/2013 LAW

Holders of the SENTRI pass that speeds up border crossings from Mexico into the U-S will no longer
have a decal indentifying their cars

Replogle

8/29/2013 POLI

Federal court upholds CA law banning gay aversion therapy

CC

:09

8/29/2013 POLI

Federal court upholds CA law banning gay aversion therapy

CC

:08

8/29/2013 LAW

Law enforcement officers swarmed South LA today (Thurs) in a crackdown on the Rollin 30's Harlem
Crips gang

CC

:14

8/29/2013 ENV

Heal the Bay issues beach report card

CC

:12

8/29/2013 DC

The British Parliament today voted down proposal to take military action in Syria, following allegations of
a chemical weapons attack against civilians
Felde

1:22

8/29/2013 SCI

Bruce Murray, former director of JPL died at the age of 81

3:02

8/29/2013 ECON

Fast food workers walk off job demanding bigger wages

8/29/2013 EDU

Academic Performance Index scores are out of California schools. Only about half of charters make the
goal.
Gilbertson

8/29/2013 EDU

This year's High School Exit Exam results are the highest since the test was introduced

CC

8/29/2013 HEAL

Coverd CA unveils $80 million ad campaign featuring real Californians

O'Neill

8/29/2013 LAW

Federal court upholds CA law that bans therapists from trying to make gay minors straight

Pringle

:42

8/29/2013 TRAV

New survey suggests more people in CA plan to travel this holiday weekend

Milne

:48

8/29/13

8/29/13

8/29/13

1:02

Bergman

2:45
3:27
:13
2:33

MEDI

The New York Times website was down this week for nearly two days thanks to a “malicious external
attack” by group of hackers believed to be the Syrian Electronic Army (SEA). The NYT breach was the
latest in a series of attacks on news and social media websites—including the Washington Post, the
Huffington Post, CNN and Twitter—that exposes some vulnerabilities in internet security.
Johannes Ullrich

14:00

TECH

Cars come with a lot of bells and whistles nowadays, but they got nothing on what the global automobile
industry at large is working on next: a car that drives itself. Indeed, the race is on for the automakers to Amir Efrati, Bernard
build the first self-driving vehicle.
Soriano,

17:00

High school students who want to sell themselves to the college of their dreams aim for high SAT
scores and nosebleed-level grade-point averages. What about ambitious college students who want to Roger Benjamin, Bob
land the job of their dreams?
Schaeffer,

17:00

EDU

8/29/13

8/29/13

8/29/2013

8/29/2013

HEAL

Leonardo DiCaprio is doing it. And he’s not the only A-list celeb making electronic cigarettes look cool.
The faux smokes are showing up in movies and television shows and enthusiasts known as “Vapers” Spike Babaian, Anne
even have their own convention called VapeFest, coming to Vegas this September.
Joseph,

SPOR

Sometimes we can’t help but think that some people would be genetically predisposed to particular
abilities. For example, very tall men often hear that they should play basketball, bulky young boys are
chided to try out football, and the long-legged are encouraged to take a go at track and field.

David Epstein,
Malcolm Gladwell,

22:00

The regime of Syrian President Bashar al-Assad is accused of launching a large-scale chemical
weapons attack against civilians. While the Obama administration has yet to say how the U.S. will
respond to the attacks, it has indicated the strong possibility of punitive military strikes.

Alexander Garza

6:29

FOR

LABOR

25:00:00

This morning, fast food workers across the country have been staging protests, calling for an increase
in wages. These demonstrations began in New York last fall. Today marks the first time such an event
is being held in southern California.
Corey Moore

7:38

4:57

8/29/2013

HEAL

Now it's time for our regular explainer "Ask Emily," about the Affordable Care Act, better known as
Obamacare. Chances are, many of you may have questions about how exactly the new law will affect
you.

8/29/2013

HEAL

This week, Wal-Mart announced big changes to its health insurance policies. The mega retailer will offer
benefits to its employees' domestic partners, including those of the same sex.
Linda Barkacs

10:02

8/29/2013

ENV

The Rio Grande River is the lifeblood of south Texas. A 70-year-old treaty between the U.S. and Mexico
is supposed to keep the river's water flowing, but Mexico has fallen behind on its end of the deal.
Monica Ortiz Uribe

4:36

8/29/2013

TECH

8/29/2013

EDUC

8/29/2013

POLI

When's the last time you told a lie? If you can't remember, you might be shocked to learn the answer
because it's probably more recent than you think, thanks to technology.
Megan Gerber
A lot of 9-year-olds struggle with reading, even with books that are aimed at their age group. But across
California, nearly 20 communities are taking part in a national campaign to enchant children with the
magic of reading.
Lillian Mongeau
The TRUST Act seeks to curtail the federal Secure Communities program by prohibiting local sheriff's
departments from detaining arrested immigrants so that federal immigration agents can take them into
custody.
Adrian Florido

8/29/2013

POLI

It's time for State of Affairs, our look at politics throughout California with KPCC's political reporters Alice Alice Walton and
Walton and Frank Stoltze.
Frank Stoltze

8/29/2013

ECON

8/29/2013

LAW

8/29/2013

ECON

Emily Bazar

The insurance giant Allstate says LA drivers are the second worst the best in the nation, at least in
terms of avoiding collisions.
Jim Klapthor
Earlier this month, Rafael Caro Quintero was released early from prison on a legal technicality. It was
seen as a slap in the face to the U.S., and officials here vowed to pursue charges against him stateside.
But Caro Quintero has disappeared.
Tracy Wilkinson
POM Wonderful, makers of a variety of pomegranate juice products, is locked in a legal battle with the
Federal Trade Commission over its ads. The case involving the California-based company could set an
important precedent in false advertising litigation.
Michael Doyle

6:11

4:44

4:39

10:00

4:29

5:45

6:07

8/29/2013

ENT

Every week we get your weekend conversation starters with Rico Gagliano and Brendan Newnam, the Rico Gagliano and
hosts of the Dinner Party Download podcast and radio show.
Brendan Newnam

5:31

8/29/2013

ENT

Bearman has written another blockbuster of a magazine piece, "Coronado High," published in the
Atavist.

Joshuah Bearman

9:42

8/30/2013 ART

Larry and KPCC critics Henry Sheehan and Andy Klein review this week's releases

Mantle

3:01

8/30/2013 EDU

A look at how LAUSD's arts plan will be implemented and funded

Plummer

2:51

8/30/2013 POLI

Medical marijuana activists are cautiously optimistic

Stoltze

1:02

8/30/2013 POLI

Debate over military action in Syria continues

Pannell

3:09

8/30/2013 POLI

Medical marijuana activists are cautiously optimistic

Detrow

1:15

8/30/2013 POLI

Obama and advisors discuss possible military action against Syria

CC

8/30/2013 EDU

Public school student test scores have slipped

Tintocalis

8/30/2013 MIL

UN weapons expersts visit military hospital in Damascus

CC

:08
1:30
:19

8/30/2013 POLI

US prepares to go it alone with military action against Syria

Bowen

:55

8/30/2013 ENV

Riverside City College resumes Friday following blood damage

CC

:16

8/30/2013 TRAN

DUI checkpoints will be in full swing for Labor Day weekend

Moore

:52

8/30/2013 OBIT

Irish poet Seamus Heany died

CC

:14

8/30/2013 POLI

Four new police commissioners approved by LA City Council

Walton

8/30/2013 MIL

US and Russia team up on training exercise, despite recent tensions

CC

:17

8/30/2013 POLI

Three San Bernardino politicians may be recalled in November

McNary

:38

8/30/2013 POLI

The City Council agrees to work with a nnoprofit on creating a new downtown park

CC

:12

8/30/2013 DIS

Rim Fire in Yosemite now more than 200-thousand acres; can only fight fire from the air in Yosemite

CC

:09

8/30/2013 POLI

Mayor Filner kept a low profile on his last day in office

CC

:15

8/30/2013 POLI

Mayor Filner kept a low profile on his last day in office

CC

:25

8/30/2013 LAW

CHP and Highway Patrol team up for the I-10 Challenge

CC

:20

8/30/2013 HIST

Holocaust Museum offers audio tour guide in Spanish

CC

:18

8/30/2013 LAW

Small plane crash landed in Rancho Palos Verdes

CC

:24

1:24

8/30/2013 DIV

New analysis of Latino population trends says parts of Southwest have seen big changes

Sheehy

8/30/2013 LAW

Tijuana's ex-police chief has been banned from holding public office in Baja California for eight years

Florido

:54

8/30/2013 ECON

LA City Council considers resolution on dispute

Watt

:55

8/30/2013 POLI

A roundup of environmental bills

Quinton

:50

8/30/2013 POLI

Three San Bernardino politicians may be recalled in November

Roman

8/30/2013 LAW

Man charged with mass murders in Orange County two years ago has yet to stand trial

Joyce

:43

8/30/2013 POLI

Hundreds of bills sent to Senate and Assembly floors for final votes

Pringle

:50

POLI

In a press conference this morning, Secretary of State John Kerry made a case for U.S. military
intervention in Syria, saying there’s clear evidence that the Syrian government was responsible for last
week’s chemical attack on civilians outside Damascus.
Carrie Budoff Brown

LAW

More law enforcement agencies are using on-body video cameras to hold both police officers
accountable while on duty. There has been a steady use of dash board cameras over the years, but the
on-body cameras capture not only the point of view of the officer, but follow the officers once they leave
the car.
Mark W. Clark

8/30/13

ENT

Larry and KPCC film critics Henry Sheehan and Andy Klein review this week’s releases, including
Getaway, Passion, Drinking Buddies and more. Which movies should you catch this Labor Day
weekend? Also, film critic Peter Rainer is at the Montreal World Film Festival. TGI-Filmweek!

8/30/13

ENT

8/30/2013

POLI

Back in November, voters passed Measure B, which required adult film performers throughout L.A.
Mark Kernes,
County to wear condoms during porn shoots and also get permits from the health department.
Chauntelle Tibbals
In a major policy change, the White House announced yesterday that it will not interfere with states laws
allowing for recreational marijuana use. That is, as long as those states do a good job regulating pot
sales.
Beau Kilmer

8/30/2013

POLI

Congress has been decidedly split on how the U.S. should respond. As KPCC's Kitty Felde notes, that
mixed response does not fall along party lines.
Kitty Felde

8/30/2013

ART

8/30/2013

8/30/13

8/30/13

8/30/2013

8/30/2013

8/30/2013

Henry Sheehan, Andy
Klein, Peter Rainer

1:02

3:51

26:00:00

21:00

31:00:00

16:00

6:09

5:03

POLI

More than eight weeks after district officials' completion of a new arts plan, many key details remain
unclear. One major missing component: a budget.
Mary Plummer
Obamacare. Immigration. Tackling the deficit, and funding the government. All issues Congress faces
as they return from their summer recess next week, and some of the stuff we'll talk about on our weekly Christina Bellantoni
news analysis, The Friday Flashback.
and James Rainey

15:59

ENT

The Labor Day weekend is upon us. According to AAA, more than 29 million of us will hop in our cars
for road trips and about 2.5 million will head to the airport for a longer journey. Slate contributor Amy
Webb is with us and she's got some tips for the flying public.

Amy Webb

5:41

ENT

The Taste event will feature cooking demonstrations, wine tastings and discussions about the dining
experience, including a chat about pop-up restaurants; those temporary eateries that pop up inside
other restaurants, or sometimes
evenpprivate
g p
, homes.
p

Craig Thornton and
Nguyen Tran

6:54

ENV

containment is not expected until September 20th. Despite this though much of the park is open for
business. Kari Cobb, park ranger and spokesperson for Yosemite, joins the show with an update on the
status of the park.
Maggie Dowd

3:22

4:16

8/30/2013

ENT

8/30/2013

ECON

8/30/2013

ENT

8/31/2013 POLI

Three top L.A.-area chefs offer suggestions for dishes that will wow your friends this Labor Day
weekend.

Lauren Osen

4:04

The Ventura-based company has been at the forefront of sustainable business for some time now,
partnering with eBay to make it easy for customers to buy and sell used Patagonia wares.

Kyle Stock

5:04

Like a number of indie artists these days, KITTEN's lead singer Chloe Chaidez has been greatly
influenced by artists from the 1980s, but Chloe wasn't even alive then; she's just 18 years old.

Chloe Chaidez

9:51

State legislature raced to pass bills before Labor Day

CC

:11

ART

John Rabe talks with Dwight Yoakam who plays the Hollywood Palladium 9/6. Yoakam's first big break John Rabe / Dwight
didn't
come
in Nashville.
It happened
right for
here
in Los150
Angeles,
public just
radioabout
station,
no other
less. foot of Yoakam
Pershing
Square
has been
a public space
almost
years, on
anda unlike
every

6:57:00

HIST

land in downtown Los Angeles, Pershing Square hasn’t changed ownership in all that time. Patt
Morrison also talks with several people enjoying Pershing Square and asks what they would like to see
in
a new
PershingCity
Square.
Patt Morrison
The
Los Angeles
Council voted Wednesday to tentatively rescind a decade long ban on murals.

4:30:00

ART

Kent Twitchell painted the Freeway lady along the 101, the LA Marathon Mural, and giant Los Angeles
Conservancy portraits next to the 110 freeway in Downtown LA. Twitchell also co founded the Mural
Kevin Ferguson / Kent
Conservancy of Los Angeles. He talked with Off-Ramp producer Kevin Ferguson about the new law.
Twitchell

5:01:00

POLI

John Rabe talks with Erika Aguilar about Echo Park's rejected gang injunction. Many residents feel the
injunction - which puts strict limits of alleged gang members' activities - is too broad, and targets Latinos John Rabe / Erika
unfairly in the rapidly gentrifying neighborhood.
Aguilar
Maya Sugarman /

3:31:00

ART

This month’s Public Square theme is ‘hard work.’ We asked people to take a portrait of someone hard atBeth Nakamura /
work. Maya Sugarman talks with photographers Beth Nakamura, Danielle Abramson and Thamer Bajjal Danielle Abramson /
Thamer Bajjali
about their images.

4:29:00

8/31/2013

ART

If you drive the Harbor Freeway, you've seen Julie Gigante, the LA Chamber Orchestra violinist. You
can't miss her. She's eight stories high. She's one of the most prominent LACO members depicted in
Kent Twitchell's mural, "Harbor Freeway Overture." Gigante and Twitchell talk with John Rabe.

John Rabe / Kent
Twitchell / Julie
Gigante

7:24:00

8/31/2013

RELI

KPCC's Frank Stoltze listens-in on local events commemorating the 50th anniversary of Martin Luther
King's March on Washington. James Lawson, a local LA Methodist preacher, worked with King.

Frank Stoltze / James
Lawson

4:08:00

HIST

John Rabe talks with Mark Elson and Jeannine Stein about their new book, which chronicles Civil War John Rabe / Mark
reinactments both domestic and abroad.
Elson / Jeannine Stein

10:22:00

8/31/2013

8/31/2013

8/31/2013

8/31/2013

8/31/2013

8/31/2013

9/1/2013 ENV

LA River closes again

McNary

:55

9/1/2013 POLI

Debate over military action in Syria continues

Berestein-Rojas
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9/1/2013 POLI

Debate over military action in Syria continues

Berestein-Rojas
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9/2/2013 ART

"One Direction: This is Us" or "Lee Daniels' The Butler" tops box office this weekend

Jahad

:37

9/2/2013 HIST

Holocaust museum offers audio tour guide in Spanish

CC

:18

9/2/2013 LAW

LA County Supervisors want to close a sex trafficking loophole

Palta

:49

9/2/2013 ECON

California Budget Project report shows most workers not benefiting from economic recovery

Pringle

:42

9/2/2013 ENV

LA River closes again today

McNary

:55
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Loh Life Scrabble

Loh

9/2/2013 ECON

California Budget Project report shows most workers not benefiting from economic recovery

CC
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9/2/2013 POLI

Lawmakers make decisions on hundreds of outstanding bills

Adler

:40

9/2/2013 POLI

Lawmakers make decisions on hundreds of outstanding bills

CC
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9/2/2013 DC

Former Hollywood Bowl chief now runs Wolftrap

Felde

3:29

9/2/2013 ECON

Don't expect refunds from Time Warner

Bergman

1:25

9/2/2013 POLI

Obama administration and Congress discuss military action against Syria

Berestein-Rojas

2:04

9/2/2013 HEAL

A woman agonizes over her missing bipolar husband; would Laura's Law have helped?

O'Neill

3:57

9/2/2013 ENV

Crews make good progress on the Rim Fire
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9/2/2013 POLI

President Obama enlists McCain to get Congress to support military action in Syira

CC
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Rim Fire is a reminder about the risk of starting a wildfire

CC

:14

9/2/2013 TRAN

Eastern half of San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge set to open

CC
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9/2/2013 TRAN

Eastern half of San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge set to open

CC
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9/2/2013 LAW

High-profile drug lord arrested in Mexico
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9/2/2013 MIL

NATO reports no troops were killed in attack on US base

CC

:20

9/2/2013 ENV

Sewage spill in Newport Beach closes part of the beach

CC

:10

9/2/2013 SPOR

Diana Nyad swam from Cuba to Florida without a shark cage

McNary

9/2/2013 SPOR

Diana Nyad swam from Cuba to Florida without a shark cage
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9/2/2013 SPOR

Diana Nyad swam from Cuba to Florida without a shark cage

CC
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9/2/2013 LAW

Newport Beach's Balboa Pier closed after yacht crash

CC

:24

9/2/2013 ECON

CBS and Time Warner Cable reached an agreement

Watt

2:25

9/2/2013 SPOR

President Obama and Hillary Clinton congratulated Diana Nyad on her swim

McNary
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9/2/2013 ECON

CBS and Time Warner Cable reached an agreement
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9/2/2013 HEAL

Ringleader of Medicare fraud scheme sentenced to prison

Stoltze
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1:05

:21
1:08

9/2/2013

POLI

The choice of whether America will intervene in Syria is up to Congressional lawmakers. But the choice Sebastian Usher and
could mire the US in another international conflict, or leave Syrians locked in an already deadly battle. Seung Min Kim

14:45

9/2/2013

ENT

It might not be comparable to New York's subway system, but it's still possible to discover LA by train.
KPCC's Leo Duran takes us on a tour.

5:21

9/2/2013

ENT

Myron Glasper joined Take Two recently to talk about his career, and about growing up in South Central
from a musical standpoint.
Myron Glasper

David Madsen and
Elisa Makunga

11:15

9/2/2013

ENT

The British filmmaker talks about "The World's End," why we're obsessed with the apocalypse and how
Delta Airlines may have inspired his next film.
Edgar Wright

11:31

9/2/2013

ENT

"It's like Thai hick food," says Night + Market chef Kris Yenbamroong about his favorite summer dish,
koi tuna.

Kris Yenbamroong

3:31

9/2/2013

ENT

Producer Meghan McCarty sets out on a foraging expedition to find out which edible plants (and
creatures) can be found right in our backyards.

Meghan McCarty

4:03

9/2/2013

ENV

In "The Drunken Botanist," Amy Stewart writes about the fruits, flowers and herbs that go into our
favorite alcoholic drinks.

Amy Stewart

8:06

9/2/2013

ENV

In densely urban South Los Angeles, it can seem impossible to find tranquil places of respite amid the
chaos of the big city. That's bad, according to a local mental health expert.

Jose Martinez

4:31

9/2/2013

LIT

Alysia Abbott chronicles what it was like growing up in San Francisco during the height of the AIDS
crisis in her new book, "Fairyland: A Memoir of My Father."

Alysia Abbott

11:20

9/2/2013

LIT

To many, the notion of librarians may bring to mind fastidious, pedantic sorts, or book nerds. And
though John Szabo and Ken Brecher do love books, they are anything but dull.

John Szabo and Ken
Brecher
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Lawmakers focus on Syria conflict
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Lawmakers focus on Syria conflict

CC
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Interim mayor Todd Gloria will not run for Bob Filner's seat

CC

:24

9/3/2013 EDU

Parents take a Kindergarten prep class before sending their kids off to school

Fernandes
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Ridesharing companies could face state regulation under proposal from PUC

CC
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9/3/2013 SPOR

Diana Nyad recovers from Cuba-Florida swim

CC

9/3/2013 ECON

Exide Technologies fights to keep recycling plants in vernon

Peterson
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Ride-sharing companies are getting more popular

Adler
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CBS and Time Warner Cable reached an agreement

Watt
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Eastern span of San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge reopens
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:14

9/3/2013 SPOR

Dodgers won against Rockies despite Clayton's not-so-perfect game
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Crews continue to make progress on the Rim Fire
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9/3/2013 TRAN

Eastern span of San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge reopens

CC

:09

9/3/2013 SPOR

Dodgers won against Rockies despite Clayton's not-so-perfect game

CC

:11

9/3/2013 TRAN

Bay Bridge is open again

Siler

9/3/2013 POLI

New measure would strip tax breaks from the Boy Scouts because of policies that discriminate against
gays
Detrow

9/3/2013 LAW

Woman sues LAPD, claiming she fell from a moving police car while cuffed

CC

:05

9/3/2013 FOR

Egyptian court orders closure of four TV stations, including Al Jazeera Egyptian channel

Usher

:35

1:29

3:55

9/3/2013 SPOR

Diana Nyad swam from Cuba to Florida without a shark cage

CC

:33

9/3/2013 POLI

President Obama met with Congressional leaders to talk about Syria

cc

:18

9/3/2013 FOR

Japanese government to pay nearly a half billion dollars to contain leaks at Fukushima plant

CC

:18

9/3/2013 LAW

LAPD cracks down on low-rider cruising

CC

:13

9/3/2013 SPOR

Anaheim City Council to vote on beginning lease negotiations with Angels

CC

:20

9/3/2013 ECON

Microsoft's stock drops on news company is acquiring Nokia's devices and services

CC

:17

9/3/2013 DC

Senator Boxer supports military action in Syria

CC

9/3/2013 HEAL

Flu season is upon us

Fernandes

9/3/2013 DC

Senator Boxer supports military action in Syria

Felde

9/3/2013 LAW

Mexican authorities in Juarez search for woman believed to be responsible for deaths of two bus drivers Uribe

:40

9/3/2013 ECON

CBS and Time Warner Cable reached an agreement

Watt

:55

9/3/2013 POLI

New bill would make it easier for people to sign up for food stamps

CC

:08

9/3/2013 POLI

New bill would make it easier for people to sign up for food stamps

CC

:07

9/3/2013 LAW

LA Board of Supervisors passed a motion for tougher penalties against people paying for sex from
children

Palta

9/3/2013 HOUS

California tries to find a way to pay for affordable housing

CC

:08

9/3/2013 POLI

Two potential candidates drop out of special election to replace former San Diego Mayor Bob Filner

CC
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9/3/2013 HOUS

California tries to find a way to pay for affordable housing

Orr

:55

9/3/2013 POLI

New bill would make it easier for people to sign up for food stamps

Pringle

:42

9/3/2013 LAW

Search continues for missing college student

CC

:23

9/3/2013 LAW

The State Supreme Court will hear case of law school graduate who is in country illegally

Berestein-Rojas

13

:52

1:01

1:19

2:02

9/3/2013 EDU

LA County officials praise districts raising their attendance

Guzman

1:15

MIL

President Obama’s call for military action against Syria gained significant momentum today (TUES).
House Speaker John Boehner and House Leader Nancy Pelosi announced their support, saying they’re
convinced that Syrian President Bashar Assad used chemical weapons on his own people and that the
United States should respond. But ambivalence remains in both parties and passing the resolution
Ed O'Keefe, Josh
might be an uphill battle.
Keating,

13:00

SCI

Blue Shield of California has come under fire for refusing to pay for an expensive and controversial new
radiation treatment for prostate cancer. Insurers are under constant pressure to hold down costs but at
the same time, patients and doctors are demanding they pay for pricey and often-controversial
treatments. How do insurers decide which new treatments are worth spending top dollar?

Dr. Marcus
Thygeson,Dr. Steven
Pearson, Daniel
Fontoura,

18:00

LAW

The lowrider scene was a no-show in the Crenshaw District over the weekend. Drivers are spooked by Martin Martinez,
LAPD's increased enforcement of traffic laws that began the previous weekend. Cruising along
Frederick “G” Staves,
Crenshaw Boulevard is an historic LA pastime.
Andre Pierson,

16:00

ECON

After a month of stalemate and brinkmanship, CBS and Time Warner have announced that they have
finally reached a new broadcasting rights deal. Service in Los Angeles and other impacted markets
Joe Flint,Charles
resumed yesterday. The two companies are staying mum on the monetary terms of the new agreement. Golvin

14:00

TRAN

If a driver gets in an accident reading a text, he or she is certainly at fault, but what role does the sender
of that text play in the accident? According to a New Jersey court, the texter can be liable as well. The
ruling stems from a 2009 case, in which a young man was texting with a female friend when he
accidentally crossed a double yellow line and sideswiped a motorcycle with a couple on it, both of whom
lost their left legs. The couple sued both the young man and the woman who sent him a text moments
before the accident.
Emily Bazelon,

17:00

9/3/13

TRAN

The city with the worst drivers, according to Allstate’s America’s Best Drivers report, is Washington
D.C. It’s the sixth time the nation’s capital has topped the survey, which finds that drivers there are twice
as likely to get into traffic accidents than those in the rest of the country.
N/A

17:00

9/3/2013

POLI

Southern California Rep. Adam Schiff (D) supports the White House plan for a military strike against
Syria. But he says any authorization needs hard limits.

9/3/2013

POLI

Rep. John Campbell (R) argues against the US engaging in another conflict that could potentially last fo
years.
John Campbell

9/3/13

9/3/13

9/3/13

9/3/13

9/3/13

Adam Schiff

n/a

n/a

Six second comedy videos have become a huge draw on the social media site, Vine. But is six seconds
enough time do something funny?
Brittany Furlan

5:02

Across Southern California, the new academic year is in full swing, including for the thousands of
kindergarteners. It's an exciting time for some and a scary time for others.

Deepa Fernandes

3:57

ENT

It's time for another Tuesday Reviewsday - our weekly new music segment.

Chris Martins

7:02

9/3/2013

ART

Amid fighting a rapidly spreading fire, Gregg Boydston, a member of the Klamath Hotshot Crew, is
documenting his experiences through photos on his trusty iPhone.

Gregg Boydston

5:14

9/3/2013

POLI

Bob Filner stepped down as San Diego mayor Friday afternoon after only nine months in office.

Todd Gloria

5:03

9/3/2013

SPOR

Is 24-year-old Gareth Bale the best soccer player in the world?

Kristan Heneage

N/A

9/3/2013

POLI

In Mexico, President Enrique Peña Nieto defended his record in his state of the nation speech yesterday
amid controversy over a program of reforms he has touted during his nine months in office.
Shannon O'Neil

n/a

9/3/2013

ECON

A new span of the San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge opened early Tuesday.

Malcolm Dougherty

4:54

9/3/2013

LAW

Charles Manson is known for orchestrating the infamous Tate-LaBianca murders in 1969. But author
Jeff Guinn explains how even at a young age, Manson displayed signs of the adult he would become.

Jeff Guinn

N/A

9/4/2013 POLI

Bill would give prosecutors more flexibility on how to charge people in certain drug cases

CC

9/4/2013 LAW

Assembly bill would give people convicted of "realignment crimes" opportunity to ask for their record to
be expunged
Aguilar

1:44

9/4/2013 LAW

Rural Norther CA county wants to leave the state

4:10

9/4/2013 LAW

Bill would allow school districts to start phasing in CA's new computer-based standardized tests heads
to senate floor
CC

9/4/2013 SCI

The heat in LA is about to get worse thanks to high pressure system over the region

Totten

9/4/2013 LAW

CA Senate Budget Committee approves plan to deal with a federal court order to reduce prision
overcrowding

CC

:12

9/4/2013 HEAL

Heat alert in effect 9/5-9/6 for the Santa Clarita and San Fernando Valleys

Kim

:44

9/4/2013 EDU

Bill would suspend the STAR tests for CA students heads fpr state senate vote

Pringle

:37

9/4/2013 HEAL

Temps in valleys expected to be in triple digits, mid-90s downtown and mid-80s along the coast

CC

:15
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ENT

9/3/2013

EDUC

9/3/2013

:13

Roman

:12

2:18

9/4/2013 SPOR

Jaque Rogge holds final news conference as IOC president

CC

:16

9/4/2013 ENT

UC Irvine is taking the zombie apocalypse and turning it into a series of course offerings.

Joyce

:58

9/4/2013 OBIT

Deportee Advocate Micaela Saucedo died from cancer Sunday

Florido

3:49

9/4/2013 SCI

Large fires often create their own weather patterns which can make fighting them even harder

Totten

2:50

9/4/2013 EDU

New coalition of advocacy groups seeks to influence LA Unified in how to spend new cash from Local
Control Funding Formula

Gilbertson

2:02

9/4/2013 ECON

Dumpling house Din Tai Fung is expanding

Lee

2:08

9/4/2013 DIS

More than two-million gallons of fire retardant near dumped near reservoir

Rubenstein

1:18

9/4/2013 LAW

Long Beach Police Department is defending its officers after a video posted on YouTube shows them
beating a man

CC
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9/4/2013 DC

House hears testimony on Syria

CC
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9/4/2013 DC

House Foreign Affairs Committee hears testimony on Syria

CC

:21

9/4/2013 LAW

Bill would ban people from lusing software to buy whole blocks of tickets

CC
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9/4/2013 DIS

Explosion shook a home improvement store in Santa Ana

CC
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9/4/2013 IMM

Undocument immigrant passed state bar exam goes to court over certification

CC
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9/4/2013 LAW

Autopsy pending on burned body discovered by LA County firefighters
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9/4/2013 DC

House Foreign Affairs Committee hears testimony on Syria

CC

:33

9/4/2013 DC

House Foreign Affairs Committee hears testimony on Syria

CC

:27

9/4/2013 POLI

Bill would give prosecutors more flexibility on how to charge people in certain drug cases

Orr

:50

9/4/2013 LAW

CA prision officials extend same-sex marriage rights to inmates

Palta

:59

9/4/2013 DIS

Report looks at damage that tsunami could cause to CA coastline

CC

:12

9/4/2013 DC

House Foreign Affairs Committee hears testimony on Syria

Felde

9/4/2013 LAW

Coalition of watchdog groups goes to court to stop Boeing Corp. from taking debris to landfills

Peterson

9/4/2013 SAC

CA approves legislation that would give local prosecutors discretion to charge non-violent drug
defendants with misdemeanors instead of felonies

Stoltze

4:02

:56

1:07

9/4/2013 POLI

9/4/13

FOR

14:00

A study suggests that a majority of employers say Gen Y workers (22 to 29 year olds), have poor work
habits and unrealistic pay demands.
Dan Schawbel

18:00

Is Bigfoot real? What about the Loch Ness monster? Or the Yeti? Legends of these mythical creatures
have permeated throughout our history. We hear of Bigfoot sightings from time to time, but aside from a
blurry cell phone photo, there’s no real proof that these creatures exist. So why have their stories
continued to be a part of our culture?
Donald Prothero

16:00

POLI

Republican Senator Rand Paul has become among the loudest voices questioning the wisdom of
intervening in Syria, chemical weapons or not. It's a position that might be based on pragmatism, or
even moral grounds. But it's creating some interesting politics, too.

Beth Reinhard

6:36

IMM

Today the California Supreme Court will hear the case of Sergio Garcia, an undocumented immigrant
who wants to become a lawyer here in California.

Sergio Garcia

6:20

IMM

When Congress left for recess, the biggest news was that immigration reform had stalled in the House. Ruben Barrales and
For some Republicans, that isn't a problem.
Teresa Hernandez

ENT
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YOUT

9/4/2013
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The Hollywood Bowl has added a staple to its lineup in the form of four humongous, high definition LED
screens. They replace four older, less impressive screens that were installed in 2005.
Mark Swed

9/4/13

9/4/2013

Today, the House Foreign Relations Committee is discussing the possibility of American military action
against Syria. Secretary of State John Kerry stated emphatically if the U.S. fails to enforce its word,
Phyllis Bennis, Ari
there will be a greater problem down the road in Syria.
Ratner

:50

17:00

RACE

9/4/2013

Stoltze

A recent study out shows that the number one predictor that a Jewish person will give to charity is their
connectedness to the Jewish community. This connection made Jews more likely to give to Jewish
organizations, as one might expect, but it also made them more likely to give to non-Jewish
organizations as well. Jews, the study found, were far more likely than other groups to give.
Joshua Avedon

9/4/13

9/4/13

Daughter of former Congresswoman and LA County Supervison seeks to follow in her mother's
footsteps

SCI

10:32

SPOR

Micaela Saucedo was one of the city's most vocal advocates for that city's vulnerable deportee
population, and she died Sept. 1 after a battle with cancer.
The hottest team in baseball could soon have a big problem on their hands, another team has
accomplished something they haven't done since Michael Keaton was Batman and are you ready for
some football?

9/4/2013

SPOR

A new California bill aims to combat ticket-buying bots, which often make it impossible for people to buy
tickets to music and sporting events.
Christopher Grimm

5:28

9/4/2013

HEAL

A new report from Bloomberg finds that clinics that provide abortions are closing at a record rate.

5:48

9/4/2013
9/4/2013

IMM

Adrian Florido

4:25

Andy and Brian
Kamenetzky

9:43

Esme DePrez

9/4/2013
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POLI

Governor Jerry Brown issued a lengthy proclamation explaining the rich tradition of viticulture in
California.

Axel Borg

4:48

TECH

Jacqui Cheng, editor at large for Ars Technica, joins the show to explain how we can use our usually
distracting electronic devices to learn to meditate.

Jacqui Cheng

4:22

6:40

9/4/2013

ENT

Computer Jay is well known for his work with bands like The Pharcyde and I'm A Robot, but one of the
most impressive things about Jay is that he builds his own music equipment out of old video game
systems.
Computer Jay

9/4/2013

HEAL

There's news this week of another HIV positive performer in the adult entertainment industry. The actor,
who uses the screen name Rod Daily, tweeted that he contracted the disease within the past month.
Mark Kernes

4:58

9/4/2013

HIST

Los Angeles officially turns 232 today. To mark the occasion, Los Angeles Magazine has been
celebrating with a virtual collection of objects that represents LA. in a feature they're calling Display
Case.

Chris Nichols

4:54
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ENT

Din Tai Fung will open a new restaurant in Glendale in October. The restaurant says it will expand its
audience, in a city that is mostly white.

Wendy Lee

2:30

ENT

Crime thrillers are populated by hard-boiled detectives and wiseguys, the domain of male writers like
Raymond Chandler, and a sprinkling of women. But female writers dominate a lesser-known corner of
the crime genre , called domestic suspense. These stories of intrigue played out in the home.

Sarah Weinman

7:46

9/5/2013 POLI

A status check on neighborhood councils a decade after charter reform

Walton

4:14

9/5/2013 LAW

Lawmakers continue to diagree over how to comply with federal order to target prison overcrowding

Adler

1:01

9/5/2013 LAW

Former LA County Sheriff's Deputy accused of mail fraud

CC

9/5/2013 POLI

Senator Darrell Steinberg pushes a bill that will speed up environmental review process for a new NBA
arena
Detrow

1:14

9/5/2013 POLI

G-20 summit focuses on Syria

Marcus

1:10

9/5/2013 LAW

Rim Fire was caused by a hunter

Moore

:43

9/5/2013 SPOR

Vin Scully, voice of the Dodgers, will Grand Marshal the next Rose Parade

Watt
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9/5/2013 LAW

California inmates have ended hunger strike

CC

:08

9/5/2013 SPOR

Vin Scully, voice of the Dodgers, will Grand Marshal the next Rose Parade

CC
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9/5/2013 ENV

National Weather Service advises residents to limit outside activities
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9/5/2013 ECON

Economic reports show steady job growth

CC
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9/5/2013 ENV

Inland Empire has a slight chance of thunderstorms

CC

:08

9/5/2013 TRAN

Angels Flight railcar jumped the tracks in downtown LA today

CC

:17

9/4/2013

:09

9/5/2013 LAW

Rim Fire was caused by a hunter

Moore
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USC officially gains control of Coliseum

CC

:14

9/5/2013 LAB

Hundreds of people in downtown LA protest against Wal-Mart and its treatment of workers

CC

:07

9/5/2013 LAB

Hundreds of people in downtown LA protest against Wal-Mart and its treatment of workers

CC

:07

9/5/2013 POLI

Data suggests a gap between how well Latinos are represented at state, local level
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:13

9/5/2013 LAW

California prison inmates end hunger strike

CC
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9/5/2013 LAW

California prison inmates end hunger strike

CC
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9/5/2013 SPOR

USC officially gains control of Coliseum

Roman

4:18

9/5/2013 EDU

A new bill in the California legislature would allow end of the year tests to be practice only for the next
two years

Gilbertson

1:38

9/5/2013 POLI

Data show split on who is being elected to office in CA on state, local level

Orr

9/5/2013 EDU

State's top education official wants to change standardized tests to align with Common Core standards Gilbertson

3:29

9/5/2013 ECON

Microsoft opens new tech center in Playa Vista

Watt

1:08

9/5/2013 ENV

Sea turtle nursed back to health and returned to the ocean

Fox

1:30

9/5/2013 LAW

13 people indicted for stealing textbooks from 4 local school districts

Stoltze

An earthquake off the coast of Alaska would cause a tsunami large enough to cause major flooding in
Long Beach and parts of Orange County and force 750,000 people to evacuate coastal areas. That's
according to an extensive simulation published Wednesday by the U.S. Geological Survey.

Lucy Jones, Vicki
Osborn
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HEAL
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LIT

A bill that aims to simplify eligibility for California's food stamp program passed the state Senate
Mark Stone, Shannon
yesterday (WED), its final legislative hurdle before heading to the Governor’s desk.
Grove
If legislation currently making its way through Sacramento gets the governor s signature, it would put a
stop to former professional athletes from the six major leagues (NFL, NBA, WNBA, NHL, MLB, and
MLS) who spent their careers in other states from coming to California courts to collect workers
compensation.
Ted Lieu, Mel Owens
The European Union has denied rumors of European lawmakers implementing mandatory 70-mph
speed limiter on cars. Speed limiters, also known as speed governors, have been considered to
improve safety.
Carroll Lachnit,
With the increased use of in vitro fertilization methods to conceive, more couples increase their chances
of getting pregnant with multiple embryos. Couples may end up with the unexpected challenge of twins
or triplets or higher multiples. This challenge may be too much for some couples to handle financially or Arthur Caplan, Bonnie
emotionally.
Steinbock
Journalist Nicholas Schou follows individuals in California's underground marijuana trade and examines
the state's grey area of weed and legality.
Nicholas Schou
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9/5/2013

LAW

California prison authorities say inmates have ended a lengthy hunger strike. The strike began on July
8, and initially involved more than 30,000 inmates.
Michael Montgomery

5:02

9/5/2013

FOR

President Francois Hollande says that French military troops, following recent action against an Islamic
insurgency in Mali, are preparing to strike against Syria.
Donald Morrison

6:56

9/5/2013

ENV

There are many factors that led up to the unrest in Syria: political, religious, and maybe some
environmental reasons, too.

James Famiglietti

5:13

9/5/2013

ENV

In L.A. we've come to expect perfect weather all the time. So when we get a week like this one, with
unbearable heat and East Coast-like humidity,we have to ask, "what gives?"

Sanden Totten

4:34
7:41

7:38

9/5/2013

TECH

This year's battle for the smartphone market has begun. On Monday Apple is expected to unveil a new
iPhone, but it was Samsung that fired the first shot yesterday.
Dan Ackerman

9/5/2013

YOUT

Most kids are back in class, and for many families, that means a new school. New friends and new
teachers can be exciting, but the situation can also mean new conflicts.

9/5/2013

POLI

It's time for State of Affairs, our look at politics throughout California with KPCC's political reporters Alice Alice Walton and
Walton and Frank Stoltze
Frank Stoltze

14:46

9/5/2013

POLI

With America's growing Latino voting bloc, more and more politicians are trying to speak Spanish with
varying degrees of success.

7:25

9/5/2013

ENT

Two adult film performers have allegedly tested positive for HIV in recent weeks. This news has fueled
the push to mandate the use of condoms and other protective barriers on the set of porn productions. Isadore Hall

4:55

9/5/2013

ENT

Every week we get your weekend conversation starters with Rico Gagliano and Brendan Newnam, the Rico Gagliano and
hosts of the Dinner Party Download podcast and radio show.
Brendan Newnam

5:15

ENT

Summer technically ends on September 21st, so you definitely have enough time for one last road trip.
If you're looking for places to go, may we recommend California's Highway 1?
Peter Fish

8:28

9/5/2013

Emily Yoffe

Rubin Navarette

9/6/2013 ART

Larry and KPCC critics Henry Sheehan and Lael Lowenstein review this week's releases

Mantle

3:04

9/6/2013 HEAL

A measure that would allow nurse practitioners to work independently of doctors in CA fails

O'Neill

2:50

9/6/2013 SCI

In 1964 a huge tsunami hit the west coast after a quake off Alaska. A new study looks at what that
would look like today.

Totten

3:33

9/6/2013 EDU

Migrant Head Start program in Oxnard just ended school year

Fernandes

3:34

9/6/2013 LAW

California inmates have ended hunger strike

Adler

:57

9/6/2013 FOR

Legislators from both sides of the US-Mexico border meet in El Paso

Uribe

:40

9/6/2013 LAW

Woman dies after being run over by a maintenance truck

CC

:06

9/6/2013 LAW

Man confesses in an online video to killing another person in a drunken car crash

CC

:13

9/6/2013 LAW

California inmates have ended hunger strike

Montgomery

1:43

9/6/2013 HEAL

California tries to expand access to abortions

Korry

2:27

9/6/2013 EDU

Teacher fired after appearing in a sketch on The Tonight Show

CC

:14

9/6/2013 SPOR

USC plays first home game of the season

Moore

:48

9/6/2013 OBIT

One of Hitler's bodyguards dies; one of last to see Hitler alive

CC

:11

9/6/2013 ECON

US economy producing jobs at sub-par pace

CC

:08

9/6/2013 TRAN

60 Freeway briefly closed after fiery accident

CC

:08

9/6/2013 TRAN

AB-1371 would require a three-foot buffer for cyclists

CC

:17

9/6/2013 EDU

Inglewood Unified says more employees being investigated

Guzman

:51

9/6/2013 SPOR

IOC to decide between three cities to host Olympics

CC

:17

9/6/2013 ENER

Utitlity companies call for conservation during heat wave

Fox

:49

9/6/2013 FOR

Construction begins on terminal linking US-Mexico border

Florido

:53

9/6/2013 SPOR

IOC to choose between three beloved sports for 2020 games

CC

:31

9/6/2013 DC

LA liberals don't like Boxer's Syria vote

Felde

3:06

9/6/2013 POLI

Mayor Eric Garcetti works with LAUSD to get high school dropouts back in the classroom

Walton

1:44

9/6/2013 HEAL

Some foods to avoid and prescription medicine advice to heed during a heat wave

Kim

2:11

9/6/2013 ECON

CA lawmakers approve bill that would allow state workers with doctor's note to keep their jobs going
after AWOL for up to 5 days - if they have doctor's note

Adler

9/6/2013 POLI

CA legislature passes a bill that would require court order before gov't agencies can shut off cell phone
service
CC

:11

9/6/2013 POLI

CA legislature speeds through stack of bills

CC

:07

9/6/2013 POLI

Former Mayor Villaraigosa has signed up to be a senior advisor to Herbalife

Watt

9/6/2013 ENER

State utility officials celebrate section of high-voltage transmission line in the ground in Chino Hills

Peterson

:50

9/6/2013 ENT

Hell Baby opens today

CC

:07

:47

1:15

9/6/13

9/6/13

9/6/13

LAW

The Three Feet for Safety Act recently passed in the Senate by 31-7 and is awaiting a final vote in the
Assembly. AB 1371, sponsored by Assemblyman Steven Bradford (D-Gardena), requires drivers to
give cyclists a three-foot buffer zone when travelling in the same direction. Is three feet not enough or
too much space to pass cyclists? As a motorist, what’s your experience passing cyclists?

POLI

Anthony Weiner is the only New York mayoral hopeful with a tendency to make news across the
country. This week, while on the campaign trail at a little Brooklyn bakery shop, a man called Weiner a
"scumbag," said "married to an Arab," and "you're disgusting." What's the most skillful way for a political
candidate to handle such vocal insults?
Ross Barkan,

10:00

SPOR

The most important International Olympic Committee meeting in decades kicks off today in Buenos
Aires. The IOC has a lot on its plate from picking a host city for the 2020 Games to choosing a new
president and deciding which sport will make the cut to stay in the Olympic Games. The three
competing host cities - Tokyo, Madrid and Istanbul - all have challenges to overcome and there's no
clear front runner. In addition to picking the host city - the IOC will also have to choose which lucky sport Tariq Panja, Phil
will become the 28th official addition to the Olympic Games.
Wallace

15:00

Assemblyman Steven
Bradford

23:00

ENT

Larry is joined by KPCC film critics Henry Sheehan and Lael Loewenstein to review this week’s
releases, including Riddick, Salinger, Adore and more. TGI-Filmweek!

Henry Sheehan, Lael
Loewenstein, Peter
Rainer,

9/6/13

LIT

James Greenberg’s picture packed book covers Roman Polanski’s career as a filmmaker and actor.
Polanski has been making films since the 60s beginning with his thriller, “Knife in the Water.” He has
directed dramas and dark comedies such as “Rosemary Baby,” 1974s “Chinatown.” and the Oscar
winning “The Pianist.”

James Greenberg

17:00

9/6/2013

ENV

Most people think of fires as being bad, but few consider the good things that can come from them.

Carl Skinner

5:00

9/6/2013

IMM

The prospect of American involvement in Syria's civil war and a looming budget battle have taken
center stage. That's got proponents of immigration reform drawing up contingency plans.

Leslie Berestein Rojas

5:24

9/6/2013

LABOR

Labor Day's come and gone and everyone's back in school. Except for pre-schoolers attending a
Migrant Head start program in Oxnard. For those kids, the school year has just ended.

Deepa Fernandes

3:34

9/6/2013

POLI

Making the case for — and against — a strike against Syria. Employment is in the doldrums, but car
sales? Hot, hot, hot!

Jim Rainey and Nancy
Cook

15:45

9/6/2013

LGB

When the Supreme Court struck down the Defense of Marriage Act last June, that was supposed to
clear the way for same-sex married couples to obtain federal benefits. But LGBT service members are
still fighting that battle.
Jeremy Johnson

5:26

9/6/2013

ENT

The Jail Guitar Doors USA which brings musical instruments to inmates to help with their rehabilitation. Wayne Kramer

10:23

9/6/2013

LAW

The health of the inmates involved in the strike is still uncertain and the state still has the difficult task of
reducing prison overcrowding.
Paige St. John

7:40

9/6/2013

LAW

When you hear stories about solitary housing units, or the SHU, in prison, what do you picture? For
most people, its what they’ve seen in movies and TV shows.

7:08

9/6/13

Dylan Matthews

31:00:00

FOR

Police in Ciudad Juarez are investigating claims that a woman with blond hair is killing bus drivers in
revenge for violence against women.

Damian Cave

7:57

9/6/2013

IMM

It's obvious that the ongoing drug war makes for good drama. It has inspired Hollywood for years, and
lately a recent surge of TV shows like "Breaking Bad," "Weeds" and "The Bridge."

Laurel Morales

4:20

9/6/2013

HEAL

Now to the raft of bills being reviewed by the state legislature. One bill that would have allowed
California's nurse practitioners to work independently of doctors was recently defeated.

Stephanie O'Neill

2:49

9/6/2013

HIST

The taco fanatics over at the L.A. Taco blog have unearthed some of the earliest recipes for this dish
ever published in L.A.

Alex Blazedale

3:36

9/6/2013

ENT

Co-directors Thomas Lennon and Robert Ben Garant talk about how they met, collaborating on
numerous projects and what it's like to co-direct a film.

Thomas Lennon and
Robert Ben Garant

10:54

9/7/2013 LAW

LA has taken measures to protect Venice visitors since boardwalk crash

Palta

9/7/2013 POLI

CC
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4:49:00
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4:47:00
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Kevin Ferguson /
Rosanna Llorens

5:14:00

Charles Solomon
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James Kim / Dan
Guerrero

4:57:00

9/6/2013

9/7/2013

ART

Congresswoman Judy Chu has not decided how she's going to vote on Syria
Patt Morrison talks with actor Harry Dean Stanton. In a new documentary called “Harry Dean Stanton:
Partly Fiction,” he lets his music do much of the talking about his life, as he explains it, sort of, to
KPCC’s Patt Morrison.

9/7/2013

GEND

John Rabe checks in with Zoey Tur about how she is dealing with her transition from male to female.

9/7/2013

LIT

9/7/2013

LAB

9/7/2013

LAB

9/7/2013

ART

9/7/2013

ART

Off-Ramp commentator Marc Haefele pays tribute to possibly the last of the post-WW II-era Great
Generation of SF writers and editors, Frederik Pohl, who died Monday at 93.
Off-Ramp host John Rabe and KPCC Facilities Manager Yolanda Ware go outside with water bottles in
tow to find out how hot it really is outside. Also features, environment reporter Molly Peterson and new
editor Stephen Gregory.
Five years ago, September 15, the investment firm Lehman Brothers collapsed, as appropriate of a
starting point as any for the Great Recession. Now, Off-Ramp is looking at life five years after the
recession started to see how they are. Now known as Rosanna Llorens, she's married and mother to a
About the worst news any lover of animation could receive came from the Venice Film Festival this
week, when the Oscar-winning director Hayao Miyazaki announced his retirement. Miyazaki, who is
now 72, has talked about the need to groom new directors at Ghibli, noting that he and fellow director
Dan Guerrero, who created the one-man play Gaytino, is like a modern day Liberace. "Gaytino"
examines the history of queers and Chicano-Americans from his point of view, covering topics from
living in East LA as a gay Latino, to relocating to New York to start a dance career, to coming back to

1:34

9/8/2013 HIST

Work continues on 9/11 museum in New York City, scheduled to open next spring

CC

:13

9/8/2013 ECON

AFL-CIO hosts convention in LA

Lee

9/8/2013 SPOR

Dodgers having a tough time getting runs against the Reds

CC

:13

9/9/2013 ART

The sci-fi thriller "Riddick" wins the weekend box office

Jahad

:45

9/9/2013 ENV

Loh Life - The Heat

Loh

9/9/2013 HEAL

Open enrollment for CA's health exchange starts October 1st

CC

:18

9/9/2013 EDU

Mark Yudof steps down as UC president this month

CC

:16

1:51

9/9/2013 HEAL

Open enrollment for CA's health exchange starts October 1st

Bartolone

1:04

9/9/2013 LAW

Long Beach opens a new nearly 400-million dollar courthouse

Jahad

9/9/2013 IMM

Congress returns to session with pressure to put immigration reform at the top of the agenda

Palta

9/9/2013 SPOR

UCLA has lost a promising member of the football team

CC

:07

9/9/2013 RELI

Catholics pray for peace in Syria

CC

:15

9/9/2013 ENV

LA considers allowing residents to grow food on strips of grass between sidewalk and road

CC

:09

9/9/2013 ENV

LA considers allowing residents to grow food on strips of grass between sidewalk and road

Fox

9/9/2013 OBIT

Friends and family remember UCLA football player

CC

:09

9/9/2013 OBIT

Friends and family remember UCLA football player

CC

:03

9/9/2013 ECON

Gas prices are up 7 cents in LA County since last week

CC

:10

9/9/2013 SPOR

Dodgers lose 4 games in a row

CC

:13

9/9/2013 HEAL

In-home care for the elderly is a largely unregulated industry

Korry

:59

9/9/2013 FOR

Russia urges US not to take military action against Syria

Sandford

:43

9/9/2013 ART

Van Gogh Museum has identified a new painting

Holligan

:31

:48
1:19

4:13

9/9/2013 LAW

Highway Patrol accepts applications for officer training program

Moffitt

9/9/2013 TRAN

Highway Patrol accepts applications for officer training program

CC

1:41

9/9/2013 ENV

California gets a break from high temps

CC

:21

9/9/2013 ECON

IBM and Time Warner make major changes to health coverage

Garrison

:53

9/9/2013 OBIT

Cal Worthington, car dealer with famous ads, has died

CC

:13

9/9/2013 LAW

Gov Brown reaches deal with ALL legislative leaders on prison plan

CC

:16

9/9/2013 LAB

Union members, supporters gather in downtown LA for AFL-CIO convention

Moore

:15

1:30

9/9/2013 POLI

Congress returns to a briefing on Syria

CC

:21

9/9/2013 LAW

Gov Brown reaches deal with ALL legislative leaders on prison plan

CC

:17

9/9/2013 OC

OC supes huddle to decide next steps on controversial housing development

Joyce

9/9/2013 POLI

State legislature begins final week of session with hundreds of bills

CC

:19

9/9/2013 POLI

Bill that would allow CA Costal Commission to levy fines may be dead

CC

:18

1:05

9/9/2013 LAW

Judge in Jackson trial dismissed charges against two AEG executives

Roman

3:58

9/9/2013 HEAL

Nation's first mass media antismoking campaign to be funded by the fed appears successful, study
says

O'Neill

1:34

9/9/2013 IMM

Immigrant advocates team with labor and business leaders to push for immigration reform

Berestein-Rojas

1:49

9/9/2013 POLI

State Senate passes Trust Act

Florido

9/9/2013 ENV

Geneticists seek to help revive SoCal abalone population

Peterson

:44
2:02

FOR

In an exclusive interview with CBS News’ Charlie Rose, Syria’s President Bashar Assad denied that his
regime used chemical weapons and issued a warning that the U.S. should “expect everything” in
Sean Sullivan,
response to any strike on Syria.
Stephen Biddle

15:00

9/9/13

ENV

Sacramento lawmakers have shown overwhelming support for a bill that would alter the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), but last-minute amendments highlight how contentious negotiations David Pettit, Jennifer
have been.
Hernandez,

17:00

9/9/13

TECH

Matthew Cordle, 22, recently posted a video online confessing that he had killed a man while driving
drunk. Will others learn from his mistake, or is he just seeking notoriety?

LAW

Gov. Jerry Brown and the four legislative leaders have announced a deal on relieving the state's prison
population, agreeing to ask a panel of federal judges to extend the end-of-the-year deadline on releasing
thousands of inmates.
Ben Adler,

5:00

9/9/13

TECH

Samsung has just announced the release of a brand new smartwatch. The Samsung Galaxy Gear can
take photos and answer phone calls. One caveat though, the device must be used along and only
Cliff Edwards, Shane
works with a few Samsung products. The gadget goes on sale in October and costs around $300.
Walker,

14:00

9/9/13

ART

There is no right or wrong way to flirt, but according to author Jeffrey Hall there are five different styles.
In his book he examines five key styles: polite, playful, sincere, and traditional. Take the quiz here to see
which one you are.
Dr. Jeffrey A. Hall,

17:00

POLI

Earlier today the Russian Foreign Minister said he would press Syrian authorities to place its chemical
weapons under international control. This presumably to help the country avoid military intervention
from the U.S.

8:45

9/9/13

9/9/13

9/9/2013

Alex Sheen, Jack
Marshall,

Daniel Serwer and
Shane Goldmacher

26:00:00

9/9/2013

MIL

Last year, 352 active duty service members took their own lives, a number more than double the
number a decade ago. Some are starting to wonder if life insurance payouts have anything to do with
this up-tick in suicides.

9/9/2013

ENV

It's been four weeks since the Rim Fire began burning near Yosemite. A hunter's illegal campfire
allegedly started the blaze, but how did investigators figure that out?

Paul Steensland

4:30

9/9/2013

IMM

Developers in Tijuana are building a bridge which will span all the way from the terminal to the border
crossing at Otay Mesa. Construction on the project began last week.

Sandra Dibble

4:54

9/9/2013

IMM

The number of immigrants crossing illegally in south Texas has doubled in the last four years, making it
now the busiest section along the southwest border.
Monica Ortiz Uribe

4:29

ENT

Time now for On the Lot, our weekly look at the business of Hollywood, with Rebecca Keegan of the
Los Angeles Times.

9:15

ENT

We take a look at the job of a looper, the nickname given to voice over actors who help flesh out scenes
in film and television.
Dave Mickey

6:37

LABOR

Today, the AFL-CIO is in the midst of a four day convention in Los Angeles. The tag line for the event:
"Dream-Innovate-Act.

Chris Tilly

7:14

HEAL

A six-month investigation by the San Diego Union Tribune and the California Health Care Foundation
pieced together some sobering information about the care of senior citizens.

Deborah Schoch

7:13

ENV

Last month, a 322-ton shipment snaked its way though Idaho and Montana. Hauled by truck longer than
a 747, this so-called "megaload" was carrying equipment to be used at a Canadian oil refinery.
Rocky Barker

5:09

ENV

Los Angeles may soon expand the type of plants that can be grown on these strips of land. But it may
be limited. View the current list and take a poll to share what you think should be allowed.

Hayley Fox

4:28

LAW

In an age of big data, California police departments are getting in on the action. In Los Angeles, the
LAPD now uses software for what it calls "predictive policing."

Aaron Mendelson

5:03

ENV

The Tamu Massif is comparable to Olympus Mons on Mars, one of the biggest volcanos that we know
about in our solar system.

William Sager

4:38
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LIT

Alan Zarembo

5:23

Rebecca Keegan

Orange County mom Lori Duron dreamed of having a girl to dress up and play dolls with. Turns out her
dream came true in a very different way.
Lori Duron

9/10/2013 LAW

CA Senate Budget Committee approves plan to deal with a federal court order to reduce prision
overcrowding

CC

9/10/2013 OBIT

Car dealer, TV commercial star Cal Worthington dies at 92

Ferguson

9/10/2013 POLI

Anti-war protesters hit the streets during Obama's Syria speech

CC

9/10/2013 EDU

New Common Core budget would give LAUSD schools some pocket money for implementation

Gilbertson

10:14
:13
3:49
:24
1:11

9/10/2013 SPOR

US and Mexico play World Cup qualifying match

Fox

:41

9/10/2013 POLI

Anti-war protesters hit the streets during Obama's Syria speech

Stoltze

:36

9/10/2013 POLI

California legislature powers through a stack of bills

Orr

1:04

9/10/2013 ECON

Lacter on electric cars

Lacter

4:50

9/10/2013 SPOR

Chargers lost the lead and the game against Texans

CC

9/10/2013 LAW

Investigation finds state regulators let complaints against elderly caregivers sit for years

Kim

9/10/2013 OC

Huntington Beach wants to shut down the Wet Electric Music Festival

CC

:09

9/10/2013 OC

Huntington Beach wants to shut down the Wet Electric Music Festival

CC

:08

9/10/2013 POLI

LA Congresswoman Bass weighs in on Russia's proposal for Syria

Felde

9/10/2013 ENT

Jackson trial continues into 20th week, closing arguments may begin next week

CC

:13

9/10/2013 POLI

LA Congressman Brad Sherman weighs in on Russian proposal for Syria

CC

:04

9/10/2013 POLI

LA Congressman Brad Sherman weighs in on Russian proposal for Syria

CC

:22

9/10/2013 DC

Pelosi urges President to take action if he sees opportunity

CC

:11

9/10/2013 DC

GOP member from OC skeptical of WH info

CC

:20

9/10/2013 POLI

Democratic Congresswoman Loretta Sanchez wants to be smart with Syria

CC

:16

9/10/2013 ECON

Grocery chain Fresh and Easy sold to Ron Burkle-controlled investment group Yucaipa

CC

:13

9/10/2013 LAW

Three people to be rewarded for help in Dorner manhunt

Palta

:41

9/10/2013 HEAL

New report says US will have more cancer patients as soon as baby boomers age.

Kim

9/10/2013 TECH

Apple adds fingerprint reader to new iPhone

CC

9/10/2013 EDU

Arne Duncan threatens to withold funds if test bill moves forward, state goes forward anyway

Gilbertson

9/10/2013 OC

OC Congressman Ed Royce weighs in on Russian proposal for Syria

CC

:16

9/10/2013 LAW

New law enforcement app that LAPD will be piloting

CC

:11

9/10/2013 POLI

President Obama spoke to American people about Syria on prime-time TV

Felde

9/10/2013 POLI

CA Assemblyman revives measure that would require adult film actors to wear condoms while filming

CC
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1:27
:11
1:08

4:36
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9/10/2013 LAW

Two bills introduced that would regulate California's medical marijuana industry

CC

:10

9/10/2013 HEAL

California lawmakers call for action after four adult film stars test positive for HIV

Orr

:56

9/10/2013 TRAN

New legislation would open carpool lanes to solo drivers during off-peak hours

CC

:13

9/10/2013 POLI

Mayor Eric Garcetti uses Twitter to connect with Angelenos

Walton

9/10/2013 LAW

State Senate and Assmbly approve a measure to extend time for prosecuting hit-and-run drivers

CC

:13

9/10/2013 POLI

President Obama spoke to American people about Syria on prime-time TV

CC

:20

9/10/2013 POLI

President Obama spoke to American people about Syria on prime-time TV

CC

:19

9/10/2013 POLI

President Obama calls on American people to support military force in Syria

CC

:19

9/10/2013 SPOR

Diana Nyad defends herself against skeptics of her record-breaking swim

CC

:11

9/10/2013 POLI

Immigration bill known as Trust Act goes to Governor's desk

Berestein-Rojas

9/10/2013 SAC

Bills to regulate CA's medical marijuana introduced in state legislature

Pringle

:49

9/10/2013 HEAL

Close your windows and turn on recirculation fan to reduce exposure to freeway pollution, study says

O'Neill

:55

9/10/2013 ENER

Lawmakers look to give state regulators more say over electricity rates

Peterson

9/10/13

FOR

1:13

2:10

1:54

An alternative to a US military strike against Syria is taking shape internationally, hours before President Nada Tawfik, Bruce
Obama's planned address to the American people over the Assad regime's use of chemical weapons. Bennett

13:00

19:00

16:00

9/10/13

TECH

In one of Apple's signature Cupertino events, the technology company unveiled its latest iPhones. One
is a cheaper version of the pricey smartphone, called the 5C. The other, which had fevered speculation
going for weeks, is the 5S. Today Philip Schiller, Apple's Senior VP of Global Marketing, called the
Anand Srinivasan,
"most forward thinking phone we have ever created."
Marco Tabini

9/10/13

TECH

Cafes and coffee shops that offer free Wi-Fi are dealing with people who come into the shop and work
for hours without spending more than a few dollars.
Patricia Neale

9/10/13

HOUS

9/10/13

LIT

9/10/13

SPOR

9/10/2013

FOR

Stiff competition in the housing market is steering a lot of aspiring homebuyers in Southern California
from the housing market to the rental market. If anecdotes we’ve been hearing from people are true, the
rental market in Los Angeles is also becoming very cut-throat. Bidding wars between potential renters
are apparently common and landlords often get inundated by inquiries minutes after posting their
Stuart Gabriel,
properties on Craig’s List.
Elizabeth Pietrzak
When Katy Butler’s father suffered a stroke, medical treatments left him with a life that was almost not
worth living. Butler’s book, “Knocking on Heaven’s Door: The Path to a Better Way of Death”
emphasizes everyone’s right to refuse medical treatment and more importantly, to choose for
Katy Butler
Mexico faces heavy lift to qualify for World Cup 2014: With just three matches left in their campaign to
qualify for the 2014 World Cup tournament in Brazil next summer, Mexico’s national team faces a steep
climb after winning only one of its first six qualifying matches.
Doug McIntyre
Russia proposed that Syria place its chemical weapons under international control. It still remains
unclear as to what this means, but President Obama has said that it could be a breakthrough that could
stop any plans for a military strike against Syria.
Sebastian Usher

9/10/2013

POLI

President Obama is expected to address the nation tonight to make his case for military intervention in
Syria. For more on this, we're joined by local congresswoman Loretta Sanchez.
Loretta Sanchez

6:39

9/10/2013

POLI

The California legislature is entering its last week of this year's session. With just a few days left on the
clock, we take a look at some of the hundreds of bills lawmakers will be addressing this week.
John Myers

4:30

9/10/2013

IMM

Indian nationals from South Asia have been showing up at the Arizona border in increasing numbers.

Daniel Gonzalez

5:48

IMM

In the coming months, hundreds of millions of dollars worth of contracts will be finalized for new
surveillance technology along the Southwest border.

Jude Joffe-Block

4:38

LAW

It's been nearly a year since voters in California passed Proposition 36. The new law makes it easier for
inmates who have been convicted of three strikes to be released from prison.
Michael Montgomery

7:26

ENT

It's time for Tuesday Reviewsday our weekly new music segment. This week we're joined by music
supervisor Morgan Rhodes and Oliver Wang from Soul-Sides.com.

Morgan Rhodes and
Oliver Wang

8:14

9/10/2013

FOR

A court in India convicted four men in the brutal gang rape of a young woman on a bus in New Dehli.
The 23-year-old victim later died in the hospital, inciting protest over the widespread sexual abuse of
women in India.

Anu Jain

6:47

9/10/2013

EDUC

Nevada schools have the largest percentage of English Language Learners in the country. Those are
students whose first language wasn't English, and maybe not the language spoken at home.

Kate Sheehy

4:26

YOUT

Re-homing of adopted children often happens with little in the way of background checks, and adoption
officials say some children wind up in abusive homes.
Megan Twohey

14:38

Justin St. Germain grew up the second son of a single mother, and much of his childhood was spent
running around the barren landscape of Tombstone, Arizona, the same town famous for gunslingers like
Wyatt Earp and the “Gunfight at the OK Corral.
Justin St. Germain

15:00

9/10/2013

9/10/2013

9/10/2013

9/10/2013

9/10/2013

LIT

9/11/2013 TRAN

NTSB investigates Angel's Flight derailment

Fox

9/11/2013 POLI

CA minimum wage will go up in 2014 for the first time since 2008

Adler

9/11/2013 POLI

Four new DWP commissioners approved by LA City Council

Walton

9/11/2013 HIST

Pasadena approves first Armenian genocide monument

CC

13:00

27:00:00

6:00

7:51

1:02

:42

1:17

:24

9/11/2013 POLI

State legislature votes to put constitutional amendment on next June's ballot that supporters say will
help preserve public access to government documents

McNary

9/11/2013 POLI

CA Gov Jerry Brown indicates he will sign a bill that regulates fracking

Pringle

:45

9/11/2013 LAW

OC judge rejects request by Huntington Beach to stop a rave party

CC

:09

9/11/2013 LAW

Federal prosecutors charged a former TSA agent of false information and hoaxes

CC

:24

9/11/2013 POLI

Assembly takes up several gun control measures

CC

:11

9/11/2013 POLI

Assembly takes up several gun control measures

CC

:09

9/11/2013 ECON

Fifth anniversary of Lehman Brothers' bankruptcy

CC

:12

9/11/2013 ART

LAUSD school board member Steve Zimmer's arts resolution passes 5-2

Plummer

1:29

9/11/2013 EDU

A high school in el Sereno that teaches in Spanish, English and the indigenous language Nahatl was
again denied a charter license Tuesday

Fernandes

1:52

9/11/2013 POLI

Bills across the board are being decided upon this week

Adler

:49

9/11/2013 SPOR

USA qualifies for the World Cup

CC

:10

9/11/2013 HIST

Events around the US honor 9-11 victims on 12th anniversary of attacks

CC

:09

9/11/2013 POLI

Reaction to President Obama's speech

Felde

9/11/2013 HIST

People across LA remember 9-11

Moore

:52

9/11/2013 POLI

President Obama has asked congressional leaders to postpone vote on Syria

Bowen

:42

9/11/2013 LAW

Federal officials may file charges against former LAX TSA screener for making threats

CC

:08

9/11/2013 FOR

Boxer says hopeful of diplomatic solution but doesn't think there should be a hard deadline

CC

:11

9/11/2013 TRAN

Aeroscraft made first test flight this morning

CC

:11

9/11/2013 HIST

First responders remember 9-11

CC

:20

9/11/2013 LAW

LA city officials remember victims and first responders of 9-11 terrorist attacks

CC

:15

9/11/2013 LAW

LA city officials remember victims and first responders of 9-11 terrorist attacks

CC

:10

9/11/2013 LAW

California Costal Commission fined owners of two parcels for digging on land without a permit

Joyce

1:28

9/11/2013 LAW

Activists rally against Gov Brown's prison plan

Stoltze

1:00

9/11/2013 HIST

Anniversary of 9/11 attacks

Stoltze

1:49

1:33

3:13

9/11/2013 EDU

California legislature approves one year halt to state standardized testing

Guzman

9/11/2013 POLI

Reaction to President Obama's speech

Huang

9/11/13

FOR

President Obama addressed the nation last night in a speech in which he announced he was
suspending a vote from Congress on whether to strike in Syria. Obama said he supports a call from
Russia to have the Syrian government hand over their chemical weapons to international powers in an
effort to resolve the issue diplomatically.

:53
1:15

48:00:00

TRAN

A bill approved this week by California lawmakers will allow solo drivers in carpool lanes on Los Angeles
freeways for a few hours a day. Approval for the bill, which is awaiting Gov. Jerry Brown's signature,
Adrian Martinez,
was overwhelming.
Michael Shaw

14:00

TECH

Flashback to 1978 and nearly half of all radio listeners were dialed in to the AM band. As of 2011, AM
listenership fell to 15 percent – a mere 3.1 million people, compared to 18 million who tune in to FM.
Can AM radio be saved? Should it be?

18:00

9/11/13

YOUT

As students across the country settle into their new classes the administrators are going to be paying
close attention to what they're wearing. A string of high profile court cases lately has brought the issue
of the school dress code back in focus.
Ruthann Robson,

16:00

9/11/2013

POLI

Many have painted the crisis in Syria as a turning or defining moment in President Obama's legacy.

Gerhard Peter

5:57

9/11/2013

POLI

When it comes to how California politicians feel about Syria, it's anything but what you might expect.
Many liberals support the military option and many conservatives are strongly opposing it.

Barbara Boxer

9:02

9/11/2013

POLI

President Obama is pursuing diplomatic options in Syria, but stressed that the U.S. be prepared to
strike, if necessary. The debate over whether or not to take action appears to have consumed
Congress, but there are a lot pressing issues on its plate this fall.

Judy Chu

4:57

9/11/2013

POLI

Last night, Colorado state senator Angela Giron was voted out of office in a recall election. She and
fellow democrat, Senate president John Morse, were ousted after taking a tough stance on gun control. Angela Giron

5:53

9/11/2013

TECH

In the coming months, hundreds of millions of dollars worth of contracts will be finalized for new
surveillance technology along the Southwest border.

4:38

9/11/2013

SPOR

The 2013 college football season has kicked off with a controversy over how student athletes get paid. Sean Gregory

6:09

SPOR

From possibly paying college athletes out in the open to paying them under the table and actually much
worse, it's now time for a look at sports with Andy and Brian Kamentzky, who have covered sports for Andy and Brian
ESPN and the L.A. Times.
Kamenetzky

9:32

A New York Times poll shows two-thirds of people are worried that U.S. military action could be a long
and costly involvement. However, many Americans who came to this country have a somewhat
different perspective.
Saleh Kholaki

5:05

9/11/13

9/11/13

9/11/2013

9/11/2013

FOR

Ajit Pai, Thom
Callahan

Jude Joffe-Block

MIL

L.A. County Fire Department Inspector Scott Miller joins Take Two to talk about LA-area first
responders are remembering those they lost on 9/11.

9/11/2013

MIL

Six months ago, Fronteras reporter Jill Replogle reported on an Iraqi refugee family and their struggle to
get safely to the U.S. Their son, who was an interpreter for U.S. troops, was killed in combat. Since that
time the family has resettled in San Diego County.
Jill Replogle

4:39

9/11/2013

TECH

The Aeroscraft blends old and new technology in an attempt to create a lighter-than-air cargo hauler
that can deliver goods to rural Alaska, or downtown LA.

Igor Pasternak

3:40

9/11/2013

TECH

The good news for you is that today we're talking about a few apps that could help you conquer your
fantasy football league.

David Gonos,

5:15

SPOR

Winning that match qualified the U.S. for next year's World Cup in Brazil, but Mexico is now in danger of
not getting in. With more on what this means for both nations is Dave Denholm, soccer commentator for
Fox Sports.
Dave Denholm

5:56

The new documentary "Good Ol' Freda" looks at how Freda Kelly became the secretary for The Beatles Freda Kelly and Ryan
and what life was like working for the Fab Four.
White

15:11

9/11/2013

9/11/2013
9/11/2013

ENT

Scott Miller

4:46

9/12/2013 DC

Possible vote in House on immigration?

Felde

4:01

9/12/2013 SCI

The CA tiger salamander is threatened by an invasive salamander that is bigger, faster and more
aggressive

Totten

4:08

9/12/2013 ECON

Economists predict CA unemployment will drop two points by the end of 2015

Lee

9/12/2013 EDU

New program from county Dept of Public Health gets restaurants to offer smaller portions and healtheir
children's food options
Kim

9/12/2013 ECON

CA foreclosure starts down in August

CC

:20

9/12/2013 POLI

Senate leader Darrell Steinberg shelves effort to streamline CEQA

Adler

:48

9/12/2013 LAW

Effort to create driver's licenses for undocumented immigrants has stalled

CC

:16'

9/12/2013 POLI

CA lawmakers race to pass bills at the end of legislative session

Orr

:56

9/12/2013 ECON

State housing market shows signs of improvement

Cuevas

:51

9/12/2013 LAW

Authorities found a body in a destroyed motor home in the perimeter of the Clover Fire

CC

:12

9/12/2013 POLI

Russian President Putin expresses views on Syria in an op-ed published by the New York Times

Rosenberg

:37

9/12/2013 IMM

99 women held a sit-in to call for immigration reform

Felde

:34

:58
1:44

9/12/2013 ART

Kennedy Center announced recipients of Kennedy Center Honors

CC

:30

9/12/2013 POLI

Legislature approved naming western span of San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge for former speaker
Willie Brown

CC

:12

9/12/2013 ECON

UCLA economic forecast prdicts California unemployment will drop 2 percent by 2015

CC

:15

9/12/2013 SCI

NASA confirms Voyager spacecraft leaves solar system

CC

:21

9/12/2013 IMM

ICE launced smartphone app to track sexual predators

CC

:18

9/12/2013 DC

Democrats ask farmers how climate change affects them

Felde

9/12/2013 ENER

CREE light bulbs are first to meet CA Energy Commission LED lamp specification

CC

:10

9/12/2013 ENER

Nuclear Regulatory Commission announces public meeting to talk about decomissioning San Onofre

Joyce

:57

9/12/2013 FOR

Reports of clashes in Maaloula

Bowen

1:06

9/12/2013 SCI

Voyager 1 has officially entered deep space and staff at JPL celebrate the accomplishment

Totten

2:12

9/12/2013 ENV

Proposed bill would tighten the rules on fracking

Peterson

1:55

9/12/2013 MIL

Wounded vets met survivors from Boston bombings

CC

9/12/2013 LAW

Long Beach City Council takes steps to allow limited number of med. Marijuana dispensaries

Moore

1:02

9/12/2013 POLI

Final day of legislative session, lawmakers sift through bills

Roman

3:54

9/12/2013 EDU

State lawmakers approve bill intended to streamline process for dismissing teachers accused of
misconduct

CC

:12

9/12/2013 EDU

State lawmakers approve bill intended to streamline process for dismissing teachers accused of
misconduct

CC

:07

9/12/2013 LAW

Bill that would increase CA's minimum wage passes State Senate

CC

:09

9/12/2013 LAW

Bill that would increase CA's minimum wage passes State Senate

CC

:06

9/12/2013 POLI

Bill that would increase CA's minimum wage passes State Senate

McNary

9/12/13

POLI

In today’s New York Times, an op ed on the potential of U.S. military action in Syria has a surprising
byline: Vladimir V. Putin. Yes, that Vladimir V. Putin, President of Russia. In the opinion piece, he lays
out his argument against America acting alone on Syria, urging international cooperation. “Millions
around the world increasingly see America not as a model of democracy,” Putin wrote, “but as relying Andrei Tsyganko,
solely on brute force, cobbling coalitions together under the slogan ‘you’re either with us or against us.’” Andrew Weiss

1:24

:15

2:07

15:00

9/12/13

POLI

A lawmaker in Tennessee has proposed a legislation that would ban people from using their food
stamps on buying junk food. The Healthy Food Choices Act, H.R. 3073, forwarded by Rep. Phil Roe (RTenn) revives an age-old debate on whether conditions should be placed on how money from the
government should be spent.
Susan Levin,Lucy
Nolan,

9/12/13

EDU

Do you think parents should be notified of BMI Test Results? Do schools have a responsibility to
monitor their students health?

It's been a month of intense political maneuvering on the part of President Obama to deal pretty much
with a no-win situation in Syria. On top of that, domestic support for a military strike against Syria has
been tepid at best. How has the Syria conflict impacted your perception of the President?
9/12/13

POLI
this Sunday's parade. Local activist, Daniel Scott Cates, wrote a scathing web post saying organizers
want everyone to "cover up" to make the parade more "family friendly."

9/12/13

POLI

18:00

Michael Flaherty,
Claire Mysko,

15:00

Jonathan Wilcox, Matt
Rodriguez,

16:00

Jeremy Liebbe,John
D’Amico,

17:00

9/12/13

RACE

To Californians, it’s no surprise that Spanish is the most spoken non-English language in the U.S. today
There are already more than 37 million Spanish speakers nationally and their numbers are growing
quickly, up 233% since 1980.
Mark Hugo Lopez

9/12/2013

ECON

Phil Angelides headed the government's Financial Crisis Inquiry Commission, where he was charged
with investigating the cause of that ensuing financial crisis.

9/12/2013

ECON

To dig deeper into how else California's economy changed we invited three economic and financial
experts to help us understand how our state is doing.

Phil Angelides
Jordan Levine, Delia
Fernandez, Raphael
Bostic

9/12/2013

HEAL

Today Emily Bazar explains the basics of Obamacare: when it starts, how you enroll, etc. She also
explains how dental and vision coverage works under the new plan.

Emily Bazar

9/12/2013

EDUC

The idea of taking fewer tests will probably sound pretty awesome to kids out there. But parents? They
could have a reason to be a little worried.
Annie Gilbertson

4:23

5:13

14:00

13:16

5:44

15:10

9/12/2013

ART

This is the 300th anniversary of Spanish missionary Father Junipero Serra's birth and it's being marked
with an ambitious exhibit at the Huntington Library near Pasadena.
Steven Cuevas

9/12/2013

POLI

Time for State of Affairs, our look at politics and government throughout California. To help us with that Alice Walton and
we're joined in studio now by KPCC political reporters Alice Walton and Frank Stoltze.
Frank Stoltze

14:49

9/12/2013

ENV

We're most familiar with honeybees and bumblebees, but thousands of other native bee species could
also help pollinate crops.
Hillary Rosner

7:30

9/12/2013

SCI

The lighting company CREE says its new bulb provides natural-looking light while using just a fraction of
the energy of traditional bulbs.
Margery Conner

5:35

9/12/2013

ENT

Every week we get your weekend conversation starters with Rico Gagliano and Brendan Newnam, the Rico Gagliano and
hosts of the Dinner Party Download podcast and radio show.
Brendan Newnam

5:30

9/12/2013

ENT

Let's say you love raucous music like rock n roll, heavy metal, rap and hip hop. But you also have a little
one at home. What to do?
Lisa Roth

9:38

9/13/2013 ART

Larry and KPCC critics Henry Sheehan and Andy Klein review this week's releases

Mantle

2:59

9/13/2013 LAW

State bill gives LAX police more policing powers

Aguilar

:55

9/13/2013 IMM

Undocumented immigrants will soon be able to drive legally

Orr

9/13/2013 POLI

Undocumented immigrants will soon be able to drive legally

CC

:15

9/13/2013 POLI

CA legislature made changes to state environmental law

CC

:17

9/13/2013 POLI

California legislative session comes to a close

Adler

9/13/2013 POLI

Bill would raise minimum wage to 10-dollars an hour

Detrow

:45

9/13/2013 POLI

CA legislature closes up shop for the year

CC

:06

9/13/2013 POLI

CA legislature closes up shop for the year

Adler

3:56

9/13/2013 TRAN

Weekend road closures

Moore

1:02

9/13/2013 POLI

Bill would allow people to get Snoopy's image on a license plate, proceeds would benefit museums

CC

:18

9/13/2013 LAW

Judge sentences four men to death for gang-rape and murder of woman in India

Majumdar

:57

9/13/2013 POLI

CA legislature closes up shop for the year

CC

:18

9/13/2013 FOR

UNICEF reports eastern and South Africa has cut death rates for small children by half in the past two
decades

CC

:14

9/13/2013 POLI

LA City Council confirms Garcetti's pick for the LA Fire Commission

CC

:31

9/13/2013 DIS

California may get an earthquake alert system like Japan and Mexico's

CC

:16

9/13/2013 EDU

A surprise resignation in LAUSD administration comes at a crucial time

Gilbertson

9/13/2013 POLI

Assembly Speaker reflects on session

Orr

:57

9/13/2013 POLI

Democratic Assembly Speaker John Perez reflects on legislative session

CC

:24

9/13/2013 HEAL

Health officials in LA will offer blood tests to anyone concerned about lead exposure from battery
recycling plant in Vernon

Roman

9/13/2013 ENV

Stretch of LA River one step closer to being transformed from concrete channel back to a wild river

Fox

1:37

1:04

1:01

4:07
:50

9/13/2013 POLI

Four new members are confirmed to the Board of Fire Commission

Walton

9/13/2013 ECON

Southern California businessmen named as NPR's interim CEO

Lee

2:08

9/13/2013 HEAL

New senior health care center broke ground in Watts today

Kim

1:25

9/13/2013 POLI

Gov Brown considers a bill that would mandate overtime pay for domestic workers

Huang

:58

9/13/2013 LAW

Two LA County Supervisors call for an overnight board for the Sheriff's Department

Aguilar

:16

9/13/2013 LAW

Undocumented immigrant drivers cheering passage of a bill that will allow them to apply for driver's
licenses

Stoltze

9/13/2013 TT

2:16

9/13/13

POLI

Myra Elder has been working in real estate for more than 40 years
California lawmakers finished their final session of the year by approving bills to raise California’s
minimum wage to the highest in the nation, addressing issues of environmental protection, teacher
misconduct, and allowing illegal Immigrant in the state to obtain driver licenses.

9/13/13

MEDI

NPR announced this morning that it needs to cut its staff of 840 in order to balance their budget, which
is operating cash deficit of $6.1 million. What will the cuts mean for listeners?
Russ Stanton

10:00

ECON

The bankruptcy of investment bank Lehman Brothers is typically seen as the beginning of the
unraveling of the U.S. financial system that ultimately ushered in a period of economic contraction not
felt since the Great Depression. Five years after the start of the financial crisis, the question we at
AirTalk want to ask is: are we safer going forward?

Ross Levine, Aaron
Klein

20:00

Larry is joined by KPCC film critics Henry Sheehan and Andy Klein to review this week’s releases,
including Insidious: Chapter 2, The Family, Wadjda and more. TGI-FilmWeek!

Henry Sheehan, Andy
Klein, Peter Rainer,

9/13/13

9/13/13

ENT

CC

:52

Patrick McGreevy,
Dan Walters

:06

18:00

31:00:00

Ray Dolby died Thursday at the age of 80 after suffering from the Alzheimer Disease and leukemia.
Dolby was a sound pioneer, and took out the hiss in sound recordings. He founded Dolby Laboratories
in 1965, and he revolutionized the movie theater sound with films like Stars Wars and A Clockwork
Orange.
Kevin Yeaman
Actor Chris Pine may have the leading-man looks, even the leading-man roles such as the most recent
"Star Trek," but he is not commanding paydays of yesteryear's stars. As The Hollywood Reporter
explains, the new batch of A-listers can only expect the rare $10-million deal.
Tatiana Siegel

11:00

It's been almost 5 years since the Lehman Brothers investment bank went bankrupt, sending the
country into an economic tailspin.

Myra Elder

8:05

Michael Hirsch

5:15

9/13/13

HIST

9/13/13

ENT

9/13/2013

IE

9/13/2013

POLI

Current Chair Ben Bernanke will step down soon, and his potential successors are current vice chair
Janet Yellen and former Treasury Secretary Larry Summers.

9/13/2013

POLI

Time now for the Friday Flashback, our weekly analysis of the stories in the news. Joining us from
Jim Rainey and David
Washington DC today is David Gura of Marketplace, and in the studio, James Rainey of the LA Times. Gura

15:18

9/13/2013

ART

A documentary, shot in 1984 about life at Torrance High School, is being screened in LA this weekend.
It reveals how much life for high school kids has changed.
Keva Rosenfeld

6:14

9/13/2013

TECH

Parents complain that kids waste a lot of time on Facebook when they should be doing homework. Now
there's speculation that Facebook and other social media sites might actually make people sick.
Laura Dimon

8:30

9/13/2013

ENT

Tomorrow, Huntington Beach will host a 9-hour electronic dance party. Last week, the city filed a
restraining order hoping to stop the festival known as Wet Electric.

7:43

Steve Knopper

5:00

9/13/2013

ENT

9/13/2013

ENV

Disney will host special screenings of the film that encourage the audience to watch the movie while
they're also interacting with a "The Little Mermaid" app on their iPads.
Dan Seitz
Now the nation's largest refiner of oil wants to start using trains to bring that crude oil to its refinery in the
San Francisco Bay Area. That's raising concerns about safety and air pollution in the East Bay city of
Benicia.
Molly Samuel

9/13/2013

HIST

About six years ago an amateur fossil collector in the dusty badlands of Montana made the find of a
lifetime.

9/13/2013

ENT

Brad Dowdy has reviewed more than 700 pens on his website The Pen Addict.com. He joins the show
to tell us what makes one pen better than another.
Brad Dowdy

4:17

ENT

Most people know actress Katey Sagal from her roles in "Married With Children" and "Sons Of
Anarchy," but she actually got her start in show biz as a singer and songwriter.

Katey Sagal

11:34

9/13/2013

5:49

5:28

Montana Hodges

9:27

9/14/2013

SGV

Audio of the bird in Karen Fritsche's neighborhood, which sounds like a typewriter. John Rabe asks
listeners to help identify what kind of bird it is

John Rabe / Karen
Fritsche

1:15:00

9/14/2013

POLI

KPCC reporter Kitty Felde talked with Rep. Dana Rohrbacher. The congressman says he once arm
wrestled Vladimir Putin -- in the 90s -- and lost.

John Rabe / Kitty
Felde

2:19:00

LIT

The descendents of Huguette Clark, who died in 2011, at 104, are fighting over her will, which cuts them
out. Her story is told in the new book "Empty Mansions: The Mysterious Life of Huguette Clark and the
Spending of a Great American Fortune," written by Pulitzer Prizewinning journalist Bill Dedman and Pau John Rabe / Bill
Clark Newell, Jr.
Dedman

ECON

Kevin Ferguson / Kai
Now, Off-Ramp is looking at life five years after the recession started and checking in with families. Off- Schmoll / Monty
Ramp producer Kevin Ferguson talked with Kai Schmoll and Monty Phillips to see how they've been.
Phillips

4:26:00

OBIT

Patt Morrison remembers Cal Worthingon, who died in September. Back when cars were cheap and TV
time was even cheaper, Cal Worthington was a self-made star. His commercials ran for two, three,
even four minutes. He told jokes. He pitched his patter about Fords and "Chivys," and later on, about
Mazdas and "Tyotas."
Patt Morrison

3:39:00

Ray Dolby died Thursday at the age of 80 after suffering from Alzheimer's disease and acute leukemia.
Dolby was a sound pioneer, and took out the hiss in sound recordings. He founded Dolby Laboratories
in 1965, and he revolutionized the movie theater sound with films like Stars Wars and A Clockwork
Larry Mantle / Kevin
Orange.
Yeaman

5:29:00

Milton Love is a marine biologist at UC Santa Barbara. He remembers a short time when he served as
a campus guide for prospective students. He was too honest and didn't last long in this job.
Milton Love

2:15:00

9/14/2013

9/14/2013

9/14/2013

9/14/2013

9/14/2013

EDU

11:10:00

9/14/2013

OBIT

9/14/2013

HEAL

Cal Worthington, the car dealer whose famous jingle "Go See Cal" stuck in the minds of a generation of
local TV viewers, died at home on Sunday. He was 92. Off-Ramp producer Kevin Ferguson looks at
Worthington's life and work, especially his quirky commercials.
A new program launched Thursday by the Los Angeles County Department of Public Health aims at
fighting obesity by getting restaurants to offer smaller versions of entrees and healthier kids' meal
options.

9/14/2013

SCI

KPCC science reporter Sanden Totten co-produces a podcast for kids (and by kids) called Brains On!
John Rabe contributed his voice over talents to a skit that recently aired on Brains On!

Sanden Totten / John
Rabe

9/15/2013 ECON

This weekend marks fifth anniversary of Lehman Brothers' bankruptcy

CC

:19

9/15/2013 POLI

Californians in rural areas receive a bill for fire prevention fees

Pringle

:40

9/15/2013 POLI

Californians in rural areas receive a bill for fire prevention fees

CC

:11

Kevin Ferguson
Jed Kim / Dr.
Jonathan Fielding / Dr.
David Heber

3:49:00

1:43:00

5:30:00

9/15/2013 POLI

Californians in rural areas receive a bill for fire prevention fees

CC

:09

9/15/2013 DIS

Firefighters in Pasadena investigate fire at a strip mall

CC

:14

9/15/2013 LAW

Orange County authorities investigate deaths of two children found in a hotel room

CC

:07

9/15/2013 EDU

LAUSD Superintendent saddened by top aide's resignation

Bergman

:48

9/15/2013 LAW

West Hollywood decides whether to ban exotic animal performances

Bailey

9/15/2013 DIS

Crews stop a methane gas leak in a retired well

CC

:22

9/15/2013 HEAL

2-million people a year get infections that are antibiotic-resistant

CC

:15

9/15/2013 HEAL

Runners who met on Skid Row head to Ghana for a marathon

Fox

9/15/2013 OC

Charges filed against a woman accused of killing her two children

Palta

:56

9/15/2013 POLI

Candidates prepare for Tuesday's special election in the Assembly's 45th district

Walton

:38

9/15/2013 LAW

Author of bill says it would reduce lawsuits over Proposition 65 chemical warning signs

Orr

:44

9/15/2013 HEAL

Gov Brown looks at a bill that would create a more private way for patients to receive information about
sensitive health services
Bartolone

1:04

9/15/2013 LAW

West Hollywood decides whether to ban exotic animal performances

Bailey

1:14

9/16/2013 ART

Low budget horror movie "Insidious: Chapter 2" captures the top of the box office

CC

:22

9/16/2013 ECON

Fire prevention fees mailed out to rural Californians

CC

:15

9/16/2013 ECON

Fire prevention fees mailed out to rural Californians

Fox

9/16/2013 ECON

Fire prevention fees mailed out to rural Californians

Palta

:56

9/16/2013 HEAL

Flu season hasn't started yet, but Dept of Public Health recommends getting a flu shot before activity
picks up in December

Walton

:38

9/16/2013 HEAL

Lawmakers approved bills to address the state's shortage of primary care providors

Orr

:44

9/16/2013 ENV

Loh Life The Heat

Bartolone

1:04

9/16/2013 ENV

Rim Fire officials estimate full containment by Friday

Bergman

1:00

9/16/2013 LAW

Gov Jerry Brown considers more than a dozen measures on gun control

Guzman

9/16/2013 ENV

Fire officials expect to fully contain the Rim Fire by end of week

Bergman

9/16/2013 ENV

Crews discover methane gas in a retired well in Hawthorne

CC

9/16/2013 LAW

Arizona woman suspected of killing her two children

Moore

4:28

9/16/2013 EDU

Students weigh in on the future of LAUSD

Schofield

1:10

1:14

1:23

1:23

:55
1:15
:12

9/16/2013 LAB

New light rail in South LA promises thousands of jobs

9/16/2013 MIL

Secretary of State Kerry has been meeting with foreign ministers of France and Britain to discuss Syria
situation
Bear

CC

:11

9/16/2013 LAW

Alabama church marked 50th anniversary of KKK bombing that killed four young black girls

CC

:11

9/16/2013 EDU

GED is about to become more rigorous

CC

:12

9/16/2013 SPOR

Memorial service held for Nick Pasquale, UCLA football player struck by a car last week

CC

:17

9/16/2013 SPOR

Chargers beat Phildelphia on the road

CC

:07

9/16/2013 ENT

Bob Newhart receives first Emmy award

CC

:12

9/16/2013 LAW

12 people died, multiple injured in Navy Yard shooting

CC

:24

9/16/2013 LAW

12 people died, multiple injured in Navy Yard shooting

Johnston

:42

9/16/2013 LAW

At least one person opens fire inside building at the Washington Navy Yard

CC

:34

9/16/2013 FOR

Crews continue to try and hoist the Costa Concordia from a reef along the coast of Italy

CC

:13

9/16/2013 LAW

12 people died, multiple injured in Navy Yard shooting

CC

:22

9/16/2013 LAW

12 people died, multiple injured in Navy Yard shooting

CC

:15

9/16/2013 ENV

Crews in Hawthorne stopped a methane gas leak in a retired well

CC

:13

9/16/2013 HEAL

Two million people a year get antibiotic-resistant infections

CC

:12

9/16/2013 LAW

12 people died, multiple injured in Navy Yard shooting

CC

:12

9/16/2013 LAW

Authorities confirm Aaron Alexis as alleged gunman in Navy Yard shooting

Fox

9/16/2013 LAW

Author of bill says it would reduce lawsuits over Prop 65 chemical warning signs

Palta

:56

9/16/2013 SPOR

Runners who met on Skid Row head to Ghana for a marathon

Walton

:38

9/16/2013 OC

Orange County DA files charges against a woman accused of murdering her two children

CC

:21

9/16/2013 POLI

Candidates prepare for Tuesday's special election in the Assembly's 45th district

CC

:15

9/16/2013 LAW

Former music exec attacked with a machete by girlfriend's ex-husband

Orr

:44

9/16/2013 HEAL

Bill on Gov's desk would add another layer of privacy to health information

Totten

9/16/2013 LAW

Author of bill says it would reduce lawsuits over Prop 65 chemical warning signs

CC

4:35

1:23

2:27
:15

9/16/2013 SCI

The blue-footed booby is making a rare appearance in LA County, exciting bird enthusiasts

Fernandes

1:04

9/16/2013 LAW

Two LA County Supervisors call for an oversight board for the Sheriff's Department

Bartolone

1:04

9/16/2013 EDU

LA Unified wants to get into the preschool business to help English learners, low-income children
succeed

Huang

1:17

9/16/2013 HEAL

Gov Brown looks at a bill that would create more private way for patients to receive sensitive health
information

Jahad

:43

9/16/2013 IMM

Immigration advocates worry their issue will be pushed aside for Syria

Pringle

:40

9/16/2013 EDU

School districts much reach out to parents for additional funding

CC

:11

9/16/2013 ENT

Fight choreography is an integral part of Hollywood films

CC

:09

SEC

At least twelve people have been confirmed dead after a shooting at the Washington Navy Yard on
Monday.

Hal Kempfer,

9/16/13

FOR

Today it was confirmed that sarin gas was used in rocket attacks against civilians on August 21. Over
the weekend, Russia and the United States hammered out a plan for the dismantling of Syria’s chemica
weapons, which could be tricky to implement.
Denis Fitzgerald

10:00

9/16/13

ENV

The Army Corps of Engineers has chosen a plan to revitalize the Los Angeles River. The $453-million
plan is the second cheapest of four options shortlisted in a feasibility study released Friday.

Josephine Axt, Omar
Brownson,

14:00

LAW

A politically charged Michigan ballot proposition that banned affirmative action will soon get its day at
the Supreme Court. The 2006 Proposal 2 asked Michigan voters to prohibit race-based affirmative
action in college admissions and hiring practices. The mostly white state supported the ban.

Joshua Thompson,
Joyce Schon

16:00

ECON

What a difference a day makes. Just 24 hours ago, the world over was expecting Lawrence
Summers—a top economic advisor to President Obama and the Treasury Secretary under President
Clinton—to be a shoo-in as the country’s next Federal Reserve chief.

Heidi Moore

9:00

POLI

Australians chose a new prime minister earlier this month with a voter turnout rate that would shock
most Americans. Nearly every Australian voted in that election - but not out of choice. It was because
they have to.

Norman Ornstein,
Jason Brennan

15:00

HIST

Woodrow Wilson is known as the president who passed the first progressive agenda and who was
determined to make the world “safe for democracy.” A. Scott Berg’s biography “Wilson” provides a look
at Wilson’s life through a more personal perspective.
A. Scott Berg

9/16/13

9/16/13

9/16/13

9/16/13

9/16/13

17:00

14:00

9/16/2013

ECON

More Americans than ever are identifying at 'lower class.' For more on why that is and what it means,
we're joined by California-based economist Chris Thornberg of Beacon Economics.

Chris Thornberg

7:27

9/16/2013

POLI

President Obama's apparent favorite for new head of the Federal Reserve stepped aside yesterday.
With Larry Summers gone, will the Fed get its first female Chair?

Michael Hirsh

7:30

9/16/2013

ENV

The crystal blue waters of Lake Tahoe are being muddied by conflict between California and Nevada
over how to manage the future of this natural wonder.

Julie Cart

4:56

9/16/2013

ECON

9/16/2013

California's newest city, Jurupa Valley, formed just two years ago. It's located about 50 miles east of LA
in Riverside County and it's home to about 100,000 residents.
James Nash

5:09

ENT

Time now for On the Lot, our weekly look at the business of Hollywood, with Rebecca Keegan of the
Los Angeles Times.

Rebecca Keegan

7:12

9/16/2013

ENT

Take Two's series on unusual Hollywood jobs continues with the person responsible for making sure
that fight scenes are not only safe, but look as realistic as possible … a fight coordinator.

Benny “The Jet”
Urquidez

6:44

9/16/2013

FOR

Earlier today, United Nations Secretary General Ban Ki Moon held a closed door meeting with the
Security Council to discuss a report on last month's poison gas attack outside Damascus.

Rami Ruhayem

6:33

9/16/2013

EDUC

Thousands in California are racing to get their GEDs before the high school equivalency exam goes
through a major transformation.

Charla Bear

4:56

Ebro Darden and
Proteus Spann

15:04

9/16/2013

LGB

Last week, New York radio DJ Mister Cee gave a teary admission on air. He admitted to soliciting sex
from a transgender prostitute, and then resigned his position saying he didn't want to bring negative
attention to his colleagues.

9/16/2013

SCI

The awards are of course a spoof of the prestigious Nobel prize and are given out each year to the
funniest and most bizarre achievements in scientific research.

Marc Abrahams

6:52

9/16/2013

ENT

For more on the film and the new album, we were joined in studio recently by Matt Berninger. He says
Mother Nature helped set the tone of "Trouble Will Find Me" during their recording in New York.

Matt Berninger

8:02

9/17/2013 ECON

Few areas hit harder by Great Recession than the Inland Empire

:10

9/17/2013 ECON

Lacter on the economy in LA

Bartolone

1:34

9/17/2013 YOUT

New report finds one-in-ten high school seniors engage in binge drining

Loh

2:32

9/17/2013 LAW

12-year-old Florida girl who committed suicide after online bullying was laid to rest

CC

:17

9/17/2013 ENV

No facility equipped to take radioactive dirt from old Air Force base

Jahad

:45

9/17/2013 HEAL

California's small businesses consider what Obamacare means for them

Jahad

:48

9/17/2013 ECON

Report finds school districts that win at the ballot box are small, wealthy and largely white

CC

:11

9/17/2013 TECH

Gamers are spending the day playing Grand Theft Auto 5

Bergman

4:11

9/17/2013 FOR

Crews have completed first stage of Costa Concordia salvage mission

Lacter

3:55

9/17/2013 ENV

Crews continue to work on sealing well leaking water and methane in Hawthorne

CC

:11

9/17/2013 DC

Feinstein reacts to Navy Yard shooting

CC

:08

9/17/2013 SPOR

Nationals play doubleheader today after last night's game postponed because of shooting at Naval YardMieszkowski

4:43

9/17/2013 LAW

Brown administration asks court for more time to address prison overcrowding

O'Neill

4:01

9/17/2013 TECH

Gamers are spending the day playing Grand Theft Auto 5

CC

9/17/2013 ECON

Census data shows US poverty rate remained unchanged in 2012

Schmidt

9/17/2013 DC

Feinstein reacts to Navy Yard shooting

Johnston

9/17/2013 ENER

Senator Ted Lieu demands SOCal Edison do something to fix the blackout problem affecting the South
Bay
CC

:14

9/17/2013 ENER

Senator Ted Lieu demands SOCal Edison do something to fix the blackout problem affecting the South
Bay
CC

:14

9/17/2013 ENT

Emmy Awards will take place at Nokia Theatre this weekend

CC

:12

9/17/2013 POLI

The LA City Council supports tougher penalties for drivers who flee the scene of a crash

Russ

:43

9/17/2013 TRAN

Fed govt gives CA an extra $155 million in transportation funding because state meets project
deadlines

CC

:19

9/17/2013 LAW

LA Councilman submits motion for LAPD to start field testing 25 on-body cameras

CC

:14

9/17/2013 ART

Felde

9/17/2013 TRAN

Broad Museum will offer free admission
Fed govt gives CA an extra $155 million in transportation funding because state meets project
deadlines

CC

:20

9/17/2013 TRAN

New Tom Bradley international terminal opens Wednesday at LAX

CC

:19

9/17/2013 ART

Elton John makes appearance at USC

CC

:16

9/17/2013 LAW

LA County Supervisors spar over proposal for sheriff civilian oversight

CC

:17

9/17/2013 HOUS

Residential construction industry wants Brown to veto bill requiring affordable housing units in all new
apartment developments

CC

:09

9/17/2013 LAW

Council member Mitch Englander calls for lapel cameras for LAPD

CC

:24

:09

1:03

:40

1:00

9/17/2013 EDU
9/17/13

9/17/13

9/17/13

9/17/13

LAUSD Board approves switch to Common Core standards

CC

:07

TRAN

Rick Plein, Robert
The County of Los Angeles has a new $6.9 million grant to to clamp down on car insurance fraud rings. Passmore,

MEDI

Playboy magazine is turning 60 this year. But let’s be honest, it feels much older than that, doesn’t it?
The power-that-be at the magazine knows it, too and to celebrate the special occasion they are
embarking on a revamp to return Playboy to its former glory.

POLI

Vice President Joe Biden launched two unsuccessful White House bids in 1988 and 2008. He visited to
Iowa over the weekend, delivering a keynote address at Sen. Tom Harkin’s annual steak fry – a speech Ken Rudin, Beth
that many political observers say came across much like a presidential stump speech.
Fouhy

13:00

State senator Ted Lieu is demanding that Edison fix the widespread blackout problems that have left
more than 100,000 residents in the South Bay without power. Residents and city leaders in the South
Bay have complained of constant power outages that are widespread and show no signs of stopping.

20:00

HOUS

Jimmy Jellinek

Ted Lieu, Steve
Conroy

23:00

25:00:00

ENT

The 65th Primetime Emmy Awards will be presented this Sunday night on CBS, hosted by Neil Patrick
Harris.We’ll ask a couple leading critics for their predictions and open up the phones to get yours. What Tom O'Neil, Mary
are your favorite shows from this year’s lineup?
McNamara,

15:00

9/17/2013

LAW

Yesterday, 34-year-old Aaron Alexis stormed the Navy Yard in DC just miles from the White House,
killing 12 people before being shot and killed by authorities. Investigators are still looking into his
background and motive.

Carol Leonnig

7:07

9/17/2013

POLI

Syria has agreed to turn over its chemical weapons to UN inspectors. They have to destroy and dispose
of them. It's a complex, dangerous and expensive process.
Megan Garber

6:35

9/17/2013

ENV

The small mountain town of Estes Park was hit hard by the rains. It sits in a valley at the east entrance
of Rocky Mountain National Park.
Bill Pinkham

5:12

9/17/2013

ECON

There were few areas of the U.S. harder hit than the Inland Empire by the Great Recession. But now the
region is seeing housing prices soar and construction roar back.
Ben Bergman

5:07

MIL

The Air Force is trying to get rid of tons of radioactive dirt on a defunct military base outside
Sacramento. Trouble is, no facility in California is licensed to dispose of it. So the Air Force is planning Katharine
to build a radioactive waste dump on the base.
Mieszkowski

5:02

9/17/13

9/17/2013

ENT

Now it's time for Tuesday Reviewsday, our weekly new music segment. Joining the show this week is
critic Steve Hochman. We have a theme this week, which coming right after the 9/11 anniversary and
the Jewish High Holidays, is fitting: Healing.

9/17/2013

ENT

Gamers throughout the world are buzzing about today's release of "Grand Theft Auto V." Here in LA
we're especially psyched about it because the mayhem takes place on our very streets....as if we didn't
have enough of that.
Stephen Totilo

9:26

9/17/2013

HEAL

In just two weeks, residents of California will be able to begin shopping for health care coverage, and
find out about subsidies and credits, at the state's new health care exchange.

Stephanie O'Neill

5:02

9/17/2013

RACE

National Hispanic Heritage Month got underway this past Sunday. The celebration recognizes the
contributions and culture of Hispanics in the United States.

Robert J. Lopez

4:35

9/17/2013

FOR

More than five million trucks crossed into the U.S. from Mexico last year. For drug smugglers, getting a
truckload of illegal narcotics past border authorities means potentially huge profits.
Jill Replogle

4:38

9/17/2013

ENV

Notably absent from the discussion are environmental laws. In fact, a significant number of green
measures wilted in the state legislature last year.

6:21

9/17/2013

ENV

An unusually high number of Blue-footed Boobies have been spotted in LA County recently, giving local
bird watchers a chance to see a uncommon species close to home.
Sanden Totten

2:55

9/17/2013

ENV

The idea to raise the height of Shasta dam has been bandied about for a decade and it's getting to
decision time. But as KQED science editor Craig Miller reports, the controversy has not dried up.

Craig Miller

5:22

9/17/2013

POLI

Governor Jerry Brown and how he will meet a court-ordered mandate to ease over-crowding in
California prisons. Following a compromise with lawmakers last week, the governor said he'll seek a
three-year delay in meeting the population cap set by the judge.

Paige St. John

6:12

9/17/2013

ART

In photographer Jason Knight's series Dead Man's Curve, he risked life and limb to take shots of a car
crash graveyard just below a dangerous section of Mulholland Drive.
Jason Knight

9/17/2013

Steve Hochman

5:35

Paul Rogers,

9:06

9/18/2013 ENV

A federal appeals court has upheld a key provision of California's efforts to lower greenhouse gas
emissions.

9/18/2013 ENV

Los Angeles city leaders today (WED) celebrated the opening of the Tom Bradley International Termina
at LAX.
Moore

1:01

9/18/2013

Organization raises $100 million to help the chronically homeless for second year in a row

Plummer

1:35

9/18/2013

Ride-sharing services like "Uber" (Oo-ber) and Lyft (Lift) have quickly gained in popularity in Los
Angeles

Palta

1:08

9/18/2013 ENV

Environmentalists are celebrating a court ruling today (Wednesday) upholding California's low emission
fuel standards
CC

9/18/2013

California environmentalists are celebrating a legal victory.

Aguilar

1:06

9/18/2013 ENV

The Parks Forward Commission held its first hearing today (Wednesday) in Sacramento

Gilbertson

1:02

Pringle

:47

:12

9/18/2013

A non-profit task force set up to revamp California's state park system held its first public hearing today
(WED) in Sacramento
Peterson

9/18/2013

A non-profit task force set up to revamp California's state park system held its first public hearing today
(WED) in Sacramento
Moore

9/18/2013

Air regulators have ordered the troubled Exide battery recycling facility in Vernon to cut production after
an air monitor near the site found unusually high levels of lead in emissions coming from the plant.
CC

9/18/2013

The city of Anaheim tonight (WED) holds a public meeting as it searches for a new police chief

Bergman

2:00

9/18/2013

Millions of people use the rugged San Gabriel Mountains: they're pretty and an easy drive

Orr

1:19

9/18/2013

For the first time in more than 20 years, the Mexican national soccer team faces the possibility of not
going to the World Cup

CC

:15

9/18/2013

Rescuers in Colorado are shifting their focus from emergency airlifts to trying to find people
unaccounted for after last week's flooding

Pringle

:48

9/18/2013

Tonight's (WED) Powerball drawing is expected to be 400-million dollars - the fifth-largest ever

CC

:12

9/18/2013

Governor Jerry Brown has asked federal judges to extend their end-of-the-year deadline for his
Administration to reduce the headcount in state prisons

CC

:12

9/18/2013 LAW

South LA store clerk killed during robbery

Peterson

9/18/2013 LAW

South LA store clerk killed during robbery

Joyce

9/18/2013

Crews are still working to seal a well in Hawthorne that had been spewing water and methane gas (THUMcNary

3:47

9/18/2013

The mother of Aaron Alexis spoke out today (WED) for the first time since her son shot and killed a
dozen people at a Navy Yard in Washington DC. Cathleen Alexis read a prepared statement at her
home in Brooklyn.

Brojas

3:34

9/18/2013 ENT

The head of the motion picture industry was on Capitol Hill today touting a new study that shows the
role search engines play in directing online users to illegal sites

CC

:13

9/18/2013

{Crews still working on capping Hawthorne well, families may be able to return soon

CC

:10

9/18/2013 POLI

The results of two special elections for the state Senate and Assembly

Detrow

:56

1:52

:12

2:51

3:10

9/18/2013

LAPD Chief Charlie Beck enthusiastic about lapel cameras, says they will be used with discretion

CC

:10

9/18/2013 TRAN

A plan to bring back streetcar service to downtown Los Angeles now faces a significant funding gap.

CC

:10

9/18/2013 LAW

[LAW, SGV: Pasadena city council will consider long time calls from residents asking for a civilian
oversight board of the Pasadena Police Department.]

Moore

:48

9/18/2013 EDU

Financial settlement between Occidental College and students claiming assault

CC

:17

Emily Broad Leib,
Dana Gunders

19:00

Joseph Brusuelas

5:00

9/18/13

HEAL

, Before you throw out that delicious pepper jack cheese, know that a new report on food safety and
waste is calling for confusing "sell-by" dates to be tossed out instead. Food policy scientists from
Harvard and the Natural Resources Defense Council found a mish-mash of rules governing use-by,
best-buy and sell-by dates on perishable foods. A whopping 91 percent of consumers said they
occasionally discard food past its sell-by date and 25 percent said they always discard such food,
according to a 2011 survey by the Food Marketers Institute.

9/18/13

LAW

Despite swirling rumors that they’ll do otherwise, the Federal Reserve is not going to apply the brakes
on the government’s $85-billion a month treasury and mortgage bond buying program known as
“quantitative easing.”

9/18/13

LAW

Every month we have Los Angeles Police Chief Charlie Beck in our studio to discuss issues facing the
LAPD.
Charlie Beck

HEAL

Much of the Affordable Care Act, perhaps more commonly known as Obamacare is set to go into effect
in January. The insurance exchange market is opening next month. But the closer we get to the
Louise Radnofsky ,
implementation of Obamacare, the more confusion there seems to be about the new law.
Lori Robertson,

9/18/13

LAW

Not all drug rehab programs are created equal. In Malibu, such treatments cost up to a hundred
thousand dollars a month and provide perks like massages, lap pools and daily therapy sessions.
Celebrities the likes of Lindsay Lohan, Britney Spears, Matthew Perry are all known clients, and they
swear by these treatments. Malibu residents, however, aren’t so enthused.

Christi Hogin, Richard
Taite

9/18/2013

IMM

The issues topping the agenda in Washington right now include Syria, the federal budget, and raising
the debt ceiling. But what about immigration reform?

Rachel Van Dongen

9/18/13

26:00:00

15:00

33:00:00

7:02

Fed Chair Ben Bernanke will hold a press conference later this morning where he'll explain if the central
bank will begin cutting back its program of buying bonds to stimulate the economy.
Heidi Moore

7:04

ART

The Broad — as it'll be called — will be a matte, white, honeycomb-like structure. It will sit on Grand
avenue, next to the shiny, smooth Disney Concert Hall near downtown's Bunker Hill.

Eli Broad

6:12

ENT

Los Angeles International Airport is about to become a destination for good eats. The newly renovated
Tom Bradley International Terminal now includes The Larder, Umami Burger, and Ink.Sak, just to name
a few.
Erin Lyall

4:33

9/18/2013

LAW

Drug distributors operate an illicit export business that depends on freeways that run from California and
Arizona to Canada. If you drive these freeways, chances are you've passed a car or truck secretly
holding a cargo of heroin, meth or cocaine.
Austin Jenkins

4:29

9/18/2013

SPOR

Should a private conversation made public get a coach fired? Are the Dodgers picking the wrong time to Andy and Brian
be in a slump? And what kind of wedding gift do you buy the couple that has everything?
Kamenetzky

7:48

9/18/2013

ENT

September marks the launch of the TV networks' new prime time shows, and if this year it all seems a
little less than exciting, maybe that's because the early word is: lackluster.

7:51

9/18/2013

ENV

There is a concern by some that flood waters mixed with the chemicals used at fracking sites may have
created a hazardous soup that's contaminating the Colorado landscape.
Mark Jaffe

8:36

9/18/2013

POLI

A U.S. Parks Service study recommended not including the forest and San Gabriel Mountains, but Chu
pledges to write a law to include the vast area.
Sharon McNary

5:04

9/18/2013

TECH

If you update your iPhone today, you're going to notice some major changes. Apple has released iOS7,
the newest version of its mobile operating system. And it looks completely different from the last one.
Devindra Hardawar

5:04

9/18/2013

ECON

The housing market here in Los Angeles continues to recover in a way no one really could've expected.
The bidding wars are back, there are long lines at open houses and people making offers on the spot. Curt Hahn

5:08

9/18/2013

TECH

A group called the "cord nevers" don’t pay a cable company or a satellite service to watch their favorite
shows.
Ian King

4:49

9/18/2013

ECON

The U.S.D.A. has recently approved four Chinese poultry plants to process U.S. chickens.

7:06

9/18/2013

ECON

9/18/2013

9/18/2013

Robert Bianco

Bill Tomson

9/18/2013

ECON

A new phenomenon called Green Circle chicken is catching on in the U.S. So what is a Green Circle
chicken? They are heritage breed, woodland-raised chickens that get five-star food scraps from some of
the most acclaimed restaurants in Manhattan.
Jeff Gordinier

7:53

9/19/2013 EDU

Kindergarteners are learning to read, do simple math, and… memorizing the Pledge of Allegiance

Felde

1:00

9/19/2013 TECH

Buying a concert ticket online isn't always easy

Moore

:06

9/19/2013 EDU

Several hundred people marched (WED) at the University of Alabama to oppose racial segregation
within the school's Greek system

Walton

:35

9/19/2013 EDU

Several hundred people marched (WED) at the University of Alabama to oppose racial segregation
within the school's Greek system

CC

:13

9/19/2013 ENT

Despite recent reports from several porn actors they've tested positive for HIV ... the adult film industry
plans to return to business as usual tomorrow [FRI], after a temporary shutdown.
Fox

9/19/2013 ENV

Mexico is dealing with storms on its east and west coasts

Aguilar

9/19/2013 LAW

There are more charges of sexual misconduct by an LA public school teacher.

Guzman

1:26

9/19/2013 LAW

The family of a 39-year-old mother of five hopes the public can help find the man who killed Martha
Sanchez as she was finishing her shift Tuesday night in South LA

Plummer

4:03

9/19/2013 DIS

The number of people unaccounted for in Colorado's devastating flooding has fallen to about 200

Orr

3:10

9/19/2013 DIS

The number of people unaccounted for in Colorado's devastating flooding has fallen to about 200

CC

:07

9/19/2013 TECH

Boeing says it'll stop building its big C-17 military transport planes and close its assembly plant in Long
Beach in two years
CC

:10

9/19/2013 GOV

City and county leaders in Los Angeles want to bring the Olympics back to Southern California in 2024 Cuevas

9/19/2013 LAW

Discord continues at the University of California over labor issues

CC

:10

9/19/2013 LAW

Discord continues at the University of California over labor issues

CC

:12

9/19/2013 LAW

Florence neighborhood residents in South LA say the store clerk shooting has been one in many that
have happened over the summer.]

CC

:12

9/19/2013 LAW

Intro: Today <<THURS>> California became the first state in the U.S. to regulate ride-sharing services
like Uber and Lyft
CC

:08

9/19/2013 DC

Democrats and GOP dig in on either side of budget standof

CC

:08

9/19/2013 LAW

Norwalk pastor arrested on multiple sexual assault allegations

CC

:22

9/19/2013 ENV

Thirty-seven evacuated families in Hawthorne may spend a second weekend away from their homes

Walton

:10

9/19/2013 POLI

The relationship between California cities and the state has turned a bit frosty.

CC

:10

1:39
:51

1:15

9/19/2013 POLI

The California League of Cities is holding its annual conference in Sacramento this week

CC

9/19/2013 EDU

Three El Sereno Elementary School students have come forward with allegations of molestation by a
second-grade teacher

Aguilar

1:54

9/19/2013 LAW

Ride-sharing networks have won an important endorsement

Bergman

1:23

9/19/2013 LAW

Ride-sharing networks have won an important endorsement

Felde

1:07

9/19/2013 ECON

Boeing to shut down C-17 assembly facility in Long Beach in 2015

Palta

:51

9/19/2013 SPOR

The Dodgers have done it!

Moore

:50

9/19/2013 SPOR

The Dodgers have done it!

Orr

:50

9/19/13

9/19/13

9/19/13

9/19/13

9/19/13

9/19/13

:10

LAW

House Speaker John Boehner is making amends with the conservative wing of his party by allowing
Tea Party lawmakers to vote on de-funding Obamacare. It's a politically risky strategy that Democrats
warn could lead to a government shutdown. The vote is set for Friday and would tie the proposal to defund the healthcare law to a spending bill that would keep Washington running beyond the end of the
Lisa Mascaro, David
month.
Mark

18:00

TRAN

Boeing announced yesterday that it will end production of the C-17 Globemaster III cargo jets and close
the final assembly facility in Long Beach in 2015. The Chicago-based aerospace giant will build the final
22 aircraft in the interim. What’s the significance of that for Southern California?
D.J. Waldie

13:00

LAW

Certain things are forever, while body art isn’t one of them, it certainly feels like it. To prevent “tattoo
remorse,” the Department of Health in the District of Columbia is considering mandating a 24-hour
waiting period before someone can get body piercings or a tat.

Kevin Hinton, Dr. Alex
Kaplan,

15:00

LAW

Contentious labor relations at University of California system: California’s employment relations board
that deals with public employees is investigating complaints against University of California for
threatening striking workers last May.

Kathryn Lybarger,
Dwaine Duckett,

15:00

EDU

Field trips are becoming less common in schools across the country. An American Association of
School Administrators survey showed that more than half of American schools completely eliminated
planned field trips last school year.

Jay P. Greene, Sujata
Bhatt

17:00

HEAL

A lucid dream is one in which the person is aware they are in fact dreaming. The practice of Lucid
dreaming has been adopted by people to gain clarity, a deeper understanding of themselves or even for
fantasy fulfillment. Friends and lucid dreamers, Thomas Peisel, Jared Zeizel and Dylan Tucillo coauthored a book detailing the steps to achieve a lucid Dream. It takes beginners through the stages
Jared Zeizel, Dylan
needed for heightened awareness in a deep dream state.
Tuccillo

16:00

9/19/2013

ECON

Starbucks CEO Howard Schultz announced this week that guns are no longer welcome in its stores.

9/19/2013

MEDI

While the story lead the news on Monday and Tuesday, it doesn't seem to have held the attention of the
American public for very long.
Paul Farhi

9:06

9/19/2013

LAW

The strike was orchestrated by a few inmates at the Pelican Bay maximum security prison, one of them
was Arturo Castellanos, a convicted murderer who has been held in isolation at Pelican Bay since 1990.Michael Montgomery

5:57

LAW

This export industry is evolving. Drug experts say heroin is back on the rise, fueled in part by
prescription drug abuse. And while the supply side of the business may change, the demand remains
strong.

Chris Lehman

4:31

The UC Board of Regents this week voted to renovate the Blake House, a now empty Bay Area
mansion that has traditionally been home the UC president. The group approved the budget for
$620,000.

Ana Tintocalis

4:29

9/19/2013

Adam Winkler

5:40

9/19/2013

EDUC

9/19/2013

LGB

A potential juror cannot be removed from a jury because of race or gender, but what about sexual
orientation?

Vik Amar

5:19

9/19/2013

ENT

The show came to an end earlier this year and now Fischer is back to her theatrical roots, taking to the
stage in an LA Theater Works production of Neil LaBute's play "Reasons To Be Pretty."

Jenna Fischer

10:31

9/19/2013

POLI

Time for State of Affairs, our look at politics and government throughout California with KPCC political
reporters Alice Walton and Frank Stoltze.

Alice Walton and
Frank Stoltze

12:29

9/19/2013

ENT

Despite recent reports from several porn actors they've tested positive for HIV, the adult film industry
plans to return to business as usual tomorrow after a temporary shutdown.

Steven Cuevas

1:48

9/19/2013

LAW

The Michael Jackson trial may finally be coming to an end. The case is now in its 21st week and
lawyers for concert promoter AEG rested their defense yesterday.

Jeff Gottlieb

4:28

9/19/2013

LIT

Freelance journalist, Amanda Lindhout, talks to Take Two about her new book, which documents the
460 days she was held hostage in Somalia.

Amanda Lindhout

8:52

9/19/2013

SPOR

The NFL is the most popular and profitable sport in America. So why do taxpayers keep footing the bill
for constructing new football stadiums?
Gregg Easterbrook

9:51

9/19/2013

POLI

Rideshare services, like Lyft and Uber, have quickly gained in popularity in Los Angeles. They have that
"hip" factor working for them, but all along they've been rogue operators.
Ben Bergman

5:02

9/20/2013 SCI

Downey looks to remind residents of its role in the space race

CC

:10

9/20/2013 ENT

Wizard of Oz debuts in IMAX

Gilberson

9/20/2013 ENT

Wizard of Oz debuts in IMAX

CC

:10

9/20/2013 SPOR

Dodgers are division champs for the first time in four years

CC

:09

9/20/2013 ART

Larry and KPCC critics Claudia Puig and Wade Major review this week's releases, including Rush,
Prisoners, Enough Said and more

Lee

9/20/2013 LAW

March brings attention to gang shootings and officer-involved shootings in Anaheim

Bergman

:17

9/20/2013 LAW

California approves ride-sharing networks

Bergman

:17

9/20/2013 POLI

House GOP passes bill that cuts food stamps program by $40 billion over a decade

Totten

4:19

9/20/2013 ENT

Emmy Awards will take place at Nokia Theatre this weekend

Roman

4:22

9/20/2013 ENT

Emmy Awards will take place at Nokia Theatre this weekend

Roman

3:12

9/20/2013 SPOR

Dodgers are division champs for the first time in four years

CC

9/20/2013 SPOR

Dodgers are division champs for the first time in four years

Mantle

9/20/2013 LAW

Small-town Pennsylvania police chief is losing his job after posting profanity-laced videos about the
Second Amendment and liberals

Joyce

:51

9/20/2013 IE

Inland Empire has higher percentage of people living below poverty level than the rest of California

Pringle

:56

9/20/2013 ENT

The Village People's Filipe Rose is releasing a new single

CC

:10

9/20/2013 ENT

Wizard of Oz debuts in IMAX

CC

:07

9/20/2013 FOR

Death toll continues to rise in Mexico after twin storms

CC

:08

9/20/2013 ECON

CA unemployment rate increases slightly in August

CC

:11

1:01

1:39

:07

3:00

9/20/2013 POLI

Mayor Eric Garcetti responds to questions over DWP funding

CC

:11

9/20/2013 ECON

California added more than 29,000 jobs in August but unemployment rate still increased

CC

:11

9/20/2013 SCI

NASA declared end of comet mission Deep Impact

CC

:08

9/20/2013 EDU

Teachers in Mexico protest education reform bill

CC

:09

9/20/2013 FOR

Mexico's congress considers overhaul of tax system

CC

:15

9/20/2013 ENV

EPA announces plans to limit carbon emissions from new power plants run on coal and natural gas

CC

:08

9/20/2013 POLI

Mayor Eric Garcetti sets up a roadside office to meet with constituents

Lee

9/20/2013 LAW

Testimony concluded today in Jackson/AEG case

CC

:18

9/20/2013 LAW

Testimony concluded today in Jackson/AEG case

CC

:10

9/20/2013 POLI

Opponents of Millennium Hollywood skyscraper pressed case for an ethics investigation of LA's top
building official

CC

:21

9/20/2013 POLI

Gov Brown signed 10 bills into law

Florido

1:01

9/20/2013 ENT

Netflix racked up 14 Emmy nominations

Replogle

1:24

9/20/2013 HEAL

House GOP passes bill that cuts food stamps program by $40 billion over a decade

Peterson

9/20/2013 LAW

CA bill would require website to allow minors to delete stuff they post online to protect them from
embarassing themselves and getting into trouble

Walton

9/20/2013 EDU

New Inglewood Unified state trustee vows to turn district around

Roman

9/20/13

9/20/13

9/20/13

1:19

:56

1:23

??

California has an average jobless rate of 8.9 percent this year. Its gross domestic product is 2.7
percent. But if economists at the University of Pacific are right, the Golden State is about to experience Jeff Michael, Jerry
a bit of dramatic growth.
Nickelsburg

14:00

RELI

It's clear right from the start that Pope Francis' views on social issues are markedly different from his
predecessors, John Paul II and Benedict XVI. In an lengthy interview in La Civiltà Cattolica, a Jesuit
magazine, the pontiff has laid out his vision and priorities for the Catholic Church.

18:00

YOUT

There will be no French equivalent of Honey Boo Boo as the country's upper house of parliament voted
to ban beauty pageants for children younger than 16. The government is making the move to crack
Dr. Martina
down on what it says is the over-sexualization of children.
Cartwright, Carl Dunn,

ECON

Rocco Palmo, Father
Thomas Reese

15:00

ENT

Larry is joined by KPCC critics Claudia Puig and Wade Major to review this week’s releases including
Enough Said, Prisoners, Rush and more! TGI-FilmWeek!

ENT

The film “Rush” portrays the mid-70’s rivalry between Formula 1 racecar drivers James Hunt and Niki
Lauda during racing's heyday. Bruhl’s most recent and perhaps most well-known role came in Quentin
Tarantino’s “Inglorious Basterds,” in which he plays the German war hero Fredrick Zoller.
Daniel Bruhl

16:00

9/20/2013

FOR

Mexico has been battered by twin storms this week. While Hurricane Ingrid hit the eastern Gulf Coast,
tropical storm Manuel drenched the Pacific coast, bringing floods and devastation to the resort city of
Acapulco and surrounding areas.

Nicholas Casey

6:24

9/20/2013

ENV

As Colorado evacuees return home after the flood, water managers along rivers downstream are
watching reservoirs rise. From the Fronteras Desk, Laurel Morales maps out where the water went.

Laurel Morales

1:24

9/20/13

9/20/13

Claudia Puig, Wade
Major

31:00:00

9/20/2013

SPOR

It was all joy and smiles in Dodgers stadium, last night — the team won the NL West division title —with
a 7-to-6 victory over the Arizona Diamondbacks. That makes them the first major league team this year
to clinch their spot in the playoffs.
Bill Plunkett

9/20/2013

POLI

Time now for the harvest moon edition of the Friday Flashback, our weekly analysis of some of the big
stories making news. Happy to be joined again today by Nancy Cook of National Journal and by James Nancy Cook, James
Rainey of the L.A. Times.
Rainey

16:43

TECH

A Martinez talks to USA Today's Senior Technology Reporter, Alistair Barr, about the possibility that
Google will stop using cookies and instead, introduce a new web tracking system that could change
advertising on the internet.

4:48

9/20/2013

Alistair Barr

9/20/2013

ENT

In the seventies, there were few musical acts that summed up the era better than the Village People.
The name of the band referred to New York City's Greenwich Village, at the time known for its large gay Felipe Rose and Alex
population.
Briley

9/20/2013

POLI

California is currently home to about 50 Indian casinos. If Senator Dianne Feinstein has her way, there
won't be another one built here any time soon.
Derek Wallbank

4:47

9:03

6:15

9/20/2013

ENV

All up and down California, an estimated 70,000 people will join together this Saturday for the state's
annual coastal cleanup, picking up trash on beaches, near creeks and in rivers.

Paul Rogers

4:40

9/20/2013

POLI

The bipartisan Gang of Seven in the House has lost two more members. Republican representatives
Sam Johnson and John Carter - both of Texas - announced they were resigning from the group.

Fawn Johnson

3:35

9/20/2013

LIT

His work has been banned, glorified and enshrined in high school reading lists around the world. Now
the reclusive writer J.D. Salinger is the subject of documentary and companion book exploring his
career and personal life.

David Kipen

7:05

9/20/2013

HIST

Who was Hannah Crafts? Was she really a former slave? This week, an English professor from a small
university in Rock Hill, South Carolina thinks he may have found the answer.
Gregg Hecimovich

8:30

9/20/2013

ENT

Every week we get your weekend conversation starters with Rico Gagliano and Brendan Newnam, the Rico Gagliano and
hosts of the Dinner Party Download podcast and radio show.
Brendan Newnam

5:26

9/20/2013

ENT

"Generation Iron", directed by Vlad Yudin, follows a new generation of bodybuilders in their quest to be
crowned Mr. Olympia.
Vlad Yudin

8:03

9/21/2013 RELI

Pope Francis caused a stir, saying Catholic church has been obsessed with condemning
homosexuality, abortion and contraception

CC

9/21/2013 LGB

Transgender teen was crowned homecoming queen at Marina High School

Moore

9/21/2013 LAW

Police announce a reward for information leading to the arrest and conviction of the man who shot and
killed a clerk Tuesday night
Orr

9/21/2013

ENT

9/21/2013

SCI

9/21/2013

John Rabe talks with Leatherface actor Gunnar Hansen about his new book, 'Chain Saw Confidential,' John Rabe / Gunnar
which sets straight some of the myths surrounding the original "Tecas Chain Saw Massacre."
Hansen

:08

1:32

:28

7:47:00

ENT

Off-Ramp host John Rabe talks with Love about a cheap, simple solution for barotrauma, which affects John Rabe / Milton
rockfish — like snapper — caught by sport anglers.
Love
Hank Rosenfeld /
Phillip Solomon / Scot
At the former Nestlé’s Chocolate Factory in LA’s Historic Filipino District last week, a communal
gathering of comedy performers was getting physical. The gathering featured clowns, acrobats, jugglers Nery / Melissa Kaplan
/ Jeri Kalvan /
of all shapes and sizes crashing into each other, collapsing on mats, and poking punchy all over the
Suzanne Haring
place.

4:13:00

9/21/2013

ENV

After months of foot dragging in the Legislature, the state’s first law regulating the controversial gas and
oil drilling process called fracking is awaiting Governor Brown's signature. UPDATE: Governor Brown
signed SB4 on Friday.
Marc Haefele

4:18:00

9/21/2013

HIST

A veteran of the Autry National Center now oversees one of the gems on the National Mall: John Gray
is now director of the National Museum of American History.
Kitty Felde / John Gray

3:54:00

6:51:00

9/21/2013

LIT

Sept. 27-29, San Pedro hosts the H.P. Lovecraft Film Festival where they'll screen movies inspired by
the author's works. Off-Ramp's Robert Garrova talked with festival organizer Aaron Vanek.

Robert Garrova /
Aaron Vanek

3:47:00

9/21/2013

POLI

Off-Ramp commentator Dylan Brody takes up an issue he experienced at a party with an obnoxious
guest. The obnoxious guest was one to regurgitate talk radio viewpoints.

Dylan Brody

4:02:00

9/22/2013 HEAL

CA hospitals say performance-based reimbursement under ACA is forcing them to make hard decisions Bergman

1:32

9/22/2013 RELI

Church and community leaders in Anaheim led a procession for peace

Kim

1:39

9/22/2013 RELI

Church and community leaders in Anaheim led a procession for peace

Aguilar

1:56

9/22/2013 ENV

Volunteers pick up trash on Costal Cleanup Day

Guzman

3:26

9/22/2013 ENV

Volunteers pick up trash on Costal Cleanup Day

Palta

1:18

9/22/2013 OC

New sports complex opened at Orange County Great Park

CC

:14

9/22/2013 LAW

Man is dead after an officer-involved shooting outside Culver City Police Department

CC

:08

9/22/2013 ENT

Kerry Washington could make history at the Emmy's

CC

:07

9/22/2013 RELI

Pope Francis caused a stir, saying Catholic church has been obsessed with condemning
homosexuality, abortion and contraception

CC

:19

9/23/2013 DC

Veteran Sacto lawmakers shake their heads at Congressional shenanigans over budget

CC

:11

9/23/2013 ECON

Courts get 60-million dollars in state funds

CC

:08

9/23/2013 ECON

Courts get 60-million dollars in state funds

CC

:10

9/23/2013 ECON

Courts get 60-million dollars in state funds

CC

:22

9/23/2013 ART

"Prisoners" opens at number one at the box office

CC

:17

9/23/2013 LAW

Laguna Police officer died in the line of duty this weekend

CC

:17

9/23/2013 LAW

Laguna Police officer died in the line of duty this weekend

Lee

1:14

9/23/2013 ENV

Loh Life The Heat

Loh

2:38

9/23/2013 TRAN

Green bike lane being removed after complaints from entertainment industry

Fox

1:30

9/23/2013 RELI

Catholics react to Pope's remarks that the Church is obsessed with homosexuality, abortion and
contraceptives

Lee

1:14

9/23/2013 HEAL

Hospital group announced plans to cut staff

Bartolone

1:12

9/23/2013 ENT

Emmy winner Merritt Wever gave a short acceptance speech

CC

:15

9/23/2013 ENT

Emmy winner Merritt Wever gave a short acceptance speech

CC

:12

9/23/2013 ENT

Bobby Cannavale won first Emmy

CC

:12

9/23/2013 ENT

Comedy awards went to familiar faces at the Emmys

CC

:16

9/23/2013 ENT

Comedy awards went to familiar faces at the Emmys

CC

:11

9/23/2013 ENT

Michael Douglas took home an Emmy for "Beyond the Candelabra"

CC

:17

9/23/2013 HEAL

Health exchanges go live on October 1st, Texas leaders try to hobble ACA

Davies

4:14

9/23/2013 ENER

Twenty university teams set up energy-efficient homes in Irvine this week

Valot

1:00

9/23/2013 LAW

West Hollywood bans selling fur

Hill

9/23/2013 TRAN

Public transportation leaders appeal to public to help stop suicides on Metro's Blue Line

Moore

1:00

9/23/2013 LAW

Colleagues remember Laguna Beach Police Offcer who died this weekend

Bailey

9/23/2013 IMM

Unauthorized immigration may be on the rise as economy rebounds

CC

:13

9/23/2013 TECH

FDA plans to regulate healthcare apps

CC

:14

9/23/2013 LAW

Boston police commissioner who rose to prominence after marathon bombings is stepping down

CC

:13

9/23/2013 LAW

Public transportation leaders appeal to public to help stop suicides on Metro's Blue Line

Moore

9/23/2013 LAW

Orange City Atty wants language removed from ordinacne requiring sex offenders to post notices on
their doors discouraging Halloween trick or treaters

CC

9/23/2013 LAW

Supreme Court begins new term in two weeks

Felde

9/23/2013 TRAN

Governor signs bill requiring drivers to give cyclists at least a three-foot buffer

Adler

9/23/2013 ECON

California Public Utilities Commission says ratepayers shouldn't be on the hook for replacement power
bought while San Onofre was off line
Joyce

9/23/2013 LAW

Closign arguments to begin in Michael Jackson wrongful death trial

CC

:08

9/23/2013 ECON

Tens of thousands of Californians face delays in getting their unemployment checks because of
problems installing new system

Orr

:50
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:12

3:29
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1:08

9/23/2013 ECON

Tens of thousands of Californians face delays in getting their unemployment checks because of
problems installing new system

CC

9/23/2013 LAW

There were 10 shooting/stabbing deaths over the weekend in LA County as public safety officials say
crime stats show violence is on the decline

Aguilar

9/23/2013 TRAN

Governor Brown signs bill requiring CA drivers to give three-foot buffer zone for cyclists

CC

9/23/2013 IMM

Unauthorized immigration may be on the rise as economy rebounds

Berestein-Rojas

1:55

9/23/2013 LAW

Federal investigation forces LAPD to change its ways

Stoltze

3:48

9/23/13

9/23/13

9/23/13

9/23/13

9/23/13

9/23/13

:14

2:00
:14

POLI

The Senate is expected to begin debate on a two-fold piece of legislation that would "defund
Obamacare" while allowing funding to continue for the rest of the government. Some Republicans,
including highly influential groups such as Heritage Action, Club for Growth and the Tea Party
movement, say they are committed to their demand strip monies from the Affordable Care Act even if it
shuts down the government. Texas Senator Ted Cruz said Sunday, "If Harry Reid kills that (demand), Shawn Steel, Avik
Harry Reid is responsible for shutting down the government."
Roy, Phillip Martin

14:00

MIL

In the military, the chain of command is the foundation of discipline and order, but in recent months,
legislators and many members of the military have become concerned that it’s become an obstacle to
prosecuting claims of sexual harassment and sexual assault. Opponents of the current system think it
intimidates victims from bringing claims to senior officers, while proponents see the military’s system as Roger Canaff, Jeff
more than adequate in ensuring a fair process.
Addicott,

19:00

YOUT

Transgender teen Cassidy Lynn Campbell made history last week, when she was named homecoming
queen at a Huntington Beach high school. But after what was initially the “happiest day” of her life, she
started receiving nasty comments on social media. In response, she made an extremely personal,
emotional YouTube video about how the criticism made her feel.
Julie Cederbaum,

14:00

A reported 68 people have died in a terrorist attack in Kenya this weekend. A group of masked gunmen
stormed into a crowded shopping center in Nairobi and started shooting. The strike on Westgate was
John Campbell,
the deadline terrorist attack in the country since 1998, when 200 people died from an Al-Qaeda bombingDaveed Gartensteinof the American Embassy in the Kenyan capital.
Ross

14:00

TRAN

On Thursday California became the first state to regulate ride-sharing companies such as Lyft, Uber
and Sidecar. Download an app and catch a ride in someone's else's car. Now, these ride-sharing
drivers will have to go through a background check, get training and special credentials that will put
them squarely on the turf of the state's professional taxi drivers. Taxi associations across California are Jacqueline Leavitt,
not happy about the threat to their business.
Mark Gruberg,

11:00

LIT

Samantha Geimer speaks about for the first time about her life changing encounter with Roman
Polanski as a child. In her book she delves into the repercussions, and how her life was impacted by the
events.
Samantha Geimer

21:00

FOR

9/23/2013

FOR

In Nairobi, officials are still trying to get a handle on a terrorist attack in a local mall there. Masked
gunmen stormed into the upscale Westgate mall on Saturday, firing shots at civilians.

9/23/2013

LAW

It seems like open spaces that are unprotected gathering places for large groups of people would be the
perfect places for an attack. Is there a way to protect people in open spaces?
Jonah Blank

4:59

9/23/2013

IMM

On Friday, the bipartisan Group of Seven in the House has lost two more members. Republican
representatives Sam Johnson and John Carter — both of Texas — announced they were resigning
from the group. Another Republican, Raul Labrador of Idaho, left the group in June.

Xavier Becerra

4:56

9/23/2013

POLI

The bipartisan conversations over Syria are over. Congress is locked once again in a bitter budget
battle.

Kitty Felde

3:17

9/23/2013

ENT

The 2013 Primetime Emmy Awards are always full of glamor and glitz, but what do people really want to
know? Who brought home the most gold statues!
Alex Ben Block

7:43

9/23/2013

ENT

Nielsen ratings report that almost 90-percent of Netflix viewers watch three or more episodes of the
same show in one day. TV binging is now the norm, and that's not always such a good thing, says
blogger and TV comedy writer, Ken Levine.

4:20

9/23/2013

ENT

A big hit maker parts ways with Disney, and the pipeline runs dry at its animation arm, Pixar. Plus, an
historic house goes on the market in Toluca Lake. It's time for On the Lot, our weekly look at the movie
business with Rebecca Keegan of the LA Times.
Rebecca Keegan

9:53

9/23/2013

ENV

California once grew a lot of sugar beets to supply the state's sugar mills. But in the Central Valley,
growers are on a quest to bring back the gnarly looking vegetable -- this time to turn it into ethanol.

Alice Daniel

5:12

IMM

Exactly how many unauthorized immigrants are living in the U.S.? It's a number that's difficult to
pinpoint, but a new study by the Pew Hispanic Center seeks to give a more complete picture of the
immigration flow in recent years.

Jeffrey Passel

9:25

9/23/2013

Heidi Vogt

Ken Levine

4:36

9/23/2013

HEAL

The Obama administration's health insurance exchanges go live online October 1st. Policies vary by
state, but in Texas, state leaders are unabashed in doing all they can to hobble the Affordable Care Act. David Martin Davies

4:40

9/23/2013

HEAL

A professor at San Diego State has developed a device that could provide a more objective way to
detect whether an athlete has suffered a concussion.

Kenny Goldberg

4:39

9/23/2013

LIT

Slate's self-proclaimed sentence sommelier James Harbeck argues that the apostrophe no longer holds
any real purpose.
James Harbeck

5:09

9/23/2013

EDUC

These days, we spend so much time communicating on computer keyboards and mobile phones, we
may be missing out on neurological benefits of the good old fashioned notion of putting pen to paper.

Brandon Keim

5:14

In 1578, the remains of thousands of people thought to be Christian martyrs were discovered deep
underground in Rome. Paul Koudounaris had the rare chance to spend time with these spectacular
skeletons, which he display in his new photo book, "Heavenly Bodies."

Paul Koudounaris

14:34

9/24/2013 EDU

A federal waiver brings new plan for LA's worst schools.

Gilbertson

3:52

9/24/2013 POLI

Profile of Assembly Reading Clerk - a fast-talking man

Orr

1:27

9/24/2013 HEAL

Lacter on Affordable Care Act

Lacter

3:54

9/24/2013 FOR

Juarez police investigate massacre of 10 people

Uribe

:38

9/24/2013 RELI

American Muslim group condemns attacks by Islamic extremists in Pakistan

CC
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9/24/2013 RELI

Christian students take part in "See You at the Pole" at schools nationwide

CC

:08

9/24/2013 IMM

Unauthorized immigration may be on the rise as economy rebounds

Cuevas

9/24/2013 RELI

Former Pope Benedict denies cover-ups in Catholic church child abuse scandal

Johnston

:31

9/24/2013 TRAN

Northbound 5 is shut down after a big rig collision

CC

:08

9/24/2013 DIS

Madre Fire burns outside Azusa

CC

:06

9/24/2013 OC

Orange County tests emergency notification system

CC

:11

9/24/2013 DIS

7.8 magnitude earthquake hit SW Pakistan this morning

Jillani

:27

9/23/2013

ART

1:07

9/24/2013 SPOR

Penn State will get back some of its football scholarships after Jerry Sandusky scandal

CC

:13

9/24/2013 EDU

Cal State submits preliminary budget request of double what state to provide

Guzman

:41

9/24/2013 FOR

Russian officials plan to file piracy carges against Greenpeace activists

Sandford

:26

9/24/2013 LAW

Police arrest grandmother and uncle of toddler mauled to death by pitbulls

CC

:09

9/24/2013 DIS

Wilfire near Asuza is 30-percent contained

CC

9/24/2013 LAW

LAPD policy question on how to use lapel cameras in the future

CC

:13

9/24/2013 EDU

Three LA Caounty and two OC schools name National Blue Ribbon schools

Hurtes

:50

9/24/2013 EDU

Cal State submits preliminary budget request of double what state to provide

CC

:11

9/24/2013 POLI

CA Senate President Darrell Steinberg was in LA to talk about prison overcrowding

CC

:11

9/24/2013 FOR

The Mexican congress is debating a sales tax hike along the border with the US

Replogle

9/24/2013 LAW

Raid by hundreds of local, federal officers in OC to break control of Mexican Mafia on local gangs

Gregory

9/24/2013 POLI

CA lawmakers take closer look at two new water bond proposals that would replace a measure on next
November's ballot
Adler

:52

9/24/2013 LAW

A three-judge panel extends its deadline for reducing prison population; order parties in lawsuit to meet CC

:23

9/24/2013 POLI

Gov Brown signs bill to create statewide earthquake early warning system

Whatley

9/24/2013 LAW

Madre fire is 70-percent contained

CC

:10

9/24/2013 LAW

A three-judge panel extends its deadline for reducing prison population; order parties in lawsuit to meet Orr

:51

9/24/2013 EDU

Cal State submits preliminary budget request of double what state to provide

Guzman

1:57

9/24/2013 LAW

Plaintiffs deliver closing argument in Jackson-AEG Live suit

Moore

1:03

9/24/2013 LAW

Two shootings killed two men in the housing projects neighborhood of Watts

Aguilar

1:25

9/24/2013 LAW

LA Board of Supes approves deal to send 500 county jail inmates to Taft

Palta

1:25

9/24/2013 POLI

Gov Jerry Brown signs a dozen bills into law, including measure to create earthquake early warning
system

CC

9/24/2013 ECON

Thousands of unemployed people are not receiving their payments because of a computer glitch

Lee

17

1:30

:57

3:30

:10

1:58

9/24/2013 POLI

Activists accuse Brookfield Office Properties of using a tax loophole to escape property taxes

Stoltze

POLI

President Barack Obama today spoke at the United Nations General Assembly. In addition to pushing
for an international resolution on Syria’s chemical weapons, Obama wants to have a face-to-face to
President Hassan Rouhani about Iran’s nuclear program.

Reza Marashi, Alireza
Nader,

POLI

A California bill seeking to give minors the right to delete questionable posts, images, videos and other
materials they post online was signed into law today by Governor Jerry Brown. The so-called eraser
provision is part of a broader bill, SB 568, which limits online marketing to kids.
Joni Lupovitz,

17:00

YOUT

C.D. Hermelin was a hated man before people even knew his name. With skinny jeans and a typewriter,
he sat on a New York City park bench tapping out original stories for a few bucks a piece. But with one
snap of a stranger's camera, Heremelin unwittingly became that most feared of internet beings - a
meme. 'Typewriter Guy' was suddenly on the front page of Reddit as the internet's most hated hipster. Christopher Hermelin,

17:00

POLI

On Monday, an Egyptian court issued an injunction to dissolve the Muslim Brotherhood, and seize their
assets. The ruling was made by the Cairo Court for Urgent Matters, but is a preliminary injunction on
the Brotherhood until a higher court can make a more permanent action.
Borzou Daragahi,

10:00

YOUT

The American Library foundation has declared the last week of September as Banned Books Week.
Every year, libraries, booksellers, publishers, teachers and readers come together in support of
intellectual freedom and to highlight books that have been subjected to threats of censorship -- and
actual censorship. The frequently challenged books include classics like The Adventures of Huckleberry
Finn by Mark Twain, The Catcher in the Rye by J.D. Salinger and Animal Farm by George Orwell.
John Szabo,

20:00

9/24/13

MEDI

Mike Stoller and his partner Jerry Leiber wrote some of the most iconic songs in modern music,
including "Hound Dog," “Stand by Me,” “Yakety Yak,” “Jailhouse Rock,” “Spanish Harlem,” "On
Broadway," "Kansas City," "Love Potion #9," "Fools Fall in Love,” and many more.

Mike Stoller,

17:00

9/24/2013

POLI

Paul Kane of the Washington Post speaks with host Alex Cohen about the delicate timetable of
everything that needs to happen, and exactly by when, in order to forestall a shutdown.

Paul Kane

6:59

9/24/2013

POLI

California signed a contract this week with private prison contractor to deal with overcrowding. Paige St.
John of the LA Times joins the show with more.
Paige St. John

7:09

9/24/2013

HEAL

Rural California has long faced a shortage of doctors. In the San Joaquin Valley alone, studies show the
number of primary care physicians per person is about half the state's average.
Lisa Morehouse

6:17

9/24/2013

IMM

Mexico is transforming from a country where people immigrate from to one where people immigrate to
as the economy continues to improve.

9:31

9/24/13

9/24/13

9/24/13

9/24/13

9/24/13

Damien Cave

:57

13:00

9/24/2013

HIST

Architect John Parkinson designed some of L.A.'s most iconic buildings: City Hall, Union Station and the
L.A. Memorial Coliseum, to name a few.
Stephen Gee

7:34

9/24/2013

ENT

It's time for Tuesday Reviewsday our weekly new music segment. This week we're going to be talking
about rock with Shirley Halperin from The Hollywood Reporter and Chris Martins from Spin Magazine.

8:07

9/24/2013

POLI

The governor is signing several bills that have crossed his desk this week. We are going to take a look
at three of them.
Ben Adler

5:11

9/24/2013

ENV

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission has found Southern California Edison responsible for design flaws
which led to the permanent shutdown of the San Onofre Nuclear Generating station earlier this year.
Ed Joyce

4:03

9/24/2013

EDUC

L.A. Unified and seven other California school districts get a new plan this year, under a new federal
waiver. Buddy schools are the big new idea.

4:30

Chris Martins and
Shirley Halperin

Annie Gilbertson

9/24/2013

ENV

When the winter rains start falling, the burn areas become prone to erosion, and all that ash could end
up choking the area's pristine rivers. Todd Ellsworth is heading up a Forest Service team to try to
prevent such a scenario.
Todd Ellsworth

9/24/2013

ENV

The severe drought that hit the Southwest 14 years ago is expected to continue to bring down water
levels on the Colorado River.

Steve Shadley

4:37

9/24/2013

HEAL

When a vaccine was introduced in the 1940s, and rates dropped significantly, but then about three
years ago an outbreak of the disease hit California.

James Cherry

5:59

9/24/2013

LAW

Connecticut's Supreme Court is currently tackling an unusual question: are horses an inherently vicious
animal?
Stephen Singer

6:17

9/24/2013

ENT

The event was a kick off to the capital's first ever Farm to Fork week, a 10-day stretch intended to show
off the local food scene.
Mike Testa

5:39

9/24/2013

HIST

Chris Nichols is an editor at Los Angeles Magazine, but he's also a walking encyclopedia when it comes
to Southern California's history. Every so often he comes by and he brings in one of his treasures.
Chris Nichols

2:14

4:36

9/25/2013 EDU

Charter school in Lawndale requires seniors get accepted into a four-year college or university in order
to graduate
Kim

3:52

9/25/2013 POLI

A look at the changing makeup of the LA City Council

Walton

4:01

9/25/2013 SCI

The CA legless lizard, once thought to be a single species up and down the coast, was recently found to
be several different species
Totten

3:18

9/25/2013 SCI

California physicist is among winners of MacArthur Foundation grants

CC

:05

9/25/2013 SCI

California physicist is among winners of MacArthur Foundation grants

CC

:08

9/25/2013 POLI

Bills make a crucial stop in the Assembly Engrossing and Enrolling Office

Orr

1:35

9/25/2013 LAW

Closing arguments continue in Michael Jackson negligence case

CC

:14

9/25/2013 ENV

Firefighters prepare for strong winds as they tackle wildfires

CC

:09

9/25/2013 TT

Behavioral economist at Cal Tech receives MacArthur Grant

CC

:21

9/25/2013 SPOR

Oracle Team USA comes back in America's Cup race

CC

:06

9/25/2013 SPOR

Oracle Team USA comes back in America's Cup race

CC

:11

9/25/2013 IMM

Activists cross the border without legal documents to protest slow pace of immigration reform

Marizco

:59

9/25/2013 YOUT

Survey finds child welfare officials don't consider unique needs of infants and toddlers when drawing up
policies
Fernandes

:54

9/25/2013 LAW

Closing arguments continue in Michael Jackson negligence case

CC

:12

9/25/2013 ENV

Thirty-seven displaced families are returning home after methane gas leak

CC

:13

9/25/2013 LAW

AEG attorney delivered closing arguments in Jackson case

Moore

:48

9/25/2013 SCI

NASA, DHS team up on device to help find people buried after disasters

CC

:10

9/25/2013 ECON

Thousands of delayed unemployment checks to be issued immediately; officals will check for eligibility
after
CC

:12

9/25/2013 POLI

Gov signs minimum wage bill

CC

:13

9/25/2013 HEAL

Group of doctors rescue former Kern County supervisor who starts choking in a restaurant

CC

:16

9/25/2013 HEAL

Group of doctors rescue former Kern County supervisor who starts choking in a restaurant

Roman

3:17

9/25/2013 ENER

Nuclear Regulatory Commission holds public meeting on decommissioning San Onofre

Joyce

4:15

9/25/2013 POLI

A look at how DWP public funds are being spent by two nonprofits

Walton

9/25/2013 LAW

Defense attorney delivers closing arguments in Jackson-AEG trial

Moore

1:17

9/25/2013 EDU

Some school board members question LA Unified's control over the iPad

Gilbertson

1:11

9/25/2013 IMM

Asian American pop in LA County growing nearly twice as fast as Latino pop

Berestein-Rojas

1:51

9/25/2013 POLI

Gov Brown signs bill to increase minimum wage

Orr

9/25/2013 HEAL

Poll shows increased support for legalizing marijuana

Stoltze

1:00

9/25/2013 HOUS

Growing Asian population makes Irvine fastest-growing city in California

Huang

4:27

:51

:46

POLI

Senator Ted Cruz concluded his 21-hour non-stop solo effort to defund healthcare reform this morning.
The Texas lawmaker stood the entire time and only took a break from speaking when he fielded
questions from fellow lawmakers. Cruz has set a record for staging the longest political speech ever (by Tamara Keith,
beating Senator Rand Paul's nearly 13-hour speech delivered last March) with the epic all-nighter.
Jonathan Strong,

13:00

EDU

Some community colleges might be allowed to charge more for highly sought after classes during
summer and winter intersessions. The bill, AB 955, by Assemblyman Das Williams (D-Santa Barbara)
has passed in the Senate and Assembly. It’s currently waiting Governor Brown’s approval, which could
happen anytime before October 13. Currently, only six community colleges are considered eligible to
implement this voluntary program. Of that list, Pasadena City College has opted out, but Long Beach
Eloy Ortiz Oakley,
City College hopes to begin the pilot program as soon as possible.
Vincent Stewart,

17:00

MEDI

In the new one-man show, “Humor Abuse,” which opened Saturday at the Mark Taper Forum, actor
Lorenzo Pisoni plays a clown reminiscing about a life of pratfalls, juggling, and the divorce of his
parents. Pisoni, the son of a circus clown in real life, created the show along with director Erica Schmidt,
and while the stage is simple and the cast is but one man, it’s an action-packed tale of a young man
building the courage to run away from a life in the circus...an ironic twist on the cliched boyhood dream Lorenzo Pisoni, Erica
of doing just the opposite.
Schmidt,

17:00

EDU

Amongst the 24 recipients of the just-announce MacArthur Genius Grants for 2013 is physicist Carl
Haber who has applied the technology used to study subatomic particles at the Lawrence Berkeley
National Laboratory at UC Berkeley to restoring sounds thought long gone.

13:00

POLI

The science magazine announced Tuesday that it has decided to turn off its article comment feature
online. Trolls and spammers are primarily. to blame. Suzanne LaBarre, PopSci’s online content director,
says these bad apples aren’t just a disruptive force, they have proven to change people’s perception of Dan Nosowitz, Andrew
facts.
Beaujon

17:00

MEDI

Photography has become so easy, instantaneous, fleeting and disposable. To complicate matters,
unless you're a flip-phone holdout, your smartphone isn't just equipped with precision cameras but a
connection for sharing it with the entire world at the simple touch of your finger.

17:00

9/25/2013

POLI

California signed a deal on Tuesday with a private prison contractor for two facilities and had plans to
lease more space. But yesterday afternoon, a three-judge panel granted Governor Brown only a 30-day
extension to reduce crowding: now he has until Jan. 27.
Paige St. John

3:42

9/25/2013

LAW

While the government and aid organizations struggle to get help to the affected communities, one group
has magnanimously pitched in to help: The Gulf Cartel.
Dudley Althaus

5:40

9/25/13

9/25/13

9/25/13

9/25/13

9/25/13

9/25/13

Carl Haber, David
Lobell

Adam Marelli,Alveraz
Ricardo,

9/25/2013

ECON

Irvine is now one of the hottest real estate markets in the nation, partly due to its appeal to Asian
homebuyers attracted to the planned community’s wide boulevards, open space and new construction. Josie Huang

4:48

9/25/2013

ECON

After 30 years, Barrio Logan has a new community plan and the maritime industry is not happy about it. Sandhya Dirks

4:45

9/25/2013

RACE

According to a USC-L.A. Times poll, Latino voters in California are almost twice as likely to be
concerned about environmental issues than whites.

Irma Munoz

9:56

9/25/2013

SPOR

A purple and gold family drama, 1-2-3-4 I declare a Twitter war and exit Sandman. All that can only
mean one thing, it's time for sports with Andy and Brian Kamenetzky.

Andy and Brian
Kamenetzky

8:30

9/25/2013

ECON

Behavioral economist Colin Camerer joins Take Two to talk about receiving the MacArthur Foundation
"genius" grant and the work that got him noticed.
Colin Camerer

7:07

9/25/2013

POLI

After years of fierce resistance, is Iran really ready to come clean about its nuclear program? And if so,
why now?
Carol Williams

7:08

9/25/2013

ENV

Earlier this summer in places like New Mexico and Arizona, temperatures were reaching record highs,
cattle were dying and crops were drying up. So did those September storms do much to help the
drought?

Jay Famiglietti

5:12

9/25/2013

ECON

Mexico's Congress may soon hike the sales tax in stores along the U.S. border. But that could drive
more Mexican shoppers to places like San Diego, where the lower sales tax saves them money

Jill Replogle

1:48

9/25/2013

TECH

This week on app chat we're going to help you discover new music. Jacqui Cheng of Ars Technica talks
with A Martinez about Hype Beast, Songza and more.
Jacqui Cheng

5:29

9/25/2013

ENT

9/25/2013

HEAL

9/25/2013

9/25/2013

LIT

EDUC

Android users now have a way to brush up on their Navajo. As KUNM's Carrie Jung reports, the Navajo
Keyboard app is allowing smart phone users to practice their skills in the native language through text
messaging and social media.
Carrie Jung

1:15

For many people, a large order of greasy french fries is the very definition of a guilty pleasure. But what
if they were lower in fat and calories? Would that make it less guilty?
n/a

6:32

As part of his pseudo-filibuster against funding for Obamacare Republican Ted Cruz read aloud from
"Green Eggs and Ham" for his daughters who were apparently at home watching him on C-SPAN. This
was an interesting choice -- politically
David Kipen

6:18

Like a lot of parents, writer Karl Taro Greenfeld was concerned about the amount of homework his
eighth grade daughter had to struggle through each night. But unlike most parents, Greenfeld decided to
see for himself what sort of workload his 13-year-old was having to tackle.
Karl Taro Greenfeld

8:51

9/26/2013 IMM

Democrats and Republicans cannot agree on immigration reform

Shahani

9/26/2013 POLI

Most Californians support Gov Brown's plan to avoid early release of prisoners

Adler

:52

4:28

9/26/2013 POLI

Most Californians support Gov Brown's plan to avoid early release of prisoners

CC

:13

9/26/2013 POLI

Unemployment checks will be issued without question

CC

:17

9/26/2013 HOUS

CA had biggest increase in median home sales price last month

CC

:13

9/26/2013 LAW

US Border Patrol begins testing dashboard cameras

Marizco

:48

9/26/2013 HEAL

Man refugee doctors have turned to driving taxis in the US

Burks

9/26/2013 LAW

Closing arguments continue in Michael Jackson negligence case

CC

:12

9/26/2013 SPOR

Oracle Team USA comes back to win in America's Cup race

CC

:12

9/26/2013 SPOR

Oracle Team USA comes back to win in America's Cup race

CC

:14

9/26/2013 SPOR

Oracle Team USA comes back to win in America's Cup race

CC

:14

9/26/2013 POLI

House cuts food stamps by $40 billion over next decade

Korry

1:56

9/26/2013 SCI

MacArthur Foundation awards genius grants to five Californians

??

1:50

9/26/2013 DIS

Migrant communities send aid to Mexico but hit roadblocks at the border

Isackson

1:47

9/26/2013 DIS

Rescue teams search for survivors of earthquake in Pakistan

Eitizaz

1:01

4:18

9/26/2013 DC

Republicans digging in to fight health care law

Felde

9/26/2013 SPOR

Group airs radio ads urging Washington Redskins to change its name

CC

:11

9/26/2013 LAW

Police arrest man suspected of starting six fires in Sherman Oaks

CC

:14

9/26/2013 DC

Republicans digging in to fight health care law

CC

:20

9/26/2013 LAW

SF police step up security for Dodgers-Giants game after fan stabbed near stadium

CC

:15

9/26/2013 LAW

Jurors begin deliberating in Michael Jackson wrongful death trial

Moore

:57

9/26/2013 ENER

NRC to hold public hearing tonight to talk about decommissioning of San Onofre

CC

:20

9/26/2013 LAW

Little Hoover Commission reviews CA sentencing laws

CC

:15

9/26/2013 TECH

App heps fans who don't want spoilers of their favorite TV show

Bergman

9/26/2013 POLI

Senate leader Steinberg doesn't want legalization of marijuana, despite support in PPIC poll

CC

:12

9/26/2013 LAW

14 CA law enforcement officers receive Medal of Valor

CC

:07

9/26/2013 LAW

14 CA law enforcement officers receive Medal of Valor

CC

:10

9/26/2013 POLI

Gov Brown signs bill requiring overtime pay for domestic workers

Orr

:49

9/26/2013 ART

"Station to Station" has been carrying artists and their artwork across the country

CC

:16

9/26/2013 HEAL

CA's Dept of Health Care Services director has apologized for widespread fraud in a Medi-Cal program CC

:12

9/26/2013 LAW

Closign arguments to begin in Michael Jackson wrongful death trial

Moore

1:35

9/26/2013 LAW

Govt watchdog studies effect of prison realignment on LA County

Palta

1:13

9/26/2013 LAW

Aunt of Dodgers fan killed in San Francisco calls it a senseless killing

CC

:08

9/26/2013 LAW

Judge grants gang injunction for Echo Park area

Aguilar

:59

9/26/2013 POLI

Gov Brown signs bill mandating overtime for domestic workers

Huang

9/26/13

POLI

Senator John McCain took fellow Republican Ted Cruz to task yesterday for his 21-hour speech on the
Senate floor where Cruz accused his party of dropping the ball on trying to defeat ObamaCare.
Alexander Bolton

1:00

1:46

1:09

14:00

9/26/13

9/26/13

9/26/13

9/26/13

HEAL

The “The Paw Project" aims to teach audiences that the practice of declawing cats may not be as
simple as some pet owners may think.

Dr. Aubrey Lavizzo,
Dr. Julie Meadows

17:00

ENV

At a public hearing tonight in Carlsbad, California, the public will get their first glimpse at what
decommissioning the San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station will entail. Is the public interested in
knowing more?

Ed Joyce, Bruce
Watson

17:00

A man wearing a Los Angeles Dodgers hat was stabbed to death in San Francisco after a GiantsDodgers game at the AT&T Park. The victim, 24-year-old Jonathan Denver, was stabbed at 11:30pm,
about 90 minutes after the game ended.

Officer Albie Esparza,
Steve Adelman,

13:00

SPOR

MIL

New rules that would ban new recruits from having tattoos below the elbows and knees or above the
neckline have been approved by the Army, military magazine Stars and Stripes reports. The new policy
has been in consideration for a year and is awaiting the final signature of Army Secretary John McHugh.Lance Bacon,

17:00

17:00

5:46

9/26/13

YOUT

No one wants to see their kid hurt or defeated. So it’s understandable why many parents, teachers and
coaches dole out loads of praise – and awards. In school, kids are given gold stickers for showing up,
and in sports, they’re handed trophies, just for playing the game. In Southern California, a local branch
of the American Youth Soccer Organization passes out about 3,5000 awards each season, because
every player gets one.
Ashley Merryman,

9/26/2013

POLI

President Obama spent the morning in Maryland today, talking about the Affordable Care Act. The
president appeared at Prince George's Community College to help explain how Obama care works

9/26/2013

POLI

On October 1 the healthcare exchange - Covered California - will open enrollment. That date also marks
the enrollment for the newly expanded Medicaid - or MediCal here in California - the state-sponsored
health insurance for low-income people.
Emily Bazar

5:09

9/26/2013

POLI

Thousands of needy Californians could lose food stamps under a House Republican bill that cuts $40
billion dollars from the federal program. Senate Democrats have vowed to fight the cuts.

Elaine Korry

2:23

9/26/2013

POLI

Last night, the Senate struck a deal to speed up a vote on the House spending bill, which contains
language that would defund Obamacare.

John Campbell

5:48

Jonathan Allen

9/26/2013

SCI

9/26/2013

HEAL

When a building or structure collapses and traps people beneath the rubble, one of the toughest things
for rescue crews to do is to find survivors.
Jim Lux

4:33

Medical professionals who've come to the U.S. as refugees have had a tough time. Many have had to
swap their stethoscopes for a license to drive a taxi cab despite the need for more doctors and nurses. Megan Burks

4:35

Amy Isackson

2:05

Jessica Blankenship

5:39

9/26/2013

IMM

In the wake of two hurricanes slamming into Mexico, migrant communities here in California have
mobilized to send aid back to their home towns, many of them small, remote, and hard hit. But the ad
hoc groups are hitting a roadblock at the border. The California Report's Amy Isaacson has this story.

9/26/2013

LAW

Should women in this country be allowed to go topless in public? It's a heated debate in which both
sides argue that they're fighting against the objectification of women.

9/26/2013

TECH

New Yorker writer Susan Orlean talks about why the horse_ebooks Twitter account was so popular and
how she revealed who was actually behind the whole thing.
Susan Orlean

7:19

9/26/2013

POLI

It's Thursday and that means it's time for State of Affairs, our look at politics and government throughout
California. To help us with that we're joined in studio now by KPCC political reporters Alice Walton and Alice Walton and
Frank Stoltze.
Frank Stoltze

15:02

9/26/2013

POLI

Most members of Congress tweet here and there, or more likely someone on their staff does it for them.
Few in Congress are devoted, maybe even a little obsessed with Twitter. Orange County Congressman
Dana Rohrabacher is among those devotees.
Shane Goldmacher

7:39

9/26/2013

LIT

Imagine waking up one day in your 30s and finding out you weren't exactly who you thought you were.
That's what happened to Judith Patterson.
Evan Ratliff

10:15

Moving forward with a proposal to raise the water level of California's biggest reservoir will have an
array of spillover effects, not the least of which are on the rivers flowing into Shasta Lake, and the
people who live, play and pray along them.

5:01

9/26/2013

ENV

Craig Miller

9/26/2013

ENT

Every week we get your weekend conversation starters with Rico Gagliano and Brendan Newnam, the Rico Gagliano and
hosts of the Dinner Party Download podcast and radio show.
Brendan Newnam

4:54

9/27/2013 ART

Guest host Patt Morrison and KPCC critics Tim Cogshell, Andy Klein and Charles Solomon review this
week's releases
Morrison

9/27/2013 ENV

California rolls out new regulatory process to limit toxic chemicals in household substances

Adler

9/27/2013 SPOR

Dodgers host first-ever LGBT night

Bergman

1:16

9/27/2013 HEAL

Getting the Young and Healthy to buy health insurance is key to the success of the new federal
insurance law

O'Neill

3:52

9/27/2013 ECON

Halloween season is a big deal to theme parks

Lee

3:59

9/27/2013 HEAL

State official apologizes for not taking more aggressive action against Medi-Cal fraud

Bartolone

1:23

9/27/2013 ENV

Some household products could be regulated under new state program

CC

:12

9/27/2013 HEAL

Scam artists have already entered the health insurance game

Goldberg

:47

9/27/2013 SPOR

Dodgers fans react to death of a fan stabbed to death this week

CC

:06

9/27/2013 SPOR

Dodgers fans react to death of a fan stabbed to death this week

CC

:16

9/27/2013 LAB

Advocacy groups and a US Senator want immigration officials to leave farm workers alone

Daniel

3:57

9/27/2013 ECON

120 people showed up to public meeting on decommissioning of San Onofre

Joyce

3:31

9/27/2013 LAW

College student admits committing "sextortion"

CC

:07

9/27/2013 TRAN

Construction on 405, 22 and 605 freeways this weekend

Moore

:59

9/27/2013 LAW

Judge dismissed lawsuit by camp ranger seeking reward money from Dorner capture

Palta

:53

9/27/2013 ENV

International panel of scientists say it's "extremely likely" that human activity is the dominant cause of
global warming

CC

:15

9/27/2013 SPOR

Dodgers GM says brawl with Diamondbacks helped bring team together, leading to turnaround

CC

:17

9/27/2013 ART

LAX holds first-ever art walk

Moore

9/27/2013 SEC

LAPD holds news conference with LA faith leaders to promote peace during international tragedies

CC

9/27/2013 HEAL

Dr. Monica Soni answers questions about the flu shot

??

2:51

:50

1:12

:18

3:02

9/27/2013 HEAL

Health officials urge children to get flu shots

CC

:17

9/27/2013 POLI

Government shuts down if Congress doesn't pass temporary funding measure by Monday night

CC

:17

9/27/2013 SEC

LAPD holds news conference with LA faith leaders to promote peace during international tragedies

Aguilar

9/27/2013 POLI

Governor Brown signs bill establishing statewide mattress recycling program

Orr

9/27/2013 EDU

New formula for funding school districts comes with requirement of family income documentation,
casues concern in large districts

Pringle

9/27/2013 LAW

Memorial service held for Laguna Beach police officer Jon Coutchie

CC

:10

9/27/2013 EDU

New formula for funding school districts comes with requirement of family income documentation,
casues concern in large districts

CC

:07

9/27/2013 EDU

New formula for funding school districts comes with requirement of family income documentation,
casues concern in large districts

CC

:08

9/27/2013 TT

Disney Hall kicks off celebrations downtown this weekend

CC

:18

9/27/13

9/27/13

9/27/13

9/27/13

9/27/13

1:23

:45

1:03

ENV

After five years of silence, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) released a summary
today stating they are 95 percent sure global warming is caused by “human influence.”
Coral Davenport,

13:00

HEAL

McDonald’s has announced that it would no longer market junk food to kids and it’s going to include
more fruits and vegetables in on its adult menu. The move came after another fast food joint, Burger
King, rolled out the lower-calorie French fries it has dubbed “Satisfries.” Apparently, they are 20%
healthier but “taste the same.”

10:00

Dr. Peter Ubel,

ENT

Mayor Eric Garcetti appointed the Hollywood veteran to be the city’s first film czar and head up the new
Entertainment Industry and Production Office. The office is designed to make it easier to film movies
and television shows in the city and to lobby for money to boost the California’s film incentive program.
Sherak is a familiar face around Hollywood.
Tom Sherak,

8:00

MEDI

Guido Barilla, chairman of the Italy-based pasta brand Barilla, stated in an Italian radio interview that the
company would never display gay families in their ads. This led to a firestorm on Twitter by gay rights
activists sounding the call to boycott Barilla productions, including pastas, cookies and bread.
Sasha Strauss,

16:00

ENT

Guest host Patt Morrison is joined by KPCC critics Tim Cogshell, Andy Klein and Charles Solomon to
review this week’s releases including Don Jon, Baggage Claim, Cloudy With a Chance of Meatballs 2
and more! TGI-FilmWeek!

10:00

Tim Cogshell, Andy
Klein, Charles
Solomon

9/27/2013

SPOR

The stabbing appears to have stemmed from an argument surrounding fans of the two teams, although
the stabbing occurred four blocks from where the game was being played.
Henry Lee

4:04

9/27/2013

SPOR

What is it about sports that compels fans to get so heated that it can sometimes lead to violence?

Rick Grieve

4:42

9/27/2013

ENT

At long last, a negligence lawsuit by Michael Jackson's mother against concert promoter AEG is in the
hands of a jury.
Jeff Gottlieb

5:26

9/27/2013

POLI

In this week's Friday Flashback, our weekly analysis of the news, we'll chew on the reality and absurdity Nancy Cook, Ken
behind the Congressional battle over the budget and the national debt.
Rudin

15:55

9/27/2013

ENT

If you want to catch the final days of L.A.'s Beer Week festivities you'd better start planning. It wraps up
this Sunday and there are only a handful of events left to hit.
Meghan McCarty

4:47

9/27/2013

ART

It's been ten years since the gleaming, swooping silhouette of the Walt Disney Hall became part of the
LA skyline and it's kicking off its birthday celebrations this Sunday with a free concert just down the hill
in Grand Park.
La Santa Cecilia

11:08

9/27/2013

ENV

A report released by scientists for the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change today says that it is
"extremely likely" that humans are changing the Earth's climate.
Dean Roemmich

5:19

9/27/2013

HIST

An old fish is usually a bad thing, but one 419 million-year-old fish is proving to be very helpful. A new
fossil that was recently discovered in China might completely change the way scientists understand how
humans evolved.
Matt Friedman

4:46

9/27/2013

ENT

Knott's Berry Farm kicked off one of the first Halloween scare fests. Now the theme park competition is
on, to deliver the most "boo" for your buck.
Wendy Lee

4:24

9/27/2013

ENV

Severe drought has been gripping much of the southwest for years and New Mexico has gotten the
worst of it. The lack of water is forcing many native farmers to consider more non-traditional methods of
irrigation.
Carrie Jung

4:13

9/27/2013

SCI

Perhaps you're afraid of things like centipedes or you're set on edge by the fear of falling. New research
from Northwestern University has some promise for you.
Jay Gottfried

6:36

9/27/2013

ECON

Travelers often began their adventures with a meal at a restaurant called the Proud Bird. We were sad
to learn this morning that the Proud Bird will be closing by the end of the year.
Charles Phoenix

4:06

HEAL

Starting October 1, individuals can pre-enroll for health insurance in the marketplace created by the
Affordable Care Act. Federal officials say some online tools wont be ready by then, and this will impact
states like Arizona and Texas that are using the federally-run marketplaces.
Jude Joffe-Block

1:38

9/27/2013

9/27/2013

FOR

9/27/2013

SPOR

If you've traveled to Mexico City lately and landed at the airport, you probably noticed an unfortunate
stench. AP Reporter Olga Rodriguez wrote about the persistent odor earlier this week and says that it
"wafts from the manholes and leaves the morning air smelling fresh as a septic tank."

Olga Rodriguez

5:33

The morning of June 22, the Dodgers were in last place in the National League West. Their record of 30
42 was not what fans were expecting from a team with a robust payroll of over $200 million.
Ned Colletti

7:36

9/28/2013 LGB

Study suggests gay and transgendered characters in movies and TV have not prevented discrimination
against actors
CC

:14

9/28/2013 LGB

Woman files for divorce from her wife

CC

:10

9/28/2013 POLI

Community organizers try to enroll people in Obamacare

Totten

2:06

ART

John Rabe attends the opening at the Colburn School of Music for some of Garcetti's photographs,
taken from his books "Iron: Erecting the Walt Disney Concert Hall" and "Frozen Music." He speaks with John Rabe / Gil
Garcetti and several of the ironworkers about their experiences with the concert hall's construction.
Garcetti

9/28/2013

ART

John Rabe interviews longtime clerk Jerry Lang, David Kipen of Libros Schmibros and Take Two, and
Cliff himself to get their takes on what caused the bookstore to finally shut its doors.

John Rabe / Jerry
Land / David Kipen /
Cliff Gildart

7:27:00

9/28/2013

LAW

Alex Cohen talks with The Atlantic's Jessica Blankenship about whether women should be allowed to
go topless in public anywhere men are allowed.

Alex Cohen / Jessica
Blankenship

5:39:00

9/28/2013

ART

Patt Morrison talks with historian Marc Wanamaker about the ups and downs of the landmark.

9/28/2013

DIV

Wendy Lee reports on the high-stakes competition over monsters and mazes, focusing specifically on
Knott's growing need to stay relevant in the growing scare market.

9/28/2013

ECON

Kevin Ferguson talks with the Torrance Daily Breeze's Brian Sumers about the story behind the Proud Kevin Ferguson /
Bird's demise.
Brian Sumers

9/28/2013

5:55:00

Patt Morrison / Marc
Wanamaker
Wendy Lee / Eric
Lynxwiler / Larry
Kirchner

9/29/2013 TRAN

Voters want to re-track their support for high speed rail

Jahad

9/29/2013 HEAL

Despite uncertainty, LA activists continue to sign people up for Obamacare

Totten

9/29/2013 SPOR

USC fired football coach Lane Kiffin

Jahad

4:36:00

4:24:00

3:58:00

3:14

:57

3:25

9/29/2013 SCI

Huntington Beach teen is a finalist in national science competition

CC

:21

9/29/2013 ART

Disney Hall kicks off celebrations downtown this weekend

Totten

9/30/2013 ECON

Fresh & Easy files for bankruptcy

Lee

9/30/2013 EDU

State attorney general releases elementary school truancy data

Guzman

1:16

9/30/2013 LAW

Small jet crashed at Santa Monica airport, killing two

McNary

1:26

9/30/2013 ENER

California Public Utilities Commission holds public hearings on what costs customers should pay for
time San Onofre was off-line

Joyce

9/30/2013 LAW

OC judge schedules November trial date for ex-Fullerton police officers in Kelly Thomas case

Joyce

9/30/2013 DC

California family tries to make sense of government shutdown

Felde

:58

9/30/2013 LAW

Man accused of murdering two USC grad students appeared in court for a preliminary hearing

Palta

:50

9/30/2013 POLI

The Grand Avenue extends a design deadline to 2014

Walton

:39

9/30/2013 HEAL

City of LA asks judge to declare citizen-sponsored ballot measure to create new city health department
invalid
Stoltze

:50

9/30/2013 HIST

Disney Hall turns 10

CC

:17

9/30/2013 EDU

New report says one million elementary school students were truant last year

CC

:17

9/30/2013 DC

GOP doubles down: another CR that suspends Obamacare

CC

:14

9/30/2013 EDU

New report says one million elementary school students were truant last year

CC

:23

9/30/2013 DC

Congress agrees to pay military

CC

:15

9/30/2013 LAW

Investigation into Santa Monica airport crash

CC

:11

9/30/2013 ECON

CA has a lot to lose from gov't standoff

CC

:14

9/30/2013 HEAL

Covered California enrollment will continue despite shutdown

CC

:15

9/30/2013 DIS

Fire in electrical vault killed a worker in Huntington Beach

CC

:18

9/30/2013 ENV

Loh Life the Heat

Loh

2:45

9/30/2013 HEAL

Health insurance marketplaces open on Tuesday

Kim

3:43

9/30/2013 LAW

Closing arguments begin in trial of former Guatemalan soldier

Berestein Rojas

3:19

9/30/2013 HEAL

California's small businesses consider what Obamacare means for them

O'Neill

3:13

9/30/2013 ENV

Activists feel betrayed in dispute over open space in Whittier

Peterson

4:23

1:18

:52

:50

1:03

9/30/2013 SPOR

Possible replacement for USC coach Kiffin

Roman

4:17

9/30/2013 ART

Disney Hall celebrates 10-year anniversary

Totten

1:18

9/30/2013 POLI

The new board of Water and Power Commissions prepares to meet for the first time

Walton

:46

9/30/2013 SPOR

LA begins campaign to host 2016 Olympic marathon trials

Fox

:55

9/30/2013 POLI

Gov Brown still has big bills sitting on his desk, waiting to be signed

Orr

:55

9/30/2013 EDU

Janet Napolitano begins tenure as UC president today

Tintocalis

9/30/2013 ART

"Cloudy with a Chance of Meatballs 2" opens at number one at the box office

Jahad

:46

9/30/2013 ENV

New survey on CA water plan

Jahad

:55

9/30/2013 POLI

USC/LATimes survey says half of voters approve of the job Gov Brown is doing

Jahad

:53

9/30/2013 POLI

City of LA challenges a ballot measure to create a new city health dept

Stoltze

??

9/30/2013 LGB

Lesbian couple's divorce may force some states to recognize same-sex marriage

CC

:10

9/30/2013 POLI

Poll asks CA voters to weigh in on state water proposals

CC

:20

9/30/2013 POLI

New poll gauges approval rating of Gov Brown and CA legislature

CC

:14

9/30/2013 POLI

If the government shuts down, what will be open?

CC

:11

9/30/2013 POLI

What the day before the shutdown looks like

CC

:13

9/30/2013 POLI

Darrell Isa still wants to delay Obamacare

CC

:07

9/30/2013 POLI

Republican Congressman McCarthy doesn't think shutdown will happen

CC

:15

9/30/2013 TRAN

Plane crashed at Santa Monica airport

CC

:07

9/30/2013 SPOR

USC fires Lane Kiffin, introduces interim football coach

CC

:13

9/30/2013 SPOR

USC fires Lane Kiffin, introduces interim football coach

CC

:11

9/30/2013 SPOR

Fans react to firing of USC coach Kiffin

CC

:12

9/30/2013 SPOR

Family of Dodgers fan stabbed to death asks witnesses to step forward

CC

:13

9/30/2013 SPOR

Family of Dodgers fan stabbed to death asks witnesses to step forward

CC

:13

9/30/2013 POLI

Gov Brown vetoes bill expanding use of carpool lanes on some freeways during non-peak hours

CC

:15

9/30/2013 POLI

Government shutdown remains likely

Felde

9/30/2013 TRAN

Small jet crashed at Santa Monica airport, killing two

Moore

9/30/13

POLI

In the likely event that Republicans and Democrats don’t agree on a spending bill to keep the
government running by midnight, all non essential government services will stop tomorrow. The Senate
is scheduled to vote on a bill this morning passed by House Republicans that would continue to fund the Jonathan Wilcox,
government, but delay the implementation of the Affordable Care Act.
Darry Sragow,

1:00

1:45
:46

15:00

POLI

The marketing blitz about the Affordable Care Act is in heavy rotation ahead of tomorrow's launch of the
health exchanges. State-run exchanges in California, Minnesota and Washington, to name a few, have
tried ads that are upbeat, folksy, and funny to win insurance shoppers.
Tom Hollihan,

7:00

POLI

A week after President Obama declared in an United Nations meeting that the U.S. will pursue a
diplomatic path with Iran to keep it from creating nuclear weapons, Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu is set to visit the White House today to dissuade the administration from doing such a thing. Reid Epstein

9:00

RELI

An increasingly popular London-based atheist church announced recently that it will be going on a
“global missionary tour” over the next couple months because cities across the US have apparently
been requesting information on how they can set up their own branches.The founders of “The Sunday Sanderson Jones,
Assembly” -- Pippa Evans and Sanderson Jones -- are two comedians who say there’s more to church Ryan T. Cragun,
than just believing in God, including bettering your life and feeling a sense of community.
Ph.D.,

16:00

EDU

Since it began the first phase of its roll out, the LAUSD’s $1-billion iPad program has been plagued with
issues. First, some 300 students figured out how to unlock the security feature on the devices so they
could use them to surf prohibited websites, which led the district to ban kids from taking their iPads
home. A couple days later, school district officials said that about 70 iPads – out of about 14,000 issued
so far – had gone missing.
John Deasy,

16:00

EDU

A report released today by California Attorney Kamala D. Harris finds that nearly 1 million California
elementary school students are truant each year – that’s one out of every four pupils. School districts
receive education dollars based on student attendance. Between 2010-2011, Los Angeles County lost Lydia Bodin, Ashley
$340 million, the report said, because of kids skipping school.
Franklin

16:00

9/30/13

ART

Mo Rocca is discovering classic family recipes from grandparents across the country in a new Cooking
Channel Series, “My Grandmother’s Ravioli.” Growing up, Rocca cherished Sunday dinner at his
grandmother’s house and her special meals like ravioli. But Rocca never learned the recipes. Now, he
will travel across the country to different grandparents ‘home to learn a variety of dishes from different
cultures including Portuguese, Japanese, and Greek.
Mo Rocca,

16:00

9/30/2013

POLI

As the possibility of a government shutdown looms larger, listeners should beware headlines with
phrases like "budget standoff," "showdown," "failure of leadership," or "partisan gridlock."

8:46

9/30/2013

POLI

Imagine if Congress passed a budget, there was no argument over increasing the debt ceiling, and the
President signed a farm bill, an immigration reform package and a plan to give businesses incentives to
hire new employees. What would the economy look like in this rose-colored scenario?
David Gura

5:17

9/30/2013

POLI

The heated debate over health care is nothing new, going all the way back to when president Truman
first proposed national health insurance.

6:47

9/30/13

9/30/13

9/30/13

9/30/13

9/30/13

James Fallows

James Morone

The head of Covered California predicts some glitches and delays, but says that overall the online
health insurance marketplace is ready to go live on Tuesday.

Stephanie O'Neill

3:32

Five years into the recession, Nevada’s unemployment rate remains stubbornly high at 9.5 percent,
making it the highest in the nation.

Kate Sheehy

4:16

9/30/2013

POLI

9/30/2013

LABOR

9/30/2013

ENT

Time for On The Lot, our weekly look at the business of entertainment with Rebecca Keegan of the LA
Times
Rebecca Keegan

8:42

9/30/2013

ENT

You've probably seen the word gaffer scrolling by on movie credits, but what exactly does a gaffer do? Jim Plannette

6:38

9/30/2013

ENV

9/30/2013

ENV

9/30/2013

SPOR

Cuba has produced some of Major League Baseball's hottest stars, like the Dodgers own Yasiel Puig.
But to get to America, players like him have had to defect before they can suit up. A new policy in Cuba,
however, could open up the country's ranks to recruiting.
Adrian Burgos

5:54

9/30/2013

SCI

People with serious epilepsy are debilitated by seizures. Surgery can cure the problem, but only after
doctors learn exactly where and how seizures are triggered. That requires watching the human brain in
action.
Amy Standen

6:06

9/30/2013

LIT

These days, basic training isn’t all about doing push-ups and pull-ups, training also includes playing
video games.

8:35

Activists say what happens in a courtroom, and in Whittier, could have ripple effects for open space and
land conservation well beyond this small 30-acre patch.
Molly Peterson
The investigation into the deaths of 19 firefighters in Arizona’s Yarnell Hill Fire concluded with several
recommendations. Many hope that the report released Saturday leads to wildland firefighting policy
changes.
Lauren Morales

Corey Mead

4:51

4:01

According to a report issues by state Attorney General Kamala Harris today, about a million elementary
school students in California were truant during the past school year.
Adolfo Guzman-Lopez

4:24

9/30/2013

EDUC

9/30/2013

LIT

Downtown's Gallery Row district is an example of how downtown is changing: New restaurants, luxury
lofts and art galleries. This business is at the heart of it all.
Colin Berry

4:12

ART

Ever read those wants ads on Craigslist? One enterprising band of entertainers in L.A. has now built a
live show around the ads and all the actors do is read them aloud.
John Pick

6:48

9/30/2013

